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=,• ~INT~arOE ICt•

Bombs, projectiles, mines, and other munitions are loaded with binary

explosives to enhance the explosive characteristics, chemical/thermal
stabilities, and shelf life of munitions.

Currently, there exists a large tonnage of obsolete/unserviceable binary
explosives loaded munitions for deril and disposal.

The traditional methods employed by the United States Military for the demil
and disposal of explosives were:

(1) Burial in the ocean

(2) Burning and/or detonating in the open air

(3) Controlled burning of small munitions in deactivation furnaces

(4) Using a hot water/steam washout system followed by disposal of dried

explosives.

The Anmunition Equilment Office, TEAD, Twoele, Utah have been studying an

alternative washout technique to washout and recover the explosive coonxoents

from one of the binary explosives, ccp B.

Designated potential demil inventory of Oomp B loaded 3.5 inch rocket is

shown in Table 1.

The chemical ocpositicn of amp B consists of 60% REK, 39% TNT, and 1% wax.
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TABLE 1

POTENTIAL DEMIL INVENTORY OF COMP B

3.5 Inch Rocket 7,465,100 pounds (3,929,000 ea)

SOURCE: JCAP DEMILITARIZATION/DISPOSAL HANDBOOK
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Our goal was to develop an organic solvent washout technique that required

(1) a low washout temperature, (2) a low operation pressure, (3) a single

washout and separation process.

Technical Discussion

Organic solvent washout/reclamation technology utilizes three mutually

beneficial physical/chemical principles; these are (1) the solvation action of

a wa-rm solvent, (2) the high pressure mining action of liquid, and (3) the

selective solubility of an organic solvent.

The solvaticn action of the warm organic solvent augments the high pressure

mining action of the solvent, resulting in a very rapid washout of binary

explosive from its casing. Then, the selective solubility effect of the

organic solvent will effect the separation of the binary explosive into

separate cXmpoments, resulting in immediate and effective recovery of the

soluble and the insoluble species.

Th be suitable and effective, the candidate solvent should meet the

following requirements: (1) it has a relatively high boiling point, (2) it
has a low vapor pressure, (3) it has a good solvation property toward one of

the explosive components, (4) it has a well defined selective solubility on the

explosive oTmponents, and finally (5) it is thermally and chemically stable

with the explosive components being washed out and most important it will not

present a toxic hazard to the operators.

Thus, amorng the organic solvents investigated and considered, toluene was

selected as a candidate solvent for the washout/recovery of explosive

components from curp B.

The solubility data of REK and TNT in toluene is shown in Table 2. Fbr

omparison, their solubility in benzene is also included.
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TABLE 2

SOW)BILaIY OF 7WT AND RIX IN BENZ2EE AND TOLLJENE

Solubility in 100 of Solvent

Solvent Tenp. 20*C 50 'C

TNT 67ggm 284 gm

Benzene

RDC 0.045(0.067%) gn 0.0115(0.04%) gu

TNT 55 gm 208 gm

Tbluene

ROC 0.02(0.36%) gm 0.085(0.04%) gm
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Promi this data, the following asaumpticn are made.

(1) Dtring the washout cycle, 208 pounds of TWT would dissolve in 100
pounds of toluene at a solvent temperature of 50*C, however, only 55 pounds of
TNT would dissolve in 100 pounds of toluene at 20 'C. The RE is virtually
insoluble in toluene at these temperatures.

(2) Diring the recovery cycle, the insoluble REX will settle in the bottcm

of the washout tank and be recovered. This REK can be washed with fresh
solvent to renrmve any residual TT or wax.

(3) In the cooling cycle, 7MT rich solvent is cooled fr=m 501C to 201C.
TNT would precipitates from the super saturated solvent and can be recovered.

Description of Test Apparatus and Exgperlmntal Procedures

Figure 1 shows the apparatus constructed by the Ammunition Equipment Office
to conduct the washout tests. The test unit is primarily consisted of (1) a
washout tank, (2) a settlind tank, (3) an organic solven resevoir and heating
tank, (4) a water heater, (5) a projectile holder/nozzle assembly, and (6) two
pneumatic diaphram ,pmps

Electrical heating elements were used to heat water to the temperature of
75 C. An air-driven diaphram pump forced this hot water through the heat
exchanger coils submerged in the toluene.

The toluene in the solvent resevoir tank was heated to 50 C and maintained
at this temperature by an autcmatic tenperature controller, Which adjusted the
circulation of the hot water through the heat exchanger coils.

The nunition to be washed was placed in the holder, centered above the
nozzle. When the solvent tatperature approached 50 "C, the air driven solvent
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pump was actuated. The pressure of solvent in the line to the nozzle

fluctuated between zero to 40 psig as the pump cycled. Hot toluene was jetted

into the munition cavity, rapidly washing the carp B out into the washout

tank.

The soluble TNT was quickly dissolved into the warm toluene, and remained in

the solvent as a solute. This 7WT rich solvent flowed through the settling

tank to the solvent resevior tank where the solvent was again heated to be

recycled. Most of the settling of the insoluble RIX was acccmplished in the

washout tank before the solvent overflowed into the settling tank where the

remainder of the RIX settled out.

After three minutes of washing, the solvent pump was turned off and the

munition was removed and visually inspected. This process was repeated until

the catmp B was washed frcn the munition.

Test Results

TWO types of camp B loaded munitions were washed out during the initial

testings. The 105m projectiles, each containing about 5 pounds of explosive,

were completely washed out in 12 minutes. Approximately 80% of cap B was

washed out in the first 6 minutes. Figure 2 shows, the reason the washing out

of the remaining explosive took an additional 6 minutes was that the nozzle did

not direct the flow of solvent with full force into all areas of the cavity.

only the solvation effect was available to remove the rind camt B.

It required 9 minutes to washout a 3.5 inch rocket. Approximately 70% of

ccap B was washed out in the first 3 minutes. The shape of the cavity made

quick removal of the explosive difficult. Again, the lack of a correct

matching configuration is the reason for the long washout time. The cbjective

of these tests did not include cptimization of nozzle designs. This work is

planned for accomplishment in future tests.
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WASHOUT RESULT

(105m Projectile after 6 minutes of washing)

FIGURE 2
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Peccy-ery of OMV B qqm ets

R13C

Men the washout process was completed, RIJC was retrieved frtmn the bottou of

the washout and the settling tanks. The recovered ROX is shown in Figure 3.

This recovered R13C had a light yellowish color, and a sand-like crystalline

form. The drying and the purity analysis of recovered Rn3 have not yet been

done but samples will be supplied to Dr Harold Matsuguma at DMe NJ for

analysis in his laboratory.

TNT would be recovered when the temperature of this toluene is cooled from

50"C to 20-C. %hen recrystallized fran solvent, this recovered T7 will be

free of RXK and wax contaminations. At the time of this report, the

sensitivity study of the TNT-toluene has not been completed, thus, no attempt

has been made to recover TNT from the toluene solution.

WAX

The wax in ccmp B will not be recovered with this process because of its

marginal ecorKmic value. It will remain dissolved in the recycling solvent.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this study had demonstrated that the crmp B explosives from

lOumm projectiles and 3.5 inh rockets were successfully washed out and RCK was

recovered, using toluene as the washout medium.
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Sephrately recovered RDX
(solid), TNT (in solution) from
Comp B (lOSPIM projectile) in
1 quart bottles.
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This rapid washout was acocaplished by the cor~bined effect. of mining action
4\

and saolvation action of a warm solvent. The immediate and effective

separaticn/rocovery of RD( and TNT mas achieved by the selective solubility of

the organic solvent used.

The test results suggested that the organic solvent washout technology is

versatile and can be readily* adapted to other munition washout.

Finally, I would like to discuss briefly sore of the possible advantages

that can be derived fran this technique, they are:

(1) The overall process of washout/separation in sinplified and the

production rates are increased.

(2) The separate recovery of explosive om.ponents is possible in a single

operation.

4 (3) This technique could be adopted to other explosive washouts by sinply

changing organic solvent.

(4) The washout taqperature and presstre are much lower than other methods,

thus require mch less energy.

(5) The maintenance requirement for the process equipoent are reduced due

to the non-corrosive nature of organic solvent used.

Future work planned includes optimization of equipment and the process. If

ecconomnc analysis then proves the value of the new method, a design of

production facility will be ompleted.
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INTRODUCTION

A large quantity of bulk packaged tear gas agent CS is designated for
demil/disposal. ARRCOM records indicate a total amount of bulk CS in the
Demil account of 2,300,000 pounds (Reference 1.). This quantity could
increase by at least another million pounds,

The currently planned method for the disposal of bulk CS is burning in
multiple stage incinerators (Reference 2.). This method not only results in
the loss of a valuable raw material, but Is also an energy expensive disposal
process without economic return.

AEO has postulated and proposed a relatively simple chemical conversion
process for bulk CS (tear gas), resulting in the non-toxic raw material,
o-chlorostyrene, o.-chlorocinnamic acid, and a by-product, ammonium sulfate.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Chemistry

t1 Tear Gas (CS)

The generic nomenclature of the chemical agent CS is

o-chlorobenzalmalononitrile. The structure of CS is given in Figure 1.

OH -= CH . -= N

FIGURE 1 o-Chlorobenzalmalononitrile

This chemical compound contains two nitrile functional groups at the second

position of the vinylic end of the molecule.

2. Proposed Chemical Conversion

Removal of these two nitrile functional groups effects the chemical

conversion of bulk CS to o-chlorostyrene.

H-G'-CCN _H=CH2

C H=OH.C88
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The overall process involves two reactions in series. The first step is an

acid or base catalyzed hydrolysis of CS to o-chlorocinnamic acid. The second

reaction is the decarboxylation of this intermediate product to give

o-chlorostyrene.

a. Acid Catalyzed Hydrolysis

When sulfuric acid is used as a catalyst in the hydrolysis reaction of CS,

the initial product is the diamide formed by addition of H2 0 to the nitrile

groups as shown in equation I,

0
11

.C-NH2 ()
C1,CN HtH2O- CH=C, CNH2

1 ~CH=CC=N 1

but since amides are also hydrolyzed by acid, the free acid (o-chlorocinnamic

acid), ammonium sulfate, and eO2 gas are the final products from this reaction,

as shown in equation 2.

0 CI
CH ,C-NH2 H2SO4 6 CH=CHCO2H t

+89NItH0i)20 4 02  (
0
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b. Decarboxylation of 0-Chlorocinnatmic Acid

The second reaction, the decarboxylation of o-chlorocinnamic acid to

o-chlorostyrene, is facilitated by the nature of the resonance structures of

the (./ -unsaturated free acid, and the ability of the ionic o-chlorocinnamic

acid to disperse electron density over the entire structure of the molecule.

Thus the decarboxylation reaction should proceed as shosin in equation 3.

C1 C1

t• CH=CHC02H N2o=C(3)

Experimental Procedures and Results

1. Acid Catalyzed Hydrolysis of CS

A 250 milliliter (ml), three neck round bottom flask was equipped with a

water cooled reflux condensor, a mechanical stirrer, a heating mantle, a

thermometer, and a variable transformer as shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2 Hydrolysis Apparatus
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Fifty ml of freshly prepared acid solution (70% v/v) was cooled in an ice

bath to 30*C and added to the flask. While stirring the solution, five grams

of CS was slowly added to the flask, producing a uniform slurry of CS and acid.

The mixture was heated to 90*C and this temperature maintained until the slurry

was completely dissolved, resulting in a clear amber colored solution. The

temperature of the reaction mixture (amber solution) was then increased to

125-135°C where it began to reflux. When the solution had refluxed for one

hour, a white solid began to form in the solution.

After four to eight hours of refluxing, the contents of the flask were

decanted into a 1000 ml flask, diluted with 500 ml of cold water, and allowed

to cool to room temperature. The mixture was filtered through a Buchner funnel

to separate the solid from the filtrate which was collected and set aside for

further treatment.

The solid was dissolved in a dilute basic solution and the insoluble

impurities were, removed by filtration. The resulting clear yellow solution was

acidified with hydrochloric acid solution to produce a white solid. This

mixture was then filtered and the purified solid product, which is

o-chlorocinnamic acid, was collected and air dried.

The filtrate was transferred to 1000 ml beaker which was placed in an ice

bath. The NH3 gas was slowly bubbled in and reacted with the filtrate

approximately one hour, producing ammonium sulfate crystals. The crystals were

collected by filtration and air dried.

2. Results of Hydrolysis Reaction

a. Acid Concentration

The results of the four-hour reactions are shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2. Results of Hydrolysis of CS (with reaction time 4 hrs)

H2504

Run Cone. Temp CS o-CCA Conversion

No. (M) (C) (gins) (gms) (mole Z)

KA440 40 130-135 5.022 0.619 12.74

KA450 50 6.712 2.403 36.96

KA460 60 5.798 2.849 50.02

KA471 70 4.921 3.774 78.88

KA472 70 6.548 4.773 75.32

KA480 80 4.775

*o-CCAfo-chlorocinnamic Acid

Data from Table 2 was plotted in Figure 3 showing the percent yield as a

function of the sulfuric acid concentration while the reaction time was held

constant at four hours. The rate of hydrolysis of CS increased linearly as the

sulfuric acid concentration was increased from 40% to 70%, indicating that the

rate of hydrolysis of CS is dependant on the acid concentration.

When the concentration of H2 SO 4 was increased to 80%, the predominant

product was a polymeric material rather than the desired o-chlorocinnamic acid.

Therefore no data for this concentration is given in Table 2.
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b. Reaction Time

The results of the reactions, where the sulfuric acid concentration war

maintained constant at 70% while the reaction times were allowed to vary, are

given in Table 3.

TABLE 3 Results of Hydrolysis of CS

(with 70% sulfuric acid concentration)

Reaction

Run Temp. Time CS o-CCA Conversion

-No* (c) (Hours) (grams) (grams) (mole %)

KA 170-1 130-135 0.5 5.223 3.042 60.13

KA 170-2 " 1.0 6.591 4.457 69.93

KA 270-1 " 1.0 5.461 2.910 55.14

KA 270-2 2.0 7.022 4.870 71.69

KA 470-1 2.0 4.941 3.774 78.88

KA 470-2 4.0 6.548 4.773 75.32

KA 670-1 4.6 6.477 5.648 90.17

KA 670-2 6.0 7.938 5.583 73.92

KA 870-1 6.5 4.537 3.717 84.46

KA 870-2 8.0 8.225 6.223 78.16

*o-CCA - o-chlorocinnamic Acid

Data from Table 3 is plotted in Figure 4 showing the percent yield as a

function of reaction time while the sulfuric acid concentration of each run was

held constant. Figure 4 indicates that the maximum yield (90%) was obtained

when the sulfuric acid concentration was 70% (V/V) with the reaction time of

five hours, and the temperature being maintained at 130-135*C.
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3. Decarboxylation of o-Chlorocinnamic Acid

Seventy-five grams of air dried o-chlorocinnamic acid obtained from the acid

catalyzed hydrolysis of CS was mixed with 20 grams of NaOH.CaO and 5 grams of

copper powder. This mixture was added to a 200 ml, two neck round bottom

flask.

The flask was initially attached to an air-cooled reflux condensor and a

temperature gauge (range of - 10°C to 500*C), and was placed in a heating

mantle.

The mixture was gradually heated co the melting temperature of

o-chlorocinnamic acid (200°C), and maintained at that temperature until all of

the acid had melted, producing an amber liquid. Then the temperature was

increased to 270°C.

When the decarboxylation reaction started, a white vapor was evolved, and it

solidified on the inside surface of air cooled reflux condensor.

The solid in the condensor was soon dissolved by the refluxing action of the

product, and came back into the reaction flask. After all the white solid had

dissolved, the air-cooled reflux condensor was quickly replaced with a

water-cooled distillation condensor which had a collection bulb attached. The

oily product collected had no color initially, but darkened as the

decarboxylation reaction progressed. The temperature of the material in the

reaction flask was increased from 270*C to 460°C during the three hour

decarboxylation reaction time. When the reaction was stopped at 460°C, the oil

coming over the distillation column had a light brown color.
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4. Results of Decarboxylation Reaction

a. Reaction - three decarboxylation reactlons were run, and the results are

summarized in Table 4.

TABLE 4. Results of Decarboxylation of o-Chlorocinnamic Acid

RUN NO. 1 2 3

o-chlorocinnamic acid (moles) 0.41 0.44 .38
o-chlorostyrene (moles) 0.14 0.13 0.16

Yield (molar percent) 34.15 29.55 42.11

The average yield of product was 35.27%. The residue is a mixture of

polymeric products and other materials. No attempt was made at this time to

recover a product from the residue.

5. Identification and Analysis of Products

The instrumental analysis of all products were performed using the following

instruments: a) a Varian-EH 390-90 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectrometer; b)

a Hewlet-Packard 5982-A Mass Spectrameter; c) a Perkin-Elmer 457 Infrared

Absorption Spectrameter; d) a Waters M-600 UV-254 High Pressure Liquid

Chromatograph; e) a Beckman GC-; Gas Chromatograph; and f) a Thomas Hoover

Capillary Melting Point Apparatus.
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Pilot Plant StudZ

1. Plant Layout

hBaed on the results obtained from the laboratory study, a pilot plant wms

designed and constructed. This pilot plant has the process capacity of 8 to 16

pounds bulk tear gas per day. The pilot plant concept and the flow chart are

given in Figures 5 and 6.

2. Operation Procedures

Bulk CS which is contained in a multilayer paper bag is placed in the glove

box. An operator, manipulating from the outside of the glove box, opens the

bag and dumps the CS to the circulating sulfuric acid.

The mixture is pumped into a preheater/reactor where the mixture is heated

to the temperature of 90C, for 30 minutes. Then the solution is transferred to

the second reactor and reacted for 8 hours at the temperature of 125*C.

The reacted material is then pumped into the holding tank and is diluted

with cold water. Then it is centrifuged next, to separate and recover

o-chlorocinnamic acid from the solution. The o-chlorocinnamic acid is placed

in a forced air oven and dried. The solution is pumped into the ammonolysis

tank, and NH3 gas is bubbled in to react with the excess acid, producing

additional ammonium sulfate.

*, Dried o-chlorocinnamic acid is mixed with a catalytic amount of copper

sulfate and soda lime and charged into the decarboxylation reactor.

The temperature of the reactor is gradually increased to 370C and

maintained at this temperature until reaction is completed. The decarboxylated

product, o_-chlorostyrene, is condensed into a dark yellow oil and collected.
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3. Results of Pilot Plant Study

Results from the pilot plant operation showed that the hydrolysis and

decarboxylation reaction proceeded smoothly and the over all yield at the time

of this report was 55%.
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HARWT SURVEY

A preliminary market survey was conducted jointly by ABC and the Purchasing

and Contracting Division, TEAD. Results of this survey were that the present

market for o-chlorostyrene is undeveloped due to the high cost and the limited

supply. However, it is anticipated that if this project begins to produce

o-chlorostyrene, at an &ffordable price, a more active market and usage would

be developed.
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CONCLUS IONS

1. Laboratory Work

Conversion of CS to o-chlorostyrene was facilitated by two step reactions,

1) hydrolysis of CS; followed by 2) catalytic decarboxylation of the

intermediate product (o-chlorocinnamic acid).

The first reaction, the sulfuric acid catalyzed hydrolysis of CS has

produced o-chlorocinnamic acid. The reaction parameters, the acid

concentrations, the reaction residence times, and the reaction temperatures

were varied respectively, from 40% to 80%, from 30 minutes to 10 hours, and

from 90*C to 135'C. A yield of 90% was obtained when CS was reacted with 70%

sulfuric acid for five hours while the temperature was maintained at 130-135*C.

Amuonium sulfate was the by-product from this reaction.

The second reaction, the catalytic decarboxylation reaction of

o-chlorocinnamic acid has produced o-chlorostyrene and CO2 gas. Two

catalysts, NaOH.CaO and Cu (powder) were tried to increase the reaction rates

of decarboxylation at this time. An average yield of 35% was obtained from

three decarboxylation reactions tried.

2. Pilot Plant Study

The experimental work conducted at the pilot plant verified that the above

reactions are feasible and can be reproduced on a production scale operation.

An overall conversion rate of 55% was achieved during this pilot plant study.

A recenly completed economic analysis based on data acquired in operation of

the pilot plant has proven the process to be very cost effective.
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WHITE PHOSPHOROUS MUNITION RECLAMATION

BY:

DARRELL W. WALKER PhD

TOOELE ARMY DEPOT, UTAH

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present the Army's program for

reclaiming White Phospherous (WP) from various types of WP filled munitions
that are either outdated or obsolete.

At the present time there is a relatively large quantity of WP munitions

that have been placed in the demil inventory with more scheduled to be

released for demil in the near future. The following table lists the

current WP munition demil inventory which totals some 4000 tons.

WHITE PHOSPHOROUS INVENTORY

LOCATION QUANTITY (TONS)

Ft. Wingate 2000

Hawthorne 1100

Lex-Bluegrass 250

Red River 200

Sierra 150

Others 380

TOTAL 4080

The objective of the current program is to provide a system to

demiliterize the WP inventory through controlled incineration to form

Phosphorous Pentoxide and then produce a saleable agricultural grade

Phosphoric Acid through water hydration processes.
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Process Development

Some twenty-four years ago, the Ammunition Equipment Office developed

what is known as the APE 1236 Deactivation Furnace. The APE 1236 Furnace

shown in Figure 1 is a retort furnace with internal flights which carry the

munitions or explosives through the furnace. A single burner is located at

the munition exit end of the furnace for temperature control. The

combustion products exit through the stack at the live munition feed end of

the furnace. It is desired that the munition begins burning or detonates

near the center of the retort. The location where the burning or detonation

occurs is controlled by the speed of the retort and the burner temperature.

Items are fed into the furnace through an appropriate feed system from a

location in the feed room. Personnel are protected by the barricade wall

between the furnace and the feed room. The demiliterized metal scrap is

dumped from the burner end of the furnace. Further details on the furnace,

its operations, and the munitions and bulk explosives that it has been used

for are presented in other papers presented by AEO at this Explosive Safety

Seminar.

Incineration Development Tests

An objective of the current program is to use the APE '236 Furnace to

provide controlled incineration of WP munitions. To accomplish this, it was

necessary to determine methods for feeding and processing the munitions to

attain controlled combustion rates.

The first munition tested was a 3.5 inch rocket head assembly. The

munition was fed whole and intact into the furnace, thus preventing ignition

of the WP until the munition reached its rupture temperature. When the

munition ruptured, the WP was released as a vapor and was rapidily

oxidized-primarily at the top of the furnace stack. Although the burning

was contained, it was not satisfactory for downstream process requirements.

The round that passed through the furnace was clean inside and free of the

slag or oxide which is typical of open air WP burns.
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The next series of tests conducted was also with the 3.5 inch rocket

except that a hole was punched in the rocket exposing the WP. The hole size

ranged from 1/8" to 3/8" diameter. The operation was conducted under water

to be assured that the munition would not oxidize prematurely. The

munition, containers and water were fed into the furnace, Ignition of the

WP occurred and the WP was consumed at a slower rate over a longer period of

time (2 to 3 minutes). The maximum burn rate calculated was 3.2 lb

WP/minute. This group of tests indicated that a controlled burn could be

established by the manner in which the WP is exposed to the flame front.

Several rounds were opened after going through the furnace and were found to

be clean inside.

The next series of tests were made using the 105 mm projectile. The 105

mm round has 4 lbs of WP as compared to the 2.2 lbs WP in the 3.5 inch

rocket. The round was first sectioned into two pieces each containing

approximately 2 lbs of WP. The sectioned round, container and water were

fed into the furnace. Again the WP burned at a controlled rate and burned

clean with very little residue. It should be noted that the rounds were

sectioned with a cold saw. The cutting coolant was the only water solution

used to control the WP from ignition during the cutting operation. The

sections were then placed in water filled containers and transported to the

furnace. The burn time was found to be approximately 1.5 minutes/half

section.

The 105mm round was then sectioned such that essentially all the WP was

in one section. Again the sectioned round, containers and water were fed
into the furnace, only this time the feed was 4 lbs. WP per section. Again

the WP burned at a controlled rate with burn times between 2 to 2.5 minutes

per section. The munition burned clean with very little residue.

Tests were next made using the cold saw to just barely cut into the

round to expose the WP. This cut was to simulate a punched hole. The cut

was located at the nose end of the round with all of the WP behind the cut.

The complete round, container and water were fed into the furnace. The WP
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burned at a controllecd rate with a burn duration of approximitely 3 minutes.

The munition burned clean with the least amount of residue noted in the

105m series of tests. Burn rates up to 2.8 lbs. WP/minute were attained.

The next series of tests were conducted using 4.2 inch mortars (M-328AI)

and M-34 grenades. The 4.2 inch mortars were run in the same configuration

as the 105mm projectiles (cut in half, nose cut off, and slotted). Figure 2

shows the 4.2 inch mortar being slotted. The sections were not placed in

the furnace under water. Figure 3 shows the slotted 4.2 inch mortars prior

to entry into the furnace. Burn times for the slotted 4.2 inch mortar was

between 3 and 4 minutes. Burn rates for the slotted muni'ion were foutnd to

be 5.95 lbs WP/minute. At the end of the burn the rounds were clean as can

be seen in Figure 4.

The grenades were punched using the press shown in Figure 5 prior to

entering the furnace. Figure 6 shows the punched round. Burn times for the

punched grenades were found to be between I and 2 minutes. Following the

incineration process the rounds were clean. This can be seen in Figure 7.

The mode of burn appears to be that the white phosphorus is heated

insida the round with only minor burning at the surface until the WP melts

(111F) and starts to run out of the round. The WP is then vaporized and

burns or runs onto the inside surface of the retort and burns. This is

substantiated by the condition of the punched munitions that have gone

through the furnace. The insides are spotless, while the outsides have

minimal slag and other deposits on them.

The results have demonstrated that the burning process can be controlled

by the size of the punch or size of the section cut, not the size of the

round.
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Phosphoric Acid Plant Design

Based on the success of the above tests, a survey was made of a number

of companies producing phosphoric acid to determine the processes and

controls used. Companies were also contacted to determine the marketability

of agricultural grade phosphoric acid.

It was determined that the basic equipment required to produce

phosphoric acid is state-of-art. It was also determined that there is a

market for the phosphoric acid.

The AEO was given the authority by ARRCOM to design a' phosphoric acid

plant. Originally a permanent plant was to be built at Ft. Wingate which

has the largest WP inventory. An economic analysis wee made to evaluate the

costs of shipping WP munitions from various storage locations to a central

demil site. It was determined that it would be economically advantageous to

the government to build a transportable phosphoric acid plant which would be

relocated at 4 or 5 depots having the largest workload. This would require

that only the water hydrating portion of the plant be transported since each

of the demil sites where the transportable plant might be located has an

existing APE 1236 Deactivation Furnace.

Plant Design Parameters

Based on the preliminary WP incineration tests and calculations made to

determine steady state WP burn rates under optimum control conditions, a

maximun plant feed rate of 480 lb/hour WP was specified. This will result

in a phosphoric acid production rate of 2000 lb/hr. The plant is to be

designed to handle all types of WP munitions in the WP inventory.
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Feed System Design

The incineration tests demonstrated that the burning process can be

controlled by the size of the punched holes in the munitions. The feed

mystem for the WP plant will utilize equipment which will position the WP

munition at the entrance of the Deactivation Furnace. The munition will be

punched and immediately pushed into the furnace to minimize the possibility

of burning outside the furnace. The munition will be fed to the punch

location by a positive feed type system (or robot) from the munition loading

area behind the barricade wall. The entire munition punch area will be
under negative pressure from the furnace retort.

Figure 8 shows the operation of a positive feed system designed by the

AEO. This system is also described in detail in another paper being

presented at the current Explosive Safety Seminar. The basic objective of

the positive feed system is to safely feed bulk explosive through the

barricade wall and into the furnace. The explosive is loaded from the

operator's station, moved through the barricade wall to the end of the

furnace, transfered sideways to the feed position of the furnace and pushed

into the furnace. The system is controlled automatically with interlocks so

that a deflagration or detonation cannot be transfered to the operator

location. With a system of this type, the WP punching would be accomplished

just before the munition is pushed into the furnace.

Phosphoric Acid Plant Layout

The basic layout of the Phosphoric Acid Plant is depicted in Figure 9.

The system consists of the following major subsystems: deactivation

furnace, water hydrator, variable throat venturt, separator, concentrated

acid tank, dilute acid tank, overflow tank, exhaust fan and stack, storage
tank, (if possible a transportable truck tanker) and associated pumps,
valves and controls.
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A brief description of the Acid Plant operation follows. The

Phosphorous Pentoxide (P 4 0 10 ) passing from the deactivation furnace

passes through the water hydrator. The water hydrator is basically a tank

with a series of internal shower heads. Acid from the concentrated acid

tank (right of hydrator) is pumped through the hydrator. When the acid

concentration reaches approximately 75%, as determined by a specific gravity

meter, the acid is pumped into the storage tank (truck tanker) for shipment.

The (P 4 01 0 ) not scrubbed from the exhaust gases in the hydrator pass

through the variable throat venturi. The venturi system located between the

large hydrator and separator is designed to operate with a 60 inch W.C.

pressure drop-essentially fracturing the liquid into small particles and

allowing good contact between the gas and liquid to form Phosphoric

Acid. The separator acts to separate the liquid from the gas stream. Acid

from the dilute acid tank is used to circulate through the variable throat

venturi and is also used for make-up in the hydrator when concentrated acid

is pumped to the storage (shipping) tank. An over flow tank is provided

below ground level in case either of the acid tanks overflow due to a

control malfunction. The exhaust gases from the separator are then passed

through the fan and out the exhaust stack. The acid hydration system is

designed to operate primarily on gravity flow except when pumping from the

tanks to the hydrator, variable throat venturi, and storage (shipping)

tank.

Transportability Design

Since APE 1236 Deactivation Furnaces are located at each site being

considered for installation of the transportable plant, it will not be
necessary to move the furnace. To make the remaining system transportable,

the major subsystems will be installed on skids for ease of shipment.

Current plans call for locating the hydrator, venturi and separator on one

skid, the concentrated and dilute acid tanks on one skid, the fan on a skid,

and the over flow tank on a skid. Various pieces of ductwork will also be

stacked together for shipment. It is seen from Figure 9 that the components

listed for each skid- are located close to each other in the plant layout
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for ease of locating them on skids. It is not planned that the units will
•i:• ~~be remov~ed frqtm tbhe lkid for installation.....

The facility is being designed so that it can be shipped by either rail

or truck. This will require that certain sections of ductwork be

disconnected between subsystems and that the hydrator and separator systems

be mounted on expandable legs so the units can be collapsed for ease of

shipment.

Figure 10 depicts how the facility may be placed on a 80 feet by 10 feet

railroad car for shijlaent.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be made concerning the design of the

phosphoric acid plant.

1. The technology for the incinerator, feed systems and wmter hydration

processes are basically state-of-the art technology.

2. The WP munitions can be successfully burned in a controlled manner

by the size of the punched hole or section cut.

3. There are important payoffs to the government from the conversion of

WP to phosphoric acid.

a. The elimination of open burning.

b. The elimination of the expense associated with moving large

quantities of WP.

c. The production of Phosphoric Acid resulting in a financial

payback to the goverment.

d. The process complies with the requirements of the Resourse

Conservation and Recovery Act.
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MUNITION DEGRADING WITH PROP6R BARRICADING

BY:

R.K, BOSSARD

AMMINITION EQUIPMENT OFFICE

TOQEIE ARMY DEPOT, UTAH

Munition degrading is a preparatory step required by many thermal demil
processes. Its purpose is to render the munition non-detonable, at least to

the extent possible, and to promote burning of the energetic material within

the item. It is a physical operation which either demils the item or

prepares it for demil.

Degradation of munitions has, in the past been performed for both demil

and investigative purposes; however this paper will deal only with

degradation associated with demil.

In the days of open air burning and detonation, manition degradation was

rarely required. Items to be demilled were merely detonated at the

demolition ranges found at most military installations. As clean air

standards came into the picture, furnace/incinerator burning became the rule

rather than the exception, since it provided a means of controlling and

cleaningthe effluent gases prior tu release to the atmosphere.

Additionally, burning in demil furnaces provided a means of efficiently

collacting metal scrap from burned out munitions, which is valuable for

resale.

Most munitions have an external case (usually metallic) enclosing the
energetic material, and it is the presence of this case which causes item

detonation (cook-off) in a demil furnace. If explosive quantities are

sufficiently large, these detonations will damage the furnace. Detonation

of items containing small HE quantities, such as small arms, percussion
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primers, and lead charges, however, can be tolerated by most ammunition
disposers.

Almost all metallic cased munitions can be made to burn out rather than

detonate by sufficiently bruaching the case and thereby exposing the

energetic material to direct flame and host in the furnace. This breaching

is the operation we refer to as munition degradation. On some munitions,

only a very small opening is required to preclude detonation.

Various methods have been used to open up munitions for thermal demil,

including punching, shearing, crushing and several different sawing

techniques. Hachine dissassembly has also been used in some cases, but will

not be covered in this paper. In general, dissassembly of munitions to

expose the energetic material is not a workable method for demil, since most

munitions are assembled with somewhat non-reversable methods, such as

staking of threaded joints and use of joint cements such as loc-tite, and

Pettman or NRC compounds. Disassembly is Indicated in most rennovation

operations in order to be able to reuse components, but for demil, where part

damage can be disregarded, more violent degrading methods can be used,

usually with a savings in production time and machine sophistication.

Degrading munitions by subjecting them to violent action and undue force

is not what anyone would consider normal procedure. Usual practice calls for

handling munitions with care and indeed many accidents have occured due to

rough handling of explosive items. Consequently some of our prr•,ren

degradation methods have encountered initial skepticism.

The selection of a degradation method calls for rather delicate design.
We usually do this in two phases, the first phase is a paper study of the
detonation mechani cs of the subject munition. During this phase we draw on

our previous experience with similar items, if eny, and assess the degree of

.. viclence to which we can subject the item. This phase defines candidate

.methods to be tried, such as punch or shear blade configurations, forces and
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speeds to be used, ,total enerty inputs, and point of attack on the munition.

The candidate methods are then rated, and the second phase, testing, Is

initiated.

Teeti•g is usually done as a v.lk-a-around operation using a single cavity

test fixture, The fixture shown in Figure 1 has been used for degradation

studies on a number of different munitions. The hydraulic cylinder shown o n

this fixture is capable of mounting a variety of punches or shear blades, and

the table portion'is universally configured to accomodate a wide assortment

of munition holding/clamping devices.

In most of the demil systems designed by our Ammunition Equipment Office,

the major process step is a pass through the deactivation furnace, which was

mentioned in several previous papers. The deactivation furnace, as you may

recall (figure 2) consists essentially of a tubular.steel retort 3 feet in

diameter by 20 feet long with an internally cast screw flight. As the retort

rotates, the screw flight conveys the munitions through. The furnace is

fired by a burner at the discharge end and a baghouse pollution control

system is installed to control emissions.

Munition degradation to breach a metallic case usually calls for the

application of undue force, and the potential for detonation is fairly

high. Consequently the degradation machine must be properly shielded for

operator protection, or made a walk-around operation. Walk-around

operations are normally slow, and we have endeavored to provide protective

shields for most of our degradation machines.

Machine shields must meet MIL-STD 398 entitled "Shields, Operational for

Ammunition Operations, Criteria for Design of and Test for Acceptance", Nov.

76. This standard requires that all shields be explosively tested using the

worst case munition plus a 25% overcharge, and details the acceptance

criteria. Shields meeting this standard afford complete operator protectio n

as opposed to previous criteria which merely minimized hazards.
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One requirement is that the shield itself (or any portion thereof) must

not move, under blast loading, in a manner hazardous to personnel. We have

had unusual experiences with several shields which posed this hazard. In

one case (Ref: APE 1222 machine) the operator was required to manipulate a

6 lb. tool from the safe side of the shield. This tool extended through

the shield and was in contact with the explosive element inside the shield.

The kickback of the tool into the operator had to be considered to determine

the degree of hazard. An explosive test was conducted, and by use of high

speed photography, the maximum tool velocity was determined, in this case 11I

fps. Information obtained from the Lovelace Foundation in Albuqurqw showed

that we were below the injury threshold value for blunt trauma and could

consider the operation safe. (This was a renovation, not a demil operation.)

M34 CLUSTER BOMB DPMIL

One of our early munition degrad.on jobs was a part of the M34 Cluster

Bomb demil project at Rocky Mountain Arsenal. This cluster bomb contained

76 individual M125 bombs as shown in figure 3. These bombs were about 12
inches long by 4 inches in diameter and had a central fuzed burster
containing .55 lbs. of tetryl. The annulus between the burster and the

casing was filled with GB chemical agent.

It was proposed to process these bombs through a deactivation furnace

after the chemical agent had been drained. The AEO was assigned the task of

designing a process to prevent detonation of the burster charge, since

detonations of this magnitude would damage the furnace.

The solution to the problem proved to be a shear station ahead of the

furnace at which the burster was completely severed from the fuze. Figure 4

shows typically the sheared M125 bomb.

A flat shear blade was used which penetrated the bomb side wall, then

sheared the burster, but did not penetrate the far side of the bomb. This
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left the sheared off portion of the burster as a loose piece inside the bomb

body.

During the course of this operaton, over 20,000 M34 clusters were
demilledp each containing 76 M125 bombs, which amounts to over a million and
a half sheared and burned bombs.

M-55 CHEMICAL ROCKET DEMIL EQUIPMENT

One of the more complex munition degradation machines built by the AEO is
the Rocket Demil Machine (RDM), figure #5. Designed during the 70's, this

equipment is now in operation at the CAMDS site, Tooele Army Depot South

Area, and has demilled approximately 7000 rockets. This machine receives a

M55 rocket while still encased in its fiberglass shipping/firing tube,

drainsahe agent fill from it, and using six individually mounted circular

saws, cuts the rocket into seven pieces. The munition, which is a nerve gas

rocket with either GB or VX agent fill, is shown in figure #6, which also

shows the 6 cut locations. The operation is completely automatic and the

equipment is housed within an un-manned containment cell, 10 feet in

diameter by 24 feet long. Machine motions are all accomplished by hydraulic

power supplied from a 20 gpm 1000 psi power unit. The sequence of operation

is as follows:

1. The item is placed on an input conveyor and the machine is monitored

by appropriate sensors to determine if machine motions are at start

condition.

2. If start condition is indicated, the operator (located remotely)

initiates"start", which feeds the item, by means of moving conveyors and live

rollers, into the punch and drain station of the machine.

3. In the punch and drain station, the item is clamped, punched through

the agent cavity and drained of approxismately one gallon of liquid agent.

Low pressure air is introduced into the agent cavity to assist in agent
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removal. A 952 drain is accomplished in 10 ie"os The ''W ~te , lgid cffU has

been deposited in a catch tank is then pumped to an adjacent building where

it Is chemically detoxified.

. I4. The item is then released and moves approximately 3 feet forward into

the saw station where it is clamped by seven cylinder mounted jaws.

5. After clamping, the upper carriage of the machine lowers 11 itaches,

submerging the rocket in the sodium carbonate tank located beneath the

machine.

6. The six milling saws then descend vertically, severing the rocket at

the appropriate locations. After all cuts are completed, the spws and the

upper carriage return to the raised position.

7. A tray, termed the segregator tray, then enters the machine and

positions directly under the cut up item, which Is still held by the vise

jaws.

8. The vise jaws simultaneously release, deposIting the seven pieces in

the segregator tray. The tray then retracts into the segregator, completing

the cycle.

9. During the next cycle, while the subsequent item is being processed

through the RDM machine, the segregator functions, feeding the rocket

pieces in a predetermined order to the deactivation furnace.

The six circular saws used on the RDM are Johnson/Kaline milling or cold

caws, which use 16" diameter steel triple chip blades and which will cut

through the rocket in approximately 45 seconds, while rotating at 22 RPM.
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.... ITh. containment cell, as shown in the previo9ug !•q.wp ,dqsI4Lnad by Masonm

and Whitney, NYC , and will contain the blast and frags from the largest it=.

to be processed by this system, which Is the 8" chemical projectile, with a 7

lb Coup 34 burster charge.

MUNITION SHEARING EQUIPMENT

Certain cased munitions are in an explosive quantity catagory which make

F them prime candidates for degradation prior to thermal demil. These are[ items containing approximately .1 to 1 pound of HE.

Many items in this I.E. quantity range are physically small and could be[* easilly processed in a standard deactivation furnace "as-Is", except that

repeated detonations of this explosive quantity would damage the equipment;

consequently the need for degradation equipment.

One such piece of equipment presently under development at the AEO, is the

munitions shear machine, shown in figures 7 and 8.

This is a two cavity machine enclosed within a single operational shield.

Each cavity Is equipped with a munition holding block which shuttles back and

forth between the loading station outside the shield and the shear station,

inside the shield. The sequence of operation is as follows:

1. The operator loads the munition into the holding block, which is at

rest in the load station outside the shield. He then closes the load

station door, which starts the automatic cycle.

2. The block immediately moves inward, into the shield and positions the

item under a cylinder actuated shear blade.
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3. A prftective door then closes off the opening through which the block

entered the shield.

4. Next the shear (or punch) extends, breaching the munition, then

retracts.

5. The block then moves again to its innermost position, where the

munition is ejected downward into a gravity chute through which it exits the

lower rear of the shield. The means of removal from this point to the

furnace is not a part of the machine.

6. The shield door then opens, and the block returns empty to the load

station, where it will remain at rest until the operator opens the load door

and starts the next cycle.

The munition shear machine motions are all accomplished by hydraulic

cylinders, four on each cavity, or a total of eight. Hydraulic power is

supplied by a power unit consisting of a double gear pump and fluid

reservoir. This unit is located outside the shield and the pumps are each

independently capable of delivering 3 GPH @ 1500 psi.

The pilot model shear machine is presently controlled by a p,-ogrammable

sequence controller. This unit receives inputs from built-in limit switches

located at the head and rod ends of each of the eight hydraulic cylinders.

A pair of proximity sensors is built into the machine to sense the

shearing location. This is to preclude shearing a munition at an incorrect

point. Also, the holding block and the load door are so configured that

munitions cannot be incorrectly loaded.
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Live munition shearing tests have been conducted using the following

items:

a. 40 mm M384 cartridge

b. 40mm M406 cartridge

c. M500 fuse w/M21A4 booster

do M26 grenade w/o fuze

e. 121A4 booster w/adapter

These tests have been run on various quantities of munitions and further

sustained runs will be necessary to prove the equipment. Figures 9, 10 and

11 show some typical sheared or punched munition.

Each holding block has a cavity for a particular munition, as shown in

figure 12. Change over from one munition to another is accomplished by

changing holding blocks and shear/punch blades.

In additon to the aforementioned items, approximately 12000 each unfuzed

M42 grenades have been punched on a semi-production set-up of the pilot model

shear machine. The munition is shown in figure 13. Production rate on this

item is 6-7 items per minute.

The punches used for the M-42 grenade are made from commercial center

punches, see figure 14. The final design was arrived at after extensive

development work using six different types of blades and a manual shearing

fixture (walk-around operation). During these tests, a number of these

unfuzed munitions detonated while being penetrated, and for a time it

appeared that the job could not be done. However, no detonations have

occured since going to the round punch, and since moving the punch location

to a point 3/4"from the munition nose, on the side wall. This was also one

of the most difficult items to penetrate as the side wall is 18" steel, heat

treated. The M42 is Comp A5 filled, and is the only item we have
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detonated during punching. We feel that A5 is our most difficult fill to

process from a standpoint of both punchin8 *ahd buirning.

Considerable explosive dust is generated by the punching operation and

several vacuum devices were used during the tests to relieve this problem.

Manual vacuum cleaning was required every hour or so, and further work in

this area is planned.

The barricade for the munition shear is a steel 'cylinder (see previous

figure) with elliptical heads on each end, and its axis parallel to the

floor. This barricade has been explosively tested several times and in our

opinion is satisfactory; however Field Safety Office approval is pending.

An interesting problem encountered during barricade design/test, was the

phenomenon of explosive load transmission through machine members.

The steel weldment in which the holding blocks slide, is mounted inside

the barricade, but the load area portion extends to the outside. Contact

explosions of munitions inside the barricade, caused extremely high stresses

to occur in locallized areas of the weldment outside the barricade. In our

test, 4 of 6 capscrews holding a plate in position, failed. Theory showed

that the plate would have had to be accellerated to approximately 5000 g's to

fail these capscrews, and subsequent instrumented tests using accelerometers

confirmed the theory.

OTHER MUNITION DEGRADATION PROJECTS

The AEO has been involved in other degradation projects which, due to time

considerations, cannot be detailed in this paper , but are worthy of

mention.

One of these, the projectile sawing project mentioned in a previous

paper, uses a Trennjaeger cold saw to section live conventional projectiles.
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A pilot model has been built and various projectiles H 747e'b~e'wd sccesulf1yy..

sectioned, ranging in size from 40u- to 175 mm. This equipment is shown in

figures 15 and 16.

Shearing tests have been run on metal cased bursters from 105mm, 155mm,

and 0" chemical projectiles. Limited tests have demonstrated a high degree

of feasibility for shearing these bursters. Approximately 500 items have

been sheared without incident* Figure 17 shows a number' of sheared

bursters.

A Jeffrey rock crusher has been used experimentally to degrade several

types of munitions. This is a heavy duty crusher with a single toothed roll,

(see figure 18). Unfuzed M-26 grenades were degraded very well using this

machine. This unit aiso did a good job of degrading M21A4 boosters.

Degradation of 500 series fuzes with tetryl boosters was largely unsuccessful

due to fairly frequent item detonation (about 5%)

Successful munition degradation can be accomplished in most cases, even
though undue force is required. Methods previously thought of as high risk

can be employed for degradation provided proper in-depth investigation is

done on detonation mechanics of the item in question, and the hardware design

made accordingly. Extensive live tests tdust then be run to confirm the

design.

Even with successful design, complete personnel protection must be

provided, dictating, in most cases, Veiote, automatic, barricaded munition

degradation machines. In addition to providing personnel protection, due to

the high detonation risk, ana in the interest of ecomonics, all of our

degradation machines have been designed so as to minimize hardware damage,

should a detonation occur.
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We are probably halfway up the learning curve in regard to design of

degradation equipment. A lot has been learned about confinement, friction,

explosive exposure areas, point loading etc., as they effect munition

detonation. We have successfully degraded, an a production basiss enough

munitions to prove feasibility; in fact, we have not yet encountered the

item that cannot be degraded by relatively violent methods, although we do

not discount this possibility. We feel that the future of munition

degrading is expanding and the continuing existance of a huge demil

stockpile would seem to confirm this.
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THE EXPLOSIVE WASTE INCINERATORt

AN ALTERNATIVE TO OPEN-BURNING OF WASTE EXPLOSIVES

D. B. HILL

AMMUNITION EQUIPMENT OFFICE

TOOELE ARMY DEPOT, TOOELE, UTAH

Introduction

My presentation today deals with the Explosive Waste Incinerator, a

practical alternative to open-burning of waste explosives, propellants and

pyrotechnics. This incineration sytem was developed by my office, The

Ammunition Equipment Office, at Tooele Army Depot, Utah.

During the manufacture of propellants, explosives and pyrotechnics

(PEP), and the loading or filling of end-item munitions at ARRCOM's Army

Ammunition Plants (AAP), large quantities of manufacturing or operational

wastes are generated that require prompt disposal. These wastes may be,

off-specification or scrap material. They may be residues from core

drilling or turning operations, or spillage or waste from melt-pour

operations. Clean-up or wash down will result in material being recovered

from catch basins and sumps. The following slides (1 thru 4) illustrate the

many configurations of PEP wastes that are generated; e.g., flake,

granular, chunks (riser, funnel scrap), cubes and pellets. There may also

be "end-item" configurations such as booster assemblies, small arms

ammunition, rocket motors and warheads, and artillery primers, fuzes and

projectiles.

Historically, the ammo plants have disposed of the bulk PEP wastes by

spreading them onto open-burning pads and igniting, with the resultant

releases of large volumes of smoke (Slide 5). Generally, the wastes were

spread in a layer not exceeding three inches in depth and perhaps up to ten

feet wide by several feet long.
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These disposal techniques are no longer environmentally acceptable.

The purpose of this presentation is to acquaint you with the currently

accepted alternative to open-burning of PEP wastes; specifically, the

Explosive Waste Incinerator, acronym EWI (Slide 6).

The EWI is a system, designed to provide a -capability for controlled

disposal of PEP wastes with containment of effluents from the burning

process.

The EWI system, shown in artist's concept is comprised of five major

elements: Deactivation Furnace, inside a concrete-walled enclosure;

Positive Feed System; Air Pollution Control System; Container Retrieval

System; and Equipment Control Panel. Each of these elements will be

discussed in detail.

Deactivation Furnace

The basic component of the EWI system is the furnace (Slide 7). The

furnace used is an APE 1236 Deactivation Furnace, a long-time standard item

in ARRCOM's Ammunition Peculiar Equipment (APE) inventory. The furnace was

developed in the early 1950's to demilitarize conventional, explosive-filled

end-item munitions at army depots throughout the country and OCONUS. in

recent years, use of the furnace has been expanded greatly and there are

approximately 25 furnaces currently in use in a variety of conventional and

chemical munition demilitarization programs (exclusive of the Explosive

Waste Incineration program discussed herein).

The furnace (Slide 8) consists of stationary feed and discharge

assemblies, and a cast-steel revolving retort within which the heating and

destruction of munitions or explosives occurs.
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Bulk explosive wastes, loaded into open-top containers, are injected

into the furnace by a positive feed system (described later herein), while

assembled or degraded end-item munitions are fed into the furnace on a

pantype feed conveyor. Safety interlocks insure that both feed systems are

not operational simultaneously. The explosive wastes or munitions are moved

through the retort toward an oil-fired flame at the burner (discharge) end

of the furnace by means of spiral flights which are an integral part of the

retort casting. As the explosive/munitions approach the flame they detonate

or burn freely, depending upon the munition configuration and

characteristics. An abnormal detonation is contained by the thick retort

wall (end sections are 2.25" thick; center sections are 3.25" thick). The

spiral flights provide physical separation of quantities of explosives or

munitions, discouraging sympathetic propagation of detonations and defeating

fragments generated by detonations. Control over quantities of explosive in

the furnace at any given time is a function of explosive feed rate, speed of

rotation of the retort and temperatures within the retort. Normally,

explosives begin burning in the first or second compartment of the retort

and are consumed by the fourth or fifth compartment. Metal components of

end-item munitions or the bulk explosive containers are discharged from the

furnace and the containers are conveyed back to the feed room for eventual

reuse.

The furnace is normally operated with No. 2 fuel oil, consumed at rates

of 6 gph at low-fire to 23 gph at high-fire. A predetermined reference

temperature is established by test as the optimum operating temperature for

each type of PEP waste and this temperature is maintained by automatically

modulating the oil burner from low to high-fire as the need is indicated by

a temperature recorder/controller in the control panel. Typical average

fuel consumptions for a given operation range from 9 to 21 gph, for a heat

input of from 1.26 million to 2.9 million BTU/hr.

Two thermocouples continuously record furnace temperatures: One

thermocouple, inserted at the base of the exhaust stack, provides a
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reference temperature to the temperature recorder/controller which maintains

the desired operating temperature at this preset reference point; the other

thermocouple, inserted immediately above the flame provides a reference

temperature at the burner end of the furnace. The controlling reference

temperature is set in a range from 300*F to 400*F depending on the items to

be burned.

Combustion air is provided by a low-pressure centrifugal blower and by

air induced through the metal-parts discharge opening and an annular opening

"where the retort enters the discharge housing.

An ultra-violet flame sensor is used to detect presence of flame at the

burner. Upon flame failure, the UV sensor causes a flame-safeguard unit in

the control panel to close the oil valve, shutting off oil flow to the

burner, and activating visible and audible alarms at the control panel. A

retort motion sensor is used to note rotation of the retort and activates

alarms if a failure in the retort drive occurs. A digital readout of retort

rotational speed is provided at the control panel.

The furnace is operated within a concrete enclosure designed to contain

the effects (blast pressures and fragmentation) of an accidental high-order

detonation.

PEP and/or PEP-filled wastes will be delivered in their various

containers to the furnace feed building and off-loaded by fork lift. The

maximum quantity of explosives permitted in the feed room will be limited to

a four-hour working supply. Dry bulk wastes will be manually scooped by

plastic or non-sparking scoops from their delivery containers in quantities

predetermined by testing and specified in appropriate SOP's but not to

exceed five pounds TNT equivalent, in any case. Wet or slurried explosives

will be also be loaded into the containers, Vacuum dewatering equipment

will be installed at those plants where the manufacturing processes generate

wastes with "standing" water. Assembled end-item munitions will generally

be hand-placed on the standard pan-type feed conveyor.
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Positive Feed System

The Positive Feed System (Slides 9 thru 11) is a specially designed

mechanism for injecting containers of explosive into the Deactivation

Furnace; and was designed as an accessory to the furnace to be used as an

alternate to the standard feed system. For materials such as bulk

explosives and propellants, it provides a more rapid and positive furnace

feed, reducing the chance of these materials beginning to burn before they

are entirely within the confines of the retort. The system eliminates

direct line of sight from the point the containers are injected into the

furnace to the point behind a concrete barricade where the containers are

filled and manually placed into the mechanism. Besides eliminating the

chance of explosive propagation to the loading point, the mechanism also

positively controls the feed rate to insure that only one container may be

placed in the furnace in any one retort compartment. The containers are

open-top steel boxes, 5" wide X 5" deep X 12" long, made of 1/8" material.

The operation of the system can probably best be explained by refer~ring

to Slide 12. The system consists of three separate submechanisms, the input

conveyor, the transfer and the ram. Indicating lights in the control panel

signal the location of the explosives container at all times. When the

system is ready to feed, the lock on the safety door releases and the door

springs open. A container is then placed in the opening and the door is

manually closed. The action of closing the door automatically locks the

door until the feeding operation has been accomplished and the mechanism is

again in the ready position. Closing the door also trips the switch that

conveys the container through the concrete barricade to the transfer

mechanism. A gap of 3" is maintained between the input conveyor and the

transfer to reduce the possibility of a fire propagating from the transfer

to the input conveyor.
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The transfer mechanism has several unique safety features. When the

transfer is in the receive position, a steel plate is directly in front of

an opening into the furnace, sealing this opening. When the container is

positioned in the transfer, a signal causes the transfer to advance to place

the container in alignment with the furnace opening and the ram. The action

of moving toward the furnace seals off the opening of the input conveyor by

means of a steel plate attached to the transfer. The transfer advances to

a halfway position where it awaits a signal from a sensor located on the

revolving retort. (At this halfway location, both the input conveyor

opening and furnace opening are closed and the container is not exposed to

excessive heat). The retort signal insures that one revolution has been

completed, placing the previous container one spiral flight away from the

receiving space in the retort opening.

Upon receipt of the retort signal, the transfer proceeds to line up the

container with the furnace opening. The container is immediately

accelerated by the ram and it slides through the furnace opening to alight

within the retort. After the ram returns, the transfer returns to a receive

position. The ram action is rapid with the explosive container injection

taking about one second. The process is then ready to be repeated. Should

a malfunction in the ram occur while the container is in line with the

furnace opening, the transfer will automatically return to the halfway point

within four seconds and an alarm will sound. This precludes any chance of

exposing the containers to heat outside of the retort.

By use of controlled speed actuators (on input conveyor and ram)

spillage of explosive will be reduced to a minimum or eliminated with the

established explosive feed rates and container sizes.

By means of the retort position cam and limit switch, the Positive Feed

System is limited to injecting only one container into the furnace per

compartment of the retort (i.e. only one container can be injected into the

furnace each revolution of the retort).
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Air Pollution Control System

The Air Pollution Control System (depicted in the flow diagram, Slide

13) consists of an indirect, forced-air cooler which will cool entering

gases from a maximum of 1000 * F down to 250*F; a centrifugal dust collector

(cyclone) that achieves some particulate removal but is used primarily for

spark arrest; a baghouse for final particulate cleansing; and a thirty foot

exhaust stack.

Exhaust gases exit the furnace at a maximum rate of 3600 scfm @ 500*F or

1,500 scfm @ 11000F and are cooled, if necessary, by mixing with ambient air

introduced through an automatically modulated cooling air damper controlled

by a thermocouple installed immediately preceding the cooler. The gases

proceed through the cooler, passing over flattened heat-exchange tubes
through which ambient cooling air is blown and then exhausted in the form of
recoverable heated air. The furnace exhaust gases then leave the cooler at

approximately 250*F. A thermocouple immediately preceding the baghouse

insures that temperatures entering the baghouse do not exceed 250*F by

signalling a temperature switch to close an in-line damper ahead of the

baghouse, and shut off the induced draft fan if the temperatures start to

exceed 250*F. Some particulate will be deposited on the heat-exchange tubes

and is removed by chains scraping across the tubes. The particulate is then

moved via a screw conveyor to a double-dump discharge valve for collection.

The cooled exhaust gases pass through a cyclone collector for some

further particulate removal and for spark-arrest.

The gases (maximum 4800 acfm @ 250*F) are then directed through a

baghouse for final particulate cleansing. The baghouse is a 144 bag unit

(bags are 4.5" dia. X 8'-0" long; 1356 ft2 total filter area), providing a

3.5 air to cloth ratio. The bag material is nomex felt. Nomex is a

relatively high temperature resistant nylon fiber (450°F maximum operating

temperature) with reasonably good acid resistant characteristics. The bags

are periodically cleaned by introducing a jet-pulse of air at the top of
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each bag causing a momentary reverse flow through the bag forcing the

collected dusts into a hopper at the bottom of the baghouse. The collected

dusts are continuously discharged through a double dump discharge valve.

The cleaned gases are finally drawn through the induced-draft fan and

exhausted out the thirty foot exhaust stack. Sampling ports are provided in

the horizontal duct (at ground level) between the baghouse and fan.

Container Retrieval System

A Container Retrieval System (depicted in Slide 14 showing overall

equipment layout) picks up the explosives containers from the discharge end

of the furnace and returns them to a collection point outside the feed room.

As the containers are conveyed toward the feed room, they pass through a

shrouded section of conveyor where they are cooled by ambient air blown

through the shroud.

Equipment lontrol Panel

The equipment components described herein are all controlled from and by

the Equipment Control Panel (Slide 15) which conforms to a Class II, Group

E, Division I hazardous location classification by being air-purged and

pressurized.

Located outside of the feed room is a purge blower enclosure (repeat

Slide 14) which contains a purge fan and associated interlocking circuitry.

This circuitry begins with a stop-start switch located in the enclosure

cover which is used to pick up and drop out the purge fan. The fan is rated

at 250 CFM. In the discharge air stream of the fan is a flow switch which

is rated to drop out at an air velocity of 630 ft/min. (The fan output

velocity at 200 CFM is 2100 ft/mmn.). After the fan is switched on and the

air velocity reaches 750 ft/min., the flow switch closes which in turn

energizes a timer. A purging process continues until the time set on the

timer, 120 seconds, has passed. The time allows 10 case volume changes of
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air to be put into the enclosure before the timer closes. The timer closes

and picke up a 3-phase power contactor which applies the power to the main

control panel distribution center.

The main control enclosure (NEMA 12) is located inside the feed room

thru the wall from the purge fan enclosure. The two are connected via a

4-inch air duct. The main control enclosure contains the motor starters,

push button stations, indicating lights and instrumentation necessary to

operate the EWI facility.

The main panel also contains an internal air pressure indicating gauge

to show the inside pressure, In inches of water, at all times. This feature

allows the operator a quick visual check if needed.

If the main enclosure is opened for some reason, after the initial

purge, the fan will continue to run and the power contactor remains

energized since it is a greater hazard to shut down than to lose purge

pressure; however, the system alarm will sound and a light will illuminate

indicating the console door is not shut.

resting

Extensive testing was done to demonstrate the feasibility of burning

bulk PEP in the furnace. Several types of explosives and propellants were

burned to obtain such operational data as feed rates, furnace temperatures,

emission rates and furnace operating parameters. Feed rates up to 600 lb/hr

were achieved. This feed rate represents the maximum design rate.

Particulate emission data were obtained for use in design of the air

pollution control system.

Of particular significance were tests conducted to determine maximum

quantities of explosive that if involved in an unanticipated detonation

would not constitute a safety hazard to operating personnel, either from

blast overpressures or from fragments. An old furnace at Tooele was used

9.
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for these tests (Slide 16). Explosive charges, beginning at 0.5 lb TNT

equivalent and increasing to 7.23 lbs, were detonated in the furnace at a

location representative of a worst case situation. No equipment damage was

incurred up to and including 0.75 lb; however, beyond that equipment damage

became greater, necessitating extensive repairs between tests. The tests

were terminated at 7.23 lbs.

Blast pressure transducers were positioned at several places

representative of potential operator locations. Pressure transducers were

also installed in the concrete barricade walls at either end of the furnace

to obtain pressure design data for new enclosures. High-speed film was

used to observe blast and fragment phenomena.

The tests showed that a detonation involving up to 7.23 lb TNT

equivalent would cause extensive damage to the equipment but would not cause

peak positive incident overpressures at operator locations of 2.3 psi,

maximum allowable for operator exposure. Fragmentation outside the furnace

enclosure was minimal, indicating some minor design improvements to preclude

any further problems. Design parameters established prior to these tests

specified that no more than 5.0 lb TNT equivalent would be injected into

each furnace retort compartment; therefore, tests were also conducted to

determine if propagation would occur between explosive charges placed in

compartments separated by spiral flights within the retort. The tests

failed to produce any propagation even though explosive charges in

compartments adjacent to a donor charge were displaced.

The data from these tests were provided to the Hunstville Division,

Corps of Engineers for design of the concrete protective walls enclosing the

furnace.

A very detailed Hazard and Safety Analysis, (includIng a Fault Tree

Analysis, Slide 17) of the entire EWI System was accomplished by Tooele

Safety Office. The safety analysiR, along with the final report of the
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tests described earlier, and a comprehensive Design Analyats of the EWI

System, were forwarded to DARCOM Field Safety Activity for their review and

approval; and the Dept of Defense Explosive Safety Board (DDSS) endord4
the DARCOM Safety approval..

Summary

In summary, the EWI (Slide 6 ) represents a practical aiernative to

open burning of explosive wastes. the first system is schaduled to be

completed this month at Louisiana Army Ammunition Plant. Construction is

scheduled to commence next month on systems at Kansas and Iowa AAP.

Installed costs for an EWI system are currently approximately $565,40n for

equipment and $450,000-500,000 for "brick and mortar" dupporting

facilities.

Our efforts to develop an incineration alternative to open-burningwere

initiated at the request of ARRCOM's Environmental Office. Final dusigns

were accomplished under the auspices of the Army Pollution Abatecent Prugran
(APAP), directed by the Huntsville Division, Corps of Engineers.
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CONTAMINATED WASTE PROCESSOR

BY:

DARRELL W. WALKER PhD

TOOELE ARMY DEPOT,UTAH

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe the basic characteristics of

the Contaminated Waste Processor that has recently been designed by the Army

and will be installed at a number of facilities throughout the United States

in the next two or three years.

During normal operations at Army ammunition plants and Army depots,

large quantities of waste are generated that is known or suspected to be

contaminated with explosives or propellents. During these same and other

types of operations (i.e., washout plant operations), large quantities of

'metals are also generated that are potentially contaminated with explosives

or propellents. Because of the hazardous nature of these explosive

contaminated metals, they cannot be sold directly to the private sector. It

is a requirement that the contaminated waste be destroyed by the Army and

that the explosive contaminants in the metal be flashed away before the

metal can be sold for recycling.

Historically, contaminated wastes and metals have been incinerated or

flashed, respectively, on open burning grounds at the various facilities.

In some cases, the contaminated wastes have also been land filled. With the

implementation of the Clean Air Act and the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act, the Army has been prompted to develop alternative processes.

The first system considered was the Air Curtain Destructor (ACD). The Air

Curtain Destructor is a large concrete lined pit wherein the contaminated

wastes and metals are placed for incineration and flashing. The Air Curtain

Destructor operates by blowing large quantities of air over and
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around the contaminated wastes to provide complete combustion. When the (
first facility was installed it was found that it exceeded the particulate
standards of many states. In some cases, State Evironmental Enforcement

Agencies considered the ACD the same as open burning. The ACD was evaluated
to determine if the combustion process could be improved or if an Air

Pollution Control System could be fitted to it. It was determined that the
combustion process probably could not be changed greatly and that it was
not feasible from an economic point of view to add an Air Pollution Control
System because of the large quantities of air that would have to be

processed. Another problem with the ACD is that there is no method of
assuring that the metals have been decontaminated due to lack of temperature

and time history.

It was proposed by Tooele Army Depot's Ammunition Equipment Office (AEO)

that a modification of the Army's Standard APE 2048 Flashing Furnace would
provide a Contaminated Waste Processor (CWP) that would meet future air

pollution requirements. The APE 2048 is a car bottom furnace designed and
tested for decontaminating metal parts at a rate of 8000 lb/hr. The furnace

is 13 1/2' long, 4 1/2' high and 6 1/2 wide.

The furnace is a refractory lined, oil fired, batch type process furnace

to burn off residual explosives from bomb and projectile casings after the
casings have been processed in an explosive removal facility. A picture of
the furnace is shown in Figure 1. The furnace chamber is lined with a
lightweight ceramic fiber backed with mineral wool block. The furnace car

bottom has a top surface of abrasion resistant castable refractory, whereon
trays holding the parts to be decontaminated are placed. The doors, which
are closed during normal furnace operation, are lined with a ceramic fiber
blanket. Two burners are located at the front of the furnace chamber on

each side and slightly above the exhaust duct. When used as a flashing
furnace, all the air is brought into the system through the burners. For

ammunition decontamination, the furnace is first preheated to approximately
1000*F then the car bottom loaded with trays of items to be decontaminated

are placed into the oven. The furnace/contaminated materials are heated up
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to the flashing temperature (between 500"F and 1000"F) required for

decontamination and maintained there for the required time. The burner

settings are automatically controlled such that they are at low setting

whenever the furnace door is open and at high fire setting or setting

ruquired to maintain the process temperature when the door is closed.

The AEO proposal for using the APE 2048 was based on four suppositions:

1. The modified 2048 as a Contaminated Waste Processor would result

in more thorough combustion than the air curtain destructor.

2. The 2048 cwr woule insure the decontamination of metals by

providing a means of documentation that the materials ascertained a known

temperature exposure for a known period of time.

3. The exhausts of the modified 2048 would exit through an exhaust
stack entirely compatible with an air pollution control system (APCS).

4. The modified AE 2048 furnace would be economical to build and

operate.

AEO was tasked by DARCOK to evaluate thp feasibility of using the APE

2048 in a Contaminated lJaste Processor System. The types and amounts of

contaminated wastes generated at the Army's ammunition load lines were

surveyed and tests conducted to demonstrate the capabilities of the modified

2048 for handliag the wastes.

CONTAMINATED WASTE SURVEYS

Two contaminated waste surveys were made for the CMP" 1) a preli.minary

survey by the Ammunition Equipment Office prior to the demonstration tests

and a later in-depth survey at seventeen facilities by a private contractor-

Roy F. Weston Environmental Consultants. In both cases it was found that

large quantities of combustible wastes and metals are generated. A summary
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of the typical types of wastes and metals are shown below:

CONTAMINATED WASTE CONTAMINATED METAL

Fiber Tubes Munitions

Liners Bombs

Ammo Boxes Pipe

Oil Soaked Rags Tanks

Coveralls, Gloves, etc. Equipment

Tires Metal Parts

Conveyor Belts

Sawdust

Pallets

Railroad Ties

The survey indicated that contaminated wastes were generated at rates up

to 6,000 lbs/day (1.5 million lbs/yr) with contaminated metal generated at

rates up to 14,000 lb/day (3.5 million lbs/yr) depending on the facility. A

summary showing the average generation rates over a three year period at the

facilities surveyed is shown below:

CONTAMINATED WASTE CONTAMINATED METALS

INSTALLATION (lb/yr) (lb/yr)

Anniston AD 1,320,000 631,000

Badger AAP 131,000 230,000

Holston AAP 652,000

Iowa AAP 526,000 602,000

Kansas AAP 648,000 223,000

Letterkenny AD 1,025,000 776,000

McAlester AD 836,000 3,575,000

Milan AAP 817,000 638,000

Pueblo DA 8,800 679,000

Savanna DA 4,300 73,000
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CONTAMINATED WASTE CONTAMINATED METALS

INSTALLATION (lb/yr) (b/yr)

Seneca AD 6,000 367,000

Sierra AD 32,000

Sunflower AAP 217,000 54,000

Tooele AD 259,000 1,799,000

Volunteer AAP 159,000 316,000

Lex-Blu AD 1,397,000 412,000

Demonstration/Development Tests

Demonstration tests and later development tests were made using the

wastes types listed above. Prior to making the tests, minor modifications

were made to the furnace which involved installing duct work to the top of

the exhaust stack through a 20 hp fan to provide a forced draft.

The objectives of the demonstration tests were to:

I. Determine if the APE 2048 Flashing Furnace could be used as a

contaminated waste processor.

2. Determine what modifications would be required to convert the

2048 to a CWP without loosing its capability to decontaminate metal parts.

3. Gather emission data and define air pollution control system

requirements.

4. Define optimum parameters for operating the furnace.

Each burn was accomplished by preheating the furnace to a minimum of

1000*F, with the furnace door closed. The car was then withdrawn, materiali

placed on the car, and the car returned to the furnace. During the

demonstration tests, the door remained partially open throughout the burn to

to facilitate observation of the waste combustion and to serve as an air

intake port. During later development tests, one burner was turned off and

air was injected into the furnace through the burner port. By controlling
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the burner/air injection rates, the furnace incineration rate was nearly

doubled over the early test results.

Test Results

The test results have indicated that the modi.fied furnace has excellent

combustion characteristics. Stack sanpling was performed during the

demonstration tests under the direction of the Army Environmental Hygiene

Agency. The emissions sampling consisted of:

1. Particulate sampling using a particulate sampling train.

2. Nox measurements using a Beckman Model 951 chemiluminescent

Instrument.
3. CO, 02, and CO2 measurements using a Hamilton Fisher Gas

Partitioner or Orsat.

4. Exhaust temperatures at the furnace stack and fan exhausts were

continuously recorded. The temperatures at the sampling location was

monitored with a fast acting hand held thermocouple and meter.

During the tests, essentially no visible smoke was present. The

measured particulate levels nearly met the incineration standards of many

states without either an afterburner or an air pollution control system.

The stack 3ampling data indicated an average particulate grain loading of

0.03 gr/SCF and essentially no NOx (less than 30 ppm) was present. CO was

below detectable levels.

It has also been found that the furnace exhibits excellent temperature

control characteristics so that we can be assured of destroying any

hazardous or toxic materials that may be placed in the furnace. The CWiP

furnace is being designed with longer residence times in the stack (0.5

seconds) than was attained in the modified APE 2048 to provide greater

assurance of complete combustion.
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Figure 2 shows a picture taken of a typical test burn. The exhaust at

the top of the fan to the left of the furnace shows the low opacity

of the exhaust gases (nearly invisible).

Furnace Characteristics

The furnace tests have demonstrated excellent operating/system

characteristics. Because of the high incineration rates per pound of air

flow, the furnace can be operated with an air pollution control system with

minimum energy usage. The furnace is also very versatile in that it can be

operated to burn contaminated wastes, flash metal or run mixed loads.

Knowledge that the metal is decontaminated can be assured from the recorded

time and temperature history in the furnace.

Based on the test data, the energy consumption is expected to be

minimal. The fuel consumption for incinerating combustible waste

continously is expected to be 2 gallons per hour.

Contaminated Waste Prr'ýessor Desian

The Corps of Engineers, Huntsville Division named the Ammunition

Equipment Office "Center of Technology" for the Contaminated Waste L'rocessor

and the Norfolk Distric "Center of Competance" for Brick and Mortor

directing that the Contaminated Waste Processor design be made.

Thte Contaminated Waste Processor consists of three main subsystems with

theii associated controls: 1) the carbottom furnace, 2) an air pollution

control system, and 3) two feed systems.

The basic facility layout is shown in Figure 3. The waste will be

brought into the facility and dumped into the loading area from either of

the two doors shown. A barricade wall of 1/8 inch steel is provided between

the loading end and the furnace end of the building. This wall is designed

to provide secondary fragment protection for operators in
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k' the loading area. Reinforced concrete barricades are located around the

shredder and furnace to provide for primary fragment protection.

Although it is expected that up to 3 lb of explosive may be distributed in

the furnace at one time, the maximum credible Incidence i based on 1 lb of

explosive. The barricades are sized for 1 lb of concentrated HE (pipe bomb

or munition) resulting in a barricade thickness equivalent to 1 inch steel.

The turnace is located with the front end inside of the building and the

back end outside of the building as shown. The air for the furnace is taken

from inside the furnace area and processed through the air pollution control

system eliminating fugitive emissions.

Furnace Design

The furnace design is shown in Figure 4 and is basically the same as the

2048 demonstration furnace except that it is larger, (22' long x 8.5' wide x

6.5' high) modified for a conveyor top dump, has controlled air injection

ports, and an automatic control system. The burner, exhaust duct, chamber

configuration, refractories and ceramic fiber insulation material remain

.essentially the same. Automatically controlled air injection ports are

implemented to maintain proper furnace draft, control exhaust temperature,

and optimize waste combustion. A large and small burner is provided. The

large burner will be off during most of the burn with the small burner

modulated to provide temperature control.

It is anticipated that the furnace design will operate more efficiently

than was demonstrated by the 2048 during feasibility and development tests.

Although the furnace will be designed with a capacity and control system

that will minimize load monitoring, the possibility of improper loading

causing smoke release would always exist. Also it is recognized that the

continuous feed system may stir up a certain amount of ash when in use that

was not present in the feasibility tests. An air pollution control system

will thus be used to assure compliance with emission standards under all

operating conditions.
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Based on the results of the preliminary contaminated waste survey made

by the ASO and tha workload expected oy various Army organi:.atious, the CWP

was designed to incinerate 600 lb/hr of combustible waste when batch loaded.

It is expected that the furnace will incinerate between 800-1000 lb/hr of

waste when operated with continuous feed.

The furnace was also to be designed to be capable of flashing large

quantitles of contaminated metal- 10,000 lb/hr. The furnace carbottom 'and

burners have been sized accordingly, although it is expected that the metals

will generally be flashed when Incinerating mixed waste-metal loads for

minimum fuel usage.

Air Pollution Control System

The CWP air pollution control system is shown in Figure 5. The APCS

consists of a gas cooler, cyclone, baghouse, exhaust fan, and exhaust stack.

The furnace exhaust gases (1600*F, 4000 SCFM) will be cooled to 900*F with

dilution air. The gas cooler will cool the exhaust gases to provide a gas

temper&ature of 250OF which is within the operating limits of the baghouse.

The gas cooler Is used to minimize the exhaust fan power requirements as

well as exhaust gas processing requirements. The exhaust gas will then pass

through the cyclone to remove particulate down to approximately the 30

micron size followed by the baghouse for removal of particulate to 0.5

micron. It is expected that better than 99% of the emitted particulate will

be removed by the cyclone/baghouse combination. The exhaust gases (250°F)

will then pass through the fan, which provides a negative draft on the C'P

system, and exits out the exhaust stack.
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Feed Systems

Two types of feed systems will be provided for the CWP: 1) A batch I

loading system; and 2) a continuous furnace top dump conveyor system with

front end preparation. The overhead trolley batch loading system uses

baskets as a means of collecting and holding the waste as it is destroyed in

the furnace. The baskets are 6' wide x 12' long x 2' high and are

fabricated of steel with wire braided sides and bottom tray to catch the ash
I

and residue. The baskets are loaded in the loading area and are picked up

and transferred to the furnace by the overhead trolley. Quick release hooks
remotely controlled, load and unload the baskets to insure the safety of an

operator. The system is controlled automatically by a microprocessor

control system. The basket/trolley system can be seen in Figure 6.

The top dump continuous conveyor feed system will increase the

processing capacity of the furnace as well as its flexibility. The waste

will be loaded onto a continuous feed conveyor and carried to the shredder.

The industrial waste shredder is driven by a hydraulic motor with automatic

hydraulic anti-jamming reversing capabilities. It is capable of shredding

pallets, 55 gallon drums, railroad ties, wire, cable, light gauge scrap

metal, cloth, paper and cardboard. It has shredding rates to 120 pallets

per hour and can process approximately 40-55 gallon drums per hour. The

shredded waste will be carried from the shredder via a cleated conveyor and

dumped into the furnace through a double sliding valve/air lock system. The

continous feed system is also shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows a general yew of the external part of the building, the

access areas, and the general APCS layout.
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CONCLUSIONS

'The demonstration'development tests of the modified APE 2048 furnace

have indicated that contaminated wastes generated at Army ammunition plants

and depots can be effectively incinerated.

It is expected' that the IMP system with a complete air pollution control

system will meet all curre-at and future emission standards of State and

Ftderat EPAs.

The CWP will effectively flash meta].s and provide a record of the

toemperature-time history as a means of assuring decontamination.

The system is designed for minimum energy consumption through

burner/air injection control and by the use of contaminated waste to flash

contaminated metal.
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RECYCLING EXPLOSIVES
By

Ralph W. Hayes
Ammunition Equipment Office

1. The current method for recovering explosive assets from unserviceable
munitions is accomplished in a washout plant (Fig 1). This was one of the
earliest technological developments for disposing of obsolete munitions by
means other than open air detonation, and it recovered some of the assets
from obsolete bombs and projectiles. The explosive was washed from the
bombs with very hot, high pressure water by both melting and hydraulic
mining of the explosive. The explosive 'was then dried, pelletized, and sold
to the mining industry (Fig 2). Years ago this was considered a very
efficient operation. Recently, with new emphasis on energy and the
environment, the washout plant is becoming obsolete. A great deal of energy
is required to wash the explosive and then dry it, and a considerable effort
must now be undertaken to clean the water to current standards before
discharging it. The explosive, because of the introduction of water into
the system, does not meet military specifications as the waxes and other
additives are changed in the process.

2. The Ammuntion Equipment Office (AEO) is investigating two procedures
whereby this explosive can be recovered without the introduction of water
and associated problems. It is anticipated that these recovered explosives
could perhaps be recycled directly back into the loadlines (Fig 3).ý This
would not only eliminate the pollution and costs associated with the
disposal of the munitions, but also the manufacture of the explosive as
well.

3. The first method takes advantage of previously developed technology.
The Ammunition Equipment Office has developed a high production saw capable
of remotely sawing projectiles in two (Fig 4). The saw is used to cut the
projectile in the major internal diameter. It has been found that while
loading projectiles when Comp B and TNT are poured into the projectile, the
wax additives freeze on the explosive/shell interface. With only a slight
addition of heat to the outside of the shell, the wax and explosive at the
interface melt allowing the explosive slug to drop free. Figure 5 depicts
a small prototype machine capable of melting out projectiles using low
pressure steam applied externally to the shell. It has been found that the
explosive slug can be recovered in about one half minute of melt time.

4. Figure 6 depicts explosive slugs from a recent melt test. Samples of
this explosive have been sent to the Feltman. Laboratory at Picatinny for
analysis and it was determined that the explosive still meets military
specification. Feltman Laboratory has been funded to determine methodology
for reintroducing this explosive into the loadlines. This recovery method
has tremendous advantage over the washout plant. The explosive, meeting
military specifications, can be much more valuable if the technology for
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recycling is developed. The operation is pollution free and the large
energy expenditure is unnecessary since the heat is only used to melt a thin
layer 4f wax and explosive.,

5. .- lt out procedures have also been investigated on bombs. As this
figure shows a 750 pound bomb contains internal wiring conduit which
prevent4 the explosive from dropping out in a single slug necessitating
developong a different method of explosive recovery, Since it is
necessary to melt sll of the explosive in the bomb and pour it out, the
melting process is extremely slow. For safety reasons, the amount of heat
that can be applied externally to the bomb shell is very limited (2253F).
If the bomb is placed with the exposed end downward, the explosive cannot be
melted completely because as the explosive melts and falls awpy on the
outside diameter, an air gap is formed which impedes the flow of heat to the
center of the bomb. Therefore, it is necessary to heat the bomb with the
exposed end, upwatd and entirely melt the contents before pouring the
explosive ,from the bomb. Experiments conducted by tkhe Ammuuition Equipment
Office have shown that this operation takes 24 hours.

6. It was hypothesized that perhaps microwave energy could accomplish this
melt out at a faster rate. Microwave heating Is extremely unique in that
the properties of the material being heated is the determining factor in the
amount of energy absorbed in the operation. Tests were conducted for AEO by
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to determine the loss factor
and half power depth for various explosives. The loss factor is
proportional to the ability of the material to convert the microwave energy
into heat. From the data obtained from MIT, it was determined that Tr~tonal
and Minol II were the best candidates for melting with microwave energy. The
loss factor versus temperature for Minol 1I is shown in Figure 8. As can be
seen, the loss factor for Minol II increases gradually with temperature until
it approaches the melting point where it increases rapidly. These properties
of Minol II and Tritonal are very significant because warm spots begin
absorbing the energy much more rapidly than the cool surroundings, and a hot
spot may be formed. The hot spots then begin absorbing all of the energy and
a thermal runaway condition can result. This is very significant when the
material being heated is explosives. Figure 9 shows our first impression of a
thermal runaway condition of this material.

7. The half power depth (Fig 10) is the depth in the material at which the
power is half of that at the surface. This number indicates the ease in
which energy penetrates the material. For example a short half power depth
means the material will be heating on the surface. A very large half power
depth means the material is almost transparent to the microwave energy.
Using this information it was postulated that bombs with the base plate
removed could be placed with the open end downward and microwave energy
beamed into this opening. The bomb shell would serve as the cavity or oven.
It was also postulated that the energy could be introduced at such a rate
that the explosive, melting at the surface, could fall free of the microWave
field before becoming overheated. A small 2 1/2 WG, 2450 MHz microwave system
was rented to conduct the initial test work (Fig 11). A bomb was placed in a
bomb stand capable of rotation to provide more uniformity in heating. The
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explosive surface was preheated to insure that hot spots would not be formed
internally and then microwave energy was applied to the explosive surface.
Using vea.y sophisticated infrared camera techniques, the temperature of the
explosive surfece was measured throughout the melting operation. It was
demonstrated that the explosive could be melted from the bombs.

8. Figure 12 Jepicts a 750 pound bomb that has been melted out using
= microwave energy. Fortunately the metal shell of the bomb interfere with

the heating process at the explosive interface and the' asphaltic liners are
not melted. This leaves a product which is presumed to be uncontaminated
and a candidate for recycling. It was determined that this melting
procedure required less than 20KW hours of energy compared to 915KW hours in
the washout plant. The next test was undertaken to determine the maximum
melting 'ate using microwave energy. Since the Army already owned a large
25KW 915 MHz unit it was decided to use that unit rather than buy a new one,
even though it was a different frequency (there are two frequencies
available to industry).

9. The loss factor and half power depth of the explosives were again
measured by NIT, at 915 MHz. It was observed that the half power depth
greatly increased at this low frequency. This had two effects. A positive
effect was that the maximum melting rate of the explosive would perhaps be
greater than that at 2450 MHz. With the energy penetrating deeper in the
explosive, the surface would not overheat as quickly as with all of the
energy being absorbed right at the surface, a'id theoretically more power
'could be applied. However, the potential for danger increased with
subsurface heating. Operating this unit at a power level of about 12KW, AEO
successfully melted both Tritonal and Minol II bombs in approximately one
hour melt time. A fire resulted in one of the tests. It was presumed that
this was caused by the nonuniform mixture of explosive. A pocket of
material more "lossy" than the material on the surface evidently existed.
With increased energy penetration below the surface at this frequency, this
material began to heat quicker than the material at the surface. This
resulted in super heating the explosive trapped behind the surface, and the
outbreak of a fire.

10. AEO is currently in the process of additional testing with microwave
energy. We have purchased equipment at 2450 MHz, which was the original
frequency, and the one which we believe has the biggest safety factor.
These current tests are aimed at maximizing the safety of the operation and
developing controls to enable us to field what has initially been a research
and development effort, into a production unit. Figure 15 depicts our
current test equipment. In summary, the technology for microwave melting
has been fully demonstrated. The big challenge lies in providing depot
organizations with sophisticated technology packaged in such a way that the
safety of the operation is guaranteed without requiring specially hired
operators with special technical knowledge.

11. In analyzing these two melt out techniques for recovering explosive,
they both have tremendous potential for saving the government money, energy,
and eliminating environmental insult. The steam out process can safely be
assumed to have a very high confidence level for suctessful application to
demil operations in the near future. Although the microwave melt out
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offers tremendous advantages, the confidence level that this technology will
be fielded soon, is not as high as with steam out because of the
sophistication of the operation. We do feel confident, however, that there
is a good chance that these obstacles will be overcome in the future test
that we are now undertaking. Much ofthe success of both processes relies
upon the ability of Feltman Laboratories developing tha methodology for
recycling this explosive back into the loading operations. With this
technology firmly in hand, the Army could clearly demonstrate excellent
examples of complying with the Resource Recovery Act and the many benefits
resulting from recycling resources.
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01 MODELLING W"RGETCX MATERIALS AS SYSTEMS

Jean G. GOLTGER

P'rench No~tional Ccunpany for Propelleint and Explosives (S.N.P.E.,)

o,

ABSTRACT

Energetic: dte.-als'(gunpowde r h igh expl~osives, solidI propella nts,
etc) are comnplex sets. They can be better, understood if modelled

as systems, i.e. at, sets with interactive properties, The En~e-getic-

Mat~erIaI. as, Systm "(or 34S) approach leads to create a new

concent, t~hat of "energetic behavibr"'. The "energetic behavior"s of

en explosive br-4.nqa together all, its decanposition properties

(combustion, detonation, rornvective combustion etc). The energetic

behavior of an explo,,Five torms the basis for assessing its tiazards

and petforrnante.

*Safety Re~earch Manager, ":,e 3ouchet" Research Ce~nter -PO Box no 2

917 10 -VERT-le-PETIT-- FRANCE
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INTflRODUCTION~ - MDEQUACY OV TRADITXCtNAL APP!RJACHES\ W

"____A

This hrticle describes the steps which led us to employ the notion of

a system in mcd~elling energetic rna&terizlý,. namely, to represent

them as systems. Starting with the current state of. kno- ledge

which appe-ars to be unsatisfactory,' we shall show how the notion of

systrn gradually t•,ýk shape.

The term energetic materials which we employ denotes any type of

explosive substan:.e (gunpowder, propellants, 'explosives etc) in the

condenead state.

Note also that the field of knowledge with which we are concernedhere is essLntially tkiat of the decoxnpositioh prcop'erties of these

materials. These properties are related to all possible decomposition

modes of the material and their evolution (steady state conditions or

sensitivity/ stability).

(
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SoMe energetic miaterials have been kn~t fo ogtme; large

*bodie~ o ý4ormation about thern a re often available. Furthermore,

cezrtkiu scientif~c disciplines, such ~s deton.,tion science, have

rtt&ched a very high 1-3q-nl of specialization.

Iý6v~er theless, the stitte of knoWledge pelta.ining to decomposition

*,properties Is vnteatisfactory.- In many cases, the data available are

spora4 c, and not always consintent. H~ence we only have a very
incornpote view'of. the decomnposition properties of the'se ma ter &19;.

It h,48',14P6 bern Olserved ýthat accidesntq shed light on unexpected

properties, 'and that -th~t kriowlcdge of areas a~ fundamental as, that of

convective combustion ýS still in,,4ts inception.

Thts is because an energetic material is complex. Even the

thorough knowledge of som~e of its'properties'at a high scientif.cý level

cannot substitute for an overall view. This fragmentary knowledge
enables asi neither to predict the real behavior of explosives in

practical situations, nor to situ~te our information accurately iin the

overall scheme.

One example of this fragmentary approach is provided by the

Encyclopedia of Explosives (PRef.i ) This is a gigantic., outstanceing

work, a vast compilation of all information available about explosive

substances. However, this enormous compilation is mrade~ without

a cons~stent pre-established scheme interrelating the decomposition

properties of explosive substances. One can guess the limitations

of the work thus achieved, which only succeeds in providing
"flmnstructured" knowledge.
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iHence the fieid of energetic materials remains rather implnetrable

and cor,1,iied. Trhe relevant training of researchers and engireers (
is a time-consuming, difficuit matte,. It is a field of activity of

experts, e-nd this e-ften appears somewhat strange auid unexciting to

the iht~rested leyman.

Aware of this sit-iation, we bave attempted, over a. period spanning

several years, to develop a more synthetic method o& information

about energetic materials. Cur efforts have succeeded and have

led to fruitful applA.cationp. Some elements of this method are

"discussed hern.

91999P 14ý2 F DEC CM L~TION PRQBERTIJES

We first tried to group the decomposition properties of an energetic

material, and derotcd. thiis geoupi-g by the expression "energetic

behavior". We shall now show how we developed this notion.

2.1 Explosive behavior

ibiographic research led us to an interesting work on this subject,

the American manual AMCP 706.180 "Explosive Behavior" (Ref.2).

This work groups together the following:

(
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detonation with its different variants (high and low velocity).

thermal explosion.

This work only deals with the most violent decomposition modes.
Hence we felt that this grouping was incomplete. On the other hand,

the work introduces a notion which we adopted, that of "Behavior"

iII

2•2 Behavior versus propertiesIiI
The characteristics of an energetic material are generally described

under the term "properties". Thus we read of the "detonation

properties" of an explosive. As we know, however, the real response

of an energetic material to a stress from its environment is not a

simple one.

Thus the term "property" appeared to us to be too static, too inadequate

for a complete description of a material's characteristics. We

therefore decided to use the term "behavior" when dealing with a

set of properties, and reserved the term "property" to an elementary

characteristic. Similarly, when attempting to describe the response

of a material in a real situation, we have used the term "behavior":

this notion referb to a situation, an environment, and corresponds

more closely to the complex reality of possible responses.

Hence for detonation properties, we now use the expression "detonation

behavior", which is itself part of the "explosive behavior" of the

material.
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2.3 Energetic behavior *

Going a step further, we broadened the notion of "explosive behavior"

and decided to group all the decomposition properties of the material

under the term "Energetic Behavior".

This term thus includes:

"stable" decomposition modes:

* detonation,

parallel layer combustion,

evolutive decomposition modes:

* thermal explosion,

* convective combustion,

• transition toward detonation,

sensitivity: i.e. ability of the material to adopt a given

decomposition mode after a stress (deliberate or accidental).

ENERGETIC BEHAVIOR REFERS TO THE SET OF ALL THE

DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES OF A MATERIAL.

"Energetic behavior" includes "explosive behavior", to which the

material's combustion properties have been added.

We now give a simple example of what is covered by the term

energetic behavior for a solid propellant.

1026
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(a) Set of possiblo decomposition modes:

detonation,

thermal euplosion,

parallel layer combustion,

pyrolysis. I
with their specific characteristics. For example, for a

detonation: detonation velocity, etc.

(b) Sensitivity: (to shock wave, to flne, ... ).

3 - MODELLING EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCES AS SYSTEMS

We shall now show how the notion of energetic behavior led us to model

the material in the form of a system.

3.1 Overall behavior of the material

We felt that this new notion of "energetic behavior" would be useful in

attempting to make a representation of the overall behavior of the

material, as compared with the usual fragmentary view.
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The representation of an energetic material thud includes two levels

of description (ftigure 1)

elementary properties: combustion rate, velocity of detonation

etc,

"" behavior: energetic, mechanical and other.

CHEMICAL FLECTRICAL

ICOMPOSITIONI PROPERTIESI

PHY:SICA

[:DESCRIIN MECHwANICA
BEHAVIOR

MECHAN7ICaL I
PROPERT I ES_....

COMBUSTION, DETONATION

• PROPERTIES, LTC

ENERGETIC BEiAVIOR

Fiague n0 1 - PROPIIRTIES AND BEHAVIORS OF AN ENERGETIC MATEWAL
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As we can see, energetic behavior toar of the geea eairof

the material (figure 2).

j

Ui ae n* 2 -REPRESENTATION OF MI ENERGETIC MATERIAL
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THE ENERGETIC BEHAVIOaQ[ W4 1JEROE.TIC. MATERIAL IS

THAT PART OF ITS OVERALL BEHAVIOR CONCERNED WITH ITS
i1 ENERGY LIBERATING FEATURES.

This overall view of an energetic material enables us to see the

interactions of its properties clearly. Hence using this new

approach, the combustion and detonation of a solid propellant are no

"longer independent properties, but different facets of a single

characteristic: its energetic behavior. It is the existence of this

characteristic that gives explosive substances their specificity.

It is this energetic behavior which gives them their"raison d'Atrd', and

which is also the source of the hazards which they incur.

3.2 Behavior and system

Our analysis highlighted several ideas which we set forth below:

"* )the decomposition properties of an energetic material are not

independent,

* they can be grouped within the notion of energetic behavior,

* energetic behavior is that part of the overall behavior of the

material which is concerned with energy release.

At this point we can state the following: the manner in which we

represent the material is merely a system* of which the elements

are the elementary properties (figure 3) (*System i set of interacting

elements organized to achieve a predetermined objective.)
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This approach is over twenty years old in other fields (thermodynamics,

biology etc). It provides a clear, synthetic view, upon the

modelled sets. It in no way substitutes for specialized work, but

supplements it,

The question arises as to how. We haveseen that the energetic

behavior of explosive substances is complex, and that it is the result of

the interaction of many elementary properties. The salient feature

of the system approach is to proceed beyond spot analyses and to

highlight the knowledge of these interactions.

input e- t nergetic material = system
envionmnta with its elementary properties

environmental Iin interaction
stresses

output

material behavior

Figure 3 M- odelling an energetic, material

3.3 _Aplication of this model

In our view, this new approach offers potential applications in three

areas: teaching and training, safety, and research.

With resject to the training of young engineers and scientists in

explosive substances, the system approach renovates the teaching

process. On the one hand, it becomes more attractive; on the
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other, unification of the knowledge could lead to the development of

certain multidisciplinary courses, rather than the intensification of

certain disciplines to the extreme, which hyperspecialization is liable

to make esoteric on the teaching level.

With rtespect to safety, we cannot neglect the tendency to consider the

sets examined as systems. Hitherto, however, the possibility of

placing explosive substances in systems was not seriously considered.

SOne immediate application that can be described is the determination

of (energetic)' failure modes of the explosive substance itself.

It is a known fact that in the area of safety, it is hardly possible to

make a risk analysis without knowing the failure modes of the elements.

Modelling an energetic material as a system helps us to identify them

for this material (ice suggest the example of solid propellants) (figure 4).

input aggression

normal environment

operational stress

system

solid propellants

"output functional mode: parallel layer combustion

failure modes: detonation, pyrolysis,
thermal explosion,

Figure 4 - Energetic failure modes of a propellant

The energetic failure modes of a propellant are its non-functional

decomposition modes.
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To conclude, the system approach which we have applied to energetic

materials provides us with a method which interlinks today's too

fragmentary information. While it does not try to substitute for the

traditional disciplines, this ýapproach opens the way to a more

synthetic interdisciplinary knowledge of explosive substances.

R~f6rences.

1 - Basil T. Fedoroff, "Encyclopedia of explosives and related

items", Picatiny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey, USA.

"2 - "Principles of explosive behavior", April 1972,

AMCP, 706.180, Headquarters US Army, Material Command.
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THE FOAM-HEST

CALIBRATION TECHNIQUEI

by

Gordon F. Lederman, Jr., !Maj, USAF

Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Kirtland AFB, NM

Sep 1980 1
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The 'oam-HESt (High Explosive Simulation Technique) nuc'lear airblast

simulator 4as 'described in detail in another paper Lafore this symposium.

hn that paper, some of the variables inhereno in the 'ohstr.cttcn and

functi6ning of that simulator were described. Some of the viarables that

e. affect the consequent simulation include the density, chemical make-up,

and energy release characteristics of the explosive, the composition and

\density of the foam support material, the depth and density of overburden,

and the met-hod of explosive initiation and timing. Unfortunately, the

ultimate sih.ulation environment is extremely sensitive to many of these

variables. In particular, the composition and relative densities and

conifigurations of the foam and the explosive aro critical to obtaining

the desired environment. In the past, the so-called "fine-tunirg" of

the Foam-HEST system in preparatioi for a major simulation test waz done,

by firing a series of relatively large field calibration experiments to

"zero-in" on the desired high-pres',ure environment. Tiese experiments

were costly, time-consuming, and experimientally and scientifically rather

unreproduceable. Also, as field experiments, they were fraught with the

same safety problems as the major tests. To overcome these problems, the

Air Force Weaspons Laboratory and the Civil Engineering Research Facility/

University of New Mexico (contractor) conceived and developed the Foam-

HEST Calibrator (cylindrical calibrator, C2 ).

FOAM-HEST CALIBRATOR

The Foam-HEST Calibrator is a laboratory-scale device designed to

measuriheci resultant pressure-time environment produced by various foam/

explosive configurations. Figures - , 2, and 3 show the device in detailbv o a
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a~ Overall view, fadinq north N'tain i ng Wa V(

b. Detail of west cylinder ani pistnn r'etrieval. area (left).

Figure 1. Explosive-Foami Cylindrical Ca~lbratioo1 (02) Facility.
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The calibrator consists of a heavy-walled (76.2 mm thick) steel cylinder

330 mm in diameter. The tube is approximately 1.5 m long and made of

high-strength 4140 steel. An explosive-foam charge is placed in the cen-

ter of the cylinder and detonated by a high-voltage exploding-bridge wire

(EBW) detonator. The detonator cable is fed into the cylinder through a

small port in its side. The two open ends of the cylinder have been fit-

ted with pistons constructed from a 305 nmn long steel cylinder with an

inset 50.8 mm thick faceplate. Within the cavity, behind the faceplate,

a pole (photopole) is mounted on a threaded base plate for high speed

photographic purposes. Sealing between the piston walls and cylinder

walls, to prevent the early leakage of detonation products, is accomp-

lished by use of a urethane plastic obturator.

INSTRUMENTATION

Several types of data are gathered in each experiment. Pressure

measurements in the cylinder are made by pressure gages mounted in 31.75

mm diameter ports spaced around the cylinder midpoint. Gage faces are

protected by debris shields. Piston displacement, post-detonation, is

measured by high speed photography, time-of-arrival shorting pins, and

double integration of piston-mounted accelerometers. All three methods

give very consistent data. All gage outputs are transmitted by cable to

nearby junction boxes and then, through buried cable, to a recording van

located 30 m away. Figure 4 shows experimental configuration and the

resulting piston ejection. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate some typical data

from an experiment.
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a. Detail of west cylinder, instrumentation, and piston retrieval area.

b. Piston retrieval area post test.

Figure 4. Explosive-Foam Cylindrical Calibration Facility
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

To operate the Foam-HEST Calibrator in a safe manner, a number of

precautions were taken during construction. The cylinder was construc-

ted of high-strength steel, to withstand pressures of up to 14 MPa (in

excess of 2,000 psi). The cylinder has been experimentally tested to

over 20 MPa.

Because of the danger of flying debris in the event of a tube fail-

ure, a protection system was constructed. The north wall of the facility

is a steel-reinforced, concrete-filled block retaining wall abutting a

3 m high earth berm. To the west, an extension of this wall provides

blast protection for the time-of-arrival (TOA) data systems housing.

This TOA enclosure is itself covered with earthfill for additional pro-

tection. The south wall is a steel-reinforced, concrete-filled block

wall 2.4 m high but only 1.2 m wide with wing backs. Spanning the walls

directly above the tube are two earth-filled timber box beams stacked

vertically to provide 610 mm of earth and timber obstruction against frag-

ments. (See figures 1, 2, and 3).

Since the pistons are expelled from the device during each experiment,

it was necessary to construct retrieval areas approximately 2 m from the

cylinder ends. After being expelled from the cylinder, the pistons lodge

in the piston retrieval area. The energy of the piston is absorbed by

its impacting a sand berm retained in place behind a foam-plywood retain-

ing wall. The piston travels through the air, passes through the foam-

plywood wall, and comes to rest a short distance into the sand. This

system provides a method for retrieving the pistons with little or no

damage.
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As mentioned previously, data is gathered in a mobile electronics van

located 30 m from the cylinder. The van is located northeast of the test

area and behind a protective berm. The experiment is remotely detonated

from this van after the area has been cleared of all personnel. Standard

Air Force clearance, post-test, and hangfire procedures are followed in

these experiments.

SUMMARY

A Foam-HEST Calibrator has been developed to reduce the time and cost

of preparing for large-scale field HEST simulations. The development of

this device has also resulted in enhancing the safety aspects of these

test-firings relative to a field situation. High-strength steel, con-

crete block barriers, sand berms, and sand-filled box beams have been

employed to minimize the dangers of flying debris. Data is gathered re-

motely behind a sand berm. Firing is accomplished remotely and standard

explosives' safety countdowns and procedures are employed. This facility

has maintained a perfect safety record in its two-year operational history.

This has contributed to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory winning the Air

Force Explosive Safety Award three years in a row (soon to be four).
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UNIQUE EXPLOSIVE SAFETY PROBLEMS

ASSOCIATED WITH LARGE SCALE NUCLEAR AIRBLAST

AND

GROUND SHOCK SIMULATION TESTING

by

Joseph S. Edwards

and

Jack D. Williams, Capt, USAF

Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Kirtland AFB, NM

Sep 1980
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UNIQUE EXPLOSIVE SAFETY PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH LARGE SCALE

NUCLEAR AIRBLAST AND GROUND SHOCK SIMULATION TESTING

During the past several years, the Civil Engineering Research Divi-

sion of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) has been involved in the

testing of conceptual models of missile shelters to the airblast and

ground shock effects of nuclear weapons.

This work is done at remote locations by combinations of Air Force

personnel and contractors. The testing includes the design and con-

struction of large scale models, the application of instrumentation to

the models, generating and measuring the airblast environment, and

measuring motion of the near field test bed, and propagation of the

ground shock to far field locations.

Each test requires the efforts of a large number of different disr

ciplines working over a long period of time. Some of these overlap

with the period when the explosives must be installed.

This paper deals with unique problems encountered in the process

of fielding such a test.

For the testing of missile shelters, one of two kinds of simulators

is usually used. The Dynamic Airblast Simulator (DABS) is used for small

models where the target may be sensitive to dynamic pressure loads and

to define dynamic pressure loads in cases where the calculation of these

loads is infeasible, so that they can be simulated with another tech-

nique (see figure 1).

In this case, the explosive was a detonating cord. The design re-

quired an even distribution of a given amount over the back wall of the
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DABS. This was done by calculating the amount to be hung on each hanger.

Then wrapping it in a bundle and hoisting the bundle up to the hanger and

tying it. This work was done by an Air Force crew consisting of three

EOD NCO's, one officer who is qualified both in EOD and engineering and

one ancient civilian who is experienced in explosives arid engineering.

This crew was highly discirlined and none of the usual explosive discipline

problems were encountered. The technique used was to wrap the bundles in

the explosive area, then transport the bundles to the site after site

working hours and hang them on the wall. The usual warning signs were

used and a guard was posted continuously until the firing date. The

other workers such as instrumentation personnel continued their work on

the model and other gages after the explosives were in place. One EOD NCO

was left in charge of the explosive during working hours.

This test was the first in a series. One of the other tests utilized

a contractor explosives crew. The other tests employed contractors not

necessarily versed in explosives handling to emplace the explosives.

When dealing with contractors for explosive work there are two commnon

situations. For the smaller DABS tests, a crew from the University of

New Mexico, Civil Engineering Research Facility (CERF) was used to emplace

explosives. This crew is regularly engaged in emplacing explosives of all

kinds. They are well experienced and disciplined and are able to work with

the other people with very few problems. In addition, the DABS type of

experiment uses explosives that are separated by some distance from the main

areas of work. This type of experiment is more expensive than the other
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type and is used for smaller models where a hiqh quality environment.

is required or where dynamic airblast loads on a structure cannot readi-

ly be calculated.

The other situation, where a High Explosive Simulation Technique (HEST)

test is used requires much more attention. In this case, a contractor's

crew of laborers is used to emplace large quantities of explosives and a

strong adherence to the principles of system safety is required. The

system safety aspects of a HEST test must be designed in as practical,

constructable items. In order to understand how this Is done, a basic ex-

planation of a HEST is required.

A HEST is used to simulate some part of an airblast environment that

has been calculated to be of interest to protective structures. These

environments way be calculated from ideal nuclear waveforms or obtained

experimentally by the DABS technique described earlier.

The HEST design is obtained by use of an Impulse Code called LOCKUP

".,,,-'Is tre ,iesirr, parameters of depth of cavity, height of over-

burden, soil density, etc. 7,'he e',;losive design is made by use of, ex-

perimentally obtained, charge density cur"e!, for the configuration to be

used.

This is translated into interleaved layers of explosive and foam so

as to obtain the required pressure and shock wave velocity (see figure 2).

A recent test contained three underground structural models.

Instrumentation crews were working in each model. It was necessary

to supply power and air conditioning to these crews over the top of

the HEST. It is not possible to perform the instrumentation functions and
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explosivq opdratlons serially. This is one of the-fanets of this work

that iakes the e plo'sivý afety problems unique to this kind of R & D

miss-ion.

'Techniques, that are employed to cope with these unique problems in-

clude both recognition of the problerm as an overall system safety problem

and Inclusion of items in the dessign that permit work to proceed on all

aspects of the eyperiment.

The engineering design of the HEST has gone to the use of materials

that can be emplaced quickly and safely. Cut-outs can be left until late

time to allow access to underground models. These cut-outs are designed

to be quickly and efficiently closed when the underground work is done.

The AFWL explosive safety officer is included in the discussions of

techniques and procedures to be used in a test and his advice is followed.

Contractor personnel handling explosives and associated materials are

briefed daily.

Instrumentation crews, survey crews and others who need to be in the

area are briefed daily and coordinate on their activities relative to the

explosive operation.

The cornerstone of the explosive safety program is to foster cooperation

among all personnel concerned. The activities of the other disciplines are

required for the test and must be allowed to proceed with as little inter-

ference as possible consistent with explosive safety requirements.

In this case, it was necessary for instrumentation and photographic crews

to continue working in the underground structures until late time. During

this time, it was necessary to provide for their passage back and forth
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over the top of the HEST to the structures. Air conditioning pipes

* were temporarily emplaced over the HEST to provide relief from desert

temperatures of over IOO0 F.

When the work inside the structures was completed, the high speed

cameras were loaded with film and the photographers backed out. At

this time, a crane was emplaced on -top of the HEST overburden to lift

the 3,000 lb doors into place.

When this work was completed, the construction crew removed the

sandbags and foam boards that had been used to protect the explosives

from the other activities and the laborers and carpenters came in to

emplace the remaining portion of the explosives. After completion of

"the foam HEST, a front loader was used to emplace the remaining over-

burden.

After this point, other people were not required in the vicinity

of the explosives. On test day, the instrumentation crews backed out

of the near field bunkers one hour before test and the ordnance and

safety crew checked out the firing system and attached the detonators

to the firing point.

A review of some of the critical operational details is in order.

(1) All personnel required to work in the vicinity of the explosives

must be continuously aware of the nature and location of the explosive

hazards. This includes many disciplines whose normal work is not re-

lated to explosives. (2) Continuous surveillance is required by ex-

plosives personnel over all activities in the vicinity of the explosives.

(3) Precautionary measures must be taken such as banking around power

units, air conditioning compressors and other required engines so that
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accidents such as fuel spills, fires, etc. will not propagate to

the explosives.

Probably the most important feature in the AFWL explosive safety

program is to foster an attitude of cooperation among all personnel

so that possible problems are anticipated, discussed, and dealt with

before they become real full-fledged problems.
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A NEW METHOD FOR PREDICTING LONG RANGE AIRBLAST OVERPRESSURES

by

Richard A. Lorenz
Naval Surface Weapons Center

ABSTRACT

A new airblast magnitude prediction method has been developed in an effort
to reduce the impact of Naval Explosive exercises (both airdrops and Naval gunfire)
on the neighboring communities surrounding the Bloodsworth Island Target Range
in the Chesapeake Bay. This method uses measured or forecast upper air meteoro-
logical data to predict the airblast levels to be expected in the communities from
explosions of any size, The method is applicable to both positive and negative
sound velocity gradients and should be adaptable to other explosive operations.

Typical range operations were monitored in the surrounding communities and
the airblast measurements were correlated with nearby weather data taken during
the exercises. This paper will briefly describe the test program and the acquired
data. The new airblast magnitude prediction method will be presented and justified.
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INTRODUCTION

In an effort to reduce the impact of Naval airdrop and gunnery exercises
on the neighboring communities, an extensive investigation was conducted in
the area around the Bloodsworth Island target range in the Chesapeake Bay (see
Fig. 1) between mid-September and mid-October 1978. The airblast levels and
ground motions produced by typical Navy exercises were recorded. Rawinsonde
measurements of the upper air meteorological conditions were taken while these
operations were under way. A novel correlation was subsequently found between
the meteorological conditions and the measured overpressure levels.

Under standard atmospheric conditions (little or no wind and negative
temperature gradients) typical Naval gunfire and aerial bombing operations on
Bloodsworth Island should pose no damage threat to the nearby eastern shore
communities. However, when wind shears and/or positive temperature gradients
exist, a phenomenon known as sound focusing can occur which drastically increases
the airblast magnitudes propagated to large distances. A new method was developed
which predicts the degree of sound focusing which can be expected from given
weather conditions.

A detailed description of the test program, the data reduction techniques, I
and the search for a new sound focusing prediction method will be found elsewhere.
This paper will briefly describe the test program and the acquired data. The new
airblast magnitude prediction method will be presented and justified.

ii TEST PROGRAM

Types of Data. Sound pressure level and ground motion recordings were taken
for typicaltarget range exercises. Two types of ordnance were used: (1) air-
delivered Mk 82 bomb (110 kg TNT equivalent), which is the largest single munition
item used on Bloodsworth Island; and (2) 5" Naval protectiles (4.1 kg TNT
equivalent), which represent the most common type of gun firings from ships. Upper
air weather soundings were made during all the test exercises. It was possible
to monitor eight days of gunfire and eight days of bomb tests. A wide variety of
weather conditions were experienced during the sixteen days of tests.

Monitoring Stations. Recording stations to'monitor overpressure levels and
ground motion were placed at sites that are representative of the local population
centers and those areas most likely to be impacted by Range operations. The
individual stations are listed in Table 1 and are shown in Figure 2. The intended
impact area for the Mk 82 bombs was at the southern end of Bloodsworth Island,
while the target area for Naval gunfire was located on the western side of the
island. The stations which were fully instrumented were Deal Island, Top Point,
and Crisfield. The bulk of the data analyzed comes from these three stations.

1 Lorenz, R. A., and Berry, J. E., "An Investigation of the Sound Pressure Levels

from the Navy Target Range on Bloodsworth Island", NSWC TR , in preparation
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The systems which recorded pressur• level histories had a range from 80 dB*
to 145 dB and a flat frequency response from 1 Hz to 16 kltz (down 1 dB at the
end points). The ground motion recording systems were sensitive to levels of
motion from 0.25 mm/s to 25 mm/s in the 4Hz to 500 Hz frequency range for each
of the three orthogonal components of motion.

Weather St&tions. Upper air weather soundings were taken at three locations
as shown irn Figure 1. A mobile Navy weather team was stationed at the field
headquarters and monitoring station on Deal Island, approximately 9 km ESE of
Bloodsworth Island. Arrangements were made for soundings to be taken at the
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, approximately 34 kI WNW of Bloodsworth
Island. Regularly scheduled meteorological soundings were available from Wallops
Island, approximately 55 km ESE of Bloodsworth Island.

Only three sets of parameters measured by the soundings are necessary for
airblast prediction purposes. These are the temperature, the wind speed, and
the wind direction as functions of altitude. They are combined to give the
sound speed versus altitude profile for any desired azimuth angle. This sound
speed profile sufficiently characterizes the sound focusing conditions for the
given azimuth angle.

DATA ANALYSIS

Amount of Data. During the sixteen days of tests, recordings were taken
on 59 Mk 82 bomb drops and 292 rounds of 5" Naval gunfire. Because of the
multiple gains and backup systems used, a total of 43 recordings were normally
taken by the six monitoring stations for each event. In addition, each of the
gunfire recordings have two or three pulses (bow wave, shell explosion, and
muzzle blast) that must be evaluated separately. Through a preliminary screening
process, approximately 880 pressure records and 150 ground motion records were
selected for digitization and detailed analysis.

A number of the pressure records were processed through a sound level meter
to determine the effect of Flat, C-, B-, and A- weighting on the pressure signa-
tures. Approximately 130 weighted pressure histories were digitized and analyzed.
Further discussion on the effect of weighting the pressure histories will be found
in Reference 1.

Bomb Data. Figure 3 is characteristic of the overpressure and ground motion
records from Mk 82 bomb explosions. Rise times are relatively slow ?tens of
milliseconds). Multiple pulses are observed with the positive and negative peak
pressures approximately equal. The ground motion sensor begins responding
during airblast arrival, indicating that the ground motion was airblast-induced.
No directly transmitted ground shock was ever positively identified in the test
series. Two strong frequencies can typically be seen in the ground motion
records, about 33 Hz and 10 Hz.

Sample digitized Mk 82 records are shown in Figure 4. The bulk of the air-
blast energy is typically concentrated in frequencies below 12 Hz. The 33 Hz
frequency component is seen to be dominant in the two related ground motion records.

Instantaneous overpressures (p) in this paper are expressed in units of

decibels (dB) defined by:

p(dB) - 20 log10 (p/po)

where p0 a 20 micropascals.
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A detailed examination of ground motion data was not made because all
records indicate that the maximum velocities were two ordgrs of magnitude below
the documented 25 mm/sec threshold for structural damage. A 3 %_4  It does not
appear that ilround motion from Mk 82 bombs contributes significantly to possible
damage in thu communities near the Bloodsworth Island target range.

Gunfire Data. Figure 5 shows the complex long-range signatures generated
by NaFva--T-g-TF-. The shell bow wave shown in Figure 5 is separated in time
from the shell explosion, but usually the bow wave and the shell explosion signals
arrive together and are not directly separable. The amplitude of the muzzle
blast and its arrival time with respect to the shell explosion pulse varies with
the position of the ship, number of guns fired, type of fire (single or multi-
gun salvo), and the propellant charge. Generally, as shown in Figure 5, the
amplitude of the muzzle blast was greater than that of the shell explosion, and
its predominant oscillations were lower in frequency.

Sample digitized gunfire records are shown in Figure 6. The energy of the
shell explosion was usually concentrated in frequencies below 100 Hz, while the
energy in the muzzle blast is generally found below 30 Hz.

The ground motion resulting from 5" Naval gunfire is even less than that
from Mk 82 bombs. Therefore, it does not appear that ground motion from Naval
gunfire contributes significantly to possible damage in the communities near the
Bloodsworth Island target range.

Damage Threshold Levels. Spectral analysis of the overpressure records
shows that the blast energy is concentrated in frequencies below 12 Hz for Mk 82
bombs and below 2§ to 50 Hz for 5" gunfire. Typical house structures can follow
these frequenciesO and will respond to the peak overpressure rather than to the
impulse of the blast wave.

Complaints and damage reports were received on one day when Mk 82 bombs
were being dropped while strong focusing conditions prevailed. The complaints
and damage concerned loud noise, rattling windows, one broken window, and cracked
plaster. Nearby sound overpressure levels were measured in the 125-135 dB range.
Although the reported damage was minor and limited in area, the measured levels
were considerably below the 134-140 dB threshold levels normally considered

A2

2Liu, T. K., Kinner, E. B., and Yegian, M. K., "Ground Vibrations". Sound and
Vibration, 26-32, Oct 1974

3 Nicholle, H. R., Johnson, C. F., and Duvall, W. I., "Blasting Vibrations and
their Effects on Structures", Bureau of Mines Bulletin 656, 1971

4 Von Gierke, H. E., Chairman, "Guidelines for Preparing Environmental Impact
Statements on Noise", CHABA WG 69 on Evaluation of Environmental Impact of
Noise, Jun 1977

5 "The Effects of Sonic Boom and Similar Impulsive Noise on Structures",

NTID300.12, 31 Dec 1971
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acceptable. 6 , 7 Therefore, the peak overpressure level is believed to be the
principal parameter related to damage and should be held below 130 dB.

Weather Data. Upper air weather soundings were scheduled for Deal Island
and the Naval Air Test Center (NATC), Patuxent River at 0600, 1000, 1400, and
1800 EDT on test days, with an additional sounding at 2200 EDT during evening
gunnery exercises. Wallops Island had regularly scheduled soundings at 0700
and 1900 EDT daily.

A total of 153 weather soundings were taken during the sixteen test days.
Deal Island took 57 soundings, of which only 35 had useable wind data. NATC
took 67 soundings, and Wallops Island provided 29 soundings.

The set of NATC soundings was used to represent the weather conditions in
the Bloodsworth Island region. NATC had the most complete set of soundings made
throughout the test days. Deal Island used the pibal method of visually tracking
a balloon to obtain the wind data, while the other two stations used the LORAN-C
navigational system. As a result the Deal Island wind data was excessively
smoothed so that the weather data correlated very poorly with the measured air-
blast levels. Both NATC and Wallops Island weather data, however, correlated
well with the measured airblast levels.

The wind speed and direction data represent one-minute averages during the
rise of a standard balloon. This seems to be an appropriate averaging time to
detect the significant wind trends. Most NATC wind data was taken using 15
second averaging intervals. In many cases the measured fluctuations were large
and obscured the major trends. When these data were reworked numerically to give
effective one-minute averaging intervals, the desired trends were obtained.
OVERPRESSURE AND WEATHER CORRELATIONS

Weather Parameter. Blast focusing occurs when the atmosphere acts like a
lens t focus sound ra s toward some point on the ground surface. According to
ray tracing theory, 8 , • this condition can come about when the speed of sound
at any altitude exceeds the speed of sound at the ground surface. The weather
data is, therefore, used to construct sound speed versus altitude profiles to
estimate the degree of blast focusing that can occur.

At any altitude the total sound speed in any direction is equal to the
temperature-dependent sound speed of the air plus the wind velocity component
and is given by the equation:

6 "Sonic Boom Experiments at Edwards Air Force Base", Interim Report, NSBEQ-l-67,
AD 655310, 28 Jul 1967

7 Reed, J. W., "Guidelines for Environmental Impact Statements on Noise (Airblast)",
Minutes of the Seventeenth Explosives Safety Seminar, 14-16 Sep 1976

8Cox, E. F., "Far Transmission of Air Blast Waves", Phys. Fluids 1, 95-101,
Mar-Apr 1958

9 Perkins, B., Jr., Lorrain, P. H., and Townsend, W. H., "Forecasting the Focus
of Air Blasts due to Meteorological Conditions in the Lower.Atmosphere", BRL
Report No. 1118, Oct 1960
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v = 331.4VT T/273 - WS cos (WD - 0) (1)

where v = Total sound speed in the 8 direction (m/s)

0 = Azimuth angle (deg), clockwise from true North

T = Temperature (deg C)

WS = Wind Speed (m/s)

WD = Wind Direction from which wind is blowing (deg),
clockwise from true North

Direct application of ray tracing techniques were disappointing and inade-
quate. Many attempts were made to discover a useful relationship between the
sound speed profiles and the measured pressure levels. The correlations tended
to become worse as more details of the sound speed profile were included, Finally,
a promising correlation was noticed when only the maximum sound speed difference
and its altitude were combined. The parameter which eventually evolved to
represent the weather conditions is related to nmax in Figure 7 and is given by
the equation:

= arctan (Av/4 AZ)max (2)

where a = Weather parameter (deg) for a given azimuthal direction

Av = Sound speed difference (m/s) related to rmax in Figure 7

Az = Height (km) for Av above ground surface. If Az is less than
0.3 km, it is reset to equal 0.3 km for this calculation,

Note that the weather parameter 0 depends only on the most important feature
in the sound speed profile: the velocity difference which would have the maximum
effect in standard ray tracing calculations. The usual ray tracing calculations
fail because they are extremely sensitive to the detailed shape of the sound speed
profile. Normal wind fluctuations can significantly alter the details of a sound
speed profile within minutes after it is measured. A strong wind blowing at some
altitude, however, can be expected to continue blowing for a considerable time
and over a significant area. Therefore, if a sound speed profile is expected to
represent the weather conditions over a large area for a period of time, onlythe major trends in the profile should be relied on in the first place.

The factor "4" in the expression for 8 helps to spread out the data points
in the figures discussed below and to make the plotted data more linearly distri-
buted. The 0.3 km limit on Az was rather arbitrarily imposed to prevent gentle
breezes near the ground surface from triggering erroneous severe focusing
condition warnings.
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Airblast Parameter. The airblast parameter 5 for an event is one-half
the peak-to-peak pressure difference in the measured flat instantaneous over-
pressure versus time record. Half peak-to-peak is used because the measurements
are sufficiently far-field that the peak positive and negative overpressures
are approximately equal. In addition, baseline errors are eliminated and the
results are more reproducible.

Correlations. Figure 8 shows the surface-detonated Mk 82 bomb pressure
level data from Top Point and Crisfield plotted against the weather parameter
8. These stations are 25 km from ground zero on two azimuthal directions 45,
degrees apart. This comprises the largest set of unscaled data in this test
series. A linear trend is noticeable despite the amount of scatter. The upper
line in Figure 8 was fit to the data as a practical upper bound. It represents
the maximum expected overpressure level for given weather conditions. A practi-
cal minimum expected overpressure level line which bounded the bulk of the data
was chosen to be 19 dB below the maximum expected line.

The available pressure level data from the multi-ton shots 10 0 11 12 listed
in Table 2 were scaled to Mk 82 bombs at 25 km at sea level (102 kPa). The
resulting values are plotted as x's in Figure 9 along with the Mk 82 data from
Figure 8. The scaling laws relating a reference level (subscript o) and a level
at altitude (subscript z) are:

P =z ( and A ½ (' / (3)

where p is the instantaneous overpressure, P is the ambient pressure, A equals
R/W R is the distance from the explosion, and W is the TNT equivalent weight
of the explosive. Assuming a power decay law of the form p = const/2¶, the
scaled overpressures become

_g 3Pz x WzX (4)

where a = 1.4 was used. This value for a makes the scaled multi-ton data fit
best with the Mk 82 data. For example, using a value of 1.2 for a would raise
the x's in Figure 9 by an average of 3 to 4 dB.

The maximum and minimum lines from Figure 8 are also drawn on Figure 9 and
do a respectable job of containing the bulk of the multi-ton data points. The
median expected overpressure line is 6.5 dB below the maximum expected line, as
is shown in Figure 9. Therefore, because of normal weather fluctuations, half
of the data in a series of shots is expected to lie above the median curve and

lOReed, J. W., "Project MIDDLE GUST Blast Predictions and Microbarograph
Measurements", Proceedings of the MIXED COMPANY/MIDDLE GUST Results Meeting
13-15 March 1973, Vol 1, DNA 3151PI, 1 May 1973

' t Reed, J. W., "DICE THROW Off-site blast Predictions and Measurements",
Proceedings of the DICE THROW Symposium 21-23 June 1977, DNA 4377P-2, Jul 1977

12 Reed, J. W., "Long Range Predictions an! Measurements, MISERS BLUFF, Phase
II", Proceedings of the MISERS BLUFF Phase IT Results Symposium 27-29 March
1979, Vol. 1, POR 7013-1, 26 Sep 1979
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the other half below. Since (it will be shown later) the distribution of
data points above the median line is different from that below the median line,
the average expected overpressure line lies 2.2 dB below the median expected
line.

Figure 10 shows the lines of Figure 9 scaled from 25 km to 9.0 km
(+12.4 dB) and superimposed on the Deal Island Mk 82 data. ihese lines repre-
sent the trend of the data reasonably well despite the greater scatter in the
Deal Island data.

Figure 11 shows a lognormal plot of the differences of the Mk 82 bomb data
in Figures 9 and 10 from the maximum expected lines. From this figure it is
seen that the median (50 percent) line lies 6.5 dB below the maximum expected
line. It is also apparent that the distribution of data above the median line
is different from that below the median line. Why this should occur has not
been investigated.

Figure 12 shows the lines of Figure 9 scaled from 25 km to 12 km and from
110 kg to 4.1 kg (-4.3 dB). The dots (,) represent the unscaled Deal Island
pressure level data from 5" Naval gun shells detonating at impact on Bloodsworth
Island. The x's represent the Top Point shell explosion data scaled from 28
km to 12 km (+10 dB). Each vertical bar connects the maximum, median, and
minimum overpressure levels from a series of 5" shells closely spaced in time.
The lines bracket the data and represent the trend quite well. The single
disagreeing set of data occurred on a very blustery day; the actual atmospheric
conditions had probably changed drastically from the time the sound speed
profile had been measured.

I!' Some difficulty was experienced in determining an acceptable equivalent
weight for the muzzle blast of 5"/38 caliber and 5"/54 caliber Naval guns. A
value can be derived from the Deal Island and Top Point muzzle blast data
plotted on Figure 13. The dots (-) represent the unscaled Deal Island muzzle
blast data measured at a distance of 21 km from a typical ship position. The
x's represent the corresponding Top Point data scaled from 37 km to 21 km
(+7 dB). Each vertical bar connects the maximum, median, and minimum over-
pressure levels from a series of 5" gun firings closely spaced in time. Then
a set of lines of the "correct" slope were selected which resulted in a practical
upper bound for the muzzle blast data. Note how well they bracket the data
and represent the trend. By scaling these lines back to those in Figure 9, a
value of 30 kg TNT was found to represent the muzzle blast assuming a nominal
ship standoff of 21 km from the Deal Island monitoring station. Both Deal
Island and Top Point are situated within 10 or 15 degrees from most possible
direct lines of fire from the ships. Muzzle blast is a strongly directi~onal
phenomenon, but the value of 30 kg TNT can be used as a practical upper bound
for the muzzle blast from typical Naval 5" gunfire on the Bloodsworth Island
range.

Scaling Considerations. Eventually someone is going to ask why the sound
speed profile is never scaled. The general scaling rules do indicate that the
parameter a should be a function of(A x W 1/. If 0 were made dependent on

the explosive weight W, the multi-tbn data in Figure 9 would be pinned beyond
a a i 80 degrees. This is not the natural (statistically normal) distribution
that should be expected from the multi-ton data. Indeed, the multi-ton data
looks very well-distributed as it appears in Figure 9. There has been no time
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to pursue this question adequately, but the method as presented in this paper
appears to be consistent when the explosive weight and distances are scaled,
but not the sound speed profile.

Focal Point Approximation. Many different approaches were tried in the
attempt to find a correlation between the weather data and the pressure level
data. While working with the ray tracing equations in Reference 9, an approxi-
mation was found which greatly simplifies the determination of focal points,
i.e., locations on the ground surface at which sound rays are concentrated by
the lens effect of the atmosphere. The standard ray tracing methods locate
focal points either by finding regions where an unusually large number of ray
paths touch the ground , or by finding places where the rays' touchdown points
decrease in distance from the source and then begin H increase as the rays'
initial angles of departure are gradually increased . Both of these methods
require that a large number of ray paths be calculated in order to ensure that
no focal point is missed. With. the new approximation, focal points are calcu-
lated in a straightforward manner and only one ray path calculation is required
for each possible focal point. The approximation ts discussed in detail in
Appendix A. It is mentioned in this paper because it is a result of the
investigation being reported and in order to make it available to those who
might find it useful.

Discussion. Any attempts to correlate the pressure level data with the
fine details of the sound speed profiles are destined to fail because of wind
fluctuations. To make matters worse for this particular investigation, the
weather data was taken only once every four hours and 34 km away across the
Chesapeake Bay from ground zero. In addition the locations of the ships, shell
hits, and bomb hits are not precisely known. In spite of all the above, this
section demonstrates that a correlation apparently does exist between the over-
pressure level and weather data for explosive charge weights ranging from 4.1
"kg to 4.5 x lO kg. This correlation must be related to some fundamental
large-scale phenomenon which controls tFe long range airblast propagation.
Otherwise any trend would have been masked by all of the above problems. The
data scatter certainly prevented the derivation of too elaborate a prediction
method, but the one reported below is believed to be realistic and should give
useful results, especially for the Bloodsworth Island area.

THE NEW PREDICTION METHOD

The correlation discussed in the previous section quantitatively relates
the follqwing four parameters: W, the surface-detonated TNT equivalent explosive
weight; R, the distance from the explosive to the point of interest; 0, one-half
the peak-to-peak pressure difference in the instantaneous overpressure signature
at the point of interest; and 0, the weather parameter which represents focusing
conditions between the explosion source and the point of interest. This means
that if any three of these parameters are known, the fourth can be solved for.

13 Pollet, D. A., "Sound Intensity Prediction System for the Island of Kahoolawe;
Program Maintenance Manual" NSWC/DL TR-3786, Mar 1978
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In this section a method will be given to determine • when W, R, and a are
known.

To determine the weather parameter 0, first generate the sound speed versus
altitude profile along the azimuth of interest using Equation 1. Then for each
altitude level, calculate tan il - Av/az as indicated in Figure 7. For altitudes
below 0.3 km, calculate tan n a 6v/0.3 km. Finally calculate 0 using Equation 2
and the maximum value of tan r.

Figures 8 and 9 show that the maximum expected overpressure level
omax - 111.3 + 0/6 decibels for W - 110 kg, R - 25 km, ard ambient pressure
P0 - 102 kPa. Using Equation 4 with a w 1.4 to scale these conditions, the
maximum expected overpressure level Pmax in decibels is given by

Pmax a 111.3 + 0/6 0533 141

+ 20 log10  0 5k

• 110.0 + 0/6 + 20 loglo P W /R (5b)

where Pm~xmaximum expected overpressire level (dB)

8 = Weather parameter (deg)

P0  Ambient pressure (kPa)

W = Explosive weight (kg), TNT equivalent surface, detonation

R = Distance from explosion (km)

The median expected overpressure level is obtained by subtracting 6.5 dB
from Equation 5. For the average expected overpressure level, subtract 8.7 dB
from Equation 5. For an airburst, subtract 2.8 dB from Equation 5 (surfacereflection factor of 2).

It is recommended that the maximum expected overpressure level Pmax be
kept less than 130 dB.

CONCLUSIONS

The measured ground motion does not contribute significantly to possible
damage in the communities near the Bloodsworth Island target range. The peak
overpressure level is believed to be the principal parameter related to damage
and should be held below 130 dB.

The overpressure prediction method described in this paper has substantial
advantages over other methods:

- Overpressure levels can be predicted if the explosive weight is
known; or the maximum allowable charge weight can be determined
for a limiting overpressure level.
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- The expected variation of the actual overpressure levels from the
predicted levels is known.

- Negative gradient sound speed profiles (no velocity greater than that
at ground level) are processed in the same straightforward manner.
Other methods cannot quantitatively evaluate negative gradient profiles.

- A single positive gradient at ground level will automatically be
detected and evaluated. Ray tracing methods will not calculate focal
points for single positive gradients.

- The new method Is insensitive to the details of the sound speed profilo.

- The calculational procedure is simple.

- The new method should be adaptable to other explosion operations and
ranges.

The new prediction method is based on long range overpressure measurements

where R/W1/ 3 > 1900 m/kg1 / 3 and where the peak positive and negative overpressures
are approximately equal. The minimum scaled distance at which this method is
still valid has not been determined.

This paper has attempted to demonstrate that it is possible to easily and
more reliably quantify the focusing effects of a wider variety of weather condi-
tions than has previously been possible. The new method should provide
meaningful predictions for the long range overpressure levels to be expected
under given weather conditions.
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TABLE 1

Monitoring Stations

Mk 82 Bombs 5" Gunfire Record
Station Distance*/Aztmuth** Distance*/Azimuth** Types

Bishops Head 9.1 km/100  6.1 km/400  peak pressure

Deal Island 9.0 km/800  12 km/1000  pressure history
ground motion

Top Point 25 km/90 0  28 km/950  pressure history
ground motion

Fairmount 23 km/1000  27 km/1050  peak pressure

Kingston 29 km/1050  33 km/110° pressure history

Crisfield 25 km/1350  30 km/1350  pressure history
ground notion

*Distance from expected impact area.

** Azimuth angle clockwise from true North.
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TABLE 2

Multi-ton Shots

MIDDLE GUST B 100 Ton TNT

MIDDLE GUST C 100 Ton TNT

PRE-DICE THROW I 100 Ton TNT

PRE-DICE THROW II 120 Ton ANFO

DICE THROW 600 Ton ANFO

MISERS BLUFF I 120 Ton ANFO

MISERS BLUFF II 720 Ton ANFO

i((
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TOP POINT STATION

OVERPRESSURE RECORD FOURIER SPECTRUM

.1 6 1I 1 1 -1 . .... .. --

is~- -__j 0JE J J1
0 1 2 0 31.26 62.5

TIME (SEC) FREQUENCY (Hz)

TRANSVERSE GROUND MOTION RECORD FOURIER SPECTRUM

0 1 2 0 31.25 62.5
TIME (SEC) FREQUENCY (Hz)

RADIAL GROUND MOTION RECORD FOURIER SPECTRUM
£0.3 -0.02

"Lt11\IAl iflltilM fN ,,.I ,,,

0 1 2 0 31.25 62.5
TIME (SEC) FREQUENCY (Hz)

FIGURE 4. TYPICAL DIGITIZED RECORDS OF MK 82 BOMB EVENTS
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APPENDIX A

AN APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR DETERMINING FOCAL POINT RANGES

This appendix describes an approximation which greatly simplifies the
determination of focal points (locations on the ground surface at which sound
rays are concentrated b the lens effect of the atmosphere). The standard ray
tracing methods'/, X3 require that a large number of ray paths be calculated
in order to ensure that no focal point is missed. With the new approximation,
focal points are calculated in a straightforward manner and only one ray path
calculation is required for each possible focal point,

The sound speed versus altitude profile must first be constructed using
Equation 1 of the text. Figure Al shows the nomenclature convention used in this
appendix: altitude interval "i" extends from z1 to zi + 1' with interval "1"
beginning on the ground surface. The slope Ki is

zi+l - zi

In ray tracing theory, a sound ray is considered to be travelling in a

particular direction as it leaves the source. Snell's law is assumed to hold over
the entire ray path:

cos e constant = 1_ (A2)
v Vmax

where e is the angle between the ray path direction and the horizontal, v is the
sound speed at the current altitude of the sound ray, and vmax is the sound speed
at the altitude where the ray turns over (cos e = 1) and is determined by the
initial angle and sound speed. Because of Equation A2, the path of a sound ray
uniquely specified by the sound speed profile once the initial angle e is selected.

The range R of a ray path is the distance from the source to that point at
which the ray touches the ground. In this appendix the source Jnd jhe touchdown
point are assumed to be at the same altitude. It can be shownA, A that the
range for a ray passing through N complete altitude Intervals and turning over in
interval N + (KN+l >0) is:

AlCox, E. F., "Far Transmission of Air Blast Waves", Phys, Fluids 1, 95-101,
Mar-Apr 1958

AZPerkins, B., Jr., Lorrain, P. H., and Townsend, W. H., "Forecasting the Focus
of Air Blasts due to Meteorological Conditions in the Lower Atmosphere", BRL
Report No. 1118, Oct 1960 -

A3w
A3Pollet, D. A., "Sound Intensity Prediction System for the Island of Kahoolawe;

Program Maintenance Manual", NSWC/DL TR-3786, Mar 1978
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RN+l 2v v t v(A3)
SK.cos e1 (sin et - sin 01+1) + Kl tan e+1

Using Equation A2 and noting that

sin eiu C~OS2 e .12 V2

Equation A3 can be rewritten:

RN+l " •t"m2 xvmax (tV2Vx

(A4)
KN+l max ÷1

The simplifying approximation is made at this point. (In order to avoid
showing a large amount of algebra, only the directions for the. operations to be
performed will be given.) Since vi is always less than v • in the first N intervals,
the two terms in the Parentheses 1A Equation A4 can be expAnded in Taylor series.
Collect terms according to descending powers of Vmax. A factor of

2 2 2(V - V+l)/Vma can now be taken out of each term. The remainder for each term is
a summation of the products of various powers of v, and v+1i. Now make the
approximation

v's~ VM+l ~ (AS)

where is the average sound speed in the first N altitude intervals:
N

*" (zt+1 - zi) (v1 + vi+l)/2(zN+l - z1 ) (A6)

When this,. apprgjmaitn is made, the remainder terms are seen to be the expansion
of -11/2 ý - V / v2 so that the parentheses term in Equation A4 is simply

2 2 2 max .. .....
2I+1 - vi a x

Equation A4 then becomes
", 2 2

R (lu~ - Vi + 2 VNl(A7)
Jul K Vmax -+

Using Equations Al and A6, Equation A7 eventually becomes

Rl 2 (zN+I.z) + 2 ( A8)
•: •/-~V~ax" -ZI
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There can be situations where the range R first decreases and then increases
as the initial angle of departure 0 gradually increases. A focal point exists
where the range reverses direction, that is, at a value of R such that

O dR, dR_ dR

'cose d 8 - 0 (A0)

where use has been made of Equation A2. When Equation A9 Is applied. to Equation A8,
the condition for a focal point becomes:

- 1 v (Ale)

where Vmax is the unknown quantity to be solved for. The focal point is determined

when the Vmax specified by Equation AlO is substituted into Equation A8,

Equation AlO can be transformed into a cubic equation for v by squaring
the two terms on opposite sides of the equal sign. This means that only half of
the three cubic solutions will be physically meaningful. It can be shown that if

2 -2 v2 -V
X (Vmax vand c (;21 N+I) (All)

KN+I(ZN+l Zl)• KN+l (ZN+IZJ )

then the cubic equation is:

0 -x 3 - x - 2 cos (A12)

This equation is in the desired form for standard cubic solution techniques.A4

The physical solutions are: 1/3

XL (os *+
r1/3

+ 1 cos.€- cs T€ ) for cos >1 (A13)

x cos (€/3) for Icos I<1 (A14)

There is no real solution for cos 0 < -1. This is a non-physical restriction
since focal points can exist for cos * < -1. This problem will be addressed again
below. When a cubic solution exists, the focal range is given by:

Beyer, W. H., editor, CRC Handbook of Mathematical Sctences, 5th edition, CRC (

Press, Inc., 1978
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R • I÷I " (h+ X. (Al5)

"This value for the focal range was obtained with the assumption that there was no
upper bound on the altitude interval N + 1. Therefore, the existence of the cal-
culated focal range must be checked by performing a standard ray path calculation
using the fnitial angle of departure 0 specified by Vmax u VN+2' If the range for
this ray is greater than or equal to the calculated focal range, then this focal
point does physically exist; otherwise not. This checking procedure implies that
the focal point calculation need be made only for those situations where vN+ 2 is
greater than all sound speeds at lower altitudes. This means that any sound speed
profile needs to be evaluated only once from the ground up, with the average vel-
ocity v being continuously updated and a focal range calculation made only when a
new maximum velocity is found.

The focal range given by Equation A15 is always less than or equal to the
focal range obtained by an exact ray path search. Comparisons for a number of
simple profiles showed that the approximate focal ranges were generally within a
few percent of the "exact" focal ranges. The relative errors tended to be less for
the shorter focal ranges.

It was mentioned earlier that when cos 0 < -1 in Equation All, there was no
real cubic solution even when physical focal points did exist. To obtain solutions
in this region, use the following set of equations:

W 2 -2-(2 _VNi+) = 2 cos (A16)
KN+l (zN+l-zl) rVFj.~r

R z+1 - Zl) (0 + W)1/ 7
RFocus = (z (l

This set is related to a derivation in which the average sound speed was defined
slightly differently than in Equation A6 so that the equation corresponding to
Equation A12 was quadratic instead of cubic. The quadratic formulation is somewhat
less accurate than the cubic formulation, especially for large focal ranges.
Figure A2 compares these two formulations. It is recommended that the cubic focal
point calculation be used for cos * >0, and the quadratic calculation for
cos * < 0.
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To be presented at the 19th DOD Explosive Safety Seminar,
Los Angeles, CA, September 9-11, 1980.

SAND 80-1880C

PROJECT PROPA-GATOR--INTERM4EDIATE RANGE EXPLOSION

AIRBLAST PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS*

Jack W. Reed
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185

ABSTRACT

Several hundred explosions of flaked TNT, ranging in
charge weight from 2.3 kg to 1145 kg were fired at the NASA
Kennedy Space Center, Florida, in March and June, 1979.
Comprehensive meteorological measurements were made by
rawinsonde balloons and on a nearby 150 m tower, including
winds, turbulence, temperatures, and humidity. A cruciform
array of airblast gages was operated, with gages at 200 m,
500 m, 1 km, 2 km, and 5 km ranges from the explosions. For
some events as many as six microbarographs were operated at
distances to 25 km. Airblast results have been correlated
against refractive atmospheric conditions, establishing a
functional relationship between overpressure decay with
distance and the sound velocity gradient with height.

*This work was jointly supported by DOD, DOE, and NASA.
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I NTRODUCTION

Project PROPA-GATOR tests were designed to refine predic-

tions of atmospheric refraction effects on propagation of

explosion airblast waves.[i The first phase was conducted

on the NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Florida (see Fig. 1),

in collaboration with the USAF Eastern Space and Missile Center

(ESMC), in March and June of 1979, over relatively flat terrain

and near a 150 m meteorological tower[21. The goal was to

determine the correlation between enhancement or attenuation

of airblast overpressures as a function of the boundary layer

sound velocity versus height gradient or inversion with ray

propagations as sketched in Fig. 2. Classic ray trace models

yield the discontinuous amplification result shown in Fig. 3.

Previous measurements had not established a good correla-

tion between propagated amplitudes and the strength of the

vertical gradient of atmospheric sound velocity. Gradient

strength is defined, for dimension scales of this project, as

the maximum increase (inversion) or decrease (gradient) of

directed sound velocity, from the surface value, observed in

the atmospheric boundary layer. Two rules-of-thumb had been

developed over the years of atmospheric nuclear testing to

treat these propagations. First, inversions could double or

triple propagated overpressures and amplitudes at intermediate

to long ranges [3]. Second, for strong gradient propagation, in

the overpressure-distance decay proportionality, Ap R an

exponent of a-2 was frequently found, whereas the standard
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spherical explosion IS] follows a-l.1 at moderate to low

overpressures, and infinitesimal amplitude acoustic decay

should follow a-l.0,

It is planned to perform a similar test series over rough

terrain at the USAF Western Space and Missile'Center (WSMC),

Vandenberg AFB, California, in the Spring of 1981, to determine

the shadowing effects of mountains and the focusing effects of

the usual California coastal temperature inversion and westerly

wind.

This report will review the ESMC tests, results, and tenta-

tive conclusions that have been reached to date.

AIRbLAST MEASUREMENTS

Recordings of airblast pressure versus time signatures

were made at five distances (200 m, 500 m, 1 km, 2 km, and 5

kin) from three explosion yields (2.3 kg, 45 kg, and 1145 kg)

at various yield-scaled (proportional to the cube root of

yield) heights-of-burst (HOB). Pressure gages were placed in

a cruciform array with lines directed approximately north,

east, south, and west, as shown in Figure 1. Winds were

expected to cause differing propagations along the four gage

lines for each shot.

Pressure sensors were Statham 2A3, Dynesco DPT-85, and

Pace P7D variable-reluctance transducers, with set ranges of

200 Pa to 17 kPa, depending on location. Each station was

equipped with two or three sensors of different set ranges to
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bracket the expected range of signal amplitudes from the vari-

ous explosion yields and weather conditions, Sensor signals

were transmitted by S-Band (2204.5 - 2288.5 MHz) and P-Band

(216.5 - 219.5 MHz) radio telemetry (TM) to a central recording

trailer located 900 m from the shot area. All sensors were

mounted 1 m above ground level, with entry ports facing down

to give side-on ground-reflected pressures. It had previously

been established by comparison tests that ground level flush-
mounted ports were not required for the signal pressure and

frequency ranges being measured.

Analog recordings were made on 14-track magnetic tape by

Ampex 2230 recorders operated at 30 ips (0.76 m/s). An IRIG-B

time signal and a shot-time zero indicator were entered on

each tape.

EXPLOSION SOURCES

From four to seven shots, of various yields and HOBs,

were fired at about ten second intervals to form a shot series

("hour"). Three or four series were fired at two to three hour

intervals on each of seven shot days in the March (winter)

tests, and six days in the June (summer) tests. Flaked TNT

from USAF outdated surplus stocks was uted for all explosions.

WEATHER MEASUREMENTS

Teletyped reports of tower weather data were recorded for

several levels on Tower T-313 every five minutes during opera-

tions, Temperature was measured, at 6 levels, dewpoint tempera-

ture at 4 levels, and wind vector at 7 levels. A rawinsonde
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balloon ascension was made for each shot hour to give wind,

temperature and humidity data at higher altitudes, at about

300 m intervals.

DATA REDUCTION

The volume of data collected, over 15,000 pressure signa-

tures from winter and summer KSC phases, dictated computer pro-

cessing. The first stage was to digitize all analog magnetic

tape records at 1 ma intervals at the RCA TEL-4 ststion on

KSC. Time windows were then estimated for the arrival time for

each signal from shot times, shot and gage positions, and atmos-

pheric sound velocity calculations. Excerpts of all. digital

records were extracted for each signal window on the Cape

Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAIS) computer. Condensed record

tapes, containing only the signal windows, have been used for

analysis at Sandia.

Editing these records for extraneous noises was slow and

tedious. It was found that low signal-to-noise problems with

weak signals could be well resolved by smoothing over 2 ms

intervals. Occasional spikes of electrical noise required

hand-edited removal. About 3% of attempted recordings were

lost through gage malfunction, and another 1% from errors in

time window selection during the excerpting process.

RESULTS

The standard explosion overpressure-distance curve[5] was

scaled for yield and adjusted for HOB to allow calculation of
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standard (unrefracted propagation) overpressure and peak-to-

peak amplitude for each gaged signal. Measured amplitudes were

divided by standard amplitudes to give a "propagation factor"

for each signal. An example shown in Figure 4 attempts a

three-dimensional depiction of the observed propagation factor

(linear scale) versus distance (logarithmic scale) for the

four gage-line directions, for one 45 kg shot at 7 m MOB. In

this instance, propagation was strongly attenuated in north

and west directions, to about 10% of standard amplitude at 5

km range. There was 140% enhancement at 5 km east, and 180%

enhancement at 5 km south.

Sound velocity-height structures toward the four gage-

line directions for this example are shown in Figure 5.

Dashed vertical lines are referenced to sound velocities at'

the low anemometer height (3.7 m). There is a strong sound

velocity-height gradient for north and west directions, which

explains the strong attenuation that was observed. Sound

velocity inversions for east and south caused enhanced propa-

gations in those directions.

The relationship between atmospheric gradient (or inver-

sion) and propagated amplitude was quantified by an RMS line

through the data scatter, as shown in Figure 6. In this

example, data collected near the yield-scaled distance of

400 m from a free-air burst of 1 kg HE show increasing

(decreasing) amplitudes with increasing sound velocity inver-

sion (gradient) strength, as expected. The unexpected result
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was that there appeared to be no strong correlation with the

thickness or depth of the propagating layer. Similar scatter

diagrams and RMS lines were constructed for 1 kg HE scaled

distances of 40 m, 100 m, 200 m, and 1 km. Results have been

assembled in transformed coordinates, as shown in Figure 7, to

show the different overpressure-distance curves that may be

expected (along with statistical scatter indicators) with

various gradient and inversion strengths, for conditions of

clearly indicated gradients or inversions.

When sound velocity changes little with height (near

zero strength inversion or gradient), there is considerable

uncertainty about propagation. Small but complex variations

in wind and temperature may cause ducting and even focusing

for some directions or gages. Figure 8 shows that the greatest

scatter was observed when such complex weather conditions were

encountered. These results have resisted explanation by either

ray tracing or correlation with atmospheric structural details.

With only one or two meter per second variations of sound

velocity with height, distant propagation may be as strong as

with the strongest inversions.

DISCUSSION

There were some inconsistent indications that HOB effects

and Mach-stem formations [6] were influenced by local winds or

sound velocity structures. A similar inference had been drawn

earlier from an NSWC explosion test at Dahlgren NAS, VA. [71
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HOB effects were clouded at ESMC by other factors in the analy-

sts performed so far.

In general, source strengths appeared weaker than expected

asý observed by the closest gages. A few individual gages

were apparently biased by as much as 300 as judged by compari-

sons made between different gages in a canister. Final

readings used empirical corrective adjustments that forced

averaged readings from each gage in a canister into agreement

and also forced canister averages to fall on a smooth pressure-

distance curve.

It appears that the flaked TNT gave smaller airblast than

could be expected from cast TNT. A yield correction factor

of 0.89 was derived from winter test results from 1145 kg

HE shots. Results have been adjusted accordingly, but an

even smaller factor may be warranted according to the sparse

literature that has been found on this subject.

Finally, the soft sand ground and palmetto brush cover

on the snake- and alligator-infested terrain (adjacent to the

Cape Canaveral National Seashore Wildlife Refuge) appears to

have absorbed an appreciable amount of airblast energy, even

close-in during Mach-stem formations. Tests at WSMC over

harder ground should elucidate these interrelated yield and

reflection factor problems. It should then be possible to

re-analyze ESMC data, and re-evaluate HOB influences, to

I determine whether or not local weather did indeed modify Mach

wave formation. Results of that process may well necessitate
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a completely revised analysis for weather dependence, if the

source strength was indeed different for each gage line because

"* of wind effects. There should not, however, be more than 20%

* or 301 adjustments, so that present results are still much more

precise than previous predictions for intermediate and long

range propagation amplitudes.

The inability to explain amplifications that resulted from

near standard conditions was similar to the experience of the

Blast Unit Research Project (BURP) tests in Nevada in 1960. (81

In BURP, caustic pressures were recorded near 60 km rangel

they were caused by jet stream winds near 6 km to 10 km alti-

tudesi results did not show a strong, reliable correlation

between ray path patterns and recorded airblast amplitudes.

It was hoped by some that the smaller distances involved in

PROPA-GATOR and the more proximate and more detailed weather

observations would reduce the unexplained variance. It appeared,

however, that the smaller dimension field was significantly

affected by smaller scale weather perturbations, so that the

scatter factor remained large.

FUTURE TEST PLANS

Current plans are for similar series of explosion tests

at WSMC, beginning in March, 1981. Observed propagations over

rough terrain from two firing sites will be compared to predic-

tions for flat terrain propagations under similar sound velocity

structures. This should show whether or not mountain barriers

indeed cast significant acoustic shadows. There are arguments

both ways, for inversion as well as gradient conditions.
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In addition, extra instrumentation will be fielded

in a further attempt to document caustics from atmospheric

airblast focusing. Both the boundary layer temperature

inversion and prevailing on-shore winds, typical of coastal

southern California, favor complex propagation conditions

toward several communities inland from WSMC. Ray path

calculations have shown a climatological concentration of

caustics about 25 km east from a shot point. Two dense

radial gage lines will be operated in that area to collect

amplitude statistics that will be used in a further attempt

to correlate acoustic characteristics with atmospheric

structural details.

CONCLUSIONS

Airblast propagation measurements were made at Kennedy

Space Center, Florida, with nearby tower weather data. These

have allowed development of a set of weather-dependent

overpressure-distance curves with statistical error factors

for flat terrain that extend to a yield-scalable distance of

1 km from 1 kg HE free air burst. These curves vary with

the amount of increase or decrease in directed sound velocity

with height, in well-defined inversion or gradient conditions.

This quantification is a significant refinement from previous

prediction methodology. Earlier systems simply showed possi-

ble ranges for propagations under either typical gradient or

typical inversion conditions.
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Nevertheless, in borderline or complex cases of sound

velocity versus height structure, there is considerable

uncertainty about whether propagation will be strongly

enhanced or attenuated.

Further refined analyses may be possible from this

extensive data collection, once a) the source strength has

been better established for flaked TNT, b) the ground reflec-

tion factor for palmetto brush and soft sand has been deter-

mined, and c) the local wind influence on Mach-stem HOB

effects has been resolved.

Further explosion tests are planned for 1981 at

Vandenberg AFB, to a) help resolve aforementioned problems

with a hard-ground firing site, b) measure the shadowing

effects of mountainous terrain, and c) make extensive obser-

vations of airblast amplitudes near areas where atmospheric

acoustic focusing is expected.
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Introduction

Over the last twenty years, chemical munition disposal methods have

evolved from burn pits to sea dumping and in recent years to industrial

incineration and chemical neutralization. This evolution was brought about

by increaed concern for man and his environment. Continued development oa

chemical demilitarization technology allows increased safety through more

reliable equipment and more sensitive agent detection and alarm systems.

Chemical munition and agent disposal projects currently in operation

or under development are:

o incapacitating agent BZ disposal,

o phosgene sale for commercial use,

o a mobile Drill and Transfer System (DATS),

o Chemical Agent Identification (ID) Sets disposal, and

o a prototype Chemical Agent Munitions Disposal System (CAMDS). Dis-

posal of chemical munitions encompasses demilitarization of the chemical agent

and its container. As a rule, the container is burned in a furnace and the

agent itself is either incinerated or chemically neutralized.

The pilot plant for possible future disposal of chemical munition stocks

is the CAMDS. Its purpose is to demonstrate new technology and new equipment

for the safe disposal of lethal chemical munitions. CAMDS is located at

Tooele Army Depot, Tooele, Utah, approximately 60 miles southwest of Salt

Lake City. The U. S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency (USATHAMA),

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, is responsible for the centralized manage-

ment and direction of the Army's program for demilitarization of toxic and

hazardous materials. Thus, CAMDS has been designed, built, and operated

under their purview.

The disposal process begins by separating the chemical agent from

the munition. The agent is then pumped to a separate building for
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detoxiftication; explosively configured munitions are sectioned and conveyed

to a furnace where the explosives, propellants and any residual agent are

burned off. Nonexplosively configured munitions are incinerated to burn off

any residual agent.

The facility is designed to detoxify three different .chemical agents -

but, for safety reasons, only one agent will be allowed in the plant at any

one time.

Description of the Agents

Two of the agents to be processed are the lethal nerve agents GB and VX.

These agents upset the natural balance between the sympathetic and para-

sympathetic nervous systems. Casualties result from inhalation of vapors or

contact of the liquid on the skin or eyes - either route results in death

within several minutes after the fatal dosage is absorbed.

The third agent is a casualty-producing agent called mustard (HD). This

agent acts first as a cell irritant and finally as a cell poison on all tissue

surfaces contacted. In high doses, it is lethal through skin contact and

inhalation; in smaller doses, it is disabling because of blistering and

ulceration of exposed tissues.

Table 1 provides some information on the agents.

Processes for Detoxification

All of the neutralization methods employed at CANDS are basically batch

operations. These systems have safety interlocks built-in to prevent possible

procedural errors.
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Mustard agent will be boiled out of its container and burned in a

multi-chamber, semi-continuota hearth furnace. The temperature will be con-

trolled between 600'F to 1200 relative to the rate of volatilization and

type of munition. The volatilized agent is then incinerated in an afterburner

at 1600°F and the resultant products are passed to a scrubber system. The

incineration reaction of mustard with oxygen in air is 1,2

(ClCH2 CH2 )2 S + 6.5 02 - hco2  + so 2  + 2HCl + 3H2o

Approximately 5 million lbs of mustard has been destroyed by incineration at

Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Denver, Colorado.

Nerve agent VX will be destroyed by chlorinolysis in aqueous hydrochioric

acid and the resulting acidic solution is then neutralized with sodium hydrox-

ide. The reactor will be controlled to approximately 200°F with cooling water.

After the temperature has peaked it will be maintained for 30 minutes to ensure

complete detoxification. The acid chlorinolysis reaction is 5

0

CH -P- CH CH N(iCH) + 3012 + AHk0

3 2 2 3 72 +312 + *2

O2H5

0
II

CH - P - OH + HO3SCH 2CH2N(iC3H72 + 6HCl

OC H
2 5

A portion of the acidic solution will be recycled and mixed with fresh acid

for the next reaction. Experience to date with the acid chlorinolysis

process has been limited to pilot scale quantities.
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Nerve agent GB is the only agent to be processed at CAMDS to date. GB

is reacted with 18% caustic under controlled feed and temperature conditions.

The major reaction is 6

0 0II II

CH3 - P - F + 2NaOH-- CH3 - P - ONa + NaF + H20

OC3H7 
0C3H7

Figure 1 is a flow diagram for the GB - caustic reaction. 3600 lbs of

GB and 12,100 lbs of 18% caustic are pumped into their respective batch tanks.

A heel of caustic is added to the reactor and then the GB and the remainder

of caustic are gravity fed simultaneously into the reactor until the batch

tanks are empty. A cap of 6500 lbs of caustic is then added to ensure at

least a five percent excess of caustic after the primary and secondary

reactions are complete. The reactant addition, reaction, and agitation stepp

7
take approximately two hours to complete. A sample of the resulting brine

is analyzed by gas chromatography (GC) for a level of 2.0 nanograms/ml

(1.7 ppb) or less of GB and at least 5% excess caustic. After the Quality

Control Branch provides a certification that the brine is free of GB, the

brine is pumped into a storage tank. A little over 9 million lbs of GB was

destroyed by similar means at Rocky Mountain Arsenal.

Bulk Reduction

Certified process waste brines with a low solids content are cycled

through an evaporator and are eventually pumped over to two parallel steam

I11
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heated, twin drum dryers. The solids discharged front the dryers are sampled,

certified agent free and packaged into plastic lined fiber 4rums which are

then stored in warehouses. The salts generated at CAMDS have been classified

by the Department of Transportation as a corrosive (less than class B poison).

It is estimated that 1030 tons of salts will be generatcd during the sevfn

year planned life of CAMDS. Unfortunately, no economically viable market is

available for the salt or its individual components., Current planri are, to

dispose of the salts in a scientific landfill. However, review of other

options for utilization of the material will continue to be conducted by

USATHAMA.

Environmental Protection

Disposal processes are designed so that they will 'not have a significant

impact on the environment. All of the water used in CAMDS process operations,

as well as that produced as by-products of the process chemical reactions,

is eventually discharged to the atmosphere in vapor form from the stacks of

the drum dryers and the evaporator. Prior to the solutions being evaporated,

however, the process streams will be detovified with sodium carbonate or

caustic, analyzed by GC methods, and certified agent free. A small amount

of water from the site boiler system and cooling tower will be discharged to

a drain system. Since this water does not come into contact with any process

streams, it has no opportunity to become contaminated with toxic agents.

All solids are chemically decontaminated to an acceptable level (3X)

before removal from a contaminated environment. Any scrap material that is
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to be released from government control, or any salvageable material, will

be further decontaminated by heat treatment (to 5X) if it haa been exposed to

any agent or explosive. A typical example would be the GB filled rockets

currently being processed:

After draining the agent and cutting the rocket into seven pieces,

they are conveyed to an oil fired rotary retort furnace.

In the retort, all energetic material and residual agent is burned

off. The pieces have a residence time of 12 minutes at an average temperature

of 950 0 F. The scrap is then depositedl onto a steel belt conveyor.

It is then conveyed through an electrically heated furnace to

ensure decomposition of any trace amount of agent. Here, the scrap has a

residence time of 30 minutes at 10000F.

The scrap is then discharged onto a conveyor where it is cooled and

dumped into containers, sampled, certified free of agent and explosive, and

readied for movement off site.

All gases generated in, or passing through, process areas are filtered

or scrubbed depending on their origin. Toxic areas where there is a high

probability of agent contamination undergo twenty-five air changes per hour.

Exhaust air is drawn through charcoal filters (adopted from the nuclear

industry); input air is provided so that all toxic areas are under negetive

pressure with respect to surrounding "clean" areas ventilated at six air

changes per hour. The filter train consists of prefilters, high efficiency

particulate air (HEPA) filters, activated charcoal filters, a second bank of

1119
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charcoal filters, and a second b•rn 3f HEPA filters. The blowers. are equtpped

with either adjustable outlet dampers or inlet vanes which will maintain a (

relatively constant air flow. Each filter bank Is provided with gauges to

indicate pressure drop across the filters. Sampling pcrts are provided

between the banks of charcoal and in the exhaust stack for continuous moni-

toring for agent penetration.

The air pollution control systems on the furnaces are designed to clean

the flue gases of particulate and chemical pollutants to meet all federal,

state and local source air quality standards. Since the systems on the two

furnaces are basically identical, only one will be described here.

The flue gases leaving the rotary retort are ducted through a cyclone

collector which removes large particles, especially fiberglass, from the

rocket parts, and through an oil fired slagging afterburner (1600 0 F, two

seconds) which collects the finer fiberglass particles and destroys toxic

vapors. The gases are then cooled by direct contact brine sprays in the

.-i quench tower, passed into a variable throat venturi scrubber, a packed bed

caustic scrubber and demister to remove the remaining traces of particulate

and chemical by-products from the effluent gas stream.

Toxic agent storage tanks and the process chemical storage tanks in the

agent neutralization facility are vented into a recirculating counterflow-

type packed tower. This caustic scrubbing is to remove any trace quantity

of live agent or chemical before delivery to the charcoal filters ard

eventual release to the atmosphere.

1
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Overall, the pollution control equipment k.nich includes detection and

analysis equipment) have accounted for approximate& y 19% of the total CAMDS

system acquisition cost of $53 million or $10 million. The estimated cost to

P build another CAMDS is $30 million; of this cost, 30% or $9 million (1980

dollars) would be for pollution control equipment. Operationally, 30% of

the CAMDS workforce can be related to support, operation and maintenance

of pollution control equipment, This represents a yearly operating cost of

$2.2 million (1980 dollars).

Personnel and Process Safety

Safety is, and has been, a key word in the design, construction and

operation of CAMDS. Three basic considerations have been to ensure m-xim'Am

agent surety, complete agent and explosive containment and remote or auto-

4•! mated munition demilitarization. Some examples are:

All explosive items are cut into sections or disassembled inside of

a 2.5 in thick, air tight, armor plate steel cylinder. This 10 ft by 24.5 ft

cylinder has been tested to assure that it will contain the agent and muni-

tion fragments in the unlikely event of an explosion.

The rotary retort furnace is designed to withstand an explosion.

If it fails, a 15 in thick reinforced concrete barrier which surrounds it

will contain any fragments.

Negative pressure and predetermined area ventilation requirements

assure agent containment.
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A special epoxy coating on building surfaces to ensure easy

decontamination in case of a liquid agent spill,

Computer and process interlocks to prevent the inadvertent or in-

correct operation of valves, vents, etc.

All personnel onsite must have a standard military issue protective

mask and three automatic injectors of nerve agent antidote with them at all

times.

All of the operations in the CAMDS toxic areas are remotely con-

trolled from a central control module to minimize personnel entries Into

toxic areas, adequately control process conditions, and monitor site

activities.

Computer outputs, closed-circuit television cameras, direct voice communications,

and control panels provide operators with the real-time status of the process.]I
Agent detectors and alarms have remote indicators in the control module so

that all personnel on the site can be masked or evacuated within minutes.

Agent Detectors and Operating Limits

Detector and alarm instrumentation is being employed at CAMDS to verify

compliance with all applicable gaseous stack emission and working area stand-

ards. These instruments provide rapid warning of hazardous conditions,

monitor agent concentration levels in toxic process areas and are used to

check protective clothing of personnel leaving toxic areas for adequacy of

decontamination. The emissions and working area standards (Table 2) for the

chemical agents have been set at extremely low levels (nominally in the part

,12
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per trillion range) thus requiring technology development which is pushing

the state-of-the-art in detection and alarm instrumentation.

TABLE 2. MAXIMUM EMISSIONS AND WORKING AREA STANDARDS4

MAXIMUM MAXIMUM CONTROL VALUE
EMISSIONS* rOR MMASKED WORKERS**

GB 62 PPT 17 PPT

VX 2.7 PPT 0.9 PPT

HD 4 .6 PPB o.46 PPB

SO2  500 PPM

* Based on 1 hour sample time.

** 8 hours per day for an indefinite period averaged over not more than 10

consecutive work periods for GB or 5 consecutive work periods for VX or HD.

The CAMDS agent detectors must perform two primary functions. They must

give immediate warning of hazardous situations and they must measure very low

level concentrations of agents to guard against cumulative effects over an

extended period of time. No single system currently has the ability to ful-

fill both functions satisfactorily. Therefore, several detector/alarm

instruments are employed. These include an M8 alarm with concentrator, the

bubbler adsorption system and the real time monitor.

The M8 alarm system was developed in the early 1970's. It is a portable

automatic alarm for detection of G and V series agents. The reaction of

agent with the reagents in the detector is electro-chemically monitored to
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detect agent. This alarm coupled with a concentrator (which is a column

packed with 300 mg of porapak P chromatographic column material) can detect

agent concentrations in air from 40 ppb to 200 ppt with response times of

1 to 33 minutes respectively. This system is called a DCAC and is used

primarily in toxic process areas to monitor the presence of agent which

would indicate process upsets.

The bubbler adsorption system is used for sampling 0, V and mustard

agents. Air is bubbled through a suitable absorbing solution at a known rate

for a known period of time. The absorbing solution is then analyzed in the

laboratory for the agent. With a one hour sampling period, this method of

detection has a sensitivity to the parts per trillion level which satisfies

the agent sensitivity requirements for the stacks and working areas. Bubbler

data are maintained to provide a record of agent concentration time values

in the various CAMDS areas.

The Real Time Monitor (RTM) is based on an enzyme colorimeter method

of analysis for the determination of GB and VX. These agents function physio-

logically as an enzyme inhibitor. Measured quantities of enzymes and reagents

are reacted to form a colored species. The analysis is completed by a

colorimeter that electronically compares the color intensity of the colored

species with a reference. The presence of agent is determined by a reduction

in color intensity caused by the inhibition of the enzymes. The RTM detects

agents at the required sensitivity (concentrations down to 20 ppt) in 9 to

12 minutes and automatically signals their presence with a local indicator

lamp and horn and a remote signal to the control center. All of the electro-
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meohanical and chemical assemblies of the ETH are housed in a transportable

cabinet. This instrument is currently undergoing extensive testing at CAND8

to develop reliability data. Purchase price of this instrument is currently

$359,000.

There is also under development an Automatic Continuous Air Monitoring

System (ACAMS) which is based on a gas chromatographic method of analysis for

the determination of OB, VX and mustard. Air is sampled through a 10cm •

ID pyrex glass tube containing a Porapak Q or Tenax OC solid sorbent material.

After a preset sampling time the sorbent tube is heated and the agent

collected in the tube is desorbed onto a GC column to a flame photometric

detector. The signal from the GC flame photometric detector is amplified

electronically to a strip chart recorder where the peak is recorded. Each

peak is quantitated by electronics. If agent concentration during the

sample cycle exceeds a preset level an alarm is sounded. Agent detection

capabilities have been demonstrated to the low part per trillion level with

a less than 15 minute response time. An additional advantage of this alarm

is its specificity for the individual agents. Field testing of these systems

at CAMS is scheduled for early 1981. Projected cost for the unit after

development is $15,000 to $20,000.

Demilitarization Protective Ensemble

A major new development in protective equipment Is the Demilitarization

Protective Ensemble (DPE). The DPE was developed in response to the Surgeon
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General's direction that during industrial demilitarization operations, such

as CAMDS, personnel protective equipment complying with OSHA standards must

be used. Since no off-the-shelf equipment was available, a program to

develop the DPE was initiated by USATHAMA.

The Chemical Systems Laboratory (CSL) at Aberdeen Proving Ground was

selected to develop and evaluate the DPE. The basic approach was to use a

NIOSH-approved, positive pressure, air-supplied respirator system inside a

protective outergarment. This combination provides both respiratory and

percutaneous protection for the wearer.

The DPE consists of three maj6r subsystems

o Respirator/air support (reusable),

o Outergarment (single use, disposable), and

o Communications

ILC Corporation, Dover, Delaware, was chosen as the contractor for the

outergarment subsystem. Extensive materials testing was conducted to find

the right materials for the visor, glove, and main body of the outergarment.

* • The material had to meet the design criteria of being

o resistant to chemical agent penetration (liquid and vapor),

o easily fabricated to the required configuration,

o relatively inexpensive,

o able to retain protective properties in the presence of operational

fluids within the plant, and

o rugged enough to pass endurance standards.

The materials chosen as a result of this test were evaluated as to their skin

toxicity and irritancy potential. Outergarments were then fabricated and a
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series of tests were pursued to establish the design and to evaluate its total

system capability. The DPE outergarment consists of a one-piece disposable

garment of heat-sealed construction which is closed by heat-sealing after

donning. The garment is constructed of chlorinated polyethylene with poly-

vinyl chloride gloves and a press-polished polyvinyl chloride visor (Figure 2).

The respirator subsystem development began with a survey of commercially

available breathable air supply systems to determine if any could be used or

adapted for use with the DPE. Mine Safety Appliances Company (MBA) had a

model which could be readily adopted if minor configuration changes were made.

After redesign was completed, MSA submitted the respirator to NIOSH and

subsequently received approval for its use. The respirator consists of a

full facepiece, a pressure-demand regulator, a charcoal filter, an air

distribution system for cooling of the wearer's extremities, and an auxiliary,

self-contained, ten minute air supply for emergency use if the primary air

supplY fails. If a failure of the primary air supply occurs, then a warning

light in the facepiece flashes to alert the wearer.

Breathing and cooling air is provided through a chemical agent resistant

rubber hose. Communication cables are attached to the air hose and interface

with the DPE communication system via two pairs of electro-optical transducers.

There is no physical penetration of the suit material except for the air hose

connector. Impermeable toxicological agent protective boots and gloves are

worn over the outergarment to complete the ensemble.

The total, integrated system was then tested in the following ways:

o qualitative tests - manned -

human factors evaluation
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isoamyl acetate trials (banana oil)

endurance trials (no agent)

4 o quantitative tests - unmaAnned

static mannequin trials (agent GB)

dynamic (articulated) mannequin trials (agent GB)

o quantitated tests - manned

dynamic pressure trials (no agent)

10 mg/cu m protection trials (agent GB)

100 mg/cu m protection trials (agent GB)

A broad training program was initiated in the CAMS facility to familiar-

ize the workforce with the item and its associated life support system. After

review by the Army medical community and the Department of Health and Human

Services (formerly DHEW), the DPE was approved for use at CAMDS. In its first

year of agent use at CAMDS, over 2000 entries in toxic areas have been made

without a single case of agent exposure to a DPE wearer.

Development costs of the DPE have totaled $6 million; production costs

are approximately $100.00 for each outergarment. Further refinements to the

DPE, such as multiple use options and improved communications, are being

evaluated. An adaptation from our DPE work is being developed by the Coast

Guard. This suit is for field work or emergency use - it is a zipper-sealed

suit with a rebreathing device good for approximately one hour's duration.

Future R&D

Efforts are ongoing to evaluate and develop process improvements to the

existing CAMDS. These efforts address both short-term improvements to the
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present system and long-term improvements to be incorporated in future

demilitarization plants.

Following an extensive evaluation of potential improvements to the CANDS

scrubbing and filter systems, two potential scrubbing alternatives were

selected for further testing and development of design parameters particular

to the CAMDS situation (dual alkali scrubbing mid spray dryer scrubbing).

In addition, testing is underway to evaluate the use of lasers to simplify

existing methods of munition disassembly (e.g., burster removal and agent

cavity puncturing) and munition sectioning prior to further processing in the

deactivation furnace. Also, a method of destruction of VX is being investi-

gated in the laboratory for potential use as a decontaminant and as a possible

alternative to acid chlorinolysis for destruction of bulk VX. Another study

is underway to investigate the use of an induction heating furnace for

munition decontamination and agent destruction. The adoption of this process

could greatly reduce the amount of effluent gases requiring treatment in

downstream scrubbing systems as well as offer savings in energy and operations

costs.

USATHAMA is also conducting studies on possible chemical weapon stockpile

demilitarization options in the event that such a decision becomes a reality.

Summary

The physical and chemical destruction methods developed at CANDS will be

applied at other locations where there is a need for large-scale demilitariza-

tion of obsolete or unserviceable chemical munitions. Environmental and
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safety developments will continue to be applied to present and future disposal

projects. Of course, process and detector/alarm improvements will be studied

to support the overall disposal effort.
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CHEMICAL AMMUNITION DEMILITARIZATION
THE DRILL AND TRANSFER SYSTEM (DATS)

I. INTRODUCTION

Since World War I, the United States has conducted extensive develop-

ment programs for the design, test and evaluation of chemical munitions.

While this country has not employed lethal chemical agents in warfare and

is committed not to initiate their use, a number of developed items have

been standardized (type classified) and a deterrent stockpile has been

maintained.

The munitions in the stockpile are held in various secure storage

facilities and are routinely inspected and sampled for deterioration due

to latent defects or adverse effects of prolonged storage. These periodic

surveillance inspections occasionally discover items with developed defects

which permit leakage of the toxic chemical agent. Upon discovery, those

items are identified as leaking chemical munitions (LCM), overpacked and

segregated in accordance with specific standard procedures. Because of their

condition, they impose a substantial storage/surveillance workload burden

and, if storage is further protracted, they could become a potential hazard

to supply/maintenance personnel. Both considerations prompt an expeditious

effort to demilitarize these munitions, recover or detoxify the agents and

dispose of the residual materials.

In addition, the weapons development programs have required the use of

munitions for various types of tests. Many of the tests have been nondestruc-

tive, but :involved conditioning or modification which precluded their incor-

poration into the stocKpile of standard munitions. The remaining destructive
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tests, principally static or dynamic firing tests, yielded occasional

residual rounds (e.g. duds, rockets with expended motors, etc.) which

rendered them unserviceable. These have been deocribed variously as re-

covered chemical munitions (RCM) or as unwanted chemical surety material

(UCSM) and have been stored in designated facilities at the development/

test and evaluation installations. Storage, security, surety and safety

considerations also dictate prompt demilitarization of these items.

Both the condition of the munitions involved and the environmental

safeguards policies established by Public Laws 91-121 and 91-441 would make

movement of the munitions to a common demilitarization site inadvisable and/

or impractical. On the other hand, the relatively small number of items on

hand or expected to be generated at each site would make construction of a

permanent demilitarization facility at each installation grossly cost ineffective.

The adopted resolution of this dilemma was to provide a transportable system

with a tolerant configuration, capable of processing all types of munitions

of interest with the same equipment and which could be set up for operations

in a readily available field site at each installation.

To meet this requirement, the US Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency

developed the Drill and Transfer System (DATS). The DATS provides a safe

and environmentally acceptable capability to drill into the agent cavity of

a chemical item, drain the agent therein into a container suitable for long

term storage or shipment, and decontaminate all material and equipment involved.

It is important to note that while the munitf on is "demilitarized" the agent

contents are not destroyed. This concept reduces the extensive equipment

requirements necessary for the safe and efficient detoxification of agent

while still eliminating the problems and hazards associated with long term

storage of leaking items and possibiy deteriorated range items.
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The: necessary transportability specification has been integrated into the

system design thus eliminating the concerns for costly replication of demili- (
tarization systems and enabling the DATS to sequentially operate at various

sites. After the current backlog is processed, repeat visits will be conducted,

as necessary, to dispose of newly discovered items at specific sites.

The flexibility to process a wide variety of munitions and agents has also

been incorporated into the DATS. Typical chemical items which must be pro-

"cessed (Figure 1) range from projectiles and rockets up the MCI 7501b

GB Bomb. Agent types will be predominantly GB, VX and mustard although the

DATS can safety process all standard liquid agents. Both explosively and non-

explosively configured items will be processed.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The DATS is a low production system designed to handle a limited number

of unpackaged or overpacked munitions. The most critical element of the system

is a glovebox (Figure 2) in which the munition is drilled and drained of agent.

The glovebox is a stainless steel cabinet, mounted on a structural steel frame,

which has a cross sectional area large enough to process an 8-inch projectile

in an overpack and enough length to unpack an M55 rocket from an overpack. The

glovebox is approximately 32 feet long, 5 feet wide and 9 feet high. Window

panels placed along the length of both sides provide full visibility to the

process chamber. Seven pairs of gloveports fitted with butyl rubber gloves

are located in the windows on each side. These provide convenient access to

all normal processing stationo and other areas without opening the box.

Transport/holding devices mounted on track conveyors are incorporated into

the glovebox to move the munitions from the loading door to the drill and

drain stations and to support them in the proper location for drilling and

draining. Three hoists are provided to facilitate handling the munitions and A

containers.
1136
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A metal chamber encloses the munition during drilling to minimize agent

dispersion. A removable section in the top of the drill chamber provides

emergency access and is made of clear plastic so that the munition drilling

operation can be observed by video camera.

A loading chamber is attached directly to the glovebox. The loading

chamber is of similar construction to the glovebox and is primarily designed

to provide a separate compartment, relatively free of liquid decontaminants,

which serves as a vestibule for loading munitions into the presumable con-

taminated glovebox and for sampling items for agent contamination before

removal to the atmosphere. The loading chamber is large enough to accept any

item which can be accommodated by the glovebox. It is equipped with a remote

controlled carrier for loading and unloading the munitions. The only entry

and exit of material to and from the glovebox and loading chamber is through

the loading chamber. The doors of the glovebox and loading chamber are

interlocked to prevent the loss of negative pressure within the glovebox

which would occur if both doors were opened simultaneously.

A number of support modules (Figure 3) are integral to the system and

perform auxiliary functions in support of the glovebox. These include a

charcoal filter unit which ventilates the glovebox and loading chamber,

maintains a negative pressure within each and removes agent from exhaust air

prior to release to the environment. Other modules include a decontaminant

supply module which provides decontaminant for the system; brine holding tanks

where agent decontaminant is held pending certification; wash units where

drained munitions are submerged and washed with decontaminant to assure all

internal surfaces are free of agent; and a ton container (TC) module (Figure 4)
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which enables agent to be drained into a TC. Shortly to be developed is

a large item module where items larger than 8-inch projectiles are drilled

and drained.

A typical DATS operation site is shown in Figure 5. The operational

site is divided into two distinct areas. The munitions processing area

contains most of the above mentioned equipment for processing munitions as

well as a munitions holding area and the transportable chemical laboratory.

A security and first aid station is emplaced along the fence and forms part

of the boundary. The control and support area bounds the fenced processing

area. It contains mechanical support modules, including generators, air

compressors and decontaminant supply; the Command Post; personnel support

modules including a changehouse, crew trailer and maintenance/supply van.

III. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Figure 6 shows a process flow diagram for the DATS operation. Major

operational steps include transport of munitions, munition processing in the

glovebox, munition processing in the wash units and disposition of the various

process residues. These are discussed in detail below:

Munition Transport: Only the quantity of munitions to be processed daily

are moved from the storage area to the munitions holding area. At the end

of each workday, items not processed are returned to the storage area along

with the containers of agent drained during the day. Movements in both

directions are by truck convoy, accompanied by security escort, a decontamination

truck, and an ambulance manned by qualified medical personnel. The convoy

movement terminates at the munitions holding area. A vehicle assigned to the
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operations area picks up the munitions and moves them to the loading chamber.

The vehicle also moves the containers of drained agent from the loading

chamber to the munitions holding area where they are stowed to await convoy

pickup at the end of the workday.

Glovebox Processing: The munition is placed on a tray located on a

powered carrier in the loading chamber, and the loading chamber door is closed.

The door between the loading chamber and the glovebox is opened, and the

carrier and tray containing the munition are moved into the glovebox. The

carrier is then returned to the loading chamber and the door separating the

loading chamber from the glovebox is closed. A clamp and support blocks are

used to secure the munition to the transport table. A powered conveyor

system moves the munition into the drill chamber.

When the round is in position, the glovebox operators are moved to a
prepared position and signal the Command Post that the munition is ready ,to

be drilled. The project officer in the Command Post then enables the programmed

drill operation. A TV monitor provides visual observation of the drilling

sequence. When the drill penetrates the shell cavity, the drill is auto-

matically retracted.

Upon completion of the drilling operation and clearance from the Command

Post, the glovebox operators initiate agent transfer. The agent is trans-

ferred to either a three gallon DOT 3A bottle or a ton container (TC) by

a vacuum transfer system. The choice of container is dependent upon the

quantity of agent anticipated to be accumulated during operations. The

smaller DOT 3A bottle is located inside the glovebox. The glovebox operof

attach an agent transfer tube to the container and insert the otherfend of
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the transfer tube into the munition agent cavity. A vacuum line is also

attached to the container and a vacuum pump is activated to transfer the

agent into the container. The transfer tube in moved about the inside of the

A munition cavity to extract as much of the agent fill as possible. As soon

as all possible agent has been extracted from the muntion, the vacuum pump

is deactivated, and the transfer tube is removed from the agent cavity.

Upon completion of agent transfer, the agent cavity of the munition is

flushed with decontamination solution by means of a supply tube inserted into

the agent cavity. The operator selects the appropriate decontaminant (Na 2 CO3

for GB; Ca(OCl) 2 for mustard and VX) and activates the flow control switch

at the console causing the decontamiriant to be pumped into the empty round.

'j, The cavity is flushed and an overflow condition is maintained to promote thorough

rinsing of the cavity. The decontamination supply is shut off, the tube

removed from the munition, and the transport table conveyor activated to move

the munition from the drill chamber. This action simultaneously activates

a programmed decontamination cycle in which fixed nozzles spray- the outside

of the munition with decontaminating solutiontu-ring passage from the drill

chamber...

The drilled I 1s then sealed with a snap-tight adjustable plug after

the _iiMrtion is removed from the drill chamber. The munition is lifted

clear of the table, washed with decontamingnt and rinsed on the exterior by

an operator using a hand wand, and then loaded onto the carrier tray by means

of hoists. If the DOT 3A bottle has been used, it is also conveyed to its

transport-out position beside the carrier tray, washed with decontaminating

solution and rinsed. The munition and bottle, if applicable, are then removed

from the glovebox back into the loading chamber by reversing the glovebox

charging procedure described previously.
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The munition and overpack are monitored for agent contamination using che

M18A2 Chemical Agent Detector Kit and the M8 Chemicl4 Agent Alarm with

concentrator as applicable. Only when the sampling indicates no detectable

contamination are the materials removed from the loading chamber.

Munition Wash Unit Processingt The munition and overpack are removed from

the loading chamber after certification by munition handlers. The items are

then submerged beneath the appropriate decontaminant in a wash unit designated

by the project officer. The adjustable plug is removed and a flush probe

from the recirculating pump mounted on the wash unit is inserted into the

munitions cavity through the drill hole. After flushing for an extend&,I '

period of time, the munition is then sampled for residual rgenu. ThAs il ii

accomplished by draining the munition, washing the munition cavity 1.t•i a

small amour. of chloroform and then analyzing the chloroform for agent. In

conjunction with this, a sample of brine from the wash unit is also analyzed

for agent. When negative results are received from the laboratory, the

munition is removed from the wash unit. Similar procedures are followed for

overpacks.

Hardware Disposition: All munitions are subjected to explosive detonation

with supplementary explosives, This is accomplished to destroy explosive

components and to heat treat the metal. The demolition operations are accom-

plished on a batch basis by Army Technical Escort Unit EOD personnel. Frag-

ments from the demolition are collected and placed in Interim storage pending

movement to a thermal decontamination facility.

Brine Disposition: Brine generated at the glovebox is pumped to the

brine holding tanks from th,; glovebox sump at the completion of daily operations.

Brines from the wash units ar- pumped to the brine holding tanks after certification
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of all hardware in the particular unit or if agent is detected in the brine

during munition certification. When the tanks have insufficient capacity

remaining to accept the expected brines from the next scheduled operation,

a sample of the brine is drawn and taken to the laboratory for analysis.

If the analysis reveals that contamination remains, additional full strength

decontaminant is added, and the brine recirculated and resampled. After

the analysis verifies that detectable ageat is no longer present, the brines

are drained into a polyethylene-lined 55 gallon drum and moved to an interim

storage area pending transport of the brines to a drying facility at the end

of the installation operations.

IV. PILOT TESTING (PHASE I DATS)

At the outset of the DATS Program, a decision was made to pilot test the

system at Dugway Proving Ground (DPG), Utah, prior to operating at instal-

lations in more populated areas. DPG was selected due to its remote location

and because the types of munitions requiring demilitarization at DPG were

-•, -'•ativ, c: manp, of the items to be processed at other locations. The

pilot Lest was designated ,o Phls- I DATS and all follow-on operations were

included in Phase II DATS.

Phase I DATS was conducted at DPG in the fLll of 1919. '±•:e ot.jectiven

of the pilot test included the following:

To demonstrate the capabilities of the DATS equipmert and to identify

problems which must be resolved before operating at Phase II sites.

To determine the adequacy of operating procedures and to provide the

basis for revision prior to Phase II operation.

To provide training for Technical Escort Unit (TEU) personnel who

will provide the cadre for the Phase II operating team.
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To dispose of the 60 chemical items recovered at Dugway Proving

Ground.

The munitions inventory which was designated for demilitariszation during

Phase I DATS consisted of a number of munitions which had been recovered from

the various test and holding areas at DPG. Many of the items were badly

weathered and had illegible nomenclature markings. In order to further

characterize the munitions and to determine which were compatible with the

DATS, two munition assessments were conducted.

During the first assessment, conducted December 1975 - April 1976, 161

potentially toxic filled munitions located at the Tower Grid and West Granite

Holding Areas of DPG were evaluated by examination, x-ray and weighing. Also,

fuzed munitions not verified as being safed were subjected to standard EOD

safing procedures. At the conclusion of the first assessment 64 items had

been included in the potential Phase I DATS inventory. The remainder were

found not to contain lethal chemLcal agents or were incorporated into other

demilitarization programs. Subsequently, two additional items were found,

increasing the inventory to 66 items.

A second, more exhaustive assessment conducted in September 1977, resulted

in a final DATS inventory of 60 items. These items included projectiles,

4.2-inch mortar rounds, 115mm rockets and warheads, and bomblets. All of the

rounds, except the bomblets and a small number of artillery rounds, included

explosive components. Two mortar rounds were fuzed as well, but the fuzes

were unarmed with safety pins in place. All, excer, oi-, of thc rccket

motors were spent. The indicated agent fills incluk',d GB, VX, and idustard

as well as possibly simulants and white phorphorus.
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Prior to operations at DPG, a series of nonagent tests were conducted on

site in order to train operators and to demonstrate to safety and reviewing

personnel that the system was ready for agent operations. These tests

included a checkout test to demonstrate that the equipment had been properly

installed; a system test to provide full scale training; and a final simulant

pilot test to obtain additional data for reviewing agencies and to serve as

a vehicle for the USATHAMA Preoperational Safety Survey. The preoperational

*' survey was completed in September 1979, and all findings were rectified

prior to the startup of operations.

The first munition was drilled on 22 October 1979,and the last, the 60th

item, was drilled on 6 December 1979. Figure 7 summarizes the results of

the Phase I pilot test. In general, all major test objectives were accom-

plished. More importantly, no operator exposures were experienced and air

monitoring of the operational site indicated that no agent release had occurred

during operations. Furthermore, no problems were encountered which compromised

the environmental and safety aspects of the DATS. A number of minor equipment

problems were incurred which limited the production rate to approximately

three items per operating day against a design rate of five per day.

Additionally, severe winter weather was encountered in early November which

necessitated winterization of the system. As a result of these findings, an

equipment modification program for the DATS was implemented and will be com-

pleted before Phase II operations are initiated.

An additional problem, that of solid mustard residues, was also encountered

during the October - December operations. Nine mustard munitiuns were processed

at DPG. All were found to contain varying amounts of solid residue. The
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ambient conditions at DPG were such that the residues could possibly have

been frozen mustard agent. However, analysis of residue samples in the

laboratory revealed that frozen mustard was extensive in only two munitions.

The remaining items contained a solid residue which was thought to be poly-

merized mustard and/or elemental sulfur, an impurity in Levinstein mustard.

Several solvents were tested in an attempt to find A means for dissolving the

residue to permit its removal by draining. The material proved to be highly

insoluble in all the solvents tested. It was found, however, that the residues

could be removed by agitating the solids with HTH solution (Ca(OCl) 2 ), the

decontaminant for mustard. This finding providing the basis for the procedures

adopted.

The concept selected incorporated a recirculating stream of HTH to erode/

dissolve the mustard residue. The procedures required heat treatment of the

munition to 1450 F to melt any frozen mustard present followed by draining or

verification that the munition could not be drained and flushing with recir-

culating HTH solution. After removal of the solids was verified by volumetric

techniques, the munition was processed through the wash units, verified as

being agent free and detonated. A process flow diagram and equipment schematic

are shown in Figures 8 and 9. In this manner all remaining mustard rounds

were successfully emptied of their contents during 25-28 February 1980, thus

completing the final processing of all Phase I items.

V. REMAINING MISSION (PHASE 11 DATS)

Preparations are currently underway for the conduct of operations at other

= DA installations. The additional sites in scheduled sequence and the pro-

Jected DATS Phase II workload are shown in Figure 10. The DATS is scheduled
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to visit eight sites over the next five years and with the exception of

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, all are DA storage installations where (_.

leaking chemical munitions will be processed. At Aberdeen Proving Ground

items recovered from test and storage areas rather than leakers from stock-

piled materiel will be processed.

In preparation for these operations, the DATS glovebox and support equip-

ment are being permanently mounted on trailers to facilitate euse in trans-

porting, setting up and shutting down. Also, the trailerization of equipment

will permit the incorporation of an all season capability for the DATS. This

task along with other minor modifications to the DATS will be completed in

time to begin operations at the first Phase II site, Pine Bluff Arsenal,

Arkansas, in early CY 1981.

(
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BLAST PROTECTION VALVES - REQUIREMENTS AND TEST WETHOOS

Eddy Abrahamason

Dr Eng, Consultant, Jdrn & Pl~t AB, Sweden

Let us start with a definition:

With Blast Protection Valves I shall mean valves mounted in inlets and outlets
for gaseous products to protect a hardened structure

permitting continuous flow with a moderate loss of head

prohibiting at least the substantial part of a transient blast wave to enter
the Installation.

The valves can be used in sheltered areas, aboveground as well as underground,
or in explosives storages where an accidental explosion can occur in the neigh-
borhood.

Triggering of the valve closure can be arranged in different manners. Manual
closing might be feasible for alert situations in manned shelters but hardly forI, cases where accidental explosions are taken into consideration.

So we may have to turn to automatic closing, using some effect of the actual
blast we want to protect our installation against.

Sound effects can be outruled at once as the blast wave at interesting pressure
levels Is supersonic. Using the flash could be another solution, e.g. through
remote light-sensitive sensors. You then, however, must have a permanent, rell-
able optical sight and protect the communication lines between sensors and
valves.

The safest way may thus be to use the hazard you want to protect against In
Itself, v.e. the blast.

chematically such a valve consists of a mechanical device so arranged that the
last overpressure activates its closing. In principle some sort of spring keeps the
vice in open position during normal ventilation conditions, but at a certain

o srpressure level the spring force is overruled which results in closure.

Sos designs allow a small amount of the blast to seep through during closing
ti e while others use some sort of ingenious detour system to block up the blast
eff •cts totally.

Let 9s discuss some factors of importance when choice of valve for some special
purpase is considered. We will have a look at, without grading their mutual
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importance, the following qualitites:

k The ventilation function

The protective function

Mounting

"j Maintenance

Cost

The ventilation function

The volume of air possible to suck in or blow out through a valve is of course a
main feature. It is determined by the gross dimensions of the pipes and tolerable
loss of head over the valve.
Tolerable pressure drop is of course dependent on loss of head in the complete

system and fan capacity. Actually this can create a vicious circle: To overcome
a certain flow resistance you might need a certain fan, requiring a certain
volume of air for cooling which might force you to chose a more powerful fan
requiring still more air for cooling etc.

Furthermore noise problems may very well set the limit for the volume of air
which you can practically treat in your system.

Apart from possible calculational intricacies the data on ventilation function are
quite straight-forward and easy to handle.

The protective function

What data to use to illustrate the protective function is a somewhat more intri-
cate problem.

Of course the sustainable blast overpressure level should be in concordance with
the rest of the hardened structure in which the valve is installed. Whether this
pressure is side-on or reflected depends on geometry.

The valve should preferably block up the suction phase too. rhough the under-
pressure is limited in magnitude it can cause substantial damage due to the fact
that it acts in the "wrong" and often disregarded direction.

Of importance might also be the lowest overpressure which activates the valve
when the pressure-time history involves a long duration. In such cases even a low
overpressure may contain a substantial impulse density.

The impulse let through during closing time should of course be as small as possib-
le and definitely not higher than connected installations behind the valve could
stand.
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Other questions In this connection are whether the valve should be able to stand
multiple bursts with unaltered function and whether a short stop in the flow of
air after the blast can be tolerated. The latter might be relevant in cases where
the return mechanism has difficulties to fulfti its intended function when dis-
turbed by an airflow.

Mounting and maintenance

An attractive valve should naturally be possible to mount Without any great
efforts or special tools. Weight is here of course of essential importance. Space
occupied by the installation may also be considered.

Demounting possibilities might also be of interest in case you went to exchange
parts of the valve for some reason.

For maintenance reasons stainless or at least corrosion-protected valves are to
be preferred. Moreover easy access to the different parts of the installation
facilitates necessary maintenance operations as well as routine Inspections,

Cost

Once you have decided to use a hardened structure you have already made the
main step as far as cost in concerned. The additional cost of valves is definitely
of minor importance and adds but marginally to the total cost. Of course I in this
respect disregard any fancy system with independent computer systems, loads of
remote sensors etc.

Testinq

Tests should be performed under as realistic conditions as possible. This implies
that the tests should be made on full-scale specimens, i.e. the valve should be in
full scale while the rest of the structure can be simulated under the assumption
that the real structure will remain intact and rigid at the nominal blast pressure.

At a really realistic test the ventilation funct!on should be switched in at full
capacity. Furthermore the incident blast wave should contain nominal front
pressure, prescribed duration and suction phase. To this the lowest pressure at a
long duration load which activates the valve should be established,

Measurements should be made recording the pressure-time history of the inci-
dent wave as well as the one let through during closing tine (if any). Further-
more pre- and post-shot ventilation air flow should be checked.

Efficiency factor

Technical date of primary importance are mewiuree of the protective and venti-
lation functions respectively. The protective function may for instance be illus-
trated by the impulse let through. This should be as smali as possible.
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Ventilation capacity may be Illustrated by the air flow capacity in m3/h. This
should be as large as possible.

So we can form an "efficiency factor" as the ratio between let through Impulse
and ventilation capacity. The impulse is easily calculated as the let through ref-
lected impulse density times the area of inlet tubes and can be measured In Ns
(newtonseconds). Ventilation capacity is measured as volume of air In m3/h.

Of course no theoretically justified, level exists for such a factor. Empirical, ex-
perience might, however, give some Idea on the order of magnitude. Quite natuor-
ally the acceptable value should depend on the protection level expressed as the
maximum tolerable blast overpressure.

We can tentatively use the following data where Incident pressure as well as let

through Impulse refers to reflexion values.

Thus the above defined efficiency factor should not exceed the following values

Incident overpressure MPa .2 .5 1 2 5

Ns
Efficiency factor m 1.25 2. 2.75 3.5 4.

This factor should primarily be regarded as a tool for the decision maker when
comps.-ing different makes of valves. For design of equipment placed behind the
valve the true let through impulse should of course be used.

16
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ORIGINS AND IMPLICATIONS OF UNDERGROUND STORAGE REGULATIONS

By

Robert J. Odello
Civil Engineering Laboratory

Naval Construction Battalion Center
Port Hueneme, California
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INTRODUCTION

This study was part of the Navy Shore Facilities Exploratory Devel-
opment Program which is sponsored bythe Chief of Naval Material througha the Naval Facilities Engineering Command. It is the first part of an
effort to evaluate the economic and operational feasibility of underground
explosives storage for the Navy. The effort is coordinated with but is
not an integral part of the Navy Explosives Safety Facilities Project.

The Navy is unique among the Services in that most of its operational
explosives storage facilities must be located on or near the waterfront
in order to effectively serve the Fleet. Real estate in these areas is
both rare and expensive. The Navy must therefore consider measures such
as underground storage to reduce the proportion of that valuable area
whose use is severely restricted by explosive safety quantity-distance
(ESQD) arcs. This study will help to determine the extent to which the
encumbered land area can be reduced within present regulations, and will
identify critical factors where research could lead to further savings.
The impact of underground storage on operations and maintenance require-
meats will also be studied. As a first step in this effort the origins
and implications of the present underground storage regulations were
reviewed.

This paper presents what is essentially the state-of-the-art for
underground explosives storage at the time of this study. Specifically,
Section 5-8 of NAVSEA OP-5 (Ref 1) is discussed and evaluated with
respect to the technological data base on which regulating equations
were based. Although this regulation relates specifically to explosives
storage in Navy facilities, it is virtually a verbatim transcription of
the Department of Defense (DOD) regulations (Ref 2). The DOD regulations
were, in turn, derived from NATO regulations that predated them (Refs 3
and 4). Equations found in both sets of regulations are the same except
for the units and coefficients. This text uses U.S. customary units as
the primary system to be consistent with References 1 and 2. However,
NATO and other European data are frequently referenced, and data and
equations from those sources will be expressed in both International
System (SI) and U.S. customary units. The text employs the generally
accepted nomenclature of using W when the net explosive weight is in
pounds and scaled distances are in feet for U.S. customary units, and Q
when the next explosive quantity is in kilograms and scaled distances
are in metres for SI units.

CHAMBER SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS

Separation distances between underground chambers used for explo-
sives storage are specified in terms of the distance required to prevent
communication of an explosion and in terms of the distance required to
prevent damage to explosives in adjacent chambers. This section discusses
the origins and supportive experimental and analytical basis for the
equations by which these separation distances are calculated.
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Reference 3 specifies a chamber interval of 1.5 Wi'3 (0.6 "to

prevent propagation of explosion resulting from high speed rock spall."
(Ref 5) Armed Services Explosives Safety Board Technical Paper summarizes
the results of explosive tests conducted in salt mines in Germany in
1936. Four tests were conducted in which detonable items were placed in
chambers adjacent to the detonation chambers.

The closest range at wh M there wt, no communication as a result
of chamber damage w t 3 0.73 W I/0.29 Q "). Contents of two chambers
at ranges of 1,31W' (0.52 Q ) detonated when flames and hot gases
entered through unprotected entrances. Under normal magazine conditions,
these chambers would have had doors to exclude these effects. The
closer separation distance thus is a more reasonable criterion, and is
the approximate value recommended by the report.

The explosive charge densities used in these tests were 11.6 to
11.8 lb/fts (185 to 189 kg/M3), compared to the standard NATO charge
density of 16.9 lb/ft 3 (270 kg/M3 ). A curve of the adiabatic pressure-
density relationship for TNT products given in the paper indicates that
the pressure on chamber walls in the case of standard charge density
would be approximately'l.86 times the value produced in the German
tests. This could be the rational basis of requiring a safety factor of
2 on the noncommunication scaled distance determined from the tests.

Further justification for the separation distance to prevent com-
munication can be found from the results of the Underground Explosive
Test (UET) Program in rock (Ref 6). Table 1 shows the scaled distances
from wails of the charge holes to the tunnel walls for limits of Zone 1
and Zone 2 damage. Both of these damage zones constitute complete
closure of the tunnel. The summary shows that the noncommunication
separation distance falls bjeen thel7aled limits of Zone 1 and Zone 2
sdamage. The value of 1.5 W (0.6 Q is reasonable despi the fact
that the maximum range of Zone 2 damage was 2.63 W (1.04 Q ) because
the UET rounds had charge densities between 15.5 and 76.4 lb/ft 3 (254
and 1,220 kg/m 3 ).

These experimental data lead to the following observations about
the regulation specifying separation distances. There are large uncer-
tainties in specified values. Experiments with relatively low charge
weight to volume ratios in salt indicate safe distances of about half
the specified values, but tests in sandstone with a wide range of charge
weight to volume ratios indicate the safe distance could be nearly twice
the specified value. It appears the factors other than charge weight
should be considered in setting the noncommunication separation distance.
Properties of the earth media and charge weight to volume ratios could
be significant. Figure 1 is an example of the effect of charge density
on limits of Zone 2 damage in UET sandstone. Although the data are
poorly correlated, the trend is for larger safe distances with greater
charge densities. More recent data (Ref 7) indicate that damage zone
limits are also functions of media strength and scaled chamber size.
Consiqy5 ing alllfctors, the noncommunicating separation distance of
1.5 W (0.6 Q ) could be considered accurate to ±50%.



The specific origin of separation distances to prevent damage was
also difficult to isolate. Reference 3 refers to United Kingdom and
United States studies and trials. The UET program is one of the most
extensive U.S. programs that is applicable, so data from that effort
were reviewed.

A reasonable criterion for selecting a safe distance at which
damage could be avoided is to find the range at which little or no
spalling occurs. This range can be calculated from UET data for sand-
stone and granite. From Table 1-4 of Reference 6, the following media
properties were obtained:

Property Sandstone Granite

ft, Tensile Strength, psi 240 640

Et, Young's Modulus at Failure, psi 0.34 x 106 1.62 x 106

Equivalent data for limestone were not given. However, average compres-
sive strength, Young's modulus in compression, and sonic velocity for
UET limestone were all greater than equivalent values for granite.
Modulus of rupture for the limestone was intermediate between values for
sandstone and granite.

Using the data for granite and sandstone, the tensile strain at
failure is estimated by the equation:

ft
e = (1)

Thus, for granite, ' = 395 pin./in., and for limestone, e 706 pin./in.Figure 3-1, of Referefice 6 gives best fit curves and corresfonding equations

for peak free-field strain versus scaled distance in each of the test
media:

4/(D 2.0
1.2 x 10 •1/3 b pin./inf for granite

(2)

6 . x1 •WI-3 pin./in. for sandstone

Assuming that the peak free-field compressive strain is reflected at the
chamber wall as a tensile strain of equal magnitude, theme equations can
be used to solve for the scaled range for incipient spalling by substituting

f for e. Carrying out those calculations gives the following ranges:

4
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D = 5.5 W1/3 for granite
(3)

D = 3.9 Wi'3 for sandstone

Considering that the UET tunnels were unlined and that some of the shots
were conducted with charge weight to chamber volume ratios significantly

/,higher than is norltily used for undergrounl/itorage, safe separation
distances of 3.5 W for sandstone and 5 W for granite are reasonable.

What may have occurred at this point is to assume that the safe
distancelfsr limestone would fall midway between sandstone and granite
or 4.3 W as is contained in present regulations. However, data from
the UET report indicate that limestone might fall outside of that range.
Average compressive strength was higher than granite, and the modulus of
rupture, a measure of tensile strength, was only slightly less than the
corresponding value for granite. The Young's modulus in compression was
also significantly higher than for granite, but the rate at which peak
strain attenuates is much greater in limestone than in the other media.
Thus, the relative and absolute values for no damage in limestone are
uncertain,

The UET data provide good verification for the damage-free separa-
tion distance in sandstone. The report divides tunnel damage into four
categories or zones. Zones,. 1 and 2 consist of areas of very heavy
damage with large amounts of rock being projected into the tunnel at
high speed; Zone 3 consists of areas in which irregular spalling occurs;
and Zone 4 consists of areas with some spalling and falling of already
loose rocks. It seems reasonable that the maximum range of Zone 3
damage would be reasonable for the distance at which little or no damage
to tunnel contents would occur. Table 2 shows the scaled range to the
limit of Zone 3 damage on the sandstone shots. The scaled range indicated
is the distance from the wall of the shot hole to the wall of the tunnel
at the average limit of Zone 3 damage in each shot 1 / 3 Results appear to
be independent of tunnel size and a value of 3.5 W is exceeded in
only a few cases. The average is 3.08 and the standard deviation is
0.63. Based on a normal distribution, the value of 3.5 would only be
exceeded 25% of the time.

GROUND SHOCK

Inhabited building distance requirements for protection against
ground shock are the same as those currently used by NATO (Ref 4).
Allowable ground shock limits are given in terms of maximum particle
velocities in various media. Ranges at which these velocity limits
occur for the media are expressed in terms of a constant, a decoupling
factor and the total charge weight. Various elements of the regulations
will be discussed in the following order: allowable ground shock,
inhabited building distance equation, and decoupling factor.
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The NATO committee on explosives storage recommends that the criteria
for the limiting ground shock environment be based on maximum particle
velocity at the building site (Ref 8). The velocity limits were based
on shock levels that would cause severe damage to residential type brick
buildings. An article by Gustafsson and Hall was cited as the basis for
these criteria (Ref 9). The same data are also contained in a book by
Gustafsson published in English (Ref 10). Table 3 is derived from
Gustafsson's book, in which he states that the velocity limits are based
on more than 100,000 data points. The NATO code adopted the recommended
velocity limit for buildings on sand, gravel, or moist clay directly
from Gustafsson's data. Moraine, slate, and soft limestone were cate-
gorized as soft rock for code purposes and the velocity limit of 11.5
cm/sec was also adopted directly. Granite, gneiss, hard limestone,
quartzite sandstone, diabase, and other media with seismic velocity
between 4,500 and 6,000 m/sec were categorized as hard rock, and the
committee evidently selected the rounded-off value of 23 cm/sec as the
limiting velocity.

The concept of using peak velocity as a criterion for limiting
ground shock-induced damage was confirmed by Nicholls, Johnson, and
Duvall (Ref 11). Using data from numerous quarry blasts, they concluded
that damage from ground shock'correlates more closely with particle
velocity than with acceleration or displacement. The report recommended
a velocity limit of 2 ind./sec (5 cm/sec) for all media. This value was,
selected as a lower bound value that would reduce the probability of
damage to structures to less than 5%. This criterion was developed for
use in mining and quarrying operations, and is significantly lower than
what would be practical for explosive safety considerations. In the
former case, the probability of an explosion is one, and, in fact, there
will be many explosions at a given site. In the latter case, explosions
are relatively rare, and a higher, though by no means catastrophic,
level of damage is acceptable.

Reference 8 refers to two papers that provide equations for predict-
ing velocities for establishing inhabited building distances. Hansen
and Lombard in a 1965 paper (Ref 12) cite an equation given by Mickey in
1964 (Ref 13). The form of the equations and the exponents of the
primary variables are identical:

V = KV W2/3 R'3/ 2  (4)

where V = velocity in cm/sec

KV = constant dependent on the medium

W = explosive mass in tons (I ton = 907 kg)

R = distance in km
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The papers differ in the values given,'for for tuff and granite.
Respective values from each paper are As follows:

Item Mickey Hansen and Lombard

Alluvium 0.0144 0.0144
Tuff 0.036 0.359
Granite 0.0862 0.862

Solving Equation 4 for R and substituting the appropriate unit
conversion factors gives

d = 48.5( ) Q49 (5)

where d = range in metres

Q = charge mass in kg

Usingt he values of Kv from Hansen and Lombard and the allowable velo-

cities for corresponding media gives the following equations for inhabited
building distances.

d = 0.9 Q4/9 for sand gravel

d = 4.8 Q for soft rock (6)

d = 5.4 Q for hard rock

With a value of 1.0 for f , these values are the same as the expressions
for inhabited building diftance in the NATO regulations. Using the
values of Kv from Hickey's report gives the following:

d = 0.9 Q4/9 for sand, gravel

d = 1.0 Q4/9 for soft rock (7)

d = 1.2 Q4/9 for hard rock

There is a strong basis for accepting the constants given in Mickey's
original paper. Predicted velocities using his constants agree well
with data presented, so the paper is internally consistent. Hansen and
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Lombard do not present any velocity data, but simply quote Mickey's
equations. It is quite possible, therefore, that the constants were
incorrectly quoted. However, data from Project Hobo (Ref 14), which was
also cited in Reference 8, show that the range at which a peak velocity
of 11.5 cm/sec (4.5 in./sec) occurs in tuff correlates well with the
expression for soft rock from Equations 6. Thus, there is a significant
question as to whether the existing expressions for inhabited building
distances (Equations 6) or those of Equations 7 are more appropriate.
The difference is nearly a factor of 5.

The decoupling factor, f , is apparently based on data from a paper
by Hurphey (Ref 15)., The pap~r reports results of 17 high explosive
shots conducted at depths on the order of 800 feet (240 metres) in
halite. Objectives of the tests were to develop methods for concealing
underground explosions by using low explosive weight to volume ratios in
charge holes. Charge weights varied from 20 to 2,000 pounds (9 to
900 kg); loading densities for untamped charges varied from 0.0018 to
0.26 lb/ft 3 (0.02R to 4.2 kg/M3 ); peak velocities for all shots and all
ranges were from 0.17 to 90 in./sec (0.43 to 230 cm/sec).

The decoupling factor can be defined as the ratio of peak velocity
from a decoupled shot to the peak velocity at the same range for a fully
tamped shot of the same size. This definition was used to calculate
decoupling factors from Murphey's data; the plot of those values is
shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that Murphey's definition of the
decoupling factor is the inverse of the value defined here. It should
also be noted that in Murphey's tests, the explosive used was Pelletol,
which the paper describes as "TNT at 1 gm/cm3 " (62 lb/fts). Thus, the
charge density at which the decoupling factor equals 1.0 corresponds to
this value. Data from the paper and for a tamped charge are plotted in
Figure 2. Neglecting the points for charge densities below 0.1 lb/ft 3

(15 kg/m 3 ), a line drawn through the points with charge densities in the
usual range of interest approximates the equation

(.•1/2 #

f = o.14(/ W (8)

This expression for the decoupling factor should be inserted into
the equation for velocity, thus

V = fVW2 3 R-31 2  (9)

Solving this equation for R gives

R = (f) 2 / 3 4/9 (10)
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Thus, the value of the decoupling factor f is

7f M (f 2/3  = 0[.14(W)1 /212/3 0.27(. /3" (11)

Approximating this equation in terms of rational numbers gives

This is the value used in calculating the decoupling 'ictor for the U.S.
regulations.

The decoupling factor appears to be an appropriate and necessary
factor for evaluating ground shock effects from accidental explosions in
underground storage chambers. However, the article cited As the basis
for its derivation contains data which may not be appropriate for explo-
sive storage conditions. Few data points were available in the range of
charge densities that are common in explosive storage. The decoupling
factor, in fact, appears to have very wide scatter for low charge densities,
and this characteristic could cast doubt on the accuracy of the expression.
A further criticism of the data is that it was obtained at a great depth
of cover in a medium which may not be appropriate for explosives magazines.
It may be possible that scaled depth of cover is an important parameter
for ground shock prediction. However, the data does provide a baseline
for a limiting case of a scaled depth parameter.

Despite the limitations and shortcomings of the decoupling factor,
its significance should not be diminished. Coupling effects are sig-
nificant from a theoretical and an intuitive point of view. The present
form of the equation was based on the best available data, and little,
if any, newer data are available. Before efforts are made to refine the
present equations, the significance of the parameter for dictating
critical ESQD arcs should be evaluated.

DEPTH OF COVER

Depth of cover considerations are significant for planning and
evaluating underground explosives storage. Two specific depths are of
significance for the explosives safety regulations: C , the depth
required to insure containment and to eliminate significant disruption
of the surface, and C , the depth at which air blast is not significantly
suppressed at inhabitdd building distances. This section discusses the

S origins of the present values.
An early paper which addressed the problem of containment evaluated

data from tamped nuclear detonations in tuff at the Nevada Test Site
(Ref 16) and indicated the following average depths for the effects
indicated. (Assuming a nominal conversion factor of 1 kt nuclear equals
1,000,000 pounds of TNT):
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D = 2 W1, 3  no air blast at the surface

D = 3.1 W1/ 3  no crater (13)

D = 4 W1/ 3  no radiation escape

These results indicate that a reasonably safe depth to provide l9ntain-
ment for a chemical explosive would fall between 3.1 and 4.0 WI.

The Armed Services Explosive Safety Board (Ref 51/soncluded that
complete containment requires a scaled depth of 5.0 W . This conclu-
sion was based on the assumption of a fully tamped explosive charge that
completely fills the chamber. It also states that a generally accepted
camoulSt )depth (the minimum depth at which no surface crater forms) is
3.0 W in soil. Therefore, depending on how one wishes to define
containment, the appplimate range of values of C could be widened to
include 3.0 to 5.0 . c

The document that most closely defines the required depth for
containment is a 1975 NATO informal working paper (Ref 17). It states
that for planning and test design purposes the scaled minimum earth
cover required to insure containment of 1 7 3 nuclear exployqn in soil or
soft rock is usually taken as 350 ft/kt or 3.5 ft/lb for nominal
TNT equivalence. This is, in fact, the precise value used in the present
regulations to define C

Although the scaleg depth for containment has been established by
the regulations, the references cited indicated that a relatively wide
range of values could be considered. They indicate a possible range of
scaled depths from 3 to 5, and they do not provide a basis for considering
the effects of different media. More recent discussions within NATO
Committee AC/258 (Ref 18) are leading toward developing different con-
tainment depth criteria for different media. An init1al proposal was to
adopt expressions for containment depths in hard rock and soft rock
which would be proportional to the charge weight to the 0.3 power (Ref 19):
It was subsequently agreed to use depths scaled to the one-third power
to be consistent with other criteria (Ref 20).

A second significant depth of cover is C , the minimum depth at
which underground siting is effective in reducing shock and blast effects
at inhabited building distances. Storage chambers where the depth of
cover is less than this value must be treated the same as above-grounl/3
storage for establishing ESQD arcs. The present value of C is 0.5 W".

Small-scale tests by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (Re! 21) showed
that overpressures from detonations at scaled depths less than 0.5 W13

were not significantly lower than for surface detonations. One-pound
pentolite spheres were used and the reported scaled depths were msured
from the charge centroid. Thyq3 scaled depths of 0.25 and 0.5 W'U
correspond to 0.19 and 0.35 W measured from the chamber wills. These
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factors and the fact that explosive charges comp1,ýely filled the chamber
indicate that the limiting scaled depth of 0.5 W is a conservative
value.

A further confirmation of the 0.5 W1/ 3 value is from U.S. Army
studies (Ref 22). Empirical curves derived from data on air blast from,
gas venting of buried explosions are used to predict the effects of
burial depth. Data were from fully tamped TNT and nuclear detonations.
No mention was made of how explosive energies were equated, but with the
usual conversion of 1 kt nuclear equals 1,000,000 pounds TNT, Figure 3,
which was derived from that report, shows a rational basis for selecting
the minimum burial depth. The transmission factor is the ratio of
overpressure for the buried blast to that for a surface burst at the
same scaled ground range. Transmission factors greater than 1.0 may
result from reflections or other complex phenomena. This curvj/Shows
that the transmission factor is 1.0 at a scaled depth of 0.5 W . Even
with a more conservative conversion factor of 1 • 3 nuclear equals 1 kt
TNT, the transmission factor equals 1.0 17 0.4 W , and the curvature
appears to increase at a depth of 0.5 W . Data summarized in this
report thus seem to verify the value selected as a minimum depth for
underground siting benefits.

It is interesting to note that the depth of cover requirements are
presently independent of the earth cover properties and independent of
the structural properties of the chamber liner. Specified depths are
slightly conservative but are not unrealistic. In the case of cover
required for containment, the data indicaty/ 5 hat the type of cover may
be significant and that the value of 3.5 W 1 may be unnecessarily
conservative for all media. In cases of shallow earth cover where the
minimum depth controls, there may be cases where a relatively strong or
massive chamber liner could provide partial containment to achieve the
same reduction in blast effects as with earth cover. The effects of
charge density in storage chambers could also be an important considera-
tion that is not presently addressed in depth of cover regulations.

AIR BLAST

Air blast ESQD arcs for explosive storage facilities are simple
constant radius arcs whose lengths are linear functions of the cube root
of the total explosive weight. By contrast, the equivalent arcs for
underground storage, where the depth of cover is less than the contain-
ment depth, are functions of the layout of the chambers and tunnels, and
the length of the arcs vary as a series of step functions of the direc-
tion from the tunnel entrance. The forms and origins of these functions
are discussed in this section.

The effects of chamber layout are calculated by the use of an
effective or reduced charge weight, Wr, defined as:

S= w (4
Sr n k (14)
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where W = total charge weight

n = 1 for a site with one entrance at the ground surface;
2 for a site with two or more entrances at the ground
surface

k =3 for explosives stored on a branch passageway of cross-
sectional area not more than half that of the main
passageway; I otherwise

The factor, n, considers the effect of energy partition from a
possible detonation. A Norwegian report presents data that show that
peak pressure at any point in a tunnel system is a function of the total
charge weight to volume ratio up to the point of interest (Ref 23).
Tunnel volumes are also considered as part of the total volume. Using
this concept, however, would reduce the total effective charge weight by
a factor of two only in the case of a chamber at the end of a tunnel
with one entrance to the surface versus a chamber at the middle of a
tunnel with surface access at both ends. However, the underlying prin-
ciple demonstrated by this study is that peak blAst pressure exiting
from a tunnel system is a strong function of the total energy or charge
weight density. Thus, on the average, effective charge weights based on
blast pressures from two tunnel compleres with the same excavated volumes
and actual charge weight detonated would differ by a factor of two if
one complex had two entrances to the surface and the other had only one
entrance. The factor n = 2 takes this difference into consideration for
calculating external quantity distance arcs.

The factor, k, for calculating the reduced charge weight can be
derived from data in Reference 24. The configuration of explosives
stored in a branch passageway is analogous to a blast wave traveling up
the stem of a "T" tunnel intersection. The report shows that data for
the incident versus transmitted shock overpressure plots as a straight
line on log-log axes. The slope is equal to 1.0 and, at higher over-
pressures such as would be experienced in a storage complex, the ratio
of transmitted overpressure in the main passage to incident overpressure
in the branch passageway is Pt/P4 = 0.69. Considering each of these
pressures to be the result of sole net explosive charge weight at a
given scaled range, we can express that range as

= R W 1/3 (15)

P. = R wI/ 3  (16)
1

where Pt = transmitted pressure for a detonation on a branch
passageway

P. = pressure for a detonation on the main passageway,
1 i.e., no "T" junction present

ow'.
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R = constant for a given scaled distance

W = actual charge weight

Wr = reduced charge weight to account for "T" junction

Dividing Equation 15 by 16 gives

Pi

Substituting the value of P t/Pi given previously and solving for Wr
gives

wr =W w W= w (21)r 3

Thus a value of k = 3 would account for the effective charge weight in
the branch passageway configuration.

The added restriction of a reduced cross-sectional area for the
branch passageway provides a measure of conservatism. Such a configura-
,•ion would provide an expansion chamber effect for a shock wave emerging
from the branch tunnel and further reduce the effective charge weight.
A Norwegian informal working paper to NATO indicates that the effective
charge weight reduction could be on the order of 50% for an area expan-
sion of two to one (Ref 25).

The directional character of the air blast ESQD arcs for inhabited
buildings is the same as the NATO counterpart in Reference 4.

Experimental data on which these distances were apparently based
are reported in the Norwegian literature by Skjeltorp (Ref 26). The
distances generally represent the isobars for 50-mbar (3/4-psi) over-
pressure. They are somewhat conservative relative to U.S. criteria for
above-ground storage which permit overpressures to about 65 mbar (1 psi)

(Ref 5). The model chambers reported by Skjeltorp were in a configura-
tion in which n = 1 and k = 3 for estimating the effective charge weight;
thus Qr = Q/3. Scaled data from Skjeltorp's report are shown in Figure 4.
Points are for the ranges and azimuths at which 50-mbar overpressures
were measured. Superimposed on these points is the air blast ESQD arc
pattern for inhabited buildings. Nearly all the data points fall on or
within the arcs. These arcs appear to provide a safe envelope on the
50-mbar isobars for all events.

By contrast, Figure 5 shows the 65-mbar (1-psi) data plotted on the
same arcs. The envelope appears to be unnecessarily conservative for
this criterion. The degree of conservatism seems most pronounced in the
area toward the front of the tunnel. Data points to the side and rear
of the tunnel entrance fall within and reasonably close to the arcs. It

"4 may, therefore, be possible to reduce the length of air blast ESQD arcs
in the 0-degree to 60-degree sector if the U.S. criterion for above-ground
storage is adopted for underground storage sites.
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r T D DEBRIS HAZARD

The primary source of the debris hazard regulations for underground
storage is an internal working paper by Dr. D. E. Jarrett of the British
Ministry of Defence, (Ref 27). In this paper, Jarrett extrapolated data
from the UET program conducted in the early 1950s at Dugway, Utah (Ref 6).
He used data from the "dust" measurements which included observations of
fallout and debris particles up to several inches in diameter. Jarrett's
paper outlines the rationale for the regulation and develops specific
equations.

The debris hazard regulation is one of the few explosive safety
regulations for which a probability of injury is explicitly considered.
In Reference 3 which predates the present regulations, the criterion is
specified as one potential lethal debris strike in an area of 400 m2

(4,000 ft0). Jarrett assumes that in the event of an underground explo-
sion, most exposed persons would be alerted to the event by the air
blast or ground shock pulse and would have sufficient time to throw
themselves flat on the ground in an attempt to avoid injury. Assuming
that critical debris particles fall at an angle of 60 to 80 degrees to
the horizontal, the human body in a prone position would present a
vulnerable area of approximately 4 ft 2 (0.4 m2 ) to such particles.
Thus, one potentially lethal particle per 4,000 ft 2 would represents
probability of I in 1,000 of serious injury or death. This conditional
probability criterion was then used to develop empirical equations to
estimate safe distances for debris hazards.

The UET dust data were recorded in terms of mass density of debris
per unit area at various ranges and in terms of specific ranges at which
a given mass density was observed. Due to asyumetrics in the debris
field, the total area covered by the debris was also reported. Jarrett
used the average radius, r, I which a given debris concentration was
found. Values of r versus W were plotted for several different
debris densities and for various scaled charge depths. Plotted in this
manner, the lines of different debris area density were found to have
the same slope regardless of medium or scaled depth of detonation. The
distance from surface ground zero for a given debris environment could
thus be expressed as:

0.41r = KW (19)

where 0.41 is the value of the common slope.

Jarrett evaluated the probability of a lethal strike from various
sizes of debris of various geologic media. He concluded that a strike
from any discrete particle of 1/2-inch (1-cm) nominal diameter within
the vulnerable area would be potentially lethal. UET data for the
maximum range of discrete debris chunks of 1/2, 1, and 3 inches (1, 3,
and 8 ci) nominal dimension are plotted on the graphs of debris as shown
in Figure 6. A line through the data points for maximum range of 1/2-inch
chunks falls slightly below and parallel to the line for 100 gm/m 2 debris
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4 r density. Jarrett thus suggests the use of the 100 pgmn line for estab-
lishing safe debris distances. So for a given charge weight, medium,
"and depth of cover, a safe distance for debris hazard is established.

Clay was the primary geologic medium for which debris data were
available for several depths of cover. The basic curves for safety
distances as a function of earth cover were thus developed from test
data in clay. This curve can be expressed in terms of Equation 19 where
K is a function of the scaled depth of cover. Jarrett observed that t
debris enviy~nment for clay with a scaled depth of cover of 0.51 ft/lbb
(0.20 rn/kg )was approximately equal to that detonation asand-
stone at a scaled depth of cover of 0.375 ft/lb (0.15 rn/kS
Further, the ratios of these depths to the scaled camouflet depth for
each media were equal (0.51/4.2 = 0.121 for clay and 0.375/3.1 = 0.121
for sandstone). Jarrett thus concluded that the debris environment and
consequently the safe distance for debris hazards is the same for various
media when the ratio of depth of cover to camouflet depth is equal.
Therefore, abscissas of the curves defining the earth cover function, K,
are shifted based on the ratio of camouflet depth for the media relative

Sto the camouflet depth for clay. The earth cover function, f , in
Reference 1, is therefore the K function which has been adjusted to
account for loading density. The values appear to be based on the
envelope for the maximum range for 1/2-inch (1-cm) discrete chunks
rather than on the lines for 100-m/mi2 debris density.

The factor which accounts for effects of the explosive density
within the underground chamber was based on two data points: UET tests
and a British incident at Fauld. In the former, the charge density was
102 lb/ft 3 (1,630 kg/m 3) and in the latter, the density was 0.91 lb/ft 3

(14.5 kg/M3 ). Jarrett found that scaling the UET debris data to the
explosive weight which detonated at Fauld predicted the maximum debris
range as 9,200 feet (2,800 metres) vice the measured distance of 4,200
feet (1,270 metres). He assumed that the difference was caused by the
significant difference in loading density and assumed a logarithmic
variation between the two data points. Using these two data points and
normalizing the loading density factor based on the NATO normal density
of 17 lb/ft 3 (270 kg/m 3 ) results in the equation:

fd = (3.5) w0 ' 18  (20)

where w = charge density in lb/ft 3

Although the regulation was based on only two data points, Reference 3
shows data from an unspecified Norwegian trial falling very close to the
line for loading density correction.

Thus, the debris hazard regulations can be traced directly to
Jarrett's paper. Although the proposed regul. tons were based on a
single series of tests and one accidental explosion, they are qualita-
tively consistent with above-ground storage criteria and theoretical
analyses cited in the report. The primary way in which Jarrett's approach
varies from current explosive safety practices is in the method of
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specifying the depth of cover over the explosive. For underground
storage calculations, the depth of cover is measured from the natural
chamber ceiling to the natural ground surface, but the depth of cover
from the UET tests was measured from the center of the explosive charge.
Using the former definition would shift the curves for the earth 193er
function t?,5he left so that peak values woyJ1 fall at 0,9 3 ft/lb
(0.25 m/kg ' ) for soft rock and 0.85 ft/lb' (0.34 m/kg• ) for hard
rock. Except for relatively shallow depths of cover, this would have
the effect of decreasing the safe distance; therefore, the current
regulations are somewhat conservative.

Another interesting point with respect to the earth cover function
is that the curve for hard rock is almost the same as the curve for clay
or sand overburden. This oc.urs because the camouflet depth for granite
is nearly equal to that for clay (4.0 versus 4.2). This implies that at
sites at which the overburden is primarily soil, the curve for hard rock
could be used to estimate safe debris hazard distances.

The preceding discussion of debris hazard radii was concerned with
debris ejected from the earth cover over magazine chambers. A second
source of debris hazard is the material projected out the tunnel entrance.
This material could consist of ordnance and structural material fragments
as well as earth materials. Present regulations specify a 2,000-foot
(600-m) ESQD arc over a sector ±15 degrees off the axis of the tunnel.
This phenomena was discussed in Reference 5. The primary conclusions
were that maximum missile range is about 3,000 feet (900 metres) and
this range is independent of total explosive weight. No specific test
reports were cited.

One of the few reports that quantifies the phenomena is from Norway
(Ref 28). Experiments consisted of ten detonations in a tunnel system;
charge weights ranged from 220 pounds (100 kg) to 12,000 pounds (5,400 kg).
All shots showed that debris from the tunnel entrance fell predominantly
in the sector ±15 degrees on either side of the tunnel axis. This
finding was probably the source of the regulations specifying the critical
sector for debris from the tunnel. Figure 7 shows a plot of the maximum
missile range versus cube root -,' the charge weight reported in the
Norwegian tests. The data sees cLo indicate that the maximum missile
range is a function of charge weight, rather than a constant. If this
effect could be verified, the penalty suffered by relatively small
explosive charges could be eliminated. Also shown in Figure 7 is a
function that bounds the data and could be considered as an alternative
to the present regulation if more data could be obtained to verify it.
It should be emphasized that this function is a simplified hypothesis
which was proposed by CEL as one possible alternative to present debris
hazard criteria.

SUMMARY

This report represents the first effort in a study to evaluate the
economic and operational feasibility of underground storage of explosives
for the Navy. It provides a useful background and commentary on the
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present underground storage regulations. A summary of the significant
findings is as follows:

1. Chamber Separation Distance

a. The distance to prevent communication is slightly conservative,
but the data scatter is large. The distance miy be a function of media
type and charge density.

b. Separation distances to prevent damage are uncertain, particu-
larly for limestone. Distances appear to be functions of charge density.

2. Ground Shock Distances

a. Allowable ground shock levels appear to be reasonable.

b. An apparent error exists in the equations for safe distances in
soft rock and hard rock. The error results in ESQD arcs that are con-
servative by a factor of nearly five.

c. A large uncertainty exists for the decoupling factor, fg, at
low charge densities.

3. Depth of Cover

a. Tý 7 3 depth of cover for containment could range from 3.0 to 5.0,
vice 3.5 W in the regulation. This depth may also be a function of
media type and charge density.

b. Provisions for minimum depth of cover appear adequate.

4. Air Blast

a. ESQD arcs in the sector 0 degrees to 60 degrees on either side
of the tunnel centerline appear to be unnecessarily conservative.

b. Arc radii in other sectors appear to be adequate.

5. Debris Hazard
a. Although the equations were based on many data points, they

were also broadly extrapolated. Thus, the degree of uncertainty in
these equations is also highly uncertain.

b. ESQD arcs for debris hazard in the ±15-degree sector outside
the tunnel entrance are unnecessarily conservative for small charges,
and the radii should probably be a function of charge weight.

The next phase of this study will use the present regulations to
estimate relative differences in initial costs for surface versus under-
ground explosives storage. Various ratios of land cost to underground
construction cost will be used to determine the sensitivity of the
results to that variable. The analysis should also indicate which
provisions of the underground storage regulations are most critical for
determining land area encumbered by ESQD arcs. These results will help
in identifying phenomenology areas in which additional research could
lead to reduced radii for ESQD arcs. The data would also help to quantify

Sf-! the potential benefits of that research.
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Table 1. Damage Zone Ranges for UST Sandstone

• I Scaled Range Charge DensityS• ~ ~~Round .... ..... ...
1/3 1/3

ft/lb m/ /3 lb/ftrn /kga

Limits of Zone 1 Damage

815 1.18 0.47 44.2 708

816 1.31 0.52 42.1 674

807 1.00 0.40 15.5 248

Zone 1 1.16 0.46 33.9 543

Average

Limits of Zone 2 Damage

811 2.08 0.83 34.8 557

812 1.15 0.46 27.8 445

813 1.89 0.75 40.2 644

814 2.63 1.04 42.1 674

815 2.04 0.81 44.2 708

816 1.79 0.71 42.1 674

807 1.79 0.71 15.5 248

808 1.57 0.62 18.7 300

817 2.33 0.92 76.4 1,220

Zone 2Aeae 1.92 0.76 38.0 608Average
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Table 2. Range to the Limit of Zone 3 Damage in Sandstone

U•T Tunnel Rahab,3Shot Diameter (ft/lb
Shot (ft) (ft/lb)

810 6 3.10

811 6 3.50

812 6 2.45

813 6 3.32

814 15 3.47

815. 15 3.75

816 15 3.41

814A 6 3.55

807 6 2.49

808 6 1.66

817 30 3.62

817 6 2.69

Average 3.08

Standard Deviation o.63
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Figure 1, Damage ranges versus charge weight to volume
ratio, UET sandstone.
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SCKALIN OF UNDERGROUND EXLOSIONS

by

S Rollvik
Norwegian Defence Research Betablishu-nnt

Kjeller*, Norway

ABSTRACT

Model tests are the usual method to investigate the effects of the
blast wave originating from an explosion in an underground ammunition
storage. The scaling laws used neglect several physical effects, such
as effects due to viscosity. To examine the importance of these
effects model tests in three different scales were performed. The
scales are i:100, 2:100 and 3:100 of a typical sizr, The results from
the tests, which indicate a systematic deviation from the scaling laws,
are presented and discussed. The possibility of using other methods
to study the air blast from underground explosions is also discussed.
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INTRODUCTZON

Small scale model tests are comonly used to predict the air blast
effects from accidental explosions in underground ammunition storages.
The method requires that the model is geometrically similar to the
storage under investigation, and the ratio between the amount of
explosives in the storage and the model must be equal to the cube
of the linear scale factor.

This simple scaling law in derived from dimensional analysis under
the assumption that some physical effects can be neglected. Por
explosions in free air the scaling law is verified experimentally,
but the validity of the necessary assumptions in the underground
case is not sufficiently verified.

it is the objective of the model tests performed at NDRU to examine
the validity of the simple scaling law for the air blast from an
underground explosion.

DINNNSIONAL ANALYSIS

It is useful to perform a dimensional analysis to demonstrate what
kind of assumptions which are necessary.

Fig. 1 represents simple models of an underground storage. From a
steep mountain side a tunnel leads into the hall where the ammunition
is stored. Let Q be the amount of explosives. We want to examine
how the front pressure p varies with distance L from the hall, both
.n the tunnel and in the terrain outside the tunnel. The tunnel
diameter is D. The properties of the ambient air may be described
by its pressure p0 , sound velocity a and kinematic viscosity V.
The walls are described by their thickness d, their thermal diffusi-
vity a and their elastic properties, the Young modulus E and the
Poisson ratio a.

Let us assume that the problem is sufficiently described by these
11 parameters, Q, p, L, D, p , a # v, d, a, E, a. 8 dimensionless
parameters can then be formea: 0

a 2 Q
0

13 PODT

nl L n 4 a D
2 (aQ1/3 4 oV

p 0
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The front pressure p to determined by a relation of the form

(1) 11, * r 28 fl, 114v 1159 116. 1179 )

All the fl-terms must remain unchanged if the results from experi-
ments in a model shall be used to predict the results from full scale
explosions. That ios, we must be able to vary D# but still keep all
the fl-terms fixed. Obviously that is not possible in this case.

nT is proportional to D. Bence* if viscosity is important to the
pIablem, it in impossible to scale from small models to full scale
without taking the effects of viscosity into account. In a freeair
explosion the viscosity can certainly be neglected# but in an
underground explosion the blast wave propagation may be strongly

- - influenced by the boundary layers at the tunnel walls. in this case
viscosity can not be neglected, and there are strong indications that
scaling is impossible just for this reason (1).

We also notice that n1 and 11 can not remain constant at the same
time. if the heat loe t to ;te walls is a significant part of the
total onidrgy# this will make scaling difficult. That will be true
also in the case of very thich walls, since in the limit d H eea1 e
must be dropped, and d be replaced by D in II . 11 will then be 5

proportional to D. A simple estimate suggests thit the heat loss to
the walls is relatively important in small scales, but unimportant
in large scales (2).

To obtain the standard scaling law it must be assumed that both 114
and t e v can be neglected. Relation (1) is then reduced to

(2) n 1 f (112f n13' 5 115 60 117)

The 11-terms involving the elastic properties of the walls do not
lead to any problem for scaling. if the ratio between the wall
thickness and tunnel diameter id constant, and the material in the
walls is the same, 1 11 and 117 will remain fixed. The amount of
energy involved in eiasdc do rmation of the walls is very small
compared to the total explosion energy. For these reasons n I H
and 117 can be neglected. If plastic deformations should occu ,

however, these terms, in addition to 11-terms involving the plastic
properties of the material, must be included.
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If 11g. 6 and 117 are neglected (2) reduces to
(3) 11 1 a f (n 2# 1Y3

or

POP 2

This scaling law is the basis for performing model tests. Ohen the
linear dimensions are changed with a factor k and the ammunt of
explosives is changed with a factor k3 equal results should be
obtained. We shall call this scaling with respect to dimension. As
we have seen this principle is based upon the assumptions that
viscosity and heat conduction oan be neglected.

it is an experimental fact that a plane shock wave is formed in the
tunnel at some distance from the explosive charge. It may be reason-
able to assume that this plane shock wave is equivalent to a shock
wave resulting from the explosion of a cylindrical charge filling the
cross section of the tunnel. in that case the mass of the charge is
proportional to its length, and the scaling law can be simplified to
the final form

(5) P -f(L)

where

LD
2

(6) L Q

is scaled distance, and where p0 and a are assumed to be constant.
This relation is assumed to be valid iR the tunnel at some distance
from the charge. It states that the ratio between the distances from
the charge where a certain pressure occurs is equal to the ratio
between the charge weights. it is valid for experiments performed in
the same model scale, that is, with the same value of D. We shall
call it the principle of self-similarity.

The scaling law (5) thus contains two principlesa scaling with
respect to diminsion and self-similarity.

Since the scaling law in the forms (4) and (S) are based on some
unverified assumptions, DME started model tests with geometrically
similar models in three scales to examine the validity of the law.

19
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The models consist of two parts. One is the tube which simulates
the ukderground tunnel. The other is the platform section con-
sisting of a vertical steel plate above the tube outlet and a
horizontal platform, simulating a steep mountain side and a flat
terrain, respectively.

The tubes are designed to provide two different model configurations.

The first configuration (CFt.l) consists in principle of a straight
tube with a detonation section in the middle as shown in Fig. I a.

The second configuration (CF0.2) in principle consists of a straight
tube connected to a detonation chamber in the one end. The other end
leads to the platform as shown in Fig. I b. Thd cross section area
of the detonation chamer is twice the cross sestion area of the tube.

The tunnel diameters in both configurations are 0.05 m, 0.10 a and
0.15 m respectively for the scales 1,100, 2:100 and 3:100.

The models were made to allow for the mounting of pressure trans-
ducers along the tubes, one for each four diameter length. Pressure
transducers were also mounted on the platform along the projection of
the extended tube axis with one per each 0.5 m approximately. The
transducers on the platform, however, did not work sufficiently well,
so the analysis of the blast wave propagation on the platform had to
be based on the measurements of the time of arrival of the blast wave.

The transducers used in the tube were of three different types, all
manufactured by Kistler Instruments AG, namely type 7005 with a
resonant frequency 80 k1z, type 601 A with resonant frequency 130 kMz
and type 701 H with resonant frequency 65 kfz. The charge amplifiers
were designed and built at NDRM. The data from the measurements in
the tube were recorded on a 14 channel SANGWNO instrumentation
recorder type 3500, and the data from the platform measurements were
recorded on a 14 channel EMI instrumentation recorder type SE 5000.
The tape speeds of the recorders were 60 in/s, and at this speed their
bandwidth is 20 kHz.

Since the positive duration of the blast wave in the tube is of the
order of several milliseconds we believe that a sufficiently good
registration of the front pressures is obtained.

Both model configurations allow for a large scale roughness in the
tubes to take three different values, r - 0, r - 0.03 and rL - 0.06.
The large scale roughness rL is definedLby the ielation

(7) AD
L9D
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D is tube diameter and 26D it the height of t)he roughness elements as
shoam in Fig. 2.

The charges are pressed TN charges. They are of cylindrical shape
and for both configurations the thameters ar e Isame raction of
the tube diameter in the three scales, This fraction is 0.38 for
Cra.1 and 0.29 foa C•Q.2.

The wall thickness does not scale exactly, however. Since the energy
involved in elastic defosmaion of smahe wlls is roll, and mince no
plastic deformation was abserved, this is believed to be of little
importance.

The vain slries of experiments cons isted of approximately three shots
In each of si*x charge groups in the three scales and for the three
values of wtll roughness and the two configurations. With charge
group we mean

(8,) q.
where Q is tlAe chage weight. The charge groups and the corresponding

charge weights in the three different scales are listed in Table 1.

The shots wi• the largest charges in scale 3:100, CFG.2, were for
different reas ns only performed in the case of rL 0.

MEASUREMENTS IN.ATBE TUBE

Our analysis of 'the data from the tube is based on the recorded front
pressures and tie of arrival of the blast wave. From the recorded
arrival time's we ccalculate the time needed for the shock front to
propagate a dista- ce of 8 tube diameters in the tube. That is, we
associate with a Losition L in the tube a time difference T(L)
defined by \

(9) T(L\ - t(L + 4D) - t(L - 4D)

where t(L + 4D) and t(L - 4D) are the arrival times at positions
L + 4D and L - 4D respectively. T(L) is the resiprocal value of an
average shock velocity between positions L - 4D and L + 4D. If the
scaling law (5) is correct, then the scaled time difference

T(10) Ts aI must satisfy the relation
a (s)((11) T - g (L
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a is the ratio between the sound velocity at the actual t.emerature
i'i.ihe air ahead of` the shook front and the sound velocity at OQC.

To be sure that we only examine a region of the tube where an approxi-
mately one-dimensional shock wave in formed we have included only

* positions L > 16D in the analysis.

LZNZAM ioMSSION

We shall examine the possibility of a deviation from the scaling laws

(5) P- f(L a)

(11) T5 *g(L)
0

and we let the deviation be a linear expression in D, q and L

That is, we assume that

(12) P M f(L2) + 01D + (a2 + 03(Ls'L80)q

" (L + aD + 2 q + 3 ( Ls0 q)

and

(13) Ts "g(Ls) + C 1 D +{ 02 +C&3 (Ls-L 5 0 )}q

m g(L3 ) + Ct1 D q a2 q+ a3 (L _ L 0 q)

The C-parameters are determined by the method of least squares.
1 and %I.' measure the deviation from scaling with respect to dimen-

sion, while {(a+Ci (L -L.) } and {(a '+C. '(L -L m} easure the devi-
ation from sel-s?;ifar1gy. a moesures tle 82 viation from self-
similarity which is establishei for a small value of L , L and
a 3 measures how the deviation depends on L . L varie1 begeoen
0.025 m3 /kg and 0.600 m3 /kg in our tests9 

5The Imallest values of L
result from the same charge group (q a 640, n - 16 and n - 20). it is
only meaningful to study the deviation from self-similarity over a
range of La-values obtained by different charge groups. Hence, we
choose L 0so 0.0375.

The linear forms (12) and (13) do of course not necessarily represent
the best fit to the deviation, but a possible non-zero deviation can
be revealed. The scaling laws will be teleoted. if the deviation from
zero of the c-parameters is statistically significant. This is
assessed by the Students T-test.

.1197
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We shall test the following null-hypotheses:

Ho a - 0 so ' Q2 a0 a 0 :t 3 a 0

:o :all = 0 no : 12' a-0 at 3 0 0

The test level is e, i.e. the probability that the hypothesis is
correct although it must be rejected by the test criterion, shall be
less than C. The test criterion is that lo is rejected if T > c, where
T is the Students T-statistic for the actual s-parameter, and c is the
(l - 7 ) -fractil for the Student distribution with N degrees of
freedom. N can in this connectieff be set equal to infinity.

The values of c for some values of test level e are listed in Table
2.

The resulting C-values and the corresponding T-values are listed in
Table 3.

DEVIATION flOM'SCALING'WITH RESPECT TO DIMENSION

We see that al. is positive and T > c at the test level £ - 0.2%
for all values of rL in both configurations. We have thus found that
the recorded front pressure increases significantly with increasing
scale.

We also see that all is negative in all cases. This shows that the
scaled time difference decreases with increasing scale, corresponding
to an increase in shock velocity and front pressure. For zero wall
roughness the nullhypothesis must be denied at the test level
e a 0.2% in both configurations. In two cases is the significance
weak, namely when r - 0.03 in CFG.1 and when rL = 0.06 in CFG.2.
In the former case ihe hypothesis H : C'1 - 0 must be denied at a
test level £ a 40% and in the latte? case at a level e - 20%. In the
two remaining cases, r - 0.06 in CFG.l and rL - 0.03 in CFG.2, the
null-hypothesis must b& rejected at levels 1% and 0.2%, xespe 6tively,,

From these results it must be concluded that the scaling laws (5) and
(11) are not satisfied in our tests. The front pressure increases
with increasing scale.
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DEVIATION FROM SELF-SIMILARITY

The values of a and a3 are both negative in all cases. At a level
C = 0.2% No : &2 - 0 must be rejected in all cases. The situation
is not so clear for a3, but when the values of .-j are compared with
the values of c in Table 2 it is reasonable to reject-,he hypo9thesis

o s3 M3 0 In every case (01 + 43(Ls - Leo) in negative, and the
deviation AP from self-similarity

AP q{a 2 + 13(Ls-Ls0)}

is negative. I42 + a3 (La-L0 )1 seems to iacrease wfrh iuceasing scaled
distance, L5.

The values of 02' and a3l are in all cases positive. The values of
a3' are also in all cases significantly different from zero at a test
level C a 0.2%. Except for case rL = 0.03 in CFG.l %2 is signifi-
cantly different from zero at a test level e - 1%. Hence, the
arrival time measurements also indicate that there is a deviation from
self-similarity. The deviation from self-similarity

ATs - q{c 2 ' + a 3 '(Ls-Ls0)}

is positive, corresponding to a negative value of AP.

Thus, if a certain pressure is obtained at position n - n, after
detonation of a charge of weight Q - Q, a smaller pressure will be
obtained at position n - kn, after detonation of a charge of weight
Q a kQ, (k > 1). According to the principle of self-similarity these
pressures should be equal.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BLAST WAVE PROPAGATION ma IDE TN! TUBE

In the preceeding sections no assumptions were made about the
functional form of the dependence of front pressure on distance.
In order to examine the blast wave propagation inside the tube a power
curve of the form

(14) p-P p L)-C

is fitted to the front pressures. P0 represents the front pressure
relatively close to the charge, at position L a 16D, and C represents
the attenuation of the front pressure. When this power curve is
applied separately for each tube diameter D and each charge group q,
we obtain good correlation, but we find that P0 and C depend on D and
q.
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Since we want to examine the dependence of P0 and C on D and q, the
expression

(15) I ns ,. I + 0 In D +0+ In in

4{04 + 5 in (- ) + 8 6 in (8•)} in 55)

is fitted to the recorded front pressures by the method of least
squares. It is performed separately for each value of roughness in
both configurations. The resulting 0-values and the corresponding
values of Student's T-statistic are listed in Table 4.

Eq. (15) is equivalent to eq. (14) with

(16) P l D 2 (A 03
0 tOs 80

(17) C + 4 8s in (ob.7 + 06 in (A)

If the scaling law were valid, and if the power curve describes the
relation between front pressure and distance fairly well over the
whole range of L.-values included in the tests, we should obtain
B2 = 5-0 6 "- 0 and I 3 - ia4.'

In Figures 3a-f the results from det curve fitting are used to plotfront pressure versus scaled distance for q - 640 kg/m 3 in scales1:100 (D a 0.05 m) and scale 3:100 (D - 0.15 M).

It is of interest to decide wheter the deviation from scaling with
respect to dimension is established immediately after the explosion, or
$f it is due to a scale dependent damping of the shock as the blast
wave propagates through the tube. Since OS is negative in all cases
except one (rL - 0 in CFG.2), the scale dependence seems to increase
as ths shock wave propagates through the tube. That is, the scale
dependence seems to be due to a scale dependent attenuation. This
effect is greater the greater the wall roughness.

Figures 4a-f show how the front pressure varies with scaled distance
in scale 1:100. For a given value of scaled distance the front press-
ure decreases with increasing charge group, but this effect seems to be
smaller the larger the. scaled distance. The deviation from slf-
similarity increases with increasing value of wall roughness.

It is also clear from Figs 4 that the front pressure decreases faster
than a power law in Lo. Over a limited range of Ls-values the power
law is a good approximation, but it cannot be used to describe
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the pressure-distance relationship over a large range of Le-values.

We have used several curveforms which are more complicated than (15),
but the qualitative results remain the same.

BLAST WAVE PROPAGATION OUTSIDE T TUNNEL

The appropriate form of the scaling law outside the tunnel is eq. (4),
where L now denotes the distance from the tunnel outlet. Since the
analysis of the shock propagation on the platform must be based on the
recorded time of arrival, t,o bf the shock, it is convenient to re-
place P with Lat in (4). The scaling law then takers the form

La 2

(18) L• " ' af2.(1"
L PO

where

(19) 1 L

a 0 2q 1/3

is a dimensionless, scaled distance.

ilA curve fitting procedure is performed in order to study the shock
S~propagation on the platform. The relation between corresponding

values of L and t is found to be fairly wepll described by

'•(20) -ag . K ) B

!•for Is > 7. In the region closer the ttdbe outlet the shock propa-
id" gation changes from one-dimensional to tharee-dimensional. Figs 5a-b.

a0 2

According to (18) we must expect K and B to depend on ( '.Theymay also depend on other s -terms which were neglected ine.developingA r(4). Since the energy loss in the tube depends on the kinematic vks-

cosity o aod the thermal difussitivity b of the tube walls, the
vtoal energy of the blast wave when it enters the platform depends
on 7hese quantities. Consequently, the propagation of the blast wave
on the platform may depend on t and to.

By differentiating (20) with respect to d we obtain

M-1 a(21 m (l-SB) K {_i- }

=,! 1201
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N is the Mach number of the shock front. Mln is a direct measure of
thO strength of the shock, and for the smalr-hc=k strengths at the
platformt according to the Rankine-Hugoniot equation

(22) wi1 -P
M 7

(1-B)• 'epresents the shock strength at a position relatively close
to thet'tube outlet# 1s - 7v and B represents the attenuation of the
shock.

Sq. (20) in fitted to the recorded arrival times for each shot sepa-
rately. In order to study how the shock strength at the platform
varies with D and q simple curve forms are fitted to the resulting
values of B and (l-B).

The curve
(23) B- 1 +B 2  in1001

is fitted to the B-values from all the shots in all charge groups for
each roughness and configuration separately. The results are listed
in Table 5. In the same way the curve

(24) (l-B)K - 01 (.O.0%)182

is fitted to the values of (l-B)K. These results are listed in Table
6.

From Table 6 tt is seen that the front pressure at the scaled dis-
tance 1 - 7 increases with increasing scale. The scale dependence
is geater when tubes with rough walls are used. These effects were to
be expected since they were also observed telds the. tubes.. From. table 5
we see that the attenuation of the shock decreases with increasing
scale, and the effect seems to be greater in the cases with large wall
roughness. The scale dependence increases as the blast wave propa-
gates along the platform, and the increase is greater the greater
the wall roughness in the tube. These effects are illustrated in Figs.
6a-be

The curves

(25) 2 + 82 In (8J0)

and

(26) (l-B)K X (S')2
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are fitted to the values of 3 and (1-B)K for all the shots in the tfree
scales. it is performd separately for each value of roughness in both
configurations. The results are listed in Tables 7 and S.

We see from Table 8 that the shock strength at the scaled po@stLAn ls
7 increases with increasing charge group. The defpendnce of 3 an q is
only significant in the cases with sea. .wll roughness, and in these
cases B decreases with increasing q, via* 7.

The mean values of 8 and (1-3)K for each value 9f wall roughness, rý
are listed in Table 9. We observe that the shock strength at In 7
decreases with increasing value of rL, but also that the attenuation of
the shock decreases with increasing r . The differences in shock
strength created by the different valkes of wall roughness in the tube
seem to decrease as the shock propagates away from the tube outlet.
Fig. a.

From eq. (21) and (22) the scaled distance 150 at which the front pressure
has fallen to SO mbar, can be calculated. It is calculated separately
for each shot, and the curves

(27) ls0 = B1 (P.)8 2

so ~ 1 O.S

and

(28) 1 = 1 (5L) 82

are then fitted to the resulting values of 1 See Tables 10 and 11.
The 50 mbar limit measured in meters, is relled to the scaled 50 mbar
limit 150 by the formula

(29) (" .

We observe that the 50 mbar limit increases with increasing scale, and
that the effect is larger in the cases with large wall roughness.

We alsoIobserve that the 50 mbar limit increases faster with charge
than a - power law. It increases faster with q in the cases where r_ -
0.than when rL > 0. It also increases faster in CFG.2 than in CFG.1l
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Zt is clear from the proceeding sections that the front pressure alone
does not give a sufficiently good description of the blast wave. The
energy or impulse should also be taken into account, Although we have
not yet analyzed our impulse data some conclusions follow from the ana-

' lysis of the front pressure.

For increasing value of wall roughness we observed that the attenuation
of the shock increases inside and decreases outside the tube. The front
pressure at the end of the tube is reduced considerably by a large wall
roughness. The energy, however, is not reduced by a correspondingly
great amount since the attenuation outside the tube decreases with
increasing wall roughness. The main result of the roughness is a dec-
rease in front pressure and an increase in positive duration of the
blast wave. When the blast wave leaves the tube most of its energy
seems to be present, and the effect of the roughness decreases gradu-
ally. However, at such distances as the SO mbar limit a dependence on
wall roughness is still found in our tests.

We also observed that the attenuation of the shock increases with
decreasing scale both inside and outside the tube.. The effect of a
small tube diameter seems to be more than just to make the pressure-
time profile of the blast wave flatter. A greater part of the energy
must have been lost in the small scales than in the large ones. The
scale dependent energy loss may result from viscous friction at the
tube walls and heat conduction through the walls. These effects will
be large in very small scales, but can probably be neglected in very
large scales. For this reason great care should be taken when results
from model tests are used to predict results in a full scale test.

The question arises then whether numerical methods can be used to
investigate underground explosions.

It is difficult to give a mathematical description of the blast wave
propagation inside a tunnel. The basic equations of hydrodynamics
must then be solved without neglecting heat conduction and viscous
friction and with very complicated initial and boundary conditions.

However, it is probably not necessary to calculate the shock pro-
pagation in the tunnel. It is possible, and seems to be sufficient,
to study numerically the blast wave propagation outside the tunnel.
This problem has nearly cylindrical symmetry and can be treated as two-
dimensional. Both the method of characteristics and finite difference
codes can then be used, and viscosity and heat conduction can be
neglected.

II
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~w~ w rw 1-V l-W - - - 7-

The front pressure and the total energy of the blast wave in the
tunnel outlet should be taken as input parameters. It is not necessary
to determine the front preseure in the tube outlet with great accuracy,
since the energy seems to be the most W ,ortant parameter. A conser-
vative estimatt of the total energy of the blast wave in the tunnel
outlet is to put it equal to the energy content of the explosives.
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Figure 6 Shock progagation outside the tunnel. Scale degendence.

Eqs. (23) and (24).
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Q(kg) q (kg/m 3) 80 160 240 320 480 640

0.05 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.060 0.080

D(m) 0.10 0.080 0.160 0.240 0.320 0.480 0.640

0.15 0.270 0.540 0.810 1.080 1.620 2.160

Table .I Chtilres -aced in the experiments.

W % 50 20 10 5 12 1 0.2

c 0.67 1.28 1.65Il 6 2ý33I 2.581 3.09

Table 2 Test level and percenage, points of Student's T-distribution.

DF .
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0 0.03 0.06 0 0.03 0.06

81 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.80 0.78 0.78

02 -0.021 -0.042 -0.075 -0.034 -0.039 -0.063

T 3.98 5.22 7.73 3.30 3.25 4.36

Table S Scale e endenne of a. j3. (23).

CFG 1 CFG 2

:L 0 0.03 0.06 0 0.03 0.06

81 ° 0.056 0.044 0.035 0.065 0.045 0.043

82 0.041 0.090 0.229 0.048 0.136 0.124

T 1.42 2.06 4.26 0.93 1.83 1.68

Table 6 Scale dependence of (1-S)K. E_. (24_).
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CFOi ___ 1 CFQ 2- __

rL 0 0.03 0.06 0 0.03 0.06

.1 0.83 0.79 0.78 0.82 0.75 0.74

02 -. 0.008 .0.005 -0.002 -0.035 0.004 0.007

T 2.45 0.70 0.18 5.69 0.40 0.56

Table 7 Dependencg of B on charge .group. Mg. (25).

CFG 1 CFG 2

rL 0 0.03 0.06 0 0.03 0.06

_0.055 0.00 0.039 a.M 4 0.043 (

82 0.050 0.110 0.033 0.196 0.091 0.057

T 3.19 2.95 0.80 8.90 1.81 1.06

Table 8 Dependence of (1-B)K on charge group. Eq. (26).
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CFG. I CFO.2

0 0.03 0.06 0 0.03 0.06

(1-5)t 0.058 0.047 0.041 0.067 0.050 0.047

5 1 0.82 0.79 0.78 0.79 0.76 0.74

Table 9 Manvalus of Band I-K

C'G.1 CFG.2

XL 0 0.03 0.06 0 0.03 0,06

24 18 14 30 20 18
!-,-

82 0.08 0,18 0.38 0.12 0.24 0.29

T 1.89 2.78 4.91 1.43 2.21 2.48

Table 10 Dependence of scaled 50 mbar limit, 1.%, on D.

Eif (27)
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I /'

cFGo . CFG.2 (

tL 0 0.03 0.06 0 0.03 0.06

33 1.9 16 23 20 20

02 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.31 0.11 0.06

T 3.08 1.54 0.61 8.05 1.42 0.67

Tabel 11 DoL ndenc. of scaled 50 uDbar limit# 1Kn on . (28N

(122
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AN INVESTIGATION OF BLASTWAVE PENETRATION

INTO Tt'WNdLO 'URANCE

by

Gerhard G U r k e

Ernst-Mach-Institut

der Fraunhofer-Gesellachaft

Freiburg, Germany

ABSTRACT

A situation is simulated in model tests, assuming that ex-
plosives are transported into an underground ammunition storage
and an accidental explosion happens in front of the tunnel
entrance. A blastwave penetrates into the tunnel and propagates
along the main passageway. The blast parameters are measured
at distances between 10 and 100 times the tunnel diameter
from the entrance. The blast parameters in the tunnel can
be related to the charge mass, the charge distance from tunnel
entrance and the orientation of elongated charges relative to
the tunnel axis.
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I* INTRODUCTION

An explosive charge or ammunition may detonate very close
to the entrance of an underground ammunition storage. In
this investigation it is assumed that the tunnel entrance
is covered into the fireball of the explosion. Blast data
inside the tunnel are needed in order to dimension blast
doors at the ammunition storage chambers.

The complicated three-dimensional shock- and pressure pattern
around the tunnel entrance cannot be performed by theoretical
calculation. Full scale tests are too expensive to solve this
problem. Therefore small scale model tests are performed.

Data from shock tube tests are available for the penetration
of airblast in tunnels in the far field of nuclear explosions.
The shockwave parameters at the entrance are pretended in that
case. Results are lacking for the near field of HE detonations.

II. TEST ARRANGEMENT

A model was built simulating an underground tunnel in a hill-

side with a flat platform in front of the tunnel entrance.

The model consists primarily of a straight tube leading to

a steel-platform and a hillplate with 900 slope. The smooth

circular steel tube has a diameter of D = 0.088 meter and a
sectional area of F = 0.006 square meter. The total tube

length amounts to 150 tube diameters. Pressure measurements

are made at 16 locations inside the tube between 10 and 100

diameters from the entrance, mostly in a 5 diameter distance

from each other. The rest of 50 diameters ensires that no

effect from the tube end affects the measurement.
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As shown in Figs. 1 and 2 elongated charjes are detonated
outside the tunnel entrance at the platform. The charge
center is located 1,2 or 3 tunnel diameters outside the
entrance in direction of the tunnel axis. in arrangement 1
the charge axis is brought in direction of the tunnel axis
and perpendicular to that in arrangement q. The results of
six different test arrangements are referred, to as 11, 21,
31, lq, 2q, 3q.

III. EXPLOSION SOURCE

Uncased cylindrical charges with length to diameter ratios
between 5 and 7 were prepared for the tests. Pure RDX (Hexogen)
together with 3 % of wax were pressed to explosive charges
at 1,6 *10 3 kg m 3 volumetric weight. Microsecond igniters of
type No. 8 (Dynamit Nobel) were used.

Charges at six different weights 5g, 13g, 29g, 40g, 53g and
83g were made for the tests with the 0.088 m diameter tube. A
total number of 80 shots was performed in the test series.
Each test arrangement together with any charge mass was tested
at least two times.

IV. INSTRUMENTATION

If we whish to record the side-on time history of the pressure
in the blast wave inside the tube, we have to mount trans-
ducers as smooth as possible in the wall. Transducers must
not interfere seriously the flow behind the shock front.
Only miniature pressure transducers are suited for small
scale model tests.
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There are primarily four phenomena which lead to difficul-
ties in pressure measurements: rise time, overshoot,

accelleration- and temperature sensitivity of the gauges.
The natural frequency of the transducers is about 500 kc.
After amplification we send the signals through a 150 kc
Bessel characteristic filter in order to control the over-
shoot. Accelleration sensitivity of the gages is reduced
by accelleration compensation. In spite of that, accelleration
must be controlled by careful design of the model and
accurate mounting of the pressure transducers in adapters.
To reducelthe gage response to radiative and conductive
temperature, the gage diaphragm is covered with a thin layer
of black silicoA. rubber. Thus a compromise on the require-

ments of gage dynamics and heat protection is found. The
rise-time is checked for each pressure-time history and is
found to be 25 microseconds or less.

In order to have available an integrated instrumentation
system for blast pressure measurements a 16 channel transient
recorder is used. The digitalized data are stored at tape
cassettes for further treatment at the computer. The complete
instrumentation system is carefully calibrated before and
after the test series in a shock tube device and the stability
is found to be better than 5 %.

V. DATA REDUCTION

A total number of 800 records is used as a basis for the in-
vestigation. If the digitalized record of one shot is fed
into the computer some blast parameters can be easily cal-
culated: shock front time of arrival TA, rise time and mean
shock front velocity U from time of travel between two
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.4easuring locations. The pressure-time history is integratd"
and the impulse-time history as well as the total blast im-

pulse are available. Much more effort is necessary to find
out the peak side-on overpressure PO, the positive duration
T+ and a description of the pressure-time history as a
function of time. A computer-aided data reduction procedure
delivers a complete set of blast parameters.

VI. SCALING

For the design of protective structures we need blast data
in tunnels of several meters in diameter. The model-test re-
sults are utilizable only if they can be scaled to full scale
dimensions. From our experience with detonations inside
tunnels we know, that blast scaling works satisfactorily.
As we have to take into consideration at least two indepen-

dent scaled parameters, the conversion from one tube dimension
to another is more complicated than in the case of free-air
burst.

No obligatory format for the presentation of results is known.
The results of this investigation are presented in the form
of approximation formulae related to a tube of 1 square meter
cross sectional area corresponding to D = 1,128 meters tunnel

diameter. The nondimensional distance parameter, overpressure
and velocity at corresponding positions can be taken directly
for any tunnel dimension, whilst time and blast-impulse have
to be converted by the linear conversion factor. Charge mass
has to be converted by the cube of the linear conversion
factor.
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VII. EVALUATION

Logarithmic plots of peak overpressures and blast-impulses

o are presented in Figs. 3 to 7. The nondimenslonal distance

parameter at the abscissa varies from 10 to 100. Inside the
tube, 10 diameters from the entrance, the shock wave and

flow field are essentially one-dimensional and the pressure

measurements can be described by few parameters. It is a
remarkable characteristic of this test arrangement that

peak pressure measurenments from pressure gages can be
checked by shockfront velocity measurements. Shockfront
velocity between any neighboring gages can be converted

to peak overpressure by shock relations. Two essentially

independent data sets for peak overpressure in Figs. 3 to 5

correspond perfectly.

Six different test arrangements are investigated, each of

them at six charge masses. A total of 36 curves for any

parameter is available. An example for the low peak over-

pressure range less then 5 bars is shown in Fig. 3. The
charge center is located two tunnel diameters in front of

the entrance with the charge axis in direction of the tunnel
axis ( 2 1). Charge mass amounts to 28 kg for an 1 square

meter tube. Diagrams for the medium pressure range up to
15 bar and high pressure range up to 80 bar are presented
in Figs. 4 and 5.-Results of correlation calculations are

recorded in any diagram. At least up to 30 bars the peak

pressure measurements can be approximated quite well by

power functions. The exponent of the power function will
.- ba.name& 6-. A- r-onsiderable deqqease of peak overpressure

is to be observed as the blastwave runs down the tube.

I The blast impulses of the positive pressure phases for two

test arrangements (1 1 and 1 q) and six charge masses at
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either arrangement are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. Blast

impulses grow with increasing, charge mass, but remain

essentially constant at any point ii the tube for one

charge mass. The constant blast impulse is an argument

to know that no choking has occurred in the model tube -

and therefore the results can be scaled up to prototype

dimensions.

The cylindrical charges at 85.4 kg and 112 kg in Fig. 6

have the same diameter but different lengths. The blast

Simpulses, as well as the peak overpressures, are the same

in both tests, This observation indicates that the charge

shape is an important parameter.

Figures 8 and 9 show, how the peak overpressure at the

point L/D = 10 varies with charge mass for the six test
arrangements. These results also can be approximated by

power functions. The listed values of P1 0 are taken from

the approximation formulae as shown in Figs. 3 to 5.

VIII. RESULTS

It was found from the data evaluation that the exponent 8

which describes the peak overpressure attenuation e.g. in
Figs. 3 to 5, is correlated with the peak overpressure at

the point L/D = 10. The higher the peak overpressure P10
the higher is the exponent 8, which means steeper pressure

decrease. This result, together with an approximation

formulae,is shown in Fig. 10. If one knows the pressure

P10 for one of the arrangements from Figs. 8 or 9, and

the exponent 8 from Fig. 10, thus the peak overpressure

at any point in the tunnel can easily be calculated. An
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example for such a calculation and the comparison with
experimental data is shown in Fig. 12(printed together (

0 with Fig. 5 at one page). The author is anxious to prove,

whether this result is transferable to other test arrange-
ments. Preliminary the result must not be applied to test-
arrangements different from those described here.

The blast impulse of the positive pressure phase as well
is correlated with the P1 0 -pressure, as shown in Fig. 11.
Thus, if one knows the P10 -pressure and the approximation

formulae for the exponent 0, the most important parameters
for protective design can be determined at any point in
the tunnel.
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EXPLOSIVE INITIATION FROM FRAGMENT IMPACT

by

Peter S. Westine

INTRODUCTION

A variety of criteria have been used in the past'when trying to pro-

dict the threshold of initiation for fragments and other projectiles pene-

trating explosive. The word initiation as used in this discussion can mean

either deflagration or detonation since in either process a violent reac-

tion occurs which destroys the explosive. This problem of explosive

initiation is further complicated when the explosive is encased in a shell

or box. In this paper, we will take the approach that no one mode or pro-

cess for initiation is sufficient. In uncased (bare) explosive charges

and in cased explosives under the correct combination of input conditions,

detonation can be caused by the high pressures of shock waves initiated

during the impact. The initiation of explosive in this shock initiation

domain occurs rapidly and is not affected by confinement except for the

influence of layered media on the propagation of the high pressure waves
in the explosive. Geometry, shock impedance, impact velocity, and explo-

sive sensitivity are all important in this shock initiation domain. The

ability of a fragment to penetrate a casing has no influence on explosive

initiation in this shock initiated domain.

Under other combinations of conditions, much less severe than those

required for shock initiation, confined explosive charges can still be

initiated. Dr. Philip Howe (Ref. 1) has hypothesized that for the impact

of cased or confined explosives, a second mode of initiation may occur

which is caused by perforation of the casing. In this perforation mode,

the thermal processes associated with extrusion of explosive into cracks

in a failed casing cause a violent reaction to spread through an encased

explosive charge. This perforation mode of initiation cannot occur in a

bare charge, and it will be quenched if the confinement is removed too

rapidly.

In this paper we will suggest an explosive initiation criteria that

can include initiation by both modes, that is, shock initiation and casing

perforation. We will attempt to show what conditions are needed for one
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mode to change to the other and we will present approximate derivation

procedures which help to explain why parameters interrelate as they do in

different domains.

Figure 1 is a four-parameter space of nondimensional numbers which

presents criteria for both modes of initiation. The solid continuous

lines are the threshold for initiation by shock and the series of dashed

contours are the threshold for initiation by casing perforation. In

Figure 1, all symbols are defined in the legend of the figure. The ordi-

nate relates the velocity and diameter of the fragment to the sensitivity

of the explosive, the abscissa relates the thickness of the casing to the

diameter of the fragment, the dashed contours relate the penetration resis-

tance of the casing to the explosive sensitivity, and the solid contours

are for different impedance matches between casing and penetrator.

The series of arrows demonstrates how the explosive initiation thresh-

old would change modes for a specific case. First, one has the casing

perforation mode of initiation until with larger values of h/d, the contour

intersects the shock initiation threshold which then dominates. If the

scaled velocity of impact is less than that given by both modes for a

given value of h/d, the explosive should not initiate. On the other hand,
if the scaled velocity of impact is greater than either one of the thresh-

olds, the explosive should be initiated.

A bare explosive initiation threshold can be obtained from Figure 1

by setting h/d equal to zero and p cu c/pp u equal to 1.0, which gives the

correct ordinate limit of 6.75. The solution presented in Figure 1 assumes

normal impact of a cylindrical fragment on a flat casing. In later discus-

sions, we will show how this solution can be modified to account for the

effect of wave focusing caused by the impact of curved casing surfaces such

as those in artillery shells, bombs, etc.

DERIVATION OF A SHOCK INITIATION RELATIONSHIP

The first mode of initiation discussed was initiation by shock. This

mode of initiation is given by the solid contours in Figure 1. The cri-

teria which will be used is the Livermore (Ref. 2) criteria which relates

the logarithmic value of the shock distance propagated into an explosive

with the logarithmic value of the shock front pressure. Figure 2 presents
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FIGURE 1. EXPLOSIVE INITIATION THRESHOLDS AND DOMAINS
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Symbol Description
V5 0  Threshold Velocity of Impact

d Diameter of Fragment

ki Length of Fragment
T Toughness of Casing Material

P Density

u Shock Front Velocity
h Thickness of Casing

A 0 Explosive Sensitivity of
Log P vs Log X Curve

Subscript e Means Explosive
Subscript p Means Penetrator

Subscript c Means casing
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FIGURE 2. DISTANCE OF RUN TO DETONATION VS INITIAL SHOCK
PRESSURE FOR VARIOUS EXPLOSIVES (REFERENCE 3)
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experimentally determined thresholds for a variety of shock load explosives.

Because the threshold is a straight line on log-log paper, the distance Xd (

and initiation pressure Pd can be interrelated as in Equation (1) below:-

X dPda = A (1)1

where a is the slope and A is the explosive sensitivity intercept.

For the explosives shown in Figure 2, the slope a ranges from 1.3 to

3.0 with a reasonably average slope of 2.0. If a is assumed to equal 2.0,

the sensitivity intercept A will equal A whose dimensions in the English
2 3 +11

system will be lb 2 /in 3 . For Comp B, A equals approximately 3.5 x 10

and for PBX-9404, A equals approximately 9.1 x 10 lb /in
0

Next we need to evaluate the geometric dissipation of the shock

strength with distance as the shock wave propagates into a bare explosive.

If X is the distance into a medium, P is the pressure at distance X

P is the impact pressure, and d0 is the diameter of a cylindrical fragment

which impacts the explosive normally, then the pressure under the impact

point and at distance X can be assumed to relate according to Equation (2):
i

P (do + Xi)

pi (d°)s (2)

where • is a dissipative exponent probably falling between 1.0 and 2.0.

Subsequent experimental data will show that ý equal to 3/2 fits test results

excellently. Assuming that • equals 3/2 and rearranging Equation (2)

algebraically gives Equation (3) for shock wave dissipation:

P ( -3/2PiXF-=(I +-•- (3)
0 0

Dividing Equation (1) by P 2 d0 to nondimensionalize the shock initiation

criteria in a similar fashion as Equation (3) gives:

2
P Xo A(•-P) (•--) . 1_--_1- - C (4)

0 0

When initiation occurs, Equations 3 and 4 will have the same values for Pd
and Pi. In addition, the slopes dP/dX wiLl be equal at the threshold of

initiation. These two criteria give two equations which, when solved, give
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C and X for the threshold of initiation. The quantity that interests us

is C which at initiation equals 6.75. Because C is defined by Equation (4),

this result means that the explosive sensitivity, A0 , the shock pressure at

the surface of the explosive, P and the diameter of the impacted region

on the surface of explosive, do, are all interrelated by:

P 2d - 6.75 A (5)
0 0 0

Now we are ready to solve for shock initiation in a cased explosive

as in Figure 3. At the top of the casing, the initial impact pressure, PC19

will be:

Sc c 50 (6)
Cl P u

(1 + cc)
P u
pp *

-
50

PC, d -d ,
h I 'Casing

PC2 !

P
e Explosive

SAUR 1Z 3, I MiA( ON A CASED EXPLOSIVE

If we dissipate this pressure using the 3/2 p(wer law as given by

Equation (3), at the bottom of the casing the pressut,. P,, will be given by:

PcuCV5 0  d 3/2P C 2 =d - • )( 7 )
~C2 (+ S) d+h

ppp

In the explosive itself, the pressure will differ from that in the casing

because of the impedance differences between the casing and the explosive.

A transmittpd stress,at' relates to the incident stress, ai, by the

relationship:
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- 2 (8)
(1 + -)•Ptu"

+

Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (8) gives:

P ~ ~~2p cu cV 5 9e P 3/2 (9)

(i + -1( + -- (i + -accI
1 ue)

Finally, by recognizing that Pe equals, P0 and (d+h),equals do in Equation

(5), substituting Equation (9) into Equation (5), and recognizing that

SeUe is very small relative to p Cuc, the following relationship is obtained:

P2 u2V2dpu2 2
pe Ue V5 0 d pcU2 h

1.688 (1 + + (1 (10)
0 pU

Equation (1) is the relationship plotted as solid contours in Figure 1.

The left hand side of Equation (1) is the ordinate, h/d is plotted as an

abscissa, and the contours are for various constant values of p u /p u
c CC p p

Although we do not go through the algebra to prove this statement, th4

reader can obtain the solution for a layered system by propagating and

transmitting waves through different layers. In a layered system consisting

of three layers, this solution would be given by the following equation

where h is then the total thickness of all layers and the lowest numbered

subscript layer contacts the impacting fragment.

e2U2V50 2 d 2 2 2 2

Pe 2u e 2V50 2 Cl u Cl 2 C2 UC2 2 PC3 uC3 2 11
A = 1.68(1+ - ) (I+ -) (I+ u) (l+-) (11)

The solution for fragment impact into a bare uncased explosive is

given by"

22 2 dPeUe V5 0 d
A = 6.75 (12)A
0

This solution follows by substituting Equation (6) into Equatio (5),
setting pcuc equal to p eue, and assuming that peue/p p u is very nAall rela-

tive to 1.0. Equation (10) for cased explosive also gives this same limit,

provided one assumes that the uncased solution can be represented by a
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casing of zero thickness that has the same pcuc as the penetrator pUp.

This solution for shock initiation is very similar to one developed

j by Green (Ref. 2) of Livermore with the major exception being the dissipa-

q tive relationship given by Equation (3). Dimensionally Green's solution

would combine parameters into the same nondimensional ratios. Green's

solution would have similar impedance matches, but would.have a different

exponent on (1 + h/d) and would have a numerical constant r2 times the h/d

term. The solution proposed in this paper expands the wave front at an

angle of 30 degrees; whereas, the Livermore solution expands it at an angle

of 45 degrees. Qualitatively the solutions are similar, but quantitatively

differences do exist. The best way of resolving these differences and any

J others is to predictions to test results.

COMPARISON WITH SHOCK INITIATION TEST RESULTS

Figures 4 and 5 are comparisons of V5 0
2d versus (1 + h/d) 2 for steel

fragnents fired into either steel cover plates over explosive or into bare

explosive. Under these conditions Equation (10) for encased explosive and

Equation (12) for bare explosive can both be presented in the form:

2

j -)d -constant (1 + h/d)2  (13)
4~up

HA The data in Figures 4 and 5 are from different sources (Ref. 4, 5, 6) in

the literature and are for two explosives -- Comp B and Tetryl. Both bare

and cased explosives are included in the curves and scatter does occur;

however, the (1 - h/d) 2 relationship passes through most of the data. The

constant is a function of p, u, and the explosive sensitivity, A0 , but

these parameters are not being varied in these comparisons. In essence the

different intercepts for these two explosives is a measure of the sensiti-

vity of Comp B and Tetryl.

Perhaps the most carefully conducted set of shock explosive initiation

test results are those by Livermore personnel on PBX-9404 (Ref. 2). In

addition to tests on bare PBX-9404, shots were also fired into explosives

with three different casings. One casing was 2 mm of tantalum, the second

was 6 mm of tantalum, and the third casing was a three-layer composite of

1.27 mm of aluminum, 1.42 mm of polyurethane, and 8.40 mm of polycarbonate.
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FIGURE 4. SHOCK INITIATION OF COMP B
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Steel fragments of different diameters were used to give a variation in

h/d. By recognizing that p e u , and A remain constant in these experi- (
ments and by rearranging Equation (10) in the following format, these test

results, shown in Figure 6, can be compared to our solution. This PBX-9404

agreement is even better than that shown for Comp B and Tetryl.

52d
V so d constant [1 + h/d] 2  (14)

p u 2(1 + O-~-•"
P u
p p

The test results in Figure 6 indicate that the constant in Equation

(14) is 0.043 km2in/sec 2. Because this constant equals 1.688A /pe 22

the shock initiation sensitivity constant A can be calculated from this

result. For PBX-9404, the density equals 1.83 gm/cc and the Rankine-

Hugoniot conditions for this explosive relate shock front velocity us in

km/sec to particle velocity u in km/sec with the following equation:
p

u - 2.31 + 2.767 u (15)Ss p

For an impact velocity around 1.75 km/sec, Equation (15) means the

shock front velocity us is approximately 7.15 km/sec. After adjusting

values so that a self consistent set of units is obtained, the results in
Figure 6 indicate that the shock initiation sensitivity constant Ao for

30
PBX-9404 is 9.1 x 10+10 Ib 2 /in 3 . This value is equal to that found in

Figure 2 for this explosive and discussed in the accompanying text.

DERIVATION OF CASING PENETRATION CRITERIA

The second cased explosive initiation mode was developed by Howe (Ref.

1) at BRL for explosive initiation from fragment penetration of the casing.

To analytically derive this relationship, no explosive properties are needed.

A simple energy balance can be performed in which the kinetic energy of the

penetrator is equated to the strain energy needed to shear a circular disk

out of the casing. The kinetic energy KE equals:

SmV 50
2  v1d V5 0d

KE = 2 (15)

The strain energy SE for a c aiog with a shear strength of T that fails

after the plug being sheared has moved half a casing thickness is given by:
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TOM;

SE T(wd)(h)(h/2) (Tr/2)¶dh 2  (17)

Equating Equations (16) and (17) and rearranging terms gives:

2 Vsp0 i
h 502 p4Td (18)

In order to plot Equation (18) in Figure 1 so it could be compared

with the shock initiation threshold, it had to be transformed by multiply-

ing both sides by 4TdAp eu e / Ao. The resulting equation is given by:

cV 50 2 1d 4 2  lh2 (9

f A 4 A (19)I
f 0 II 0 1I.

2 2 u p/X 1 2 2)Je\e 
e Mu

Equation (19) was plotted in Figure 1 as a series of dashed lines for con-

stant values of td 2/[p p£(A /pe2Ue2)]. Theoretically, an explosive shouldp oe ue
initiate for a given value of h/d in Figure 1, according to whichever ini-

tiation threshold curve is first encountered as scaled impact velocities

are increased.

COMPARISON WITH CASING PENETRATION TEST RESULTS

Howe (iaef. 1) at BRL makes many comparisons with test results in the

casing penetration domain. In making these comparisons, he prefers to

define a fineness ratio f equal to k/d and substitute m and f into Equa-P
tion (18) in place of d and k. This substitution gives:

2
(V50.) 23f/3 [4 2/3 3 b 2  (20)

-- -- p 1/3 ( 0
Pp
pp

where b is a constant, provided T and p are constants. For steel fragments
p

fired into steel casings of th#same strength, b is a constant and the

effects of size of casing and/fragment can be evaluated by taking the square

root of Equation (20). /'
/

V.V50(p¢-)/

- b (21)

Figure 7 presents test results obtained by firing right circular cylin-

drical fragments against Comp B loaded artillery shells. The data plotted
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in this figure are for three different fineness ratios f of 0.5, 1.0, and

2.0. The solid line through the data is a straight line of slope -3 as is

predicted by Equation (21). These test results are definitely in the pene- (
tration initiation domain and cannot be curve fitted to results in the

shock initiation domain which would have a very different slope as should

be apparent in Figure 1.

Additional test results were examined for flat impacts of steel cubes

against explosive covered with steel plates. This data shown in Figure 8

also has the same slope of minus 1/3 passing through the test results for

fragment fineness ratios of 1, 2, and 4. The excellent results further

substantiate the existance of this explosive initiation domain.

Finally, Howe has emphasized that results in this domain are independent

of explosive or propellant initiation properties by plotting initiation data

for a U.S. 5-in. rocket motor and a 122 mm Soviet rocket motor on the same

graph as his test results for an artillery shell. The theory in the casing

penetration domain assumes that initiation is independent of A and other
0

explosive properties. Test results seen in Figure 9 substantiate this con-

slusion.

FURTHER DISCUSSION

Curvature in the shell casing should have only a minor influence in

the casing perforation domain, but in the shock initiation domain, the

waves can be focused. Figure 10 compares how waves from flat surface im-

pacts (dashed lines) would propagate into the explosive relative to how

waves would propagate from a curved surface (solid line). As can be seen,

as one gets deeper into the explosive, the area over which the shock front

extends is being reduced. Two added parameter -- (1) curvature of the

shell divided by the radius of the penetrator and (2) casing thickness

divided by radius of the penetrator -- would have to be added to the solu-

tion in the shock initiation domain if impacts into artillery shells were

to be studied under these conditions.

Another popular explosive initiation criteria which has been used in

the past is the "Put" criteria where the product of impact pressure, peak

particle velocity, and duration of loading is assumed to equal to a constant.

One can derive the "Put" criteria from Equation (1) provided the slope a on

the shock in'tiation pressure versus distance curve equals 1.0. The slope
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for the explosives in Figure 2 all range from 1.3 to 3.0 with an average

very near 2.0. This observation means that the "Put" criteria which is an

energy per unit area criteria does not describe the processes which have

been observed in this presentation.

SUMMARY

In this article, the initiation of explosive from fragment impact has

been discussed. An uncased explosive initiates because of the high shock

pressures which propagate into the explosive; cased explosive can initiate

either from shock wave propagation into the explosive or from fragment

perforation of the casing. Figure 1 has been developed to graphically

demonstrate what combination of conditions are required for initiation by

either mode of response. In the shock initiation mode, the threshold of

response is a function of a three-parameter space of nondimensional numbers.

V50
2 d P• uc h.

A f shock -pp'd (22)
0 p p

Pe u e

In the perforation domain, the threshold of response is presented graphically

as a function of another three-parameter space:

22Vs50 d f Td 2h

A perforation A (23)

(-20=-p P 202)
u2°

P e Pe Ue

Various test data taken from the literature and presented in Figures

4 through 9 are used to demonstrate the validity of these observations.

For curved surfaces such as on artillery shells, the three-parameter

space presented functionally as Equation (22) is not adequate because waves

are focused. Although a quantitative technique is not presented, a quali-

tative discussion is presented which concludes that two more nondimensional

parameters, a nondimensional casing thickness and a nondimensional casing

curvature, must be added to correctly predict thresholds for shock wave

initiation of explosive when curved surfaces are involved.

This discussion emphasizes that different schools of thought as repre-

sented by Livermore and BRL personnel are not inconsistent with one another

moo.b because each is concentrating on explosive initiation in.different dowins.
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"A TECHNIQUE TO REDUCE THE DAMAGE RADIUS
OF PALLETIZED ARTILLERY A*1UNITION

PHILIP M. HOWE

BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORY
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 21005

I. INTRODUCTION

The unfortunate characteristic 9f mass detonable munitions which
separates them from other types of munitions is the fact that, given the
detonation of one munition within an array, all, or nearly all, of the
other collocated munitions will also detonate. Thus, the size of the
resultant explosion is limited only by the number of munitions within the
array. As part of the Safe Transport of Munitions (STROM) Program, we
have been concerned with devising ways of limiting the size of an explosive
event to a small fraction of an array. In this paper, processes by which
development of a mass detonation occurs are discussed and some techniques
which can be used to control the number of munitions which will participate
in the explosions are mentioned. In a companion paper 1 , results of full
scale tests are presented.

II. THE PROCESSES WHICH LEAD TO A MASS DETONATION
AND FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THEM

There are a number of distinct ways in which detonation of one muni-
tion will cause detonation of nearest neighbors, with resultant explosion
of the entire stack. Each of these must be isolated and eliminated if
size of the explosion is to be controlled.

A. Classicial Shock Initiation: Introduction of a strong shock wave
into an explosive can cause prompt chemical decomposition of the explosive,
causing the shock wave to accelerate to a detonation. Classical shock
initiation is the process by which initiation of munitions in the design
mode occurs; our explosive trains are designed to generate shock waves
which will lead to detonation of the main charge. For any given explosive,
there exists a set of shock pressures and durations which will lead to

1CoZlie, D., et at, "Large Scale Teste of Techniques to Reduce Explosion
Severity of Maee Detonable ftnitionse" this proceeding.
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shock initiation. There are several criteria in the literature which per-
mit calculation of these conditions, most notably the "crtical energy"
concept of Frank Walker 2 and the Jacobs-Roslund equations.

Detonation of a munition can generate shock waves which exceed the
initiation threshold in neighboring munitions in either of two ways:
(1) For munitions in contact with the detonating source munition, a suffi-
cently strong shock wave can be transmitted to the acceptor explosive
directly through the casings of the respective warheads. Elimination of
this mechanism can be accomplished by introducing spacing between the muni-
tions or by using an insensitive explosive. Since the initiation process
depends both upon peak pressure and duration, and the duration of the
shock wave is proportional to the size of the source munition, the larger
the munition, the less sensitive the explosive must be. (2) For munitions
not in contact with the detonating source munition, impact of casing frag-
ments and explosive products can cause shock initiation. The explosive
products, because of their low density (and resulting low shock impedance)
are less efficient than the casing fragments in delivering strong shocks
to the acceptor explosive, and will cause initiation only for small sepa-
rations between source and acceptor. For example, tests with 6 lb bate
cylindrical explosive donors demonstrated that the bare charges were unable
to detonate 105 mm Ml projectiles at separations as small as 4 cm.

The design of most munitions, such as artillery shell, is such that
casing fragment impacts are sufficiently violent to cause shock initiation.
We are currently developing the computational techniques to predict, for
new explosives, the conditions under which shock initiation will not cause
round to round communication.

B. Fragment Impact: Although high velocity fragments can generate
shock waves which will cause shock initiation, experiments have shown that
most munitions are vulnerable to impacts far less severe. Indeed, the
dominant mechanism of initiation of heavily confined charges such as artil-
lery shell and bombs involves casing failure, and the ignition threshold is
essentially coincident with the ballistic limit of the casing4 .

2 Walker, F. and Waeley, R., "Critical. Energy for Shook Initiation of
NwpZouiV~e8," ftZ#i084 1 4, (1969).
3Frey, R., et al "The ni.tiatwon of Exploeive Chargee by Projectile
Impact," Sixth Sympoaiwn (InternationaZ) on Detonation, San Diego
(1976).

4Hoze, P., "The Reeponse of M•nitione to Irpaot,," ARBRL-TR-02169
(AD B040230) (1979).
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Ignitions resulting from fr'gment impact do not necessarily cause
detonation of the impacted charge. Thus, in single fragment impact firings
against the A-3 loaded M393 HEP Warhead, which has a very thin wall, re-
actions quenched due to pressure relief after ignition. Typically, heavy
walled munitions, such as artillery shell, react violently. As long as
such reactions are less violent than detonations, round to round propa-
gation is unlikely to occur. A rule of thumb is that detonation of the
donor munition is required to insure propagation. An instance where this
rule breaks down is when thin skinned munitions are packed in arrays where
venting cannot occur and, hence, the neighboring munitions are crushed and
ruptured. The exposed explosive can then react within the fire ball, con-
tributing to the total blast output.

Recent results obtained at this laboratory indicate that multiple
simultaneous ignitions cause the reaction to build up to detonation.
Multiple ignitions can be expected to result from impacts resulting from
detonation of nearby munitions. To prevent propagation of detonation,
munitions must be protected from multiple impacts by fragments with suffi-
cient energy to perforate the warhead casing.

C. Multiple Source Effects: When more than one munition in a closely
packed array is allowed to participate in the explosion of the donor charge,
all the mechanisms of communication associated with single munitions are
present, but an additional, severe problem arises: the simultaneous, or
near-simultaneous, detonation of closely packed munitions creates a high
velocity focussed fragment beam in the symmetry plane between the munitions.
The fragment velocities of this beam are typically of the order of twice
those of fragments from a single munition. Since the beam is collimated,
these fragment beams present a very serious threat to other munitions,
even over large distances. The nature of the mass focussing can be seen
in the radiographs in Figure 1. The penetration capability of this focussed
beam is about a factor of three greater than that of fragments from the
individual munitions. The fragment beam resulting from simultaneous de-
tonation of two 155 mm shells (TNT loaded) was found to perforate a 10 cm
mild steel plate located 30 cm away from the nearest edge of the two muni-
tions.

III. TECHNIQUES TO CONTROL THE SZE OF AN EXPLOSION

The above considerations led to the conclusion that there are three
factors which can be exploited to control the size of an explosion of
mass-detonable munitions; shielding, spacing, and reconfiguration. The
first two factors affect the severity of the stimulus delivered to the
neighboring munitions by the fragments and explosive products from the
detonating source munition(s). The third factor utilizes the nonisotropy
of the munitions to insure that the target munitions are placed in position
to receive the weakest possible part of the donor munition threat, and to
insure that the target munitions are oriented so that they can offer greatest
resistance to the incoming threat.
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Some sort of shielding is necessary to protect munitions from lethal
source.fragments. When multiple munitions serve as the explosion source,
the shielding must be adequate to overcome the mass focussing. It is

* impractical to protect against the focussed fragment beams once they are
formed, so we investigated shielding techniques which would reduce the
hazards associated with primary fragments and would inhibit formation of
the mass focussed beams.

To be effective for multi-munition donors, a shield must eliminate
lethal primary fragments, eliminate the mass focussing as a threat, and
not serve as a lethal fragment itself. The latter consideration drives
attention towards frangible, low density materials and away from steel
(steel plates can store enough energy to be lethal sources of initiation,
especially by crushing).

Gypsum board was chosen as a shield material because it met the above
requirements, as well as being relatively inexpensive, and readily avail-
able commercially. It was also chosen on the belief that if sufficient
shock energy was absorbed, the water of hydration would be released as
steam and could be used as a working fluid. However, recent experiments
do not support this hypothesis, and this shielding approach relies solely
upon the areal density of material within the fragment paths. Experiments
with steel, aluminum, plaster, and water shields with thicknesses adjusted
to insure the same areal density, showed essentially no difference in shield
effectiveness in eliminating hazardous fragments 5 . Of course, the stronger
and denser materials, such as steel, should be avoided because of the ease
with which they deliver energy to the acceptor munitions, leading to higher
delivered pressures and greater tendencies for detonation.

The effectiveness of this shielding approach relies strongly upon
proximity of the shield to the donor munitions. Separation of the shield
from the donor projectiles by as much as a projectile caliber seriously
degrades shield performance. This degradation results, at least partially,
from the lack of structural integrity of shields - which lack is a delib-
erate and necessary design feature, as stated above. When the shields
are placed away from donor munitions, the loading environment essentially
consists of many individual fragment impacts. Since the shields have
little perforation resistance, it cannot efficiently decrease the velocity
of the fragments.

This shielding approach is very effective against primary fragments
and against the fragment beams. Indeed, using the gypsum-based wallboard,
a 5 cm (2 inch) thick shield is adequate to prevent propagation, by either
of these mechanisms, between units of TNT filled 155 mm phell. A 7.6 cm
(3 inch) shield is required for the more powerful composition-B filled
shell.

s 5Xbbone, GouZd, Ba?.aitic Researcoh Laboratoryj, private conmunication.



The shields are not at all effective in preventing propagation from
unit to unit by means of crushing, and adequate spacing must be maintained
between units. As can immediately be ascertained by appIT-cation of replica
scaling analysis, the spacing required is a function of the size of the
donor unit, with larger units requiring significantly larger separations.

It is extremely important that adequate spacing be maintained to
prevent detonation of the acceptor as a result of crushing. The crushing
mechanism operates more slowly than does the projectile impact initiation,
and times are long enough for the shielding on the acceptor pallets to
deform and move away from the munitions. To be effective, the shields
must be in contact with the munitions. Thus, when crushing causes deto-
nation of an acceptor unit, the shields are ineffectual, and all undeto-
nated nearest neighbors of the detonating acceptor unit are subjected to
lethal fragment impacts.

The shield concept discussed here has been applied successfully to
single and double pallet units. It is most efficiently used in conjunction
with reconfiguration as discussed above. Its primary advantageis that it
can reduce the inhabited building distance to that for the explosive con-
tained within a shielded unit - a single pallet, for example. No evidence
exists to indicate that the fragment hazards are appreciably affected by
the shielding, although there presumably is, at least, a slight improvement.
This approach has several disadvantages; the additional cost of the shielding,
the requirement for spacing between units, the need for additional blocking
and bracing.

A schematic drawing of an M107 155 mm shell is shown in Figure 2. In
common with most gun launched ammunition, this design has the thinnest
casing on the sidewall, with the nose and base providing much more material
for protection against incoming fragments. While the sidewall is most vul-

nerable to fragment attack, it also is the source of the largest number of
high velocity, lethal fragments. Thus, when such a munition detonates, the
fragments from the sidewall present the greatest threat. Orientation of
the pallets such that the munitions are oriented nose to nose and base to
base should greatly reduce the tendency for propagation from munition to
munition, since the nose-nose and base-base configurations provide at once
a less lethal threat and a less vulnerable target.

Tests were conducted with single and multiple pallet units to ascertain
what gains were possible. Examination of the data indicate that this ap-
proach is very effective in eliminating fragment impact as a propagation
mechanism. However, unless adequate spacing is placed between donor and
acceptor units, rapid crushing with consequent detonation still occurs.

The combination of nose-nose, base-base orientation and proper spacing
between units is very effective in limiting propagation of detonation. For
transport on rail, where side exposure of munition laden railcars to other
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munitions stores is an occurrence of extremely low probability. This
approach appears in itself adequate to prevent propagation within a rail-
car or from car to car.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An investigation of the processes by which mass detonations evolve
has exposed several important mechanisms which must be defeated if the
size of the explosion is to be controlled, It was found that three
factors - shielding, spacing, and orientation - can be exploited to
limit the size of an explosion. Shielding is necessary to reduce the
lethality of primary fragments. It is also necessary to prevent serious
mass focussing which results from simultaneous or near-simultaneous deto-
nation of multiple warheads. Spacing is required to provide sufficient
venting to prevent rapid structural failure of munitions near the explo-
sion source. Reorientation of munitions within an array permits advantage
to be taken of the structural nonisotropy of the munitions, to reduce the
severity of the threat and increase structural survivability on a parti-
cular axis of the stores.
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Fi-ure 1 -X-Radiograph of interaction between two detonating right
circular cylinders. Fragmentation in symmetry plane is
reminiscent of shaped charge development.

Ph~oto courtesy of
- G. Gibbons
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Figure 2 - Schematic drawing of M107 155 mm separate loading projectile.
Munition design makes round to round propagation probabilities
hightly directional.
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METRIC QUANTITY-DISTANCE TABLES BASED ON BLAST IMPULSE

G. F. Kinney
Naval Postgraduate School

Monterey, California

R. G. S. Sewell
K. J. Graham

Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, California

SUMMARY

American quantity-distance tables utilize a cube root relation and
so tacitly assume that the determining factor for blast damage is peak
overpressure. A superior damage criterion, however, is blast impulse
received within the response time for a target. It has been found that
distances from explosions out to a given impulse increase with the 0.55
power of the yield. But at high yields, blast durations are longer than
response times for ordinary structures, so that only a portion of the
impulse is damaging. Here damage effects follow the conventional 0.33
relation, with the 0.55 relation still pertaining to lower yields.

These quasi-theoretical considerations support the form of the NATO
quantity-distance equations, but indicate somewhat different numerical
coefficients. Metric tables based on these new coefficients are to be
prepared.

BACKGROUND

Distance offers sure protection against damage from explosions.
Standard safety distances for inhabited buildings as currently specified1

when converted into metric units are shown on logarithmic coordinates in
Figure 1. Our forthcoming metrication will require that the entire set
of these tables be converted Into metric units. But conversion is not a
simple point-to-point process, for the new tables should show rounded and
smoothed increments just as our present ones do. Before constructing such
tables, it becomes appropriate to review both the historical and theoreti-
cal backgrounds.

Quantity-distance relations for stores of explosives date back to
1909. Values originally suggested for non-barricaded stores 2 are also
shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that the original tables have been both

I Department of Defense. DoD Aninunition and Explosives Safety Stand-
ards. Department of Defense (Installations and Logistics), March 1976.
(DoD 5154.4S, publication UNCLASSIFIED.)

2 Ralph Assheton. Hiatory of Explosions. Wilmington, DE, Institute
of Makers of Explosives, 1930.
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extended and revised. These specified protection distances, as shown by
"lines in the figure, can be compared with actual distances out to which
damage from explosions has been observed. For this, the figure shows
points for maximum damage distance for 34 accidental explosions of stores
of military explosives as tabulated by Colonel Robinson. 3 Also shown is
Robinson's limit line, one that represents quite well actual distance
limits for explosions with lesser yields, but which greatly overstates
damage distances for very large explosions.

Ideally, damage distances for explosions should not exceed specified
protection distances, for this would be wasteful of resources. However,
damage effects are determined subjectively, and circumstance of the deter-
mination should be taken Into account. Thus, there may not have been a
structure located at an actual limiting damage distance, so that the ob-
served limiting damage distance understates the needed protection distance.
Alternatively, the observed damage might have involved only remotely lo-
cated flimsy structures that were ready to fall down anyhow, thus indicat-
ing a distance greater than actually needed for protection of well-built
structures. Furthermoie, wind shear and temperature gradients may cause
atmospheric focusing with highly localized effects. In spite of such
-'limitations, however, it appears that our current quantity-dist..nce tables
are in reasonable accord with limiting damage distances observed for acci-dental explosions, and so can be quite useful in practical situations.

Protection distances specified in various other quantity-distance
tables are shown in Figure 2, all for the special case of inhabited build-
ings. The curves there include one from the German Accident Prevention
Regulations 4 and one based on the NATO tables. 5 They also include a curve
for protection distance recommended by the Institute of Makers of Explo-
sives. 6 These latter assume, for smaller explosion yields, protection
against missile hazards afforded by revetments, either natural or artifi-
Lial, if close to a possible target structure. A survey covering various
quantity-distance tables is provided by Lyman. 7

The above curves indicate that all the specified protection distances
agree, at least approximately. They also indicate that each shows a slope
of about one-third on logarithmic coordinates. Thus, each represents a

3 C. S. Robinson. The Present Status of the American Table of Die-
tancee. Army-Navy Explosives Safety Board, Technical Paper No. 1, July
1945. Publication UNCLASSIFIED.

4 Rudolf Meyer. Exposivee. Weinheim, NY, Verlag Chemie, 1977.
5 Defense Technical Information Center. NATO Safety Prinoiplee for

the Storage of Ammunition and Explosivee. Distributed by Defense Tech-
nical Information Center, Alexandria, VA. AD 876078 (1969). Publication
UNCLASSI FI ED.

6 Institute of Makers of Explosives. The American Table of Dietancee.
New York, Inst. of Makers of Explosives, April 1977. (Safety Library
Publication Number 2, Publication UNCLASSIFJED.)

7 Ona R. Lyman. The History of the Quantity Distance Tablee for
Exploaive Safety. Aberdeen, MD. Ballistic Research Laboratory, June 1979.
(Aberdeen Proving Ground Report ARBRL-MR-02925, Publication UNCLASSIFIED.)
AD A07281I.
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cubs root relation between explosion yield and protection distance, or
approximately so. It has been shown from theoretical consideration based
on the physics of blast waves8 that the distance out to which an explosion
generates a given peak overpressure Increases with the cube root of the

-explosive energy release. Hence it is tacitly assumed that peak over-
pressure is the determining factor for damage capability of an explosion.
This assumption is widely accepted. However, it has recently been shown
from elementary mechanics 9 that it is the overpressure-time integral
(which also is the blast impulse per unit area) that actually is respon-
sible for target damage, provided that this blast impulse is received
within target response time. It was also shown that the distance out to
a specified blast impulse, for structures on the ground, increases withthe 0.55 power of explosion energy release in explosions on the ground.
It can be deduced that safety distances for inhabited buildings increase
with the 0.55 power of possible explosion yield, at least for structureswith appreciable response times.

For very large explosions, blast wave durations may well exceed
response times for typical structures. In this case, only that portion
of blast impinging on a target within its response time causes damage.
The pressure-time integral for damage then does not include the entire
overpressure-time curve, but only its initial portion. The impulse effec-
tive in this case becomes approximately proportional to the initial or
peak overpressure in the blast. Then, and as indicated above, the dis-
tance out to a given damage capability increases with the cube root of
explosion yield. Thus, distances specified for protection against damage
from large explosions should increase with the cube root of possible
explosion yield.

SUGGESTED APPROACH

The above theoretical considerations indicate that distance required
for protection against damage by an accidental explosion of a store of
explosives is directly proportional to the possible yield when raised to
some power, a power whose value is 0.55 for smaller stores of explosives
and 1/3 for larger ones. It still remains, however, to establish values
for the required constants of proportionality. For this, both Judgment
and compromise are required. Thus, too large a constant would specify
unnecessarily great distances that would be wasteful of both space and
resources. Alternatively, too small a constant would specify inadequate
distances for proper protection and so give an increased risk of damage.

To obtain optimum values for constants of proportionality in these
theoretically deduced quantity-distance relations, we rely on the accumu-
lated experience on which conventional quantity-distance tables are based,

8 Gilbert Ford Kinney. &.ploeive Shock& in Air. New York, MacMillan,
1962.

9 Robert G. S. Sewell and G. F. Kinney. "Response of Structures to
Blast; a New Criterion," Annals of the New York Academy of Science,
Vol. 152 (October 1968), pp. 532-547.
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plus factual observations on damage distances. Now for lesser yields the
exponent deduced here is 0.55, and this agrees rather well with the value
1/2 used in the NATO expression for lesser yields. It also agrees quite
well with the exponent 0.524 in an equation for the Robinson limit line
as shown in the above figures. In addition, the distances specified by
the NATO equation and the Robinson limit line also agree rather well for
lesser explosion yields. Therefore we can evaluate the required constant
from a value representative of both relations. This constant so becomes,
in metric units, 4.0 metres per kilogram TNT raised to the 0.55 power.

In the higher yield range, the exponent deduced for the quantity-
distance relation is 1/3. This is in agreement with many portions of the
various quantity-distance relations described above. Moreover these re-
lations all indicate about the same protection distance from specified
(larger) stores of explosives. The required constant of proportionality
is readily selected from a representative quantity-distance value and is
found to be about 20 metres per kilogram TNT raised to the 1/3 power.

Each of the two quantity-distance relations deduced above pertains to
only a limited range of explosion yields, but there is a transition between
these two ranges where the two relations show identical values. This is at
a yield of 1683 kilograms TNT (1.683 metric tonnes TNT) with a distance com-
puted by either relation of 237.9 metres. The complete (rounded) metric
quantity-distance relation for stores of explosives is so established. In
terms of radial distance R in metres and explosion yield in kilograms TNT,
this is

R = 4.0 W0 5 5  W < 1680 kg

R w 20 W/ 3  W > 1680 kg

UNITS: R, METRES W, KILOGRAMS

This deduced quantity-distance relation is shown graphically in Fig-
ure 3, and there compared with current DOD values' and NATO values. 5  All
three relations pertain directly only to inhabited buildings. Recommended
protection distances for other situations, however, can also be provided by
using factors that represent the reduced risk (or increased acceptable risk)
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for a particular situation.o10 11 Thus a recommended safety distance to
public traffic routes is 60% that for inhabited buildings, reflecting
intermittent and hence reduced exposure. Even lesser safety distances
pertain to situations such as the recommended separation between units of
a munitions manufacturing plant (the Intraline Distances) because here a
somewhat greater risk is considered acceptable. Analogous considerations
apply to ammunition depots, etc. Table 1 lists representative factors as
given in DoD safety standards. 1

TABLE 1. Separation Distance Factors for Stores of Explosives.

SITUATION RATIO TO INHABITEDS I BUILDING DISTANCE

INHABITED BUILDINGS, AIRCRAFT PARKING 1.00

AREAS, ETC

PUBLIC TRAFFIC ROUTES 0.60

BETWEEN OPERATING BUILDINGS (INTRALINE 0.36
DISTANCES)

WITH PROTECTIVE BARRICADES 0.18

MAGAZINE SEPARATIONS (SELECTED SITUATIONS)
STANDARD EARTH COVERED ARCH TYPE 0.026

MAGAZINES, SIDE BY SIDE
ABOVE GROUND MAGAZINES, NOT EARTH 0.22

COVERED

The transition "point" at 1680 kilograms TNT computed above represents
the situation where an increased yield produces blast with a duration longer
than response time of a typical target. This transition "point" between
lower and higher yields actually occurs over a range of values rather than
at a mathematical point, but it Is of interest to examine it. For this we
use the scaling laws for explosions$ and data for a reference explosion of
I kilogram TNT in the unconfined atmosphere. 12

10 Naval Weapons Center. Praotical Risk Analyase for Safety Manage-
ment, by G. F. Kinney and A. D. Wiruth. China Lake, CA, NWC, June 1976.
(NWC Technical Publication 5865, publication UNCLASSIFIED.)

11 K. J. Graham and Gilbert F. Kinney. "A Practical Analysis System
for Hazards Control," J. Safety Reeearoh, Vol. 12, No. I (Spring 1980),
pp. 13-20.

12 Naval Weapons Center. Engineering Elements of Ecplosions, by
G. F. Kinney. China Lake, CA, NWC, November 1968. (NWC Technical Pub-
lication 4654, publication UNCLASSIFIED.)
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From the scaling laws, the distance from a 1 kilogram TNT free air
explosion that corresponds to 238 metres from a 1680 kilogram TNT explosion
on the ground is found as (238)/(2,x 1680)1/3 a 15.8 m/k91/ 3 , where the
factor 2 accounts for the hemispherical nature of explosions on the ground.
At this scaled distance the peak overpressure in the blast wave is 60 milli-
bars. This might well cause "failure of glass windows, large and small,"
but would not be expected to cause structural failure of a well-constructed
building. 13 A similar characterization can be expected to apply at the
recommended protection distances for other quantities of stored explosives.

Duration of the blast wave at the transition "point" can be obtained
from the scaled duration that pertains to the reference explosion at a
scaled distance of 15.8 m/kgI/3. This is given as 3.8 ms/kg1 /3, so that
the actual duration is found to be 3.8 X (2 x 1680)P/s - 57 milliseconds.
This computed duration time corresponding to a transition "point" is to be
compared with response times for typical Structures.

For well-knit structures it has been deduced8 and verified by analogue
computer studies14 that their response time to a typical blast wave is
about 1/4 their natural period of vibration. It also has been ascertained
in connection with earthquake vulnerability studies's that the frequency of
natural vibration of ordinary one-story and two-story buildings is about
4'hertz. This corresponds to a period of vibration of 250 milliseconds,
so that 1/4 of this, or about 62 milliseconds, becomes the estimated
response time for ordinary structures. The agreement between the typical
response time of 62 milliseconds as computed from engineering measurements
on typical structures and the corresponding transition point of 57 milli-
seconds as computed from explosion theory, is perhaps fortuitous. Never-
theless, it supports the analysis methods of this report and lends confi-
dence in its suggested quantity-distance relations.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, it Is deduced here from theoretical considerations that
the protection distances in a quantity-distance relation should increase
with the 0.55 power of possible explosion yield for smaller stores of ex-
plosives, and with the 1/3 power for larger stores. The required constants
of proportionality are then evaluated from accumulated experience and from
actual damage distance data, providing the relations

" U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. The Effects of Nuclear Weapons,
ed. by Samuel Glasstone. Washington, D.C., U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
1962. Publication UNCLASSIFIED.

14 Naval Weapons Center. The Yaing Motion of a Finned Free-Flight
Missile Povduaed by a Side-VTust Rocket Motor, by R. J. Stirton. China
Lake, CA, NOTS, 1953. (NAVORD Report 2070, publication UNCLASSIFIED.)

15 University of California. Earthqak e and Blast Effects of Struo-
tuzes. Berkeley, CA, University of California, Engineering Research
Institute, 1952.
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R - 4.0 W for W < 1680 kg

R - 20 W1/ 3  for W > 1680 kg

for a protection distance R in metres and explosion yield of W kilograms
TNT. This relation applies directly to distances for inhabited buildings,
but can also be applied to other situations by introducing multiplying
factors such as those of Table 1. It is strongly recommended that this
relation be made the basis for our forthcoming metric tables.

1
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LARiE SCALE TESTS OF TECHNIQUES TO REDUCE
EXPLOSION SEVERITY OF MASS DETONABLE MUNITIONS

DAVID COLLIS

ABSTRACT

Tests were conducted with shielded units of 15nmm separate load-
ing projectiles to determine the effectiveness of shielding, spacing,
and reorientation in preventing propagation of detonation. Two tests

.were conducted, with milvans stuffed with shielded 16 round units of
projectiles. In each test, mass detonation of the stores was prevent-
ed. In the first test, several units other than the donor reacted
and contributed to the duration of the blast wave. The second test
was reconfigured to correct this problem and, of 448 projectiles in
the test, 415 were recovered. These tests clearly demonstrate the
potential of this approach in limiting the size of explosions on mass
detonable stores such as artillery projectiles.

INTRODUCTION

To address packing and shielding improvements with mass detonable
stores of 155mm, H.E. projectiles in milvans, the problems involving
propagation of detonation must first be recognized. Through a series
of tests, three major problem areas were observed: 1) large P;O
detonation distance for single projectiles and a large reactiol
distance for palletized projectiles, 2) "Jetting" interaction between
projectiles within the palletized munitions, and 3) increased donor
size with larger scaled tests.

With the addition of shielding materials and different packing
configurations within the milvans, all three problem areas were
minimized so as to prevent mass detonation of the 155mm projectiles.

SCOPE OF PRELIMINARY STUDIES

A. Reaction/Detonation Thresholds

The P response point for 155mm projectiles, given one round
detonates, Us needed in order to devise specific packing and
shielding improvement criteria. See Figure 1. The up-and-down
method for small samples, as outlined in the American Statistical
Association Journal, June, 1953, was applied to the P50 detonation
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distance for single projectiles. Fourteen tests were conducted
to establish a P - 55cm detonation distance for single project-
iles. Seven tesi were conducted to establish a reaction distance
for palletized projectiles in excess of 9.0 meters.

B. Interaction between Pal letized Munitions

A "Jetting" Interaction between palletized, 155mm projectiles
was observed in witness plates from preliminary tests. The angle
for which any single "Jet" emerges from the pallet during detona-
tion is variable, dependent ent rely on which projectile(s) ini-
tially detonates. In the instance where all eight projectiles are
detonated simultaneously, the emerging "jet" would be normal to
the axis between any two projectiles for a total of eight "Jets"
per pallet.

C. Scaled Up Tests

With small scale tests, i.e., one projectile on one project-
Ile, or 2 on 1, fragment-initiated detonations in the acceptor
projectile array appear to be greater than detonations attributed
to overpressure. As the preliminary studies expanded in size to
Include single and multiple pallet tests, fragment-initiated de-
tonations were secondary to detonations attributed to overpressure
due to increased donor size. Fragment-initiated detonations were
prevented simply with the addition of shielding materials betweeh
individual rounds or pallets. Prevention of detonations from over-
pressure required both the addition of shielding materials and
precise packing configurntions.

PACKING/SHIELDING TESTS

A. Preliminary Tests

To establish an optimum packing and shielding configuration,
several small scale tests were conducted at the New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology, TERA. From these tests it was
concluded that: 1) there was no need to change the current
standard pallet form for packaging 155mm projectiles, 2) the
pallets would be arranged in groups or nests, and 3) each nest
would be positioned to be base-to-base and nose-to-nose with
neighboring nests along the length of the milvan wherever geometry
permitted.

Based on these conclusions, several larger scaled tests were
conducted to establish the optimum shielding and packing configura-
tion.

(
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1. Eight Pallet Nesting

A test setuIp for the eight-pallet-nest array is shown in
Figure 2. This configuration would accommodate 5 nestings with no
shielding for a total of 40 pallets per milvan. Each nesting
would be placed in the center-of-width to form five rows along the
length of the milvan.

The donor size would be one nest with an H.E. weight equal to
446.8 kg (985-1b), yielding an estimated overpressure of -7000 psi
nose-to-nose, and >10,000 psi base-to-base. The results of these
tests showed ~75% survival on the base-to-base acceptor nest and
no survival on the nose-to-nose acceptor nest. (A survival is
defined as no projectile reaction.)

2. Four Pallet Nesting

A test setup for the four-pallet-nest array is shown in
Figure 3. This configuration would accommodate 10 nestings with
shielding, for a total of 40 pallets per milvan. The shielding
material used was a masonite-gypsum wall board-masonite sandwich,
positioned on the projectile sides. The nestings would be placed
In the milvan to form two rows along the width and five rows along
the length. The donor size would be one nest with an H.E. weight
equjal to 223.6 kg (493-1b), yielding an estimated overpressure of
-5400 psi side-to-side, -5100 nose-to-nose, and >10,000 psi base-
to-base. Test results indicated that there was no nose-to-nose
survival and no side-to-side survival. Further testing with the
base-to-base parameter was determined unnecessary. Earlier test
results showed high survivability with minimum standoff distances
between bases of adjoining pallets.

3. Two Pallet Nesting

A test setup for the two-pallet-nest array is shown in Figure
4. This configuration is similar to the four-pallet-nest array
with the exception of a smaller donor size and a slightly thicker
shield. The donor size was reduced from the four pallet nest by
separating two pallets with a support spacer frame and shielding
material, thus giving a donor size of 111.8 kg (246-1b), yielding
an estimated overpressure of -4000 psi side-to-side, -3800 psi
nose-to-nose, and >10,000 psi base-to-base. Indications from test
results were that these estimated values may be low due/to second-
ary H.E. reactions in the acceptor arrays. It was evident that
acceptor reactions did occur in the stack containing the donor
nest, and in the stack which was directly side-to-side with the
donor. Portions of several projectiles were recovered which indi-
cated overpressure conditions may have caused these reactions.
See Figure 5.
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B. Method I Configuration

The preliminary test results indicated that the two pallet
nest assembly would be adequate to prevent detonation propagation
within milvan munition stores. Figure 6 shows the final two-
pallet-nest load-unit assembly. On the sides, top, and bottom is
placed the shielding material: 0.64 cm (0.25-inch) thick masonite,
7.62 (3.0-inch) thick gypsum wall board, and 0.64 (0.25-inch)
thick masonite. The weight of the shielding material is 190 kg
(420-1b), for a total unit weight equal to 915 kg (2000-1b).

Figure 7 shows a milvan packing arrangement utilizing the two
pallet nest (Method I).

C. Full Scale Test - Method I

The final test for this packing and shielding arrangement was
conducted at the White Sands Missile Range. Two milvan containers
were placed side-by-side and partially filled with munitions. One
milvan contained 16 nests (20 nests would be required to fill the
milvan). The other milvan contained 10 nests. See Figure 8 for
details of the milvan loading. One projectile was detonated from
a bottom, inside unit within the 16-nest-array milvan, along the
outside wall farthest from the 10-nest-array milvan. Figure 9
shows the test-site setup prior to detonation of the donor stack.

Post-firing observations of the test site indicated that
several units other than the donor reacted. High speed film read-
out of the event supported some acceptor reaction after the initial
donor detonation, thus contributing to the duration of the blast
wave. Indications were that a mass detonation was prevented.
Thirteen intact projectiles were recovered sustaining minimal
damage. Portions of numerous projectile bases and many slab-like
fragments were also recovered near the immediate test site. Figure
10 shows the post-firing test site. Figure 11 is a view of
portions of the debris recovered from the test.

D. Method II Configura'tion

Although Method I did prevent mass detonation of the muni-
tions, it did not prevent the duration of the blast wave. Addi-
tional tests were therefore conducted to improve the packing
arrangement in order to reduce secondary acceptor reactions.

1. Staggered Nest Test Array

Several tests were conducted which implied reducing the number
of pallets from 40 per milvan to 32, and staggering the rows along
the length in a manner such that no nest is directly side-to-side
with any other nest within the milvan. From the earlier tests it
was concluded that the milvan wall, with an appropriate liner
material, could prevent any reaction from occurring in adjoining
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milvans. The basic setup is shown in Figure 12. The results
showed that the nests in the staggered row adjacent to the donor
could survive, sustaining minimal damage. Figure 13 and 14 show
typical projectile damage for this configuration. The acceptor
stack directly across from the donor had reactions in the lower
nest with no evidence of reaction in the upper nest.

2. Milvan Propagation Tests

Several small scale tests were conducted to determine the
optimum liner material for milvan walls which would prevent reac-
tion propagation to adjoining milvans. Polyethylene plastic,
1.27cm (0.5-inch) thick, was chosen as a liner. Figure 15 shows
typical side-to-side damage received by aprojectile in an adjoin-
ing milvan utilizing the plastic liner.

3. Final Configuration

The preliminary tests indicated that the staggered row packing
arrangement would minimize reaction/detonation propagation within a
milvan and to adjoining milvans. Figure 16 shows a milvan packing
arrangement utilizing the two pallet nest in the staggered row con-
figuration (Method II).

E. Full Scale Test - Method II

The final test for this packing and shielding arrangement was
conducted at the White Sands Missile Range. Two milvan containers
were placed side-by-slde. One container was loaded to capacity
(32 pallets); the other was partially loaded (24 pallets). See
Figure 17 for details of the milvan loading. One projectile was
detonated from the second stack from the end, on the bottom, and on
the outside furthest from the partially loaded milvan. Figure 18
shows the test-site setup prior to detonation of the donor stack.

Post-firing observations of the test site ind1cated that only
the donir nest detonated, the acceptor nest above the donor
reacted, and no other reactions were evident. Of 448 projectiles
in the test, 415 were recovered, most sustaining minimal damage.

4ne nest assembly was partially intact, with several pallet assem-
blies still intact. Approximately 90% of the debris from the test
was recovered inside a 60 meter (200-ft) radius circle. See Figure
19 for a view of the post-firing test-site.
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The Roscvie Train Explosion Incident

by

Jack M. Pakulak, Jr.
Naval Weapons Center

China Lake, California 93S55

Abstract. On 28 April 1973, a bomb-laden train parked in a railroad yard in Roseville,
California, underwent a series of explosions. Events leading to and during these
explosions will be given in a technical manner.

INTRODUCTION

Early on the morning of 28 April 1973, the Roseville yard of Southern Pacific
was shaken by a loud explosion. That was followed by massive explosions In a
munition-laden train. This report discusses the events and facts that led to this train
explosion. The actual cause of the accident may never be known with assurance.
However, the preponderance of evidence indicates that the most probable cause was a
fire in the floor of a DODX boxcar which was ignited by a misapplied and overheated
high friction composition brake shoe as the boxcar descended the summit from Donner
Pass prior to entering the Southern Pacific classification yards at Roseville, California.
The plausibility of other events causing the explosions at the Roseville yard are
considered and covered in this report. The various theories of causation were the bad
bomb theory, the bad boxcar theory, the yard fire scenario, the tank car fire scenario,
the fire in a red boxcar scenario, and sabotage. A brief background to the series of
events prior to the explosions will be given, followed by a limited discussion on the
various theories and scenarios.

EVENTS LEADING TO THE EXPLOSION

Ilia bombs that were involved in these explosions were loaded at the Naval
Ammunition Depot, Hawthorne, Nevada, during March and April of 1973. These
bombs were the Mk 81 with a tritonal load. The bombs were loaded into 21 DODX
28000 series boxcars for movement via Southern Pacific Transportation Company's
(SP) rail lines to the Naval Weapons Station at Concord, California. On 26 April 1973,
the 21 DODX boxcars were taken to Thorne, Nevada, where they were picked up by
a train headed for Sparks, Nevada. That train departed Thorne at 1630 hours and
arrived in Sparks at 2215 hours the same date. At Sparks, the 21 DODX boxcars were
picked up by a SP train which had come from Ogden, Utah. These events and those
which follow are given in Figure 1. Just prior to departure, the SP train encountered
coupling or air difficulties. The problem was apparently solved and the train departed
Sparks at 2345 hours (27 April 1973). This SP train was known as the 2-WCM-YD-27,
referred to hereafter as the "Roseville train" or "the E9117W". After the Roseville
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train left Sparks, It began to ascend the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada mountain
range. The speed until it reached the summit was about 20-25 mph. After the train
reached the summit and began its downhill grade descent, the train encountered
coupling or air problems once again. This problem occurred between two of the
DODX boxcars and the train came to an emergency stop at Cisco. The speed prior to
this emergency stop was estimated at 38 mph. The train was delayed for about two
hours because of two or more emergency stops (Figure 2).

Figure 2 is a plot of milepost venus time (hr:min) with corresponding events
marked on the plotted line. For example, the summit Is milepost 192 and the train
was at this point at 0132 hours on 28 April 1973. One emergency stop was at
milepost 180 with a corresponding delay until about 0350 hours. Before the Roseville
train left the Cisco and Shed 10 area, a mail train passed It. At this time, the
Roseville. train had 110 railcars, a caboose, and three lead and four helper locomotives.
Also, at least one helper locomotive was inoperative with regard to dynamic braking.
As the train left the area of milepost 179, dynamic braking was used to control the
train speed. At milepost 176, a light application of the brakes was made and released
at milepost 174, but this did not increase the braking to a minimum of a 10-pound
reduction of air. The engineer on the Roseville train failed to follow prescribed
Southern Pacific procedures for releasing light applications of the air brakes which
increased the possibility of a stuck brake valve on a DODX boxcar. The effect of such
a stuck brake could have produced the brake malfunction phenomena reported by
witnesses at milepost 158.2 and about milepost 156. A second light application of air
brakes occurred at milepost 172 and increased brake application at milepost 158 in
response to a yellow light. The yellow light was a warning to the Roseville train that
it was getting too close to the mail train. The Roseville train came to a complete stop
at milepost 155.7 according to the engineer, but the rest of the train crew did not
remember this stop. A witness at milepost 158.2 had a tape recorder on which he was
recording the sound of the trains. He reported seeing a red wheel and a burning brake
shoe. The speed of the trains was determined from this tape recording; the speed of
the Roseville train was calculated at 35 mph. This speed exceeded the limit by at least
5 mph, or 10 mph by an earlier accepted speed limit.

The next set of three witnesses saw the Roseville train at milepost 156. They
reported seeing smoke coming from this train and a red light as the train went by
them. The train was over a mile long and came to a complete stop at milepost 155.7
(according to the engineer) which is 0.3 of a mile further down the track. Therefore
these witnesses should not have seen the red light before the train had stopped and
started up again. The next sign of heavy black smoke was at milepost 125. The
estimated time was 0545 and the witness described the train speed as very slow. The
average train speed through this area was 45 mph as calculated from the hot box
detector at Colfax and at Rocklin. One witness at milepost 113 saw some light smoke I
coming from this train, but identified the railcar as one different from the silver
painted DODX boxcars. No more smoke was noted until after the Roseville train was
parked in the Antelope portion of the Roseville yard.
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The Roseville train arrived at the Roseville yard at 0605 (East end) and waited
20 minutes before being allowed to enter the yard. It moved slowly through the yards
to the westward or Antelope yard and the train pulled through track A-7 at 0643.
The train we too long for track A-7 and so it we broken between the third and
fourth DODX boxcars. The three DODX boxcars and the other 16 railcars were shoved
Into track A-3. The Roseville train was parked at 0705 hours. The approximate
location of the various cars on tracks A-7, A-6, A-S, A-4, and A-3 is shown In Figure
3. The westward end of the DODX boxcar on track A-7 was too far west and for this
reason was fouling the lead track. This fact was brought to light by the Southern
Paciflc's attorney during the deposition of their witnesses. They stated that the lead
was not fouled prior to the first major explosion in the Antelope yard and that this
explosion pushed the DODX boxcars ahead by some SO feet. Had this been true, there
would have had to have been one less DODX boxcar on track A-7 since each DODX
boxcar is a little bit over 50 feet. Once this was established, Southern Pacific did not
pursue this idea any further.

Figure 4 is a general layout of the west end of the Antelope yard and the
location of some of the witnesses. Information on what occurred in the yard before
the first major explosion was taken from early statements, depositions, and personal
interviews. The first reported smoke seen in the yard was by an SP worker at position
Y-15 at 0720. At about 0730-0740, a local resident at position Y-16 saw smoke and a
boxcar burning. He watched the boxcar burn until an explosion occurred. The
witnesses at Y-13 were both Inside and outside their houses when they became aware
of a fire in the Antelope yard. One witness heard from her bedroom two men
standing next to a locomotive say there is a fire in the yard. She and her son saw this
locomotive and train leave the area. At this time they also saw scooters going toward
the shandy at the west end of the yard. After this they went outside and watched the
burning boxcar for about 10 minutes. The apparent time the train left the yard was
0745. According to one witness, the boxcar burning was not the car that exploded.
They seem to recall two explosions. The next set of witnesses were at R-12. They
heard what they thought to be a very loud humping sound coming from the yard.
One witness noted the time to be 0750. These witnesses went outside their house and
observed a "burning tank car" on top of an overturned boxcar. They watched this
burning tank car for several minutes and then a big explosion took place. They were
blown back into their house which resulted in some injuries to the family. The wife
took the children to the hospital while the father went to the Trakadero Bar. While at
the Bar he met an engineer who said he was on the "bomb train". His switchman was
with him. The witness heard the engineer say to his switchman something to the
effect, "They parked my train with a DODX car hot box next to a leaker." Since this
witness saw a burning tank car on the side of an overturned boxcar, he felt this may
have been the "leaker" in this part of their conversation. The SP engineer confirmed
that he was at the Bar, but did not remember the "leaker" as part of the
conversation.

A fire call reportedly heard at 0730 by an SP worker, as described during an
interview taken at the change of work shift, was later denied during his deposition.
Another witness at about 0745 saw the crossing closed at the west end of the
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Antelope yard; and while heading north on the North Antelope road, he also saw the
roof raised on a boxcar by a minor explosion (Y.4). The next witnesses were at Y-I.
They saw the burning boxcar, and one said it was a red-colored car. As they
proceeded up the North Antelope road, a big explosion took place. Another witness
was In a VW bug located at the spot where the North Antelope road is closest to the
railroad yard when this explosion took place. This witness could not be found for an
Interview. The car was left at the spot and was later completely destroyed by the train
explosions. The next witnesses were behind this VW car when the explosion occurred
(Y-2). One of these witnesses saw the burning boxcar and watched this boxcar burn.
He also described It as being red. He watched the boxcar explode dght in front of
him while he was sitting in his pickup-camper. The camper suffered major damages.
Y-I and Y-2 heard the time on the radio as 0751 as they we:n approaching the
Antelope yard. The firemen at R-2 and R-3 heard an explosion and R-3 reported the
fire at 0759. Also, at about 0750, witnesses at Y-13 saw a boxcar on fim and
observed the boxcar explosions. An SP carman (Y-3), at the time of the first
humping-like noise, said he was at the east end of the cars on track A-3 and was
ready to perform an air check on the cars on the runaround track. He saw a boxcar
burning with its roof raised up. He was told to leave the area because of the danger
from the munitions In these boxcars. As he was leaving, the boxcar exploded,
knocking him down to the ground. He observed fire all around him, boxcars blown
over, and boxes falling out. As he tried to leave again, he made it to a switch box
before the next explosion hit. This was the major explosion at 0803.39. Other SP
witnesses reportedly heard two explosions close together while other witnesses said
they did not hear two explosions. One witness standing outside her house took a
picture of the yard at 0800 fl5 seconds showing heavy smoke in the yard prior to
the major explosion.

In summary, some witnesses saw a burning tank car; others a burning red
boxcar; also some early smoke in the yard; and possibly a hot journal box. The fire
(initial) seemed to be situated at different places depending on the location of the
various witnesses.

THE EVENTS AFTER THE MAJOR EXPLOSION

The first major explosion was placed at 0803.39 because that explosion was
recorded at the Seismographic Station (Oroville and Jamestown), with a reading of 1.5.
The next major explosions were at 0839.07 (1.5), 0843.54 (1.6), 0944.07 (2.0), and
1006.54 (1.6). Other big or even major explosions did occur, but were not recorded at
the Seismographic Stations. Many events took place during this time, but not all of
them can be cited in this report. Information obtained from early photos of the area,
taken during the 10-20 minutes after the first major explosion, would indicate that
several DODX boxcars and other railcars were involved in a yard-type fire and/or
explosions. This will be shown under the different theories of causation.
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THE THEORIES OF CAUSATION

The first major explosion occurring at 0803.39 in the Antelope railroad yard
was almost certainly caused by a DODX boxcar on track A-7. What caused that
boxcar or boxcars to explode Is the quastionl A number of. theories and scenarios
were advanced by both Southern Pacific and the United States attorneys. These
included the bad bomb theory, the bad boxcar theory, the yard fire scenario, the tank
car fire scenario, the fire in a red boxcar scenario, and sabotage. None of these
theories or scenarios have positively established the cause of the initial explosions or
the first mejor explosion. Of these, the bad bomb theory was the first considered by
both parties; and the others as the case developed.

The bad bomb theory was of major importance to both parties; Southern
Pacific because of the damages that occurred in the yard and to the United States and
other groups because having a '%ad bomb" in stock which might explode
spontaneously would be unacceptable. The explosive used in these bombs was studied
extensively and found to be of good quality. From information available, the issue of
a "bad bomb" causing the explosion In the Antelope yard was completely removed by
the Judge in this case.

The bad boxcar (DODX) theory became the main issue in this case. The basic
points were: narrow spark shields, wrong. brake shoes, and Inadequate maintenance and
upgrading of the 28000 series boxcars. Obtaining information on these points required
a detailed study and understanding of the operation and braking of a DODX boxcar.
The operation and maintenance of the DODX boxcars was a key issue in the case and
caused much concern on the part of the Army and the Navy.

Studies at the time centered on how ignition of a DODX boxcar could take
place. Experimental data from SP, WABCO, and NWC were used to determine various
fire-causing conditions associated with stuck brake shoes, oil and grease underneath a
boxcar, excess oil in journal boxes, narrow spark shields, and wooden boxcar floors.
Also studied was how fire would spread along the floor and walls once it got Inside
the boxcar and how bombs would react to this fire in regard to the level of heat,
type of pallets, cook-off times, and type of reaction. In summary, a cast iron brake
shoe in a stuck condition could start flaming in about 3-10 minutes depending on the
brake horsepower being applied. Once this type of brake shoe was flaming under these
experimental conditions, the heat output would be in the order of 5-10 Btu/ft2-sec
and would cause sustained ignition of a wooden floor under a boxcar in about 1-2
minutes. If flaming sparks were to continue to impact the floor, bum-through could
occur in about 10-20 minutes after sustained ignition. Once the fire is inside the
boxcar, conditions within that boxcar will determine the time to cook-off of the
bombs present.

Another source of fire is from high friction composition Orake shoes. The heat
level from this type of brake shoe is much lower than that from a cast iron brake
shoe; in the order of 1.5-2.5 Btu/ft2.sec for a stuck condition. Within the life of the
brake shoe, this heat level is too low to cause direct sustained ignition of a wooden
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floor; but flames from this shoe can easily ignite any oil and greae located underneath
the boxcar. This type of fire is difficult to sustain and conditions under a boxcar must
almost remain static in order for the fire to get a good start on the bottom of the
wooden floor. Under these conditions, the estimated time to burn-through is about 1
hour ±l/2 hour after ignition of the floor. Again, the fire gets inside the boxcar.

A further source of fire Is from the friction-type journal box. It is possible for
a flaming brake shoe, either cast Iron or composition, to Ignite the oil in a journal
box via the oil coming out the back or through the front cover cap (if open). Once
this oil is ignited, it can burn for many hours at a very low flame. Under these
conditions, very little heat is transferred to the bottom of the journal box until all of
the oil Is burned away. The box then starts to heat up very quickly because of lack
of oil to the bearings. Therefore, until the oil is almost burned away, a hot box
detector may not detect a journal box with just the oil on fire. When oil is burning in
a journal box under static conditions, the burning oil will flow out of the journal box
onto the ground and Ignite any oil or other fuel located there. The fire from a journal
box (if open) is in a direct line above where the floor meets the wall of a boxcar.
The air gap between the floor and wall form a chimney effect and draw the fire up
Inside the boxcar and in between the walls. The fire in this case can be inside the
boxcar within as little as 3-4 minutes and to the top of the inside wall in less than 20
minutes.

These conditions were studied in regard to a DODX boxcar to show how a fire
could get inside a boxcar from a stuck brake shoe or a burning journal box.

Once burn-through of the floor had occurred, the time to cook-off of the
bombs was determined experimentally. The time to cook-off was somewhat dependent
on where the fire burned through the floor. If the burn-through occurred in the floor
away from the walls, the time to cook-off of Mk 81 bombs in a steel pallet would
occur in about 1 hour. If the fire came up the sidewalls, the time to cook-off could
be as short as 20 minutes. Under normal conditions of the tests with a low fire out of
a journal box, flames would not reach the floor or wall of a boxcar. In order for a
fire to reach the floor-wall area of a boxcar, the fire would have to come from the
track. The experimental data presented for a DODX boxcar could account for many of
the observed sightings of smoke coming from the Roseville train as it came down from
the summit to the Roseville yards. Figure 2 shows some of the calculations used in
this study on a boxcar fire.

The yard fire scenario is based on available statements, interviews, depositions,
and on-site inspection of the Antelope yard. For a yard fire to start, certain conditions
must be favorable; namely, fuel and some sort of an ignition source must be available.
One fuel source would be the oil between the rails in the yard. An on-site inspection
of the Antelope yard shortly after the accident and in an area that was not yet
rebuilt, showed oil a couple of inches deep in various places. Another source of fuel is
wood chips found in the yard. When open wood chip hopper carr ar, humped,
stopped, or moved, chips are shaken out of the hopper cars onto the ground and in
between the rails of a track. The combination of oil and chips is easier to ignite than
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would be either oil or chips alone, When burning, the chips would give off white
smoke while oil would give off black smoke. Black smoke can visually appear almost
white depending on the location of an observer with respect to the smoke and the
"sun, On track A-9, several open hopper cars with wood chips were located across from
the DODX boxcars on track A-7. Track A48 was open (see Figure 3).

Possible ignition sources would be the yardbirds (scooters), journal box fires,
stuck brake shoes, and railroad flares. From 1967-1974 the Roseville yard received an
average of 97 fire call reports per year during the 8-year span. If the Roseville train
did indeed come into the Antelope yard with a hot journal box, both a fuel and an
ignition source were readily available for causing a yard fire. The time period during
which the DODX boxcars were first parked on track A-7 at 0643, and 0755 when the
first apparent explosion occurred, is over an hour. This is about the time frame found
experimentally at NWC for an explosion to occur with this type munition. The
Antelope yard explosion occurred in about 72 minutes; whereas the one live DODX
simulated yard fire test, using an ol-soaked track under the boxcar, took 77 minutes.
It was further noted that the smoke level can be very low when visually observed if
the wood chip level is higher than the level of oil present in the yard. The smoke
almost disappears after a few minutes unless the fire gets down to the level of the oil.
The height of the flames Is about 1-3 feet which is almost invisible during daylight
hours.

The tank car fire scenario is based on the same information as that used for
the yard fire scenario, but with the additional information of the sighting by several
witnesses of a tank car on top of an overturned burning boxcar prior to a major
explosion occurring in the yard (0750). One witness at position R-4 shown in Figure 4
stated that he saw "gray smoke". He reported seeing one tank car on its side and a
portion of a boxcar by the main line at a time which was just minutes after the major
explosion. Another witness at position Y-13 shown in Figure 4 remembered, during his
deposition, that he saw a gray tank car before the major explosion took place
(estimated time was 0745). No physical evidence of a tank car was found in the yard.
However, photos taken by the National Guard show a railcar frame that strongly
resembles a frame used in tank cars. The frame in the photo has only the center
strong stringer with no side arm braces or rails. A second photo shows a crane
removing this frame from the area near where the witnesses at R-4 described seeing an
overturned tank car. From the description of the fire by the witnesses, the fuel in the
tank car was a flammable liquid, but not likely propane or butane. The time to
cook-off of bombs in a boxcar would be about the same for the yard fire calculation
except that with the addition of a tank car to spread more fuel around, more boxcars
would be involved in this type of a yard fire at one time. This may account for two
large explosions within such a short time frame. If according to witness Y-3 the first
explosion had cargo falling down onto the ground and other boxcars being blown over,
it is not very likely that this boxcar with its scattered cargo could explode again a
minute or two later with the magnitude recorded at 0803.39.

Sabotage is always the first thought in an explosion of this type. EOD teams
were used to clean up the Antelope yard and the surrounding areas. A member of that
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EOD team found a small golf ball.aized piece of what he thought to be C-4 plastic
explosive. The material was analyzed by. the FBI laboratory and was found to indeed
be C-4 explosive. Also found in the debris in the Antelope yard were some mortar
fins. Each of these fins had a lot number engraved upon its shank. From these
numbers it was determined that these fins were manufactured during 1971 at a
manufacturing facility in Portland, Oregon. They were shipped to either the Volunteer
Army Ammunition Plant in Milan, Tennessee, or to the Longhorn Army Ammunition
Plant in Texas. At Milan the mortars were loaded with high explosives, and at
Longhorn they were loaded with incendiary or illumination loads. Some of the mortar
fins from the same lot as those in the Antelope yard were, after being assembled on
HE mortars, sent to NAD, Hawthorne for siorage prior to 28 April 1973. No tool
marks of any kind were found upon these fins, leaving them a mystery. The reason
for the presence of these items found at the scene of an unexplained explosion and
their relationship to it was not explained, but any theories were discarded in favor of
a causative boxcar fire at that time.

The fire in a red boxcar scenario is based on eye-witness reports of seeing a
red boxcar on fire prior to an explosion at areas Y-1 and Y-2. Their view to the side
of this boxcar could not have been blocked, otherwise they could not have seen the
color. In an early statement by an SP car foreman (Y-18), he reported he had heard
over the radio that there was a fire in the yard. He drove his pickup truck to a point
where he was south of the boxcar on fire. He stopped and went over to see where the
fire was located in the yard. He observed a boxcar on fire with flames about a foot
high above the top of the boxcar. Also he said that the boxcar looked like it was just
another Southern Pacific car, same color as the normal Southern Pacific cars. It was
assumed that normal SP cars are a dull red color. Another observer at position R-2,
who was a Lieutenant in the Citrus Heights Fire Department, stated that at about 75
meters from his trailer was a boxcar on fire with flames.4-5 feet above the top of the
boxcar. He believed the car was reddish-brown in color, but was not positive. Even
under the traumatic conditions of this accident, several witnesses later reported seeing
a red boxcar on fire prior to the big explosion or the major explosion at 0803.39.

THE COURT CASE AND SETTLEMENT

The court case that evolved out of the causes of the Roseville explosions of 28
April 1973 went through a preliminary injunction (April-May 1974) and into an acutal
trial on 7 November 1977. The United States' defense of the litigation was to some
extent hindered by changes in Department of Justice personnel assigned to the case.
This lack of continuity, along with other issues, caused the Southern Pacific and the
other plaintiffs and defendants to focus on the United States as a target defendant. At
stake, initially, were claimed damages amounting to about $150,000,000. The court
case centered primarily on the condition of the DODX boxcars and covered such issues
as the narrow spark shields, brake shoes used, maintenance, reares, air brake tests, etc..
The bomb issue was defeated by the U.S. in court. At further issue was the location
of the first DODX boxcar to explode, and the hidden fire inside a boxcar.
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During the actual trial between SP and the U.S., the United States mounted ,an
extremely strong defense which prompted fair settlement offers from the other parties.
From the attorney's report of the court case, 124 plaintiffs' cases involving 805
claimants were settled for a total of $18.8 million on 28 April 1978. Of that amount,
Southern Pacific paid $9,780,000, the United States paid $5,475,000, and 12 other
railcar and component manufacturing defendants paid $3,479,000. The trial continued
until the summer of 1979 when settlement negotiations, over which the trial judge,
presided, resulted in a settlement of Southern Pacific's $40 million claim. Under that,
settlement agreement, the United States paid SP $3.75 million and gave up its
counterclaim for $1.3 million for the loss of its bombs. Of the $32,446,000 lost as a
result of the Roseville explosions, SP paid $18,442,000, the United States
$10,525,000, and the 12 other defendants $3,479,000,

LESSONS LEARNED

The report by the attorney on this case listed several lessons learned regarding
operational safety and litigation defense strategy. These are taken from his report and
given verbatum. "Satisfying federal safety regulations does not equate non'iegsigence.
To avoid or minimize tort liability, particularly when dealing with hazardolt niaterials,
MTMTS and all DOD shippers must adopt a policy of staying at the fo ,:nt of the
industry's actual safety standards. Unless changed, the current DOD policy of imposing
no higher safety standards for DOD shipments than the minimum industry and
regulatory standards will continue to subject the United States to tort liability. A
forward looking program which seeks to identify emerging operational hazards and
eliminate them prior to a catastrophe is required. Increased Command attention to
safety in operations is necessary to insure that program managers make scund decisions
regarding safety improvements.

"In litigation involving catastrophic accidents, a special litigation team with
good prospects for continuity is required to mount an aggressive and effective defense
effort. Reliance on standard litigation procedures will not be sufficient to encourage
fair and early settlement or achieve a prompt and just adjudication. Unless such
litigation can be resolved quickly, litigation costs will be unacceptably high."

CONCLUSION

Although the Roseville train explosion in the Antelope yard occurred on 28
April 1973, litigation did not end until 28 January 1980 when an out of court
settlement was reached. The purpose of this report was to list and describe possible
causes for the explosions in that yard, rather than to present the legal portion of the
case. The legal portion of the case has been documented by the U.S. Attorney in his
report entitled "The Roseville Train Explosion. Final Litigation Report."

The actual cause of the explosions in the Antelope yard is not known with
complete certainty. A number of theories and scenarios overlapped each other.
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Although there was no factual testimony or physical evidence to support a yard fire
scenario, the records. of yAid fifes opcurring in the tuel and wood chips found in the
Roseville yards, along, with the various ijLtiora sources available, did support this

scerario as a p.osslbiitj,. Further datr. from experimental tests at NWC and WABCO
(with SP) indict.i, ._hat a bcxcar on fire would have had 4he bombs reacthin$ before
reaching the Roseville yards. Other munition boxca, fires usually have munition
reaction times of 1.5-2 hours after conditions such as a stuck, brake have occurred,
whereas the Roseville train tookc almost 4 hours to react. With these data, the
possibility of a yard fire cannot be entirely Oismissed.'

The yard fire, the tank car, and the red boxcar scenarios are based primarily
on witness observations of the situation in the Antelope yard that morning. Only a
brief witness list is given in this report. Some witnesses saw a tank car, others saw a
tank burning, and one saw a blown tank" car. These witnesses wert at four, different
kocations. Also what one Witness or group of witnesses may observe at a given location

may not be visible to another witness or group at another locatiorn'. For eeample, one
witness or group would see, a 2e4 boxcar buhning, another, a tank bu:'ing; another,
the caf burning was not the one that exploded; still another, a silver gray car was
burning; and to yet another, boxcars blown over and fire spread all around. A note at
this point: Explosives are used to blow out fires and usually, do not spread a fire;
circumstances thereby suggesting a liquid-type fuel explosion. Testimony from the
witnesses would indicate that two or more cars were on fire prior to the major
explosion at 0803.39. Expert measurements made from a photo token at 0815 from
the North Antelope road showed that a fire, with heavy smoke .. J flames, was about
five boxcars wide. From Figure 3 this would include DCDX boxcars 11 through 15,
The time between one DOMX boxcar reacting and the next DODX boxcar reacting was
about 15-20 minutes, except between boxcarn I and 2 wvlherr the time element was 48
minutes. The fire spread from boxcar to boxcar via the track. This was determined
from photos taken between 0900 and 1107. Also, another photo taken at 0815 shows
DODX boxcar I I laying over on its side.

From observations, statements, and depositions of witnesses, early photos from
ground level and aerial coverage, and also from experimental studies at NWC, the yard
fire, fire in a red boxcar and tank car fire scenazios seem to fit the data better than
the bad boxcar theory. In the studios at NWC and brake shoe studies at WABCO, the
boxcar would have been in trouble before it reached the Roseville yards. When many
of these questions may have been answered, the Roseville Case was settled out of
court.
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EVENT
TIM E DATA

LOCATION M.P. TIME EVENT WMIN., SOURCE

NO, 1 176 04:05 BRAKE APPLICATION EGOERS
NO. 2 170 04:1S CAST IRON SHOE FLAMTS 10 S.PID-.I,-2,-4,.-S
NO, 3 167 04:20 WOOD FLOOR IGNITION 15 S.P./D-2, -4
NO. 4 162 04:29 FL OOR BURN THROUGH 24 SP.PD-2,-4
NO, 5 128 04:38 FLOOR BURN THROQGHIBOXCAR C.O. 93 (SP/D-2,-4)siNWC. BOXCAR C,0,
NO. 6 125 05:42 FLOOR BURN THROUGH/3OMB C,O, 97 ISP/D-2. -4)I4NWC, AVE BOMB C.O.I j
NO.? 106 06:11 FLOOR BURN THROUGH/MAX BOMBCO 126 ISP/D .2,-4)4iNWC. SCO--99)I

i• 2® I I I I I ii i" 1" .. i ' 1 ' ' .....

NOR DE N

190

EMERGENCY STOP

,9 - -FIRST LIGHT APPLICATION

OF BRAKES tEOGERS)

BLACK, HEAVY SMOKE

NO. IS(P. OPENING STATEMENT)

170 NO. 2 RRED HOT WHEEL; FLAMES (McCLAIN)

BST. 35"mph) BLUE / BLACK, HEAVY SMOKE
/ IiI I(FRY. MOATS. PARKER)

_0 ,ToN - STOPPED (EGGERAS)

-NO SMOKE (BARK'RI

150 .HOT BOX DETECTOR (COLFAX)_,

STUCK CAST IRON NO SMOKE (LIENDAHL)

BRAKE SHOE MECHANISM -

140 - BLACK. HEAVY SMOKE (FROST
FLOOR FIRE

BOMB COOK-OFF
130 - TRAIN MOVING SLOWLY (FROST)

(EST. 45 mph) NO. 5

FROM HOT NO. B NO SMOKE ILIENflAHL)BOX DETECTOR
DATA120 -GRAY SMOKE (HUFFINS)

-GRAY SMOKE, HOT BOX (JORDAN)

HOT BOX DETECTOR
110 NO. 7 NC SMOKE (GIDDINGS)

ROSEVILLE YARDi" ••_..• //..ANTELOPE YARDi - -• SMOKE EXPLOSIONS
IIa

100 DRAGG;NG GEAR / BRAKE SHOE

b. HOT OR BURNING JOURNAL BOX I
c. BOXCAR WITH THIS CONDrITON PARKED BURN THIROUGH

NEXT TO A LEAKER (rANK CAR) TIME IN A COOK-OFF

0 1 1 1 1 I_ I LUEL FIRE OF M 81

1:00 200 3:00 4ý00 5:00 6:00 7:00 (:O0
TIME (HR;MIN)

FIGURE 2. Plot of Milepost vs. Time.
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THE CAUSES OF NITROGLYCERINE EXPLOSIONS

- .•. A Statistical Survey

by

G. S. Biasutti

Dr Ing. Mario Biazui SA
Vevey, Switzerland

Since the beginning of the commercial manufacture of nitroglycerine the
toll taken in human lives and the destruction caused by accidental ex-

plosions has been appalling.

I have collected a certain number of case histories concerning accidents
in the explosives industries with particular regard to their causes.

On the basis of this information, I wondered whether, as a result of the
large number of accidents cited, some statistical evidence of recurrence

-, under particular conditions and during particular periods of time could
be drawn.

As a first step I decided to investigate the accidents involving the
manufacture, storage and handling of nitroglycerine.

Out of 630 case histories, 158 concern nitroglycerine.

Disregarding the accidents of which the cause was never found, 101 case
histories remained where their cause had been determined either with
certainty or with a reasonable degree of probability.

The causes of nitroglycerine explosions fall into the following categories:

1. Mechanical (shock, friction, vibration).

2. Chemical (self-decomposition, run-away reaction).

3. Thermal (heat, electric energy).

4. Indirect (fire, lightning, explosion).

I was interested to find out how these causes of accidents were distributed

in the period of my survey covering 110 years.

I have divided this period into three parts:

I 1870-1930 Nitroglycerine is manufactured by the conventional
batch process.

II 1930-1960 Advent of continuous nitration.

11 1960-1980 Introduction of automation, remote control and emulsion
transport
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The following table shows the distribution of the accidents in these three
periods.

1870-1930 1930-1960 1960-1980
Cases Percent Cases Percent Cases Percent

Mechanical 19 49 8 32 14 38

Chemical 17 43.5 13 52 10 27

Thermal ... . 9 24

Indirect 3 7.5 4 16 4 11

Total 39 25 37

The accidents due to mechanical causes consist mainly of dropping of cans,
hitting of metal parts, spillage of nitroglycerine, turning of ceramic
valves, vibration of cooling pipes. There are two cases (in the third
period) where detonation was initiated in a water recyclation pump where
nitroglycerine had penetrated.

The accidents due to chemical causes are usually due to unstable spent acid
(wrong nitration ratio), localized heating from lack of cooling or stirring,
presence of impurities, poorly washed nitroglycerine.

The accidents due to thermal causes are mostly due to adiabatic compression
of air bubbles; they appear only in the last period, when the method of
transferring nitroglycerine as a water emulsion was introduced, and before
the theory of Bowden and Yoffe was understood. This theory suggests that
adiabatic compression of gas bubbles in a liquid explosive may produce enoughheat to initiate a detonation.

The accidents due to indirect causes are not considered for this survey.

Looking at the above table we can note the following facts:

1. The sharp fall after the first period of the accidents due to mechanical
causes.

2. The decrease of cases of self-decomposition after the second period.

3. The appearance of new type of accidents due to the adiabatic compression
of air bubbles.

This result corresponds to our expectation.
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The advent of continuous nitration had a favourable Influence on the occur-
rence of accidents due to mechanical causes, am such less manual handling
was necessary.

There was no decrease of frequency of accidents due to self-decomposition
by the introduction of the continuous process. In fact this process does
not eliminate the causes of errors concerning the control of the chemical
reaction.

Only the introduction of automation and remote control in the third period
which allowed to partly eliminate the human factor, helped to reduce the
frequency of the accidents.

I also wondered whether I could find any statistical evidence of the
better safety of the continuous versus the batch manufacturing process.

For this survey, only the accidents strictly connected with the manufacture
of nitroglycerine have been considered, disregarding those which occurred
during storage and handling. Accidents of which their cause has not been
determined are shown.

Batch Number of Continuous Number of

fatalities fatalities

Mechanical 36 35 1 -

Chemical 31 33 12 3

External 8 7 2 -

Unknown 35 131 7 7

Total 110 206 22 10

The mechanical causes of accidents outnumber the chemical causes in the
batch process, while they were only one against twelve in the continuous
process.

The most remarkable result of this survey is the much smaller incidence
of fatalities by the continuous than by the batch process.

As a conclusion, it can be affirmed that the continuous process and the
application of remote control have introduced an unprecedented degree of
safety in the manufacture of nitroglycerine.

At the present time the most frequent causes of accidents in the manu-
facture of nitroglycerine are self-decomposition and adiabatic compression.
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The firat cause can be eliminated by paying more attention to the
chemical control of the reaction and to the purity of the raw materials. (
To eliminate the second cause, care must be taken to avoid blunt energetic
changes in the hydraulic system for the emulsion transport of nitroglycerine.
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" * * Analysis of an Otto Fuel II
Pumping Incident

M. C. Hudson
P. R. Mosher
W. A. Carr

Naval Ordnance Station
Indian Head, Maryland

INTRODUCTION

Otto Fuel II is a liquid monopropellant having a nitrate ester base.
Developed at the Naval Ordnance Station, Indian head, Maryland during the
early 1960's, it is in extensive use as a torpedo propellant by the U. S. and
its allies. Transfer is by pumping in many situations. This incident review
is intended to provide some experience by which pumping and piping installa-
tions can be evaluated for a potential hazard.

BACKGROUND

The monopropellant is produced by a Biazzi nitroglycerin continuous
process. The nitration and supporting buildings arrangement is shown on
Figure 1, Nitration Facility Map. Nitration in Building 786 produces either
NG or Otto Fuel nitrate ester. Products flow thru separate lines to the
different hold or store houses. Building 1463, contains the nitrate ester
hold tanks and Otto Fuel formulation tank. Nitrate ester from the hold tanks
is gravity transferred to the formulation tank which contains a premix of the
other constituents of Otto Fuel II. The mixture is agitated for blending, and
dried by air sparge in the formulation tank. Concurrently, the fuel is
filtered to remove solid sodium carbonate residues from processing materials.
The completed monopropellant is either held in the tank or transferred to tank
truck or drum loading facilities. The transfer line is a recycle loop as
shown in Figure 2, Otto Fuel Loading Schematic. Loading and drumming stations
are located along the loop. A plastic orifice gasket located near Building
1461 provides back pressure to effect loading. The design is intended to
preclude pumping surges caused by valve closing and pumping against a closed
system.

The transfer pump was located at the top of the formulation tank as
originally installed. A second pump had been installed to filter sodium
carbonate and other residues resulting from processing. This system
recirculated the fuel in the formulation tank thru an Alsop filter for a time
period that had been found to provide sufficient filtering. The pump was the
closed can type in which a portion of the pumped fluid provides cooling by
being circulated thru the bearings and around the rotor of the electric motor.

In normal operations, contents of the formulation tank are pumped out to a
lIot level limit. This provides air entry into the transfer line thru the
return leg in the tank. Another source of air is the blowdown operation used
to clear the hose from the transfer line to tank trucks at that loading
station.
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The transfer line is sloped to provide for drainage. After a transfer
operation, the tank outlet valve is left open for a timed period to allow for
drainage but not with the intent of completely draining the line.

INCIDENT

On 30 May 1979, at the instant the filtering pump was remotely turned off
by an operator, a "pop" noise was heard. Operators evacuated the area, as
smoke was observed coming from the building. Approximately 17 minutes later,
an explosion occurred in the Otto Fuel transfer pipeline near Building 1513.
Damage to the transfer line and the building are shown in Figure 3, Damage to
Building 1513. There were approximately 60 pipe fragment holes in the
building. Note the 17 minute time delay. It is important to comprehending
the potential hazard detected in investigation of this incident.

Without a complicating factor, the incident would have been over with the
original "pop" noise which investigation revealed to be rupture of the
filtering pump. The complicating factor was that the building fire protection
flapper valve (main valve) did not open although the detection system func-
tioned normally and the Fire Department responded and had been on the scene
several minutes when the second or pipeline explosion by Building 1513
occurred. Water pressure records and tests establish that the sprinkler valve
did not function on the initial explosion. It did open at the time of the
second explosion and suppress the fire in Building 1463. Apparently, shock
forces transferred by the pipeline from the second explosion site by Building
1513 back into Building 1463 broke loose whatever was restraining the flapper
valve.

The fire protection system and flapper valve had been wet-tested in April
(2 months prior) without any indication of potential failure. It was the
opinion of the investigating team that corrosion or mechanical linkage binding
in the the valve or solenoid was the cause of the flapper valve failure to
open. Subsequent function testing could not detect or create any condition
which would cause the flapper valve to stick closed. Had the flapper valve
opened, the incident would have been relatively minor.

INVESTIGATION FINDINGS

Evidence indicates that the initial explosion in Building 1463 occurred

because of overheating of Otto Fuel II in the filtering pump bearing coolant
loop. The overheating was probably a result of a combination of factors.
These were paper causing blockage of the pump impeller creating some rotor
imbalance with bearing heating and reduced flow by loading of the sodium
filter.

The pump ruptured by ejection of the back plate and rotor as shown in

Figure 4, Otto Fuel Filtering Pump. These parts were not completely ejected
as they were constrained by the floor. This explosion triggered the fire
detection system but as stated a malfuncation did not allow water flow. The
fuel ejected and ignited by the explosion was fed by more material draining
from the formulation tank. The formulation tank valve closed after an unknown
time when the plastic air line providing pressure to open the valve burned
thru allowing spring power closure.
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The return leg of the transfer line was near the ceiling of the building
(directly above the spilled fuel and fire area. After some time (approxi-
mately 17 minutes) of heating, the fuel residue and/or/air-fuel vapor
atmosphere in the pipeline ignited. It is conjectured that a supersonic shock
wave was generated which traveled (refer to Figures 1 and 2) up the return leg
of the transfer line and down the pump leg (up and down refers to slope of the
transfer line) until it struck the liquid fuel held in the line by the
transfer pump. The shock wave, increased or maintained by decomposition of
residuals in the pipeline, caused explosive decomposition at the liquid-atmos-
phere shock wave interface as qho in this sketch.

l i atmosphere

Thil interface happened to be alongside Building 1513. Note also that the day
was unusually warm and the pipeline was subjected to solar heating possible
increasing the fuel vapor concentration. Evidence to support the described
scenario of the second or pipeline explosion is:

a. Fragments of the plastic orifice gasket in the pipeline by Building
1461 were found at the pipe rupture site. Refer to Figures 1 and 2 to
comprehend the route these fragments had to travel. (The schematic does not
show two 900 radius turns that had to be negotiated).

b. Direction of pipe rupture and fragment travel an unconsumed fuel spray.

c. Length of ruptured pipe corresponds with length of liquid-atmosphere
interface in the sloping pipe as shown in the sketch above.

d. Otto Fuel remained in the pipeline from a few feet from the rupture
back to the transfer pump.

e. Residues in the atmosphere (empty upslope section) and liquid/filled
sectionsof the pipes at the rupture site were different. The residue in the

atmosphere section showed evidence of some burning and contained decomposition
products. The liquid leg residue was normal.

Further investigations into the phenomenas in this incident are being
conducted. Initiation mechanisms, conditions of pipeline interior supporting
decomposition transfer, and temperature0 conditions are major areas being
studied.

Other than that fuel decomposed by the shock vave at the interface, the
liquid phase fuel did not react explosively. The liquid which spilled on the
ground from the ruptured pipe at Building 1513 and on the floor from the pump
in Building 1463 burned quietly.

The significance of this incident is that a pipeline containing Otto Fuel
residuals on the surface and air-fuel vapor atmosphere apparently can be
ignited by external fire, and possibly create and transfer a shock wave.
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Installations should be reviewed for the potentpial. hzard.tlis. transfer might
create. 'It does, nOt'appear th'at the liquid" fue is subject to large scale
initiation as the pipeline return leg is thought to have carried the shock
wave into the fomulation tank without ignition of contents. However, the
fact that Otto Fuel vapor/air atmosphere in a pipeline can be ignited and
transfer an energetic shockwave is a subtle hazard which should be considered
in each installation involving this monopropellant.
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LONGHORN A~MW AMMUNITION PLANT
PYROTECHNIC MIXING ACCIDENT

I. INTRODUCTION

Good afternoon, my name is Ray Fats; I work with the US Army Armament
Materiel Readiness Command at Rock Island, Illinois.

I was a member of the Army Board of Investigation that was convened to
determine the cause of the pyrotechnic accident at Longhorn Army Ammunition
Plant, Marshall, TX (Figure 1), and to develop recommendations to prevent its
recurrence. The bottom line of an accident investigation is to identify the
most probable cause. As everyone in the explosives business knows, this task
is never easy, and in some cases is even impossible. T n this accident, much
of the evidence was destroyed and the only person who kn.'w exactly what
happened was killed. It is impossible to be 100 percent certain that the true
cause was identified. However, after what was a difficult, long, and arduous

ýJ investigation, t-he Board made its "best guess."

A point I want to make early in this presentation, and one I wont you to
keep in mind as I go through the process description and the investigation
process is the many events and circumstances which had to be present and
synchronized for this accident to occur.

II. BACKGROUND

On 7 January 1980, at approximately 11:30 am, a fire occurred in Bays C
and D of Building BIl while mixing the ALA-17 flare composition.

The incident resulted in the death of one operator and injury to another,
the loss of two 158 pound ALA-17 mixes, damage to the building and a temporary
loss of production capability. (Figure 2)

The ALA-17 mix consists of atomized magnesium, nitrocellulose, teflon,
and acetone. (Figure 3)

III. DESCRIPTION OF MIXING PROCESS

A brief description of the mixing process may be appropriate at this
time. (Figure 4) The first step is for the operator to pour the pre-weighed
magnesium through a screen into the Muller type Simpson mixer. (Figure 5)
Then the nitrocellulose is poured uniformty over the magnesium.

The two mixing bays are then evacuated, the operators close an inter-
locked door and retire to the remote control station. (Figure 6) The mixer
is then remotely operated for 5 minutes.
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(Figure 7) After this mixing cycle, the operators enter their mixing
bays and a blander bucket of pro-weighed teflon is poured through a scroon
and spread by hand uniformly over the mix.

The bays are evacuated and the mixers are apain operated for 5 minutes.Acetone is added during this cycle and subsequent mixing cycles anytime that

the mix appears to be drying out.

After each remote mixing cycle, the operators enter their bays to manually
check the mix and to scrape down the mixer. The mixing cycles are repeated
until the mix has reached a damp, sandy consistency similar to putty or dough.
If the material is too wet at the end of 20 minutes of mixing, the mix cycle
may be lengthened in 1 to 2 minute increments until the required consistency
in obtained.

When the material has reached the desired consistency, then approximately
30 pounds of material is remotely dumped into buckets until all material is
discharged.

The illuminant composition is then tray dried until suitable for granula-
*i tion. After granulation, the composition Is again tray dried prior to the

pressing operation.

IV. EVENTS LEADING UP TO THE INCIDENT

On the day of the incident, at 0850, the first two mixes of the day began.
The operators were having difficulty in achieving the correct mixture consist-
ency. The mixing cycle for the two mixes was longer than usual. (Figure 8)
The addition of the final mix ingredient, teflon, was completed about 0930.

The particle size of the magnesium was finer than the magnesium used in
the past. The fine particle size required the addition of more acetone than
normally required to properly distribute the nitrocellulose binder and the
teflon oxidizer - 23,000 cc of acetone was added to the mix in Bay C and
16,000 cc to the mix in Bay D.

After the teflon was added, the mixers were remotely operated in 2 minute
cycles to dry the mix to the correct consistency. During the drying cycles
an exhaust hood is normally placed over the mixer to aid in the removal of
acetone vapors.

At 1125 the two operators went to their adjacent but separate bays to check
their mixes with the QC inspector. It was determined that the mix in Bay D
was properly mixed and ready to dump. The mix in Bay C required an additional
drying cycle. The operators returned to the control panels to remotely dump
approximately 30 pounds of mix into a bucket in Bay D and remotely operate the
mixer in Bay C to complete the drying routine. Shortly before 1129, the opera-
tors went to the mixing bay area.

(Figure 9) This viewgraph lepicts a %silar mixer and clo6thing worn by
an operator.
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The Bay C operator went to the bay to check the mix. The Bay D operator
was having a minor problem with the aluminized hood snaps and entered Bay D
a few seconds after the operator entered Bay C.

The Bay D operator entered the bay - checked the dump bucket and heard a
scream iuzediately followed by a loud noise - looked up and saw a flash from
the vicinity of Bay C and a fireball filling the hallway. The Bay D operator
ran through the fireball and out the emergency doors to the service road 80
feet to the rear of the building, (Figure 10)

When the operator reached the road (Figure 11) and turned to see if the
operator in Bay C made it out, the mix in Bay D ignited.

Figure 12 is a close-up view of the mixer discharge chute and the remains
of the blender bucket.

Figure 13 shows the damage in Bay D.

Figure 14 is the aluminized suit and hood worn by Bay D operator.

The fire activated the HAD deluge system and triggered the fire alarm at
the Longhorn Fire Station. Fire department personnel entered the building and
found the body of the Bay C operator in the hall outside Bay C (Figure 15).
The body was found face down and head pointed toward the Bay D emergency door
(Figure 16). The aluminized hood was off and between the body and Bay C.
Figure 17 shows the operator hood and approximate distance from the mixer.
The firemen checked for life signs; all were negative. The operator received
burns to the head, neck, arms, hands and lower extremities. The probable
cause of death, as determined by a doctor, was inhalation of smoke and flash
fire affecting the respiratory system to a massive enough extent to precipitate
a cardiac arrest. The next two viewgraphs illustrate the extensive damage of
the aluminized hood (Figures 18 and 19).

The operator in Bay D received first and second degree burns of the hands
and lower extremities.

V. THE ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

After notification of the accident, an ARRCOM Accident Investigation
Board was immediately appointed to investigate the facts and circumstances
pertaining to the accident.

I will now briefly describe the investigation process which led to deter-
mining the most probable cause. This viewgraph illustrates the areas
investigated by the Board. (Figure 20)

From a process and physical standpoint, the accident involved three distinct
areas; the mixing bays (C and D) and the rotoclone vapor and dust collector
(Figure 21). The first priority was to determine in which of these areas the
incident most likely initiated in order to narrow the search for the most prob-
able cause.
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Bay D was easily eliminated, since the Bay D operator stated that thefire did not originate in Bay D and there was less fire damage to the bay.

This was because the deluge system in Bay D activated shortly after the fire
traveled to the Bay D mixer.

Figure 22 is a photograph showing the rotoclone after the accident. Note
the missing door which blew off and landed on the roof of Bay C. This in-
dicated that there was an explosion in the rotoclone. The Board was then faced
with the question of, did the rotoclone ignite first and cause Bay C to ignite
or did Bay C ignite and cause the rotoclone to ignite.

Mie exhaust and ventilation systems were thoroughly examined (Figure 23).
There was 100 percent make-up to the bays with humidity automatically controlled
to 70-80OF, and 50 to 60 percent relative humidity. Exhaust is provided through
a vapor/dust collector, known as the rotoclone, with a hood for the mixer during
mixing (Figure 24) and an automatic diverter near the ceiling to remove bay air
when the hood is not being used. The hood is covered with conductive plastic
sheet designed to melt quickly and not interfere with extinguishment. The hood
is manually placed and removed.

After pulling all the available information together, the Board determined
that the rotoclone was not the area of initiation. Th!i determination was based
on the following (Figure 25):

There was soot on the outside of the bay side rotoclone door. This door
was found on the roof of Bay C lying upside down. One of the door dogs which
was broken off was found in the gutter of Bay C with soot on it.

If the fire had started in the rotoclone, there would be no soot on the
outside of the door or the dog. A witness also stated that he saw smoke and
fire from the building before he heard the rotoclone blow. A complete tear-
down of the rotoclone system revealed no electrical or mechanical abnormalities.
The Board concluded that the pressure burst of the rotoclone was caused by an
acetone air mixture initiated by fire from Bay C.

By the process of elimination, Bay C was determined to be the area of ini-
tiation. With this conclusion, the searth for a probable cause was narrowed
to operations and potential initiation stimuli available within Bay C.

The initiation stimuli were separated into three main categories: Acts of
God, equipment failure, and human factors (Figure 26).

Acts of God were ruled out (Figure 27). There were no weather conditions
which could have initiated or contributed to the incident. Operator illness;
i.e., blackout, heart attack, convulsions, etc. can in no way be completely
excluded as causing or contributing to the accident. However, the operator's
past medical history and recent health condition, as reported by the plant
doctor and fellow employees, did not indicate any operator illness.

A security investigation revealed that sabotage was not involved in the
incident.
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Equipment failure was then considered by the Board. All equipment, both
inside and outside the bays were ci~iiked after the fire. (Figure 28)
A complete teardown of all the equipment revealed that there were no conditions
that would indicate any of the equipment had an electrical short, or being
probable contributors to the incident. (Figure 29) The Bay C mixer was con-
nected to power and operated with a simulated load after the incident to
evaluate mechanical aspects of the mixer. There were no unusual noises or
heat build up observed. No unusual foreign material was discovered in or
around the mixer. When the mixer was operated, it functioned as designed.
(Figure 30). The fire protection system was a dual-automatic sprinkler type
with fusible head and dry pipe deluge open heads and pneumatic rate of rise
actuating device. A standard heat lamp test indicated a reaction time of
3 to 5 seconds. A thermostatic detector was placed above each mixer to
automatically stop the mixers and ventilation system if a fire occurred.
(Figure 31). Human factors were then considered as an initiation stimulus.

After interviewing other mixer operators and walking through the mixing
process many times, the Board narrowed down the possible initiating stimulus
to friction, impact, and static discharge, and the events which could have
precipatated the stimuli.

Scrapedown was eliminated since both the Bay C and D scrapers were found
intact. Figure 32 shoua the position of a scraper as found outside Bay D
emergency door.

Figure 33 is a closeup of the scrapers recovered outside the emergency
doors. The scraper on the left was found outside Bay C. If the fire was

•'1 started by friction created by the scraper, the illuminant, and the mixer:
there would have been a significant burn spot on the scraper (Figure 34).
Results of microscopic evaluation of the scraper material indicated the scraper
to be composed of a phenolformaldehyde resin. Lab tests revealed the presence
of magnesium particles and that the scraper is insoluble in acetone, the
melting point is greater than 6620F and burns at 600OF in muffle furnace. As
a reference point, the ALA-17 mix burns at approximately 5000 0F.

The most probable area of impact was determined to be the operator dropping
the exhaust hood and hitting mix on the wheel or edge of mixer. This was
eliminated since the investigation revealed that the exhaust hood was not used
during the mixing cycle. Figure 35 shows the hood hanging on the wall. The
burn and soot patterns indicate that the hood was on the wall during the fire.

Again by process of elimination, it was determined that the most probable
initiation stimuli was static discharge from the operator.

The clothing worn by the Bay C operator was significant in steering the
investigation to static discharge as the initiation stimuli. Figure 36
describes the clothing worn by the Bay C operator. The operator was wearing
an aluminum coat and hood, Nomex coveralls, nylon undergarments, nylon
stockings, cotton socks, conductive shoes, and rubber gloves.
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Lab tests (Figure 37) were conducted to identify clothing fibers.
Microscopic examination of the socks showed material to be composed of cotton,

A solubility test of the hose indicated nylon. With the aid of a,
magnifying glass and microscope, the labels revealed two pieces of under"-i
garments to be 100 percent nylon. This was also substantiated by s solubil-
ity test.

Tests were conducted in a similar mixing bay using a person of simiar h
stature to determine if a static electric charge could be generated and
detected on the bndy of a person under various conditions of clothing.

Tests to determine if static electric charge could be generated and
detected on body of person under various conditions of clothing. (Tests
were conducted in Bldg B-12).

Materials:

1. Static meter-Sweeney #1125 (qualitative, comparative reading only). r

2. Nomex coveralls, cotton underwear and socks as issued by change
house to production workers.

3. Aluminum coat and hood as used in B-Il.
4. Conductive sole shoes.
5. Rubber gloves (Playtex).
6. Nylon underwear and stockings.

Conditions:

1. Conductive floor.
2. Shoes checked before and after tests.
3. Movements intended to generate static charge, althuugh not

unrealistic to original condition in B-11; walking, stretching,
brief rubbing of arms, shoulders, chest, hips.

Static Electric Charge Tests

Test #1

With Nomex coveralls
Rubber gloves
Conductive sole shoes
Cotton Socks
Nylon underwear
Nylon stockings

Results: Strong reading into red area on scale in areas of underwear.
Variant readings in red over all of body. No reduction within
2 minutes.
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Test #2

As in Tost #1 but without nylon stockings.

Results: SliRht indication within green area of scale around
underwear, reduction to zero within 20 seconds.

Test #3

With Nomex coveralls
Shoes
Cotton socks
Nylon underwear
Aluminum coat and hood
Rubber gloves

Results: No reading over surface of coat or hood, or on legs of
coveralls below coat

Test #4

As in Test #3, but with nylon stockings under socks.

Results: No readings on coat, hood, or legs.

Test #5

With Nomex coveralls
Shoes
Cotton socks and underwear
Nylon stockings

Results: Variant readings over body, all within green area of scale.

Test #6

As in Test #5 but without nylon stockings.

Results: No readings.

Test #7

With Nomex coveralls
Shoes
Nylon underwear
Cotton socks
Nylon stockings under cotton socks
Aluminized coat
Rubber gloves

Results: Reading into red area of scale in areas of underwear. Reading
into green area of scale over rest of body. No reading outside
of coat.
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Test Conclusions:`." -

1. Strong static chargelan-..be generated by nylon underwear under
coveralls (Teat #1); lesser generation under coveralls and
aluminized coat (Test #7).

2. Nylon stockings will prohibit dissipation of iAttirccharge
(compare Test #1 with Test #2; Note Tests 5 and 7). ..

3. Aluminized coat semi-insulation static charge (Compare Tests 3
and 4 with Test 7) and promotes dissipation (Compare Test 7 with
Test 1).

4. Slight static charge generated with cotton underwear, detectable
buildup with nylon stockings (Test 5), undetectable with cotton
socks (Test 6).

5. Qualitative nature of static readings does not allow comparisons of
these test data with electrical ignition sensitivity data from other
sources.

6. Further testing required.

A number of circumstances made it possible for static electricity to ignite
the mix (Figure 43). (1) Nylon is an excellent generator of static charges
and an extremely poor conductor of these charges, (2) Nylon worn on a person's
body isolated from ground can build up significantly, (3) Test results of'a
similarly dressed person measured more than 800 volts existing on the surface
of the coveralls, (4) Nylon socks can effectively insulate a person from ground,
(5) The instantaneous discharge of a charge would generate enough energy to
ignite an explosive mixture of air and acetone vapor or the ALA-17 illuminate
mix and, (6) Tests conducted revealed that the nylon socks inhibited the
draining off of a static charge.

The determination that the initiation stimulus was static electricity" still
left the Board with the question of what was the source of initiation. Two
media were present that static electricity could have initiated - acetone vapor
or the ALA-17 mix.

Records of chemical analysis conducted on the mix ingredients prior to
mixing revealed the following (Figure 44):

Magnesium: By use of Fisher sub sieve particle size was determined to be
below spec requirements. The requirement was for a 14-22 micron particle size;
however, the actual size was 5 to 6 microns. Nitrocellulose ad teflon were
accepted based on lab results and certificate of analysis. The acetone was
accepted based on a certificate of compliance (Figure 45). The Board had two
types of magnesium tested. The 5 to 6 micron size and magnesium used in pre-
vious mixes. The test results revealed that the 5 to 6 micron magnesium was
more spark sensitive than a larger particle size magnesium. Test results
"showed that it would take .016 joules to ignite the 5 to 6 micron magnesium
as compared to .04 joules for the larger size magnesium.
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The remains of the mix in the mixer was analyzed after the accident and
no unusual foreign material was found in the mix. It was quite obvious that
the mix ignited, but to determine if static electricity ignited the mix
first, or acetone vapors then the mix is impossible to conclude; however,
acetone vapors was the most probable media. Figure 46. The conclusion that
static discharge was the most probable initiation stimuli and that the
acetone vapors were the most probable initiation media is substantiated
as follows: (1) As a rule of thumb, the human body can easily build up a
static charge energy of 20 milli-joules. (2) Minimum ignition energy for
acetone and air is 1.15 milli-joules. (3) Clothing worn by thi operator
could easily build up a static charge. (4) Nylon stockings worn by the
operator prohibited dissipation of static charge, and (5) Acetone was not
exhausted from the mixer since the exhaust hood was not used.

After all the collected data and analysis were pulled together, the
...Board determined that a combination of circumstances led to the creation of

statiaulectricity in a flammable environment. Figure 47 illustrates the
number of con-ributing factors associated with this accident: (1) Finer
particle size magnesium, (2) Ventilation system, (3) Protective clothing,
(4) Procedures, (5) Fire suppression system, (6) Exhaust hood, (7) Nylon
clothing, (8) Hands-on operations, (9) Increased use of acetone and, (10)
Static electricity. All these factors, either directly or indirectly had
an effect on the accident.

Keeping all this in mind, the Board developed various scenarios to
determine how and why the accident occurred. I will now briefly explain
our best guess at what happened. The operator went into Bay C to manually
check the mix consistency. The process of putting on the aluminized coat
over the Nomex coveralls and the movements to the bay coupled with the nylon
undergarments resulted in a static electricity build up sufficient enough to
ignite the acetone in the mixer. There is a strong possibility that acetone
was present in the mixer since the exhaust hood, which was very large and
cumbersome was not used, and there was more acetone used in this particular
mix than previously used. A major reason for the increase in acetone was
the use of a new finer particle size magnesium.

When the operator reached into the mixer to check the mix the bare skin
exposed at the wrist, due to the use of short rubber gloves, which were used
because with the aluminized gloves, which were required, the operators could
not feel the mix, or the aluminized suit came close enough to the side, the
wheel, or other portion of the mixer to permit a substantial electrical dis-
charge from the body to ground through the mixer. This electrical discharge
lit the acetone vapors above the mix, the operator screamed, and then the
158 pounds of the ALA-17 illuminant mix ignited. The fireball traveled to
Bay D and ignited that mix and at about the same time traveled through the
duct work to ignite the acetone vapors in the rotoclone.

Recommendations were developed by the Board to prevent recurrence of a
similar accident. Briefly the recomendations weret (1) Install TV cameras
such that mixing action and discharge into buckets can be observed remotely,
(2) Install rapid response deluge system utilizing UV sensors, (3) Extend a
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side vent to floor for removal of acetone vapors, (4) Redesign mixer exhaust
system to eliminate placing and removing the hood, (5) Initiate a system to
check employees for proper conductivity, (6) Insure compliance with written
procedures, (7) Insure adequate procedures, (8) Install acetone sensors to
determine when an explosive mixture of air and acetone is present in the bay
and, (9) Wear aluminized gloves during pyrotechnic mixing operations.

These recommendations were immediately implemented at the production
facility. When the Accident Investigation Board formally adjourned, the
investigation was completed. However, ARRCOM has continued to Investigate
new methods and equipment to improve pyrotechnic operations throughout the
DoD production base.

(
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VIEW OF SIMILAR MIXER WITH MULLER Wh.rZL AND
PLOW BLADE (FOREGROUND) PRIOR TO LOAL rNG OF

SMIX.
"* f * ."..J 143J FIGURE 5
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- --

CONTROL PANEL AND TOOL BOARD FOR BAY C, LOCATED IN EAST
CORRIDOR OF BUILDING B-11. NOTE TWVO EMPTY HOOKS F OR
SCRAPERS (SILOUTTE OF OLD STYLE PROFIL~E).

FIGURE 6
1344
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Alp-,

SIMILAR MIXER SHOWING PERSPECTIVE OF
OPERATOR APPROACHING FROM LEFT SIDE.
MODEL IS APPROXIMATE STATURE OF BAY C
ýOPERATOR.
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TO RIGHT, BAY D TO LEFT. 13480
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BUILDING BII LOOKING SOUTHEAST FROM SERVICE ROAD.
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FRONT VIEW OF ALUMINIZED COAT AND
HOOD WORN BY BAY D OPERATOR

1352 FIGURE 14
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..i'i --

BAY C LOOKING EAST THROUGH CORRIDOR FROM

CONCRETE APRON OUTSIDE EMERGENCY EXIT.FIUE1
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WEST CORRIDOR LOOKING SOUTH FROM SLIDING DOOR IN
NORTH CORRIDOR. BAY D ENTRANCE IS AT LEFT FOREGROUND.

ALUMIN4IZED HOOD (ARROW) IS OUTSIDE. BAY C

ENTRANCE. 1354 FIGURE 16



ALUMINIZED HOOD, USED BY BAY C OPERATOR,
LYING OUTSIDE BAY C IN WEST CORRIDOR

1355 FIGURE 17
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LEFT SIDE OF ALUMINIZED HOOD WORN BY
BAY C OPERATOR. UPPER LEFT CORNER OF SHIELD
FRAME MELTED AWAY. SOOT COVERED INNER AND OUTER
SURFACES OF SHIELD. FRONT CAPE BURNED OFF.
LEFT SIDE OF REAR CAPE PARTIALLY BURNED.

1356 FIGURE 18
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INSIDE OF ALUMINIZED HOOD WORN BY BAY C
OPERATOR, SHIELD REMOVED.

1357 FIGURE 19
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BUILDING BlI. BAY C AND D EMERGENCY EXITS SHOW
CHARRING FROM FIRE AND SOOT PATTERN ON CORRUGATED
WALL COVERING.
-f. 411090 o. 0--•N. ýw to Ole .O1360 FIGURE 22
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SOUTHEAST CORNER OF BAY C AT CEILING. ROTO CLONE
DUCT "Y" IN CENTER, ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM VENT
AT TOP LEFT AND TEMPERATURE CONTROLS (FOR BAYS C
AND D) AT BOTTOM RIGHT. DELUGE HEAD IS JUST BELOW
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM VENT; SPRINKLER HEAD IS TO
FAR LEFT. 1362 FIGURE 24
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SCRAPER LOCATED IN GRASS OUTSIDE BAY D EMERGENCY EXIT

1370 FIGURE 32

DOOR.
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I r

ICLOSEUP Or, SCRAPERS RECOVERE D OUTSIDE EMIvERGENCY EXIT
DOORS. LEFT SCRAPER FOUND OUTSIDE BAY C.

1371 FIGURE 33
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BAY C LOOKING EAST FROM WEST CORRIDOR. NOTE EMPTY
BLENDER BUCKET BELOW CLOSED DISCHARGE CHUTE.

1373 FIGURE 35
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COMPARISOtN 0 PREDICTIVE NITUODS
FOR STRUCTURAL R3r1PO83 TO

HR BLAST LOADS

WASHIRNGTON T. CHAR
RUNTSVILLI DIVISION

US AXMY CORPS OF IN33ns33

IIITUDUCTIOI4

In designing structures for HE explosions, engineers in the Huntsville

Division have readily available numerous technical references. The

most frequently used references are the Tri-services Manual TM 5-1300,

ASCE Manual 42, Air Force Design Manual, Defense Civil Preparedness

Agency's Protective Construction, Huntsville Division's Suppressive

Shield Handbook, and Professor Biggs' Structural Dynamics. Other

references are either outdated or are currently being developed.

EXAMPLE

To demonstrate the differences, let us look at a few examples. In

Figure 1, a reinforced concrete cube is shown subjected to an external

and internal HE burst. As shown in Figure 2, three types of loading

can be experienced from this arrangement: (1) pressure-time (p-t)

single pulse, (2) impulsive, and (3) double pulse. The loadings

from the external free air burst are obtained from TM 5-1300 charts

and the internal loading is obtained from the Suppressive Shield

Handbook charts. These loads are applied on the front wall of the cube

with equivalent TNT charge weights and distances as shown on Figure 3.

The far-out loading condition, 8,000 lbs at 100 ft., results in a

pressure-time (p-t) single triangular pulse, the close-in loading,
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512 lbs at 10 ft., is inpulsivel and the contained burst, 8 lbs at 5 ft.,

results in a double pulse consisting of an impulse and a pressure-time

(p-t) load. These three loadings are typical In H1 explosions.

STRUCTURI.L RESPONSE

A reinforced concrete, two-way slab wall (front wall of cube), as

shown in Figure 4, is subjected to the three load conditions. The

objective is to predict the deflection of the wall by the six methods.

The methods mentioned are shown in Figure 5, followed by specific

references to equations, tables, etc., for obtaining the necessary

properties of the reinforced concrete wall and to obtain the wall

deflections. With this information, the property parameters and the

deflections were calculated and are shown in the table in Figure 6.

COMPARISON

On quick observation, we see that the parameters obtained are not all

necessarily the same. However, it is noted that, for small deflections

in the low pressure range, the predicted results are almost the same.

For the higher pressure ranges, the deflections using TM 5-1300 and

Manual 42 are significantly higher, indicating that these methods are

conservative compared to the others.

RATIONWALE

Some of the reasons for the conservatism are addressed in the following

parameters:
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Rtessteneo function. One significant influence for large deflection

is a low predicted resistance function (ru). Figure 7a. shove the

yield lines at the two-way slab support. This method, used in TK 5-1300,

aesumes only half of the negative moments at the perimeter to be

fully effective; the other half is two-thirds effective. The other

method, shown in Figure 7b., allows the negative moment to be fully

effective at the perimeter, giving a higher resistive function.

Moment of inertia. Another contributor is the moment of inertia

(Ia), Three different formulas, shown in Figure 8, are often used in

calculating moment of inertia (Ia). Bsed on the thickness of the

slab, the differences may be appreciable.

)Modulus of elastiScLy. The modulus of elasticity (E c) also has an

effect. Two formulas, shown in Figure 9, are depicted graphically.

When the concrete strength, fc ', is 5,000 psi, the difference in

modulus of elasticity is 16 percent.

Stiffness. The successive formation of yield lines on a fixed-

edge square slab results in an elastic stiffness, followed by an

elasto-plastic stiffness. The use of an equivalent stiffness for these

two stiffnesses is the generally accepted practice; however, for

simplicity the elastic stiffness alone is sometimes used and results

in a very high stiffness. The elastic and elasto-plastic stiffnesses

are shown in Figure 10.

TEST PROGRAMS

The predictive methods discussed were all supported by testing of

full scale and model structures of steel and reinforced concrete.
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Structures were frequently tested to destruction. Notable testing

programsý were performed for development of 7W 5-1300 and the

Suppressive Shield Handbook. Generally, teat reau lte'indicated

conservatism In our estimates. Apparently, most of the ductile struc-

tural systems have considerably more energy absorbing capability than

ye expect.

CONCLUSION

Briefly concluding, ire may expect that the predictive methods are

generally conservative. The methods in TM 5-1300 and Manual 42 appear

to be the most conservative. In comparison, the predicted deflection

in the low pressure range are not significantly different. However,

differences are expected in the higher pressure range.
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A Manual for the Prediction of Blast and
Fragment Loadings on Structures

W. E. Baker
J. J. Kuless
P. S. Westine
P. A. Cox
J. S. Wilback

Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, Texas

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a manual which was prepared to provide Architect-
Engineer (AS) firms guidance for the prediction ot air blast, ground shock
and fragment loadings of structures as a result of accidental explosions in
or near these structures.

The primary objective of the project, which was funded by the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers, was to develop a manual which is complementary to
existing structural design manuals and can be used (in combination with
other manuals) by AE firms to design new buildings which are resistant to
blast and fragmentation effects of an accidental explosion. Another objec-
tive was to aid in the assessment of the explosion-resistant capabilities
of existing buildings at the Pantex Plant near Amarillo, Texas.

The manual is specific for new or existing facilities at the Pantex
Plant. However, most data and prediction methods are presented in general
terms and can be applied to other high explosive facilities if proper modi-
fying factors are used.
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PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this manual is to provide Architect-Engineer (AR) firms
Sguidance for the prediction of air blast, ground shock and fragment loadings

of structures as a result of accidental explosions in or near these struc-
tures.

The primary objective is to develop a manual which is complementary to
existing structural design manuals and can be used (in combination with
other manuals) by AE firms to design new buildings which are resistant to
blast and fragmentation effects of an accidental explosion. Another objec-
tive is to aid in the assessment of the explosion-resistant capabilities of
existing buildings at the Pantex Plant.

The manual is specific for new or existing facilities at the Pantex

Plant. However, most data and prediction methods are presented in general
terms and can be applied to other high explosive facilities if proper modi-
fying factors are used.

SCOPE

The topics covered in this manual are:

. General considerations affecting blast, ground shock, and fragment
hazards in high-explosive facilities,

SExplosives and damage mechanisms,

• Air blast from accidental explosions resulting in both internal and
external blast loading of structures,

• Air blast spalling of concrete walls,

• Air blast hazards to personnel,

• Cratering and ground shock, including effects on buildings, equipment
and personnel,
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a Fragmentation, including methods for predicting fragment character-
istics, trajectories, dispersion and impact effects,

. Hazards to personnel from fragments,

- Explosive initiation by fragments, overpressures, heat, friction,
crushing, pinching, etc.,

• Dynamic properties of materials of construction, and

- Overview of dynamic structural analysis and design methods.

Included in appendices are tables of properties of explosives, an ex-
tensive bibliography, and an SI metric conversion table.

Methods and procedures included in the manual are intended to be ap-
plied by an engineer with a working knowledge of structural dynamics, with
the aid of, at most, a desk calculator. Example problems are included for
all prediction graphs. Confidence levels for prediction methods are cited
throughout and needs for design verification by proof tests or experimental
research are identified where appropriate.

General theory or fundamental principles are given for each topic if
needed, and advanced concepts and theories identified, but not rigorously
treated in the manual.

"tinThe complementary nature of this manual requires its use in conjunc,
tion with other references (1-20), rather than as a single comprehensive
manual, if one wishes to cover all aspects ,of loading from accidental explo-
sions, response to and damage from such explosions, and design for resistance
to or survival under accidental explosions. Related items which are not
covered in depth in this manual, but are well treated in other general refer-
ences, are the following:

- Basic physics of air blast,

- Detailed analysis methods for elastic-plastic dynamics of structures,

- Fundamental studies of cratering and grouqd phock,

* Exterior and terminal ballistics of fragments and-raccident missiles
over wide ranges of missile and target properties,

- Furidamentals of dynamic properties of materials, and

* Detonation physics.
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CONTENTS

This manual is organized into eight chapters and supporting appendices.
The first chapter serves as a brief introduction, and contains no technical
details, but all following chapters are technically oriented.

Chapter 2 covers general considerations in explosive safety and design
at the Pantex Plant. It covers the scope of explosive safety in a general
way, describes general procedures for designing or evaluating buildings sub-
jected to high explosive hazards, gives typical building configurations, and
discusses impact of safety regulations and procedures on explosion-resistant
design. The applicability and limits of applicability of the manual are
noted.

Chapter 3 gives qualitative discussions of the predominant aspects of
explosive hazards and damage mechanisms associated with accidental explo-
sions. The effects are also limited to those which could conceivably occur
from accidental explosion of HE or chemicals used in processing of HE at
Pantex. This chapter serves as a preview of Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Chapter 4 gives relatively detailed coverage of air blast from those
classes of accidental explosions which could conceivably occur in the Pantex
Plant. Topics covered include blast waves from single and multiple sources,
effects of containment and venting, methods of predicting blast loads on
structures for both internal and external explosions, air blast spalling of
concrete walls, and air blast hazards to personnel.

Cratering and ground shock are covered in Chapter 5. Basic phenomena
are discussed, and methods are given for prediction of explosive cratering,
ground shock waves, and effects of ground motion on buildings, equipment and
personnel.

Chapter 6 covers fragmentation and its effects for explosions which
could occur at Pantex. General phenomena are discussed, followed by methods
for predicting fragment characteristics, flight, and impact effects.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are the longest and most detailed chapters in the
manual, but they are supported by two relatively short chapters giving addi-
tional information. Chapter 7 gives data on dynamic properties of materials
of construction which are or could be used in explosives facilities at the
Pantex Plant while Chapter 8 gives a" overview of design methods for struc-
tures typical at Pantex.

In each chapter giving prediction methods, one or more example problems
for each method are included following the appropriate sections. Each chap-
ter also contains a list of symbols and a list of all references cited in
the chapter.

Ancillary material included in the manual are appendices giving a set
of unit conversion tables to and from SI metric units, explosive properties,
and an extensive bibliography.

(
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DISCUSSION

This manual contains considerable material which is new, and not avail-
able in other manuals or references. We now illustrate some of these fea-
tures.

There are fits to relatively recent data for wall loading from blast
waves at small scaled standoff distances. Figures 1 and 2 show these fits.
They allow better predictions in this strong shock regime of details of
wall loading than do methods presented in Reference 7.

Recently declassified data on the effects of various brittle casing
materials for explosives on air blast (Refs. 21 and 22) are used as a basis
for prediction of casing effects. These results are quite at variance with
previous prediction equations which showed reduction in blast overpressure
and impulse. In many instances, the brittle casings enhanced blast, com-
pared to bare explosive charges with the same weight of explosive. Figures
3 and 4 show that the casing weight can be added to the charge weight to
obtain a new effective charge weight, and blast overpressure and impulse

*i predicted with reasonable accuracy for brittle casing materials.

Other novel features in Chapter 4 are inclusion of prediction curves
. for effect on blast waves of cylindrical charge shape, multiple simultaneous

detonations, and multiple sequential detonations. New prediction curves are
also included for vented gas pressure parameters for internal explosions
accounting for mass of blowout vent covers. Figure 5 shows one set of scaled
curves generated by a special computer program developed for this purpose.

None of the complementary references contain any appreciable information
for prediction of cratering and ground shock effects of accidental explosions.
Chapter 5 covers this topic, and gives prediction methods for crater dimen-
sions (Figure 6), ground motions outside the crater (Figures 7 and 8), and
effects of ground motions on buildings, equipment and personnel. Predictions
of response of buried structural walls and pipes are also included in this
chapter.

Fragmentation and fragmetit impact effects are covered in only a few
other design manuals, including References 5, 7, 11 and 12. The coverage
in Chapter 6 is much more extensive. Unique features are inclusion of
methods for prediction of building fragmentation for internal explosions,
a scaled curve for prediction of maximum fragment range (Figure 9), and
scaled curves for prediction of initiation of cased and bare explosives by
fragment impact (Figures 10 and 11).

Chapter 7 emphasizes the information available on dynamic properties
of materials most common in construction of explosion-resistant structures
at Pantex and elsewhere. The materials include the structural metals steel
and aluminum, concrete and woods. Little data were found on frangible
materials used in construction of blowout panels.
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"Details of structural dynamic design methods are readily available in
*.complementary references (Refs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, .8 and 20), and so, are not

included in this manual. But, Chapter 8 includes a review of these methods
and a flow chart to aid an AE firm in proper choice of dynamic design
methods.

* The authors feel that this manual should be a valuable reference text
for engineers involved in design of structures to resist high explosive
detonations, or in assessment of effects on existing structures. Through-
out, need for further work to improve prediction methods has also been
highlighted.
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TECHNOLOGY BASE OF THE NAVY EXPLOSIVES SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Francis B. Porzel
Naval Surface Weapons Center

ABSTRACT

NESIP offers an organized set of novel methods, codes and formulae to
o solve any explosion safety problem -- as best one can with data at hand
o to explain and correlate existing data -- among many specialized fields
o predict new weapons effects and scenarios -- as needs may arise.

These methods were applied and tested over a broad spectrum of Navy weapons
that includes torpedoes, missiles, bombs and shells - in many different scenarios.
Navy directives now require that all new weapons be analyzed by these techniques
during their development stage for all forseeable scenarios of the weapon lifetime.

All current NAVY weapons analyzed and tested so far were found either
acceptable hazards near 500 feet without change or could readily be made so by

o minimal shields -- against blast and fragments, or
o minimal inhibitors -- against sympathetic d4etonation and burning, or
o prudent variations in stacking and storage, or
o minimal barricades by exploiting natural terrain and cover.
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PREFACE

The author apologizes to the reader if the text is too terse to be clear.
A main idea is a sobering reminder to myself, (hence my apologies to you)
If one cannot say it in one sentence, chances are he has not thought it through.

Yet, the outline of this paper, Table 1, lists nearly 60 novel ideas or approaches,
most of which could appropriately be written as separate papers.
They represent thirty years (I had) of unparalleled opportunities for pio(engi)neering.
The intent here is to provide a reference, a framework for bookkeeping the ideas,
to show how they fit together, not a separate exposition for each separate method.
One can argue, with much Justification, that separate papers should have been written.
I agree. But that would mean sixty or so separate books and papers
-- some are book-size now: LA 1664, LA 1665, ARF D125, NOLTR 72-209, NOLTR 79-350.
The blunt fact is that neither of us will live that long. Who would want to:
Abraham Lincoln once wrote:
"Pardon me for writing a long letter. I did not have time to write a short one."
Well, I did take time to write the short one, the Abstract; a longer one, Table 1;
a still longer one, this paper. I did not have time to write all the long ones yet.
When they are written, a reader will first need a guide to "where is it?"
This paper is the guide.

Note also the style: a single sentence or main idea to a line: outline style.
That is because this is a reference, a format to organize ideas, not an exposition.
Of course, to show that a problem exists, that an answer exists, and to write it.
probably accomplishes about 90% of the usefulness that can be offered.
Just as one spoils a joke by explaining it, so it muddles a good idea to belabor it.
I believe, once you understand the idea, you will prefer the succinct format.
Read the paper by following Table 1, topic by topic.
If you want help, call me at (202)394-1166 or (703)533-7973. It is that easy nowadays.
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TECHNOLOGY BASE OF THE NAVY EXPLOSIVES SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (NESIP)

GOALS AND APPROACH

NESIP was founded by CNO OP41 and is directed by the NAVSEA Safety Offije 04H3.
'The main concern is the hazards from loading at pierside and in storage', but
the technology usually applies to parallel Navy programs on ship vulnerability.
Land-based scenarios fall within the purview of the DoD Explosives Safety Board,
and accordingly, our main guidelines are the DDESB "acceptable hazard" criteria:

Blast: no more than 1 psi
Fragments: fewer than 1 fragment/600 ft 2 with 58 ft-lbs energy or more.

Our first goalis to appraise the blast and fragment hazard comprehensively,
and when necessary to invent:means to reduce the hazard arc to feasible limits.
A hazard arc of 500 feet often has proved a feasible goal for two basic reasons:

1. The Navy limits the loads dijring handling operations to 1500 lbs or less
explosive weight, and I psi blast occurs near 500 feet for sutch a
net explosive weight (NEW).

2. Many piers, being 500 feet long, place the hazard arc just off-shore.

NESIP studies the whole yectrum of, Navy weapons during handling and storage,
and by a recent directiveZ will appraise all future weapons during development
for all scenarios during their forsee&ble lifetime.

Such a scope requires a broader approach than specialized science usually affords.
Safety itself demands we do the best we can with what we know now.
The NESIP technology base promises just such a tool for safety problems
because they typically involve sparse data, a wide variety of interacting phenomena,
ill-defined scenarios, and a host of unforseen and imponderable variables.
For safety problemrn, more than precision, we need reliable, safe solutions
-- to insure that all the controlling variables have been identTfTFid and "bookkeeped".
We do not need rigor so much as we need simplicity
-- to keep solutions workable and to nvo4d exact solutions tQ tha wronýg problems.
We need a compr'ehensive approach, using all we do know now, to solve t ne prolem now
-- without waiting decades for each specialized field to catch up with the problem.
We need a yardstick of theory, albeit rough,
-- so that when Nature screams some anomaly at us in an experiment,
-- we recognize it and make a better theory next time.
"These are all compe ling reasons as we see it for using a "unidynamics" approach
to safety problems.1,

Petes, J., "The Navy's Explosive Safety Improvement Program for Pier Side
Munitions Operations," Minutes of the Eighteenth Explosives Seminar,
Department of Defense Fxplosive Safety Board, 12-14 Sep 1978, Vol. II.

2 Ltr, CNO to CO NAVSEASYSCOM, Ser 411F/318499, Feb 1979, Subj: Guidance for
Weapons Systems Explosives Safety Review Board (WSESRB). Ltr, CO NAVSEASYSCOM,
Ser 363 0820, 23 May 1979, Subj: Data Requirement for Weapon Development Programs

3Porzel, F. ,"Unified Dynamics of Common Sense",communication to Washington
PhilosophiLal Society, April 1977.

4 Porzel, F., "Technology Base of the Navy Explosives Safety Improvement
Program," NSWC MP 79-311, Naval Surface Weapons Center, July 19.79
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TABLE 2. DEFINITION SCHEME FOR UNIFIE) lo(NAMICS AND FOR CODING IN BASIC

VARlIABLES3

Aapl' of trajectory i€cident shock
""Vxy . • ly $)dxdyd- bulk-shape-fOrm factor

C -(dP/dD)W iAaI'of sound, of light, incompressibility
D a S mass density. AD a ballistic density
S PdV total hydrodynamic energy in any volume V

"2 ~external faresG/ internal or body force. tensile strength

H-'(F+O)dXdT action integral

IaMV momentum, inertia, impulse dim (F÷G)dT, electric current
J normalized energy, electromagnetic forces
Y, a 11 MU kinetic energy, organised motion
L length, usually in direction of motion
t -(XYZ) 1/ 3  root mean size - slope dlnN/dL in exp(L/D) distribution
M mass
N number of things, usually as an areal or spatial density
0 -(P-P )/P overpressure, normalized to local ambient pressure
0 - S/R 0 temperature, energy/mass
P - Z/V 2 absolute pressure, random divergent energy/volume curiosity
a -(P-P 0 )/DoCo shock strength, natural units
R radius of curvature, distance from center of symmetry
S - dR/dT shock speed, phase velocity
T time
U - OJ/dT material velocity
V physical volume, but may be specific volume - l/D scope
W •~p)o PV prompt energy or work
14 V(p)

X % a horizontal distance, such as trajectory range, or a thickness
Y a vertical distance, such as trajectory ordinate
Y -f(W+K)dV yield.- prompt energy in arbitrary volume V
Z idealized or curved length, such as trajectory path
Z 3R ('+hM/Mo) phase space for effective mass M imbedded in ambient mass H0 0o

SUBSCRIPTS no subscript will usually indicate running variable
o w ambient state, 1 - initial state, 2,3,4... subsequent states or analogs

NEARLY CONSTANTS: for BASIC coding use capital letter with subscripts 9,8,7,6....
a coefficient of zero order term, as in a +bU +cU etc.
b coefficient of linear term
c coefficient of second-order (X ) term such as drag
c a €d average drag coefficient needed to make "quickie" trajectory exact
d usual differential, also coefficient of third-order (X )ter
• -2.71828 base of natural logarithms
6 -E/PV variable epsilon equation of state for non-ideal gasses
f(x) usually, any function of the variable x
8 -027 gravity, constant or not
h - 6.06 10 erg sec, Planck's constant
h - I/He specific heat, ratio of specific yields in mass effect
h(x) unitary operator, usually fh(x)dx =/*dx implies finite interval
i -(-I) 2 "imaginary number" also cceffici-.nt for an oscillatory respmnse
j . (-1) "sanity" operator
k o-(dlnP/dlnV)Q slope of adiabat on lnP-lnV coordinates
k - mean k makes generalized equation of state locally exact
0 - nearly zero "°DOIEC," Dividing by zerO Is Easy and Crafty
q - -dlnQ/dlnZ logarithmic space derivativ oýf any intensive variable Q

n~n-linearity factor, to match linear approximation with exact expression
r a cs A .r, correlation coefficient a correlated/uncorrelated veriance
s "((xt-_9) 2 /IN) I standard deviation of a sample N

v 0 w/tP-Po)V delayed energy factor, analog of 6
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METKGDULOGY

The technology base is summarized in Tables 1 and 2; they are the hand-out 4 .
Table 1 outlines this paper; Table 2 defines the symbols and their scheme.
Table I is not perfect, but summarizes the body of analytical tools we used.
Webster says a methodology is "a body of methods, procedures, working concepts,
rules and postulates employed by a science,art or discipline... n the solution
of a problem." Table 1, the technology base is such a list. It is a tool:
by correlating all fields we can bring the whole technology to bear on new problems.
It is also a discipline: it insures
that what we profess in each field be consistent with what we profess in every other.

NESIP analyses are coupled as closely as possible with testinq and were used to:
1. Select the Socorro tiet.site by showing. it would.be adequate for NESIP.
2. Appraise the hazards, often to identify the significant threats,
3. Provide a basis for designing the test programs,
4. Analyze, appraise and extend the test results,
5. Invent and/or design mitigating devices when needed.

The methodology falls naturally into a logical sequence shown by column 1, Table 1.
1. Blast starts with an appraisal for the Maximum Credible Explosion (MCE)

ani--ien predicts the loading close-in (fragmentation) and far-out (1 psi).
2. Surface Effects and Interactions - how the geometry of the warhead and

environment alters the initial blast loading.
3. Material response - how the warhead and targets yield under loading.
4. Break-up - The controlling parameters in fragmenting, rupturing or tearing.
5. Fragment retardation - how fragments are slowed in shields and in air.
6. TraJectories int- analytic solutions are developed, including U1 diag,

to predict the area density and terminal energy of fragments.
7. Sympathetic reactions - detonation, deflagration and burning;

it includes a model and methods for controlling these reactions.

Inventions to mitigate these effects grew naturally from each analysis (Col. 2).

Column 3 shows a key idea, code or reference or equation for significant topics
usually unique to the UTE-NESIP approach, i.e. new or preferred to prew4.us methods.
It was not obvious at the outset that these one word characterizations In Col. 2
-- "(target) yields, fails, is slowed, sails, or reacts"--
would serve to organize the problems, and suggest different solutions.
But it proved to be a useful way to organize the work and hopefully will be useful
as a "how-to-do-it" reference using the present NESIP state of the art.

These analyses have been applied over a spectrum shown in column 4:
torpedoes, missiles, rockets, shells, bombs and a number of sites and scenarios.
NESIP problems have been solved by analyses, analogs or testing, whatever works.
Sometimes, certain topics figured strongly in describing a particular project;
sometimes the test project required development or modification of the theory;
the circles show these key points of interest for both theory and test.
Reading down, Table 1 organizes NESIP by concepts, referencing test projects across.
We could turn the table sideways, reading the list of projects straight down
and the same circles would then cross-reference the concr-ts reading across.
Highlights of test results are given here and in other papers of this session.
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BLAST LOADING

Virtually all our analyses start with a prediction of blast loading using UTE.
The unified theory of explosions (UTE) is a way of describing any explosion:O
nuclear, high explosive, gaseous, massive case - from the charge surface to far-out.
The close-in predictions relate to fragmentation and sympathetic detonation.
The far-field predictions are near 1 psi, because of the DDESB blast criterion.

Why use UTE, when dozens of hydrocodes, standard curves, nomographs, etc. abound?
A compelling reason: only UTE includes such controlling facts of real explosions as:

o mass effect of explosive and warheads; that depresses side-on pressure
close-in, but sustains the pressure-distance curve far out. 5

o promptly available energy vs delayed energy due to dozens of effects ,7
like afterburning and reaction times we find in many real explosives.

o realistic equations of state, tested by determining hydrodynamics yields
and predictions for nuclear explosions in air, underwater,.nj p ggrpun
"and the whole spectrum of military explosives and warheads . 10

o geometry effects for correlating tests in shock tubes, pressure Xanks, etc.10
o complex surrounds of explosion sites like magazines, berms, etc.=

UTE is practical, gets the job done; a run takes 1 second and costs about $1.00;
"p1. UTE is an analytic solution, a hundred times faster and cheaper than hydrocodes;

and no differencing code can match its speed and versatility for parametric studies.
Above all, the same advantage as any analytic solution: you can see what is going on.

It has been almost universal practice to assign an equivalent weight to HE
=:-a single number, and a highly dubious one at that, being relative to TNT.
"With the same UTE codes by which nuclear explosions are evaluated with 1% accuracy,

"one finds that TNT releases about half the "classical" values 1080 or 1289 caltgm.
TNT releases about 600 cal/gm promptly, another 20% later by afterburning.612
UTE uses absglute yields; on the same basis by which 1 KT nuclear means 10 caleabsolute
1 KG means 10 cal , 1 gm means 103 cal, be it nuclear, point source, chemical or gas.

5porzel, F., "Introduction to a Unified Theory of Explosions (UTE),"NOLTR 72-209,
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Sep 1972, U.S. NTIS No. AD 758000.

6 Porzel, F. , "Height of Burst for Atomic Bombs 1954 - Part I - The Free Air
Curve," LA 1664, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Mar 1954, Library of Congress.

7 Porzel, F., "Damage Potential from Real Explosions: Total Head and Prompt
Energy," 16th Annual Explosives Safety Seminar, Hollywood-by-the-Sea, Florida,DoD Explosives Safety Board, Sep 1974.

8WT 9001, "Preliminary Hydrodynamic Yields of Atomic Weapons," Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, Dec 1953, (Unclassified title, then SRD).

9NSWC TR 79-359, "Explosives Safety Analyses of the Machrihanish Magazine,"
Porzel, F., and Ward, J., U.S. Naval Surface Weapons Center, 1979, in publication.

10Porzel, F., "Correlation of Blast Simulators with a Unified Theory of Explosions,"
Proceedings of 3. International Symposium on Military Applications of Blast
Simulators, Ernst Mach Institut (Freiburg)Schwetzingen, Germany, Sep 1972.
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"Prompt, available" energy is a generic concept in UTE, it goes beyond entropy,
"Available" refers to the energy realized by expanding back to ambient pressure P
"Prompt" means only that fraction delivered fast enough to support the shock ahead.

* For many processes, we need to distinguish between "initial" and "delayed" yield.
The "initial yield" concept simply recognizes that not all of HE is instantaneous.
In afterburning and aluminized explosives in particular;
a substantial fraction of the energy is released too late to affect detonation,
even though it is released quickly enough to be counted in "equivalent weight."
Thus, an initial yield exists, and applies to: detonation, wall and case velocity,
sympathetic detonation, fragmentation, early hull rupture, and underwater shock.
A delayed, or final yield exists and is better related to "equivalent weight".
It applies to afterburning fraction, airblast, underwater bubble,
quasistatic pressure in enclosed spaces, late hull rupture and venting processes.

Five formal UTE codes are available, depending on the application which s sought.
The analytic solution, ANSI derives detailed wave forms and total energyj,8
based on a set of measured data at the front of fireball or strong shock.
Direct Evaluation of Blast (DEB) simply sums the energy implied by measured data.
Direct Scaling (DSC) averages the local apparent yield implied at each presqpre
by comparing the measured radius with the theory for a trial absolute yield.?
It serves well as a statistical analysis for large masses of measured data
that would be prohibitively costly with classical scaling methods.
Damage Predictions, UTEDMG calculates key damage variables vs distance 7
UTEDMG is probably the most widely used of all the codes for NESIP applications.

4.! Given the initial yield, ambient conditions, and mass of explosives and surrounds,
it calculates side-on, dynamic, reflected pressures, i•pulse and energy flux
for any distance from the charge surface to distances arbitrarily far out.

jThe FORM factor B in UTEFORM. as shown, is simply: average/peak energy in the wave.
A new method, it will be ideal for non-spherical explosions, variable yield etc.
So far, It correlates with nuclear fireball data to a fraction of a percent in radius,
and Is far" within the experimental uncertainties for non-ideal high explosives.
Figure 1 is from NOLTR 72-209, shows the excellent correlation of data with UTE.

The full line is the theory for nuclear, the diamonds are a composite of measurements,
The dashed line is the theory for TNT, and the circles a compilation of TNT data,.
As here, the correlation is often too close to be shown by a pressure-distance curve.
Instead, both DSC and UTEFORM calculate the standard deviation, a few % in yield.
Figure I also shows how closely one pound of TNT scales with 1 KT nuclear far out.

Fig. 2 compares side-on and reflected pressure from I kg, HE and nuclear.
The HE actually weighs 1 kg but the (scaled-down) nuclear would weigh about 1 gm.
Note the drastic drop in side-on pressure, from 80000 bars (tnuclear) to 200 bars (HE).
This reduction is entirely due to the mass effect of the high explosive.
But this energy is not lost, as the Gurney-Fano corrections Imply, just released later.
This reduced pressure also reduces the dissipation close-in so eventually
the HE curve crosses the nuclear curve; HE is a more efficient explosion far-out.
Note the reflected pressures are nearly the same for both HE and nuclear.
These are nearly a thousand times the side-on pressure for the high explosive.
Using classical shock theory, the reflected pressure would only be about 8 times.
This large ratio again is due to the mass effect of the high explosive.

It is this ability of UTE, to predict accurately the loading close to the charge
that accounts more than any other technique, for the success of the technology base
to successfully model fragmerstation, failure modes, surface interactions,
sympathetic detonation from high explosives, and to design inhibitors.
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SURFACE EFFECTS AND INTERACTIONS

Surface interactions with the blast greatly reduce the side-on pressure due to
thermal radiation and mechanical effects such as dust loading, surface roughness.
A comprehensive theory was developed for these effects on nuclear weapons
and was the basis for their tactical employment, via height-of-burst curves.
Whereas classical blast theory identified two types of reflection: regular and Mach,
LA 1665 Identified five: regular, transition, two kinds of Mach and hemispherical.
Transition reflection is important because it controls the knees in the HOB curves.
It places an upper limit on pressure multiplication, regardless of regular or Mach.
Mechanical effects occur too for HE: however the thermal effect is less drastic.
Simplified calculations for height-of-burst exist, adequate for safety studies.

Of all interface mechanisms, venting can exert the strongest effect. See Figure 3.
It refers to the strong tendency of blast energy to flow into rarified media.
Common sense tells us the qualitative fact; energy flows best into tunnels,
but cannot tell us the enormous quantitative effect by which it does so.
Figure 3 shows that the rate of work in any medium per unit area and time is
dW/dt - PU, i.e., a piston at pressure P advancing with material velocity U.
Comparing different media, density and compressibility compound their effect;
the net result can be 1000:1 preference to flow into the rarified media.
An example for submarines: if the space above the torpedo magazine were open,
the explosion would vent out the top carrying most of the energy and fragments too.
The blast and fragment hazard would extend beyond a thousand feet.
A real submarine is packed with internal equipment that suppresses venting. 31The hazard arcs were found less than 200 feet for both blast and fragments.

For flow calculations in complex geometries, two simplifications arise.
If the case completely surrounds the HE, then energy is conserved during transfer;
if not, venting occurs into open spaces, but momentum is still conserved,
and we must include the mass effect to describe the outgoing blast wave.
Since much of the energy of HE is carried by its explosion products,
the vented fraction above an earth fill, an underground or underwater explosion
will determine the fraction of energy going into air blast.
Venting has had a long and important history in the safety know-how of UTE:
Thirty years ago, the decision to fire the first H-bomb on the ground resteg 12
on a theory showing that only .1% of the energy would go into ground shock. ' 1
Reactor safety technology rests strongly on venting to redirect blast energy. 13

The venting concepts were successfully applied in many NESIP projects: 9
o the vented fraction of an earth covered magazine (Machrihani~h studies)
o the air blast from a venting submarine (N@w London project) 3 m
o design of minimal shields (Mk 16 torpedo)' 0

11Porzel, F., "Height of Burst for Atomic Bombs 1954 - Part II - Surface Effects,"
LA 1665, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Mar 1954, Note: Both volumes, LA 1664
and 1665 are available from U. S. Library of Congress.

12Porzel, F., "Soil Pressure and Energy Transfer on MIKE Shot," LA 1529, Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, Oct 1952. (then SRD)

13Porzel, F., "Hydrodynamic Problems in Reactor Containment," UNP434, United
Nations Second International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Sep 1958.
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MATERIAL RESPONSE

How are materials altered upon application of the blast loading?

If we are to solve all safety problems, i.e. involving many different materials,
we require an equation of state, if only approximate, that applies to all media.
Some material here is not new to NESIP, they were developed for pioneering work:
analyses and tests for yields in air6A, for the first deeo underwater
nuclear explosion and the first contained underground nuclear explosionis.
Current NESIP problems are solved with these techniques, proven out long ago
by nuclear tests.

Let us first define a dimensionless natural unit for pressure as in UTE 5 :

(P-P 0 )/DoC , overpressure/bulk modulus

Only two parameters are used:ambient density Doambient sound velocity Co,
and a remarkable simplification then arises. or weak shocks, *<<1, and

overpressure - overdensity = material speed * supersonic shock speed.

i= P-Po/DC D/Do - 1 3 U/C 0 S/Co - 1
In other words, all these quantities are not only proportional to each other
but each has the same numerical value i for acoustic waves and weak shocks.

From first principles an approximate but generalized equation of state becomes

= D/D )K" I]/K
that not only applies to gases, fluids and solids but Is insensitive to K.
Here, K is nearly constant, the local adiabatic compressibility K = d lnP/d ln D.
By defining K as an average value from Do to 0, the equation can be made exact.
For gases, K - usual values; for solids and liquids a good approximation is K 7.

For homogeneous materials and small * the waste heat Q (see next page) becomes
Q a K+1 ¢3 (1 3

12 A for gases, Q 12 for dense media' 12
Furthermore, in the blast wave itself, the average energy on the interior iswell related to the peak value at the shock front by a form factor F such that

Y3 F (1/3) 2
(4ff/3)R (P-Po)a

All these are reasons why a unified theory of explosions is possible, and they
indicate the way in which explosions in different media can be treated quantitatively.
Other properties follow from the non-linear nature of the equation of state.
At high strain rates, some say the stress-strain curve is anomalously high;
but the shock equation! suggest the "extra energy" is kinetic energy an Waste heat,
E-Eo- W+ K + Q, and the generalized equation of state can continue to apply.
14 Porzel, F., "Close-in Time-of-Arrival of Underwater Shock Wave," Final Report,

Project 4.4 Operation WIGWAM, WT1034, 1956.

15Porzel, F., W. C. Anderson, "Close-in Time-of-Arrival Measurements for Yield of
Underground RAINIER Shot," Project 23.1 Operation PLUMBOB, Jul 1959.
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Figure 4 Illustrates the waste heat concept and basic Idea for blast shields13 ' 16
The waste heat concept is a simple way of describing, better than entropy,
a separation between prompt energy and energy delayed by dozens of processes. 5

Material initially at the state Po, Vo is shocked up to the state P,V (straight line)
but expands behind the shock by faster decay along the curved. path shnwn.
For solids and liquids, it returns essentially to its original state, Po .
The sliver-shaped area is the delayed energy Q left behind in the material.
For elastic materials, the two paths are nearly identical; no energy Is "lost".
But for highly compressible or porous materials which "crush down" readily,
it is easy to see that about half the energy being delivered to the shock
is continually being transformed to delayed energy and thereby "lost" to the front.

One main NESIP application of waste heat: the blast shield for Mk 16 torpedoes.
It was essentially a sand wall, 1 foot thick: it also stopped fragmentsl . (See Fig. 18)

About ten early power reactors built in the United States contain blast shields 13
designed using the waste heat concept to protect the reactor from internal explosion
Three Mile Island had no shield, but the worry was the same: "metal-water reactions".
The USS nuclear merchant ship Savannah had a redwood-steel blast shield in it,
where It was euphemistically labelled a "collision mat". It would do that too.

The last two items under "Material Response"are significant for scaling results,
and they are a logical transition to the next topic of "Material Breakup."
Owing to non-linearity, materials become' stronger with increased cogfinement
instead of responding constantly, as Hooke's law, or the modulus D6C8 imply.
But they fail in extension, not directly related to some inherent modulus
but due to the greater chance of finding some weaker defect in a larger sample.
As a consequence, we expect to find, and do, for some materials like HY80 steel,
that the % elongation is not constant with sample size, as Hooke's law suggests,
but the % decreases with sample size; In short the larger sample seems more brittle.
On the other hand, larger structures embody much better metallurgy
and fabricatiori say in comparing full scale submarines with test models.
For similar reasons of scale, the energy required to fracture a large sample increases,
because the energy required is proportional to the new area created, a size factor
even though the work done per unit area, PAL, may be characteristic of the material.

t 6 Porzel, F., "Design of Lightweight Shields Against Blast and Fragments,"
Minutes of 17th Explosives Safety Seminar, DoD Explosives Safety Board,
Denver, CO, 1976.
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BREAKUP AND FRAGMENT FORMATION

Given the blast loading and material, how does specific warhead case or target fail?

Into what sizes of fragments and how are the sizes distributed?

Of course, the controlling facts are the strength of the shock and of the tPrget.

Given a shock strong enough to fracture, the problem is clearly statistical
because common experience shows that such fragments vary randomly in size.
For generality and reliability we use as few assumptions as are necessary.16

A minimum set of assumptions appear to be:

1. The number of new fragments created dN is always proportional to the
number of fragments N already existing: dN-N

2. The fracturing will start at some weak point; the chance of finding a
weak spot is proportional to the volume transversed; dN- area x dL.

3. The number of new fragments will be inversely proportional to energy of
fracturing, which is proportional to the new area created; dN- 1/area.

Takern together, these assumptions lead to dN = - constant* N dL; inte7raLion gives

N(>L) = N0  e"L/L'

a familiar "straight line on semi-log paper" with intercept N and slop n ,•h'This resembles but differs from the specific Mott formula witR N - Noe-.. • '

and more useful for predictions than a general 3 parameter form N =Be

Figure 5 shows an early correlation with arena data from 500 and 750 pound bombs.
F We also find good correlation in such diverse things as

o secondary fragments from a truck, (Figure 6)
o large torpedo fragments found at 500' to 1000' (Fig. 7)
o the pieces of a broken ceramic luncheon plate which fell on a road (Fig. 8)

Figure 8 is a single sample but is amusing as an extreme test of the theory.

When the plate fragments were first weighed and plotted (MI/3 - L), the result
indicated NO 24 was larger than the num~ber recovered, nor w•s it a straight line.

When the plate was put together, the holes, obviously missinq fragment-
showed the original numbers did fit on a straight line, and consistent with No=24.

Such correlationas are fun but ought not be surprising with assumptions so general.

We cannot know details and did not specify a priori N•, slope L, or size range.

But the basic assumptions do apply and are suffTicient to specify a semi-log fit.
If they work for a broken plate, one is confident they will work for a new warhead.
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Note that NSe only fits the curve; common sense physics prescribes the limits.
Fragment sizes cannot extend down to L 0 0; too much energy would be required.
Fragment sizes cannot extend to L a -; that is larger than the warhead:
Thus, the fitted curve applies to a limited range of fragment sizes and
actual limits Lmin and Lmax should be used for integrating total mass, numbers etc.

One expects that the proportionality constant in dN a constant*NdL will differ
for fragments smaller than the cases thickness X as opposed to those larger than X,I. a 3-D vs 2-D problem, with the case surface as a built-in weakness, biasing E
This suggests a bimodal distribution, as shown in Table 1, a steeper slope for large L
Arena data support this idea but data are usually too sparse to define two slopes,
For practical purposes, the dominant 'I (steeper slope) works well for both domains.

For predicting 1C, it is reasonable to suppose the mean size C- case thicknessIt would, but as argued above for ductility, the larger size appears more brtttle.

Hence we expect, and arena data for Mk 80 series bombs indicate, that r* X.

The initial stress front shock or fragment loading controls the mode of failure.
Accordingly, Figure 5 shows a hierarchy of "fragments", from high to low stresses:

1. Fracturing, like a bomb. The shock is so strong the case fails locally.
The pressure needs be about 3 times the tensile strength G.
More definitely, the criterion is P cG/Poissons ratio.

2. Rupturing, like a pressure vessel. The shock is too weak -to fracture,
but the accumulated load will cause failure over some angular sector A.
For spherical sectors sin A/2 t 2 GX/PRo, for cylinders sin A/2 = GX/PRo.

3. Break and Tear, like a paper bag. Even though the shock is too weak to
rupture th-ecase as a whole, it can and probably will fail locally due
to fragment impact or weak points. Once that happens, and if the stress
is not relieved by venting, tearing is almost inevitable.

The spatial extent of the loading also controls, proyed by fragment holes.
The local stress is characterized by the "dynamic pressure" of the fragment.
Here again we need to distinguish between:

1. Holing (perforation). The fragment is fast enough to punch a hole,
but the stress is too brief and the blast too weak to sustain tearing.

2. Spalling. The fragment is too slow, or the target too thick to be perforated
but th~erarefaction on the back side does exceed the tensile strength.

3. Cratering, the fragment velocity exceeds the tensile strength criterion,
but the target is too thick to permit perforation or spalling.

For initial fragment velocity, the Gurney-Fano factors specify a single number.
Arena data often list but a single number for all fragments in each polAr zone.
When jetting occurs In stacks, some assume that same velocity for thl whole stack.
(Jetting in stacks is a separate effect, shown as a reflection process 'on Table,
The UTE model, on the other hand, treats a spectrum of velocities, even for one round.
In UTE, we assume energy is partitioned equally among total mass present, case + HE.
For strong shocks, that energy is equipartitioned between internal and kinetic energy.
Setting the kinetic energy ;MUA - Yo /2 the proper ayerage velocity gives U0 - Y /M.
But the velocity of the outer layers are enhanced by two effects Gurney-Fano omis.

1. The blast energy is both internal and kinetic, and peaked at the front,
2. When the shock emerges from the case, a strong rarefaction moves backward

which converts all the local energy to kinetic, about do bling it.
With corrections for waveforms, the fastest fragments go with UE Y-6 Yo/Mtotal.
This spread, average to peak, y/M <U2< 6 Y^/M replaces one Gurney velocityiJx,
but does not require a differen? -Fano- factor for each vaTi-ue of C/M.
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FOR - 0 STCATASTROPHIC FAILURE

S RUPTURE (LIKE A PRESSURE TANK) x
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S BREAK& TEAR (LIKE A PAPER BAG)

"ZIPPERING" DUE TO: FRAGMENT INERTIAL CONFINEMENT
WEAK SPOT BOTH BLAST & FRAG$
CORNERS

FIGURE 9. MODES OF FAILURE
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FRAGMENT DECELERATION

Given a fragment at velocity U, how much is it retarded by shielding or in air?
U1 drag is the controlling mechanism of course; its familiar parameters include
velocity U, fragment size arnd shape, densities of air 0 and of fragment D.
Despite the great variations in iatural fragments, we fnd two simplifications:

1. "Shape factors" B for most real, tumbling fragments are all about 1/3.
2. The deceleration depends only on length L in direction of travel

and is independent of the cross-sectional arer A at every instant.

The shape factor B is defined through the requirenert that mass M a BALD,
or volume V - BAL; volumes of most such shapes are V Z (1/3) AL, this is
exactly so for pyramids and cones etc., ApproximAtely so even for a tumbling cube.
Regarding drag, the drag force is F - ½ cdA D UO (cd * drag coefficient, A area)the deceleration itself is given by Newtons law, bU independent of A because

dU _. cd A Do U2  ½ cd Do U2  dimensionless U2
rt U R B A D F- B D * [nearly constan] *

Of course, for tumbling fragments, L, A and c. all change rapidly, 1/3

but the time average of L is surely close to VLBL 3 , so that L (M/BD)
Thus the average length L is given simply by its mass M, density D and B.
This formulation is particularly useful since we saw in the last section that
for a wide variety of fragments, the size distribution was alto characterized
by the fragment length L.

The decay from initial velocity Uo with range Z then becomes

1f c-- , which integrates to U 0 c/

C DOwhere c P- ½ %D , dimensionless iiumber, slowly varying or nearly constant.

For small velocities, U cannot control drag; it says U>O until Z - -:

For a constant re3istance, like crushing strength, the retardation becomes

U dU/dZ = constant/L, leading to U - constant Z/L
0

At higher velocities, the retardation could be due to a viscous force dU/dt = bU,
with b = constant, UdU/dZ = bU/L, leading to U - Uo - constant Z/L.
Complex general retardation formulas may apply, but from the dimensions of F/M
the decay can always be written in terms of the dimensionless ratio Z/L.

When the resistance is constant, say in partial penetration of armor plate,
the work done in decreasing kinetic energy dK is always simply proportional
to the tensile strength of the plate and new volume of the crater.

dK ' -GdV which leads to Ko 0 = MU2 a GV/2
Thus the crater volujne is a direct measure of the original kinetic energy
For further reasons, such as tumbling, knife-edge entrance, failure modes,
this is not an exLct or a simple way to measure the initial fragment velocity.
But it is functionally correct, gives the energy without knowing fragment size(!)
and gives a better fit than the usual method of relating impulse with volume.
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Since the stopping power does involve the density D of the stopping material,
it is a rough but convenient correlation to measure their relative effectiveness
by the assuming density D*penetration X a constant. This is the DX criterion.

A natural outgrowth of these considerations is the minimal shield 16 .
The main function of the shield is to stop primary fragments from the case.
Almost any material is as good as any other having the same DX a constant.
But blast loading and primary fragments are also the source for secondary fragments.
The same snield is well suited to reduce all three: blast, primary and secondaries.

The blast shield embodied several other concepts: (Figure 18)
o minimal area of shield, looking outward from the explosive

to maximize the area for venting blast energy in non-hazardous directions
o maximum stand-off for a given area shield from the explosive
* to exploit the divergence of the blast and minimize the momentum intercepted

o a porous material -- like sand -- to absorb energy by waste heat processes.
(It goes without saying, sand is literally dirt cheap, too!)

Finally, it is not necessary to stop the primary or secondary fragments,
but only to slow them to Velocities so they become non-hazardous at 500 feet or so.

We turn now to fragment trajectories in air, an excellent retarder for fragments.
(Not only because ,i.t is cheap, there is alse lots of it')
Using the DX criterion, 500 feet of air at .00129 gm/cml is as good as 5 in of sand

at 1.5 gm/cm3 .
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TRAJECTORIES IN AIR

Four useful and powerful tools have been developed for trajectory problems.
All are analytic, but codes are convenient to do the drudgery:

o FEN for Fragment Energy and Numberl, radial motion w/o gravity (Fig. 10)
o UNITRJ, a'n analytrc solution-for U4 drag and gravity forces (Fig. 11)
o QUICKIE, a one-step version of UNITRJ
o FRENCH a FEN + gravity, for FRagment ENergy and Numbers CHarts.

The same advantages of speed and cost-accrue heIre as to -all anal1fic solutions.
But mainly one gains insight and versatility that a differencing code cannot give.
Both FEN and UNITRJ were described in the 1976 seminar .

FEN starts with the Xield of the bomb Y , the total mass and mean fragment size t.
The key idea: map the fragment hazard us¶ng the DDESB criteria as axes.
Number of lethal fragments is the ordinate, the energy is the abscissa (Fig.lO).
A hazardous zone is immediately apparent; the box where both criteria are exceeded.
Most lethal fragments arrive at angles so flat that gravity is inconsequential.
FEN neglects it. The advantage: we can map the whole field at once to determine
the range where the criteria are exceeded and what size fragment is most critical.
The FEN chart is reliable because it is so strongly pegged to average values.
It states the limitations imposed by conservation of mass, momentum and energy.

The FEN chart procedure is also flexible, permitting simple powerful changes:
o Correction for different number of bombs.

Simply increase the ordinate by the appropriate number of bombs,
because the areal density N = N exp(-LZ/L) is always proportional to No.
If the stack is simultaneously Setonated, or other stack interactions pccur,
a different, appropriate factor applies, usually less than the number of bombs.

o Correction for a variation of areal density of fragments with polar angle:
Simply increase the ordinate by the appropri'ate ratio for that polar angle.
Same reason as above: the areal density is always proportional to No.

o Correction for variation in initial velocity with polar angle:
Simply shift the abscissa the proper amount, right or left.
The terminal energy E - Eo exp (-2cZ/L) is proportional to EO.

By basic assumptions, FEN is conservative, calculates areal densities of fragments
normal to the trajectory, an overestimate for both horizontal and vertical targets.
But given a simple trajectory algorithm (see below) it is straightforward
to resolve a FEN areal density into its horizontal and vertical components.
FRENCH is such a "second-generation" code, combining FEN with gravity effects.

The unique feature of UNITRJ and its derivation are due to choice of variables:
length Z along the trajectory, and the local trajectory angle A. (See Fig. 11).
When drag and gravity forces are resolved along these axes one derives

Z -7" n 1 l+ c 0  f(Ao) - f(A

uecZ/Lcos A -constant - Uo0 cosA0

where f(A) N tanA n
coT + In (tan A + z-A)

As a result, relations between path length Z angle A, velocity U and time T

are all explicit and exact.
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FIGURE 10. FRAGMENT ENERGY AND NUMBERS (FEN CHART)
TYPICAL FRAGMENTS, 3400 f/s, TWO WARHEADS
TOTALS: 1500 LBS HE, 1000 LBS CASE, 0.36 CM THICK
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In practice, the range X, ordinate Y, and time T are calculated from differentials
dX * dZ cos A, dY - dZ sin A, dT - dZ/U ;

This can be done precisely and in bold steps because Z and A are known exactly.
Integration in bold steps is also required when the drag coefficient changes
because the integration for Z assumes cd is constant.

A recent development is a QUICKIE formula giving the range X in a single step
X * cos A109  4 q C Ug

i •', " • oe 1+...gL' sin A.

For small values of the argument, this becomes the classical trajectory in vacuo.
q = 1 for many low angle high speed trajectories with variable drag coefficients.
q is simply a device here to make the relation exact whenever needs be;
first solve for X(A) exactly with UNITRJ; then use QUICKIE to solve for q.
q is remarkably constant up to A a 600 and QUICKIE becomes a simple powerful tool:
a one-step expression with all the versatility that any analytic solution offers:
speed, variation of parameters, maximum range (dX- 0), areal density (from dA) etc.

Armed with FEN, UNITRJ, QUICKIE, or FRENCH, vistas of such problems become solvable.
A few developments are indicated here, omitting the techhical details.

Hazard factors (high vs low angle fragments) (See Figure 12)
Fbr a given initial velocity, a fragment arrives at range X via a long or short path.
The high angle fragments are usually spent by their long path, excepting a few
so large, around 100 grams, that their terminal velocity alone makes them hazardous.
Hence, all fragments above 100 grams would be unacceptable; high or low, H - 1.
For small enough fragments, the energy will be spent by drag even via the short path.
For intermediate masses, only the low angle fragments will prove hazardous.
It was found with UNITRJ, but verifiable with any code, that for size L at range X
the ratio of slow, high angle fragments to fast, low angleslis around 10:1.
In such cases, the hazard factor is about 10%, that being the chance it was low angle.
Using QUICKIE, one can map out hazard factors in a few minutes that would require
a month using a conventional differencing trajectory code (an actual comparison).

Second rak in areal density (far field threat)
Close-n, horizontal areal densities are loW, due to flat trajectory; then rise and
eventually the densities decline, due to X-4 divergence, and pulled down by gravity.
Some invbstigators report a second peak in areal density, around 1800 feet.
Our stuotes show it was a spurious result from analyzing a single fragment size.
How? The derivative dX/dA measures the spread of fragments; at maximum range dX/dA-O.
Hence it is clear that a code will give areal density dA/dX = - at maximum range.
As is easily verified by QUICKIE, nearly all fragments land near their maximum range.
But by the same token, there are zero fragments of tha exact size L.
When we take into account any realistic distribution oýf 7Taqent sizes.
we find that the areal density decreases steadily, beyond the first maximum,
and is well-fitted by exp(-constant X), the usual straight line on semi-log paper.

Rigidity of the trajectory
This is a we11-established principle in artillery gunnery. It means that
for small changes in angle of elevation A, the trajectory does not change shape.
One can calculate concisely by algebraically adding AA to every trajectory angle.
Example: the QUICKIE was derived using the principle of rigidity of the trajectory.
Rigidity is a powerful tool, provided one knows the limits of it applicability.
UNITRJ verified the principle quantitatively; showed it applies for AM20 0 .
This limitation is acceptable for NESIP; most hazardous fragments have low paths.
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INITIAL ANGLE ANGLEOF
Ao ORDINATE. Y FALL, A

-- ~ ~HORIZONTAL RANGE X ,

THE FORCE DIAGRAM IN COORDINATES Z, A AS SHOWN FORCES / UNIT MASS
LEADS TO (EXACT) ANALYTIC RELATIONS FOR U2R

2CZ/ L dA U /R
K c3SA CU2 /L

PATH Z .• LOG + KC[f(Ao) - f )INERTIA
2C(A)] SIN A

rCOSAo* _CZ/L IZ=RdA
VELOCITY U • U0 LCOSA J IA

WHERE

L FRAGMENT LENGTH 91 (M/BD)'n R

C 1/2' DRAG COEFFICIENT AIR DENSITY 1 Cd 0
SHAPE FACTOR FRAG DENSITY 2 B D

K (INITIAL VELOCITY v COS (INIT. ANGLE)) 2 Uo2 COS 2 Ao dA
GRAVITY ,,Y

TOAENTAAGY
f(A) ,TANA + LOG TANA+ CENTER-OF-CURVATURE

COS A COS A

Do Z IN INCREMENTS Z I FOR DISCRETE DRAG COEFFICIENTS Cd (U)

RANGE dX - dZ.COS A

ORDINATE dY - dZ.SIN A

TIME dT - dZf U

FIGURE 1I NOMENCLATURE AND DERIVED EQUATIONS FOR U2 DRAG
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FIGURE 12. HIGH VS. LOW TRAJECTORIES
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SYMPATHETIC REACTIONS

Details of the NESIP model and methods to control reactions were given in 1978.17
Some highlightSfor these sympathetic reaction studies are summarized here.

Following UTE, most controlling effects can be embodied in an "action criterion":
t -, (See Figure 13).

• J (E(t) - Ec)dl', Hminitmm

(E - Ec) means that first the local energy density E must exceed some threshold Ec.
The local energy E is itself a function of time and the net effect of two causes:

o cumulative Inputs: shock or impact, multiple hits, conduction, radiation, etc.
o energy remaining after the natural flow of energy from any energized system,

Also, the molecules must be energized long enough for the atoms to move out from their
lattice positions, disorganize, find new partners and reorganize as "explosive debris".
In chemical terms one would say it takes time for the reaction to proceed! fEdTz.O.
The debris must have enough energy to energize its neighbors: sustain the chain.
Blast decay, edge effects, size of incoming fragment may all limit the loading time.
The shorter the loading time, the higher the initiating energy needs to be.
But if the time is long enough, then E needs barely exceed the critical value Ec.
By NESIP experience, the large scale gap test meets this requirement for long duration.
Hence, Hdet is implied by and estimated from the pressure and diameter of the LSGT.

In the SUSAN tests the sample is larger, a 3 inch diameter vs 4 cm for LSGT.
The geometry is more complex and the SUSAN tests suggest another possibility:
The minimum action H is probably not a single value, but a continuum from a
threshold for burning, up through all degrees of deflagration Up to detonation.
Each represent a different exothermic chain; doubtless many chains are possible.
Sometimes a chain dies out, but the definitive experimental fact: burning does sustain.

The action criterion embraces and is useful in correlating all sensitivity tests.
Input pressure P or frag velocity U are intensive variables, directly related to E.
Fragment diameter D and clearing times T are extensive, related through sound speed.
From the action criterion, one can derive a special form for exposition here

U - Uc(1 + b/D)l/n, where Uc and b are constants, and 1cn<2.

For E-U D small, then U-9-1: Howe found that correlation fpr 105 shells, Comp S18.
For EU, U U (1 + B/D) , much as Slade found U - A + B/D't for two explosives '.
S. Jacobs extended that form with correction terms for other variables and
L. Roslund uses it widely and successfully to correlate single fragment I pact data20.
For D large, as noted above, U - Uc is the basic classical idea in LSGTz'.
The action criterion most closely resemnbles thzP2T criterion,'z but differs
because E is cumulative modes of energy, is integrated, must exceed a threshold etc.
Other effects are involved: history, porosity of HE, special geometry synergistics.
All such forms apply in some domain, but clearly no specialized form applies to all.
We are not dealing here with one "correct" mechanism, but with a class of reactions.
The action criterion is a reminder of Nature's disregard of specialization
and a discipline for bookkeeping all interactions that do occur in the real world.

Initiation is often controlled by the most sensitive components like RDX or HMX.
An empirical plot of initiation pressure vs % sensitive explosive is useful.
Figure 14 summarizes LSGT data with RDX as the sensitive explosive.

17Porzel, F., "A Model and Methods for Control of Sympathetic Detonation,"
"Minutes of the Eighteenth Explosives Safety Seminar, DoD Explosives Safety
Board, San Antonio, TX, Sep 1978.
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E0 o DATA FROM APPENDIX C NOLTR 74-40
- LEAST SQUARES LINEAR CORRELATION

s 0 PBXN-103, DESTEX

NOTE: I MPa 10 Bars

1,

PERCENT RDX IN EXPLOSIVE

FGuR'14a INITIATION PRESSURES FROM LARGE SCALE GAP TESTS4CASTCHARGES: RDX/TNT/INERT MATERIALS

30 DATA FROM APPENDIX C NOLTR 7 40

i •'• - LEAST SQUARES LINEAR CORRELATION

,NOTE: I MPa- 10Bars

S~PRESSED CHARGES
40 -

i 30 -

20

F0101:
0 x'

0 10 20 30 40 so so 70 so 90 100
PERCENT RDX IN MIXTURE

FIGURE 14b INITIATION PRESSURES FROM LARGE SCALE GAP TESTS
PRESSED CHARGES: RDX/TNT/INERT MATERIALS
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While multiple hits do add synergistically, their effect also decays rapidly.
A rule of thumb: they will not exceed twice the effect of a single fragment.
For soft debris, the effect is about half the effect of a dense fragment.
These rules are not needed if the local energy decay is actually calculated.

Given the input loading, say from UTE, and the pressure required for initiation,
then the design of an Inhibitor for sympathetic reactions is straightforward.
A key idea and unique feature of the NESIP inhibitor concept is:
we need not stop the incoming fragment, but only to slow it enough
that its impact pressure is below the initiation pressure.

17Figure 15 shows the design for a capsule to inhibit sympathetic detonation
Note that the plates are only 3/8" thick, and 11" wide, here for 5"/54 shells.
It is important that the plates be thin enough to shatter and scatter
so as to distribute their momentum as much as possible,
otherwise they act together like a flyer plate.

The 1978 paper17 reported a .test that illustrates scattering and Impedance (Fig. 16).
Sympathetic detonation was prevented between Mk 16 torpedoes by a 5/16" plate.
But when a 1/4" plate was faced on both sides with wood, detonation occurred.
Evidently, the wood protected the steel plate well enough that it did not scatter
but held together, struck the acceptor like a flyer plate., with full momentum.
Here the impedance match between explosive debris and acceptor may be ,decisive.
Steel (hard, dense) is a better inhibitor here than wood or plastic (light, soft).
True, on the first impact the transmitted pressure is lower in the softer material.
But, the velocity of the plastic is correspondingly higher and when the plastic
impacts on the acceptor, the transmitted pressure is higher than if a steel plate
had been used. Acoustic impedance DoCo in each material controls the physics.

To adequately limit the MCL, we need not confine the detonation to one donor.
The fewer the acceptor detonations the better, but calculations often show that
detonation of several acceptors will still be an acceptable MCE; and prove much
less costly than complete Inhibition. The chain either grows or not.
If the probability of detonation is less than 1/(number of nearest neighbors)
then the chain will probably die in a calculable number of steps.

Nose-to-tall stacking of torpedoes was conceived for three reasons: (Figure 17)
o the tail section of an intervening torpedo is a ready-made shield
o the distance between adjacent warheads is thereby longer
o incidence is too glancing to permit sympathetic detonation, however close.

The idea in optimized storage is straightforward: use insensitive warheads as shields.
SIra warhead does not detonate under a specified blast load,
It may be just as effective a blast shield or Inhibitor as anything else
that might be put in Its place.

l8Howe, Phillip, "The Phenomemology of Internal Communication and Techniques
for Prevention," ARBRL TR 02048, U.S. Army Ballistics Research Laboratory,
Aberdeen, MD, March 1978.

19 Slade, D. C. and Dewey, J., "High Order Initiation of Two Military Explosives,"
BRL 1021, U.S. Army Ballistics Research Laboratory, Aberdeen, MD, Jul 1957.

2 0L. Roslund and S. Jacobs, private communications at NSWC.
2 1Price, D., "The NOL Large Scale Gap Test III. Compilation of Unclassified

Data and Supplementary Information for Interpretation of Results,"
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Mar 1974.

2 2Walker, F. E. and Wasley, R. J., Exposivstoffe, 17th, No. 1,9, (1969).
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APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS. 48 ROUND PALLET: SHELLS, 3500 #
PALLET. 500 #

CRITERION: AT LEAST 2 INCHES OF STEELA
BETWEEN CENTER OF DONOR
AND THE HE IN THE ACCEPTOR

OPTIONS: SINGLE MODULES..BOLTED1

TOGETHER OR MULTI-ROUND I

WIRE BASKET OR SH4EET STEEL BOX

1/410 X 11/ir X 15" ANGLE IRON INHIBITQR-S1IFFENER

I/ý- f"X1"BRIHBTRSIFNE 0i
40

FIGURE 15.DESIGN FOR A MODULAR CONCEPT FOR AN INHIBITING PALLET
FOR 5"/54 SHELLS To PREVENT SYMPATHETIC DETONATION,
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THE ACCEPTOR RIDNOT DETONATE:

DONOR ACCEPTOR

I 21" 5/16" STEEL PLATE al

20" 20"

Successful:
SWITNESS PLATE F|WITNESSPLATE No hole inwitness plate

2)6" STEEL WITNESS PLATES

THE ACCEPTOR DETONATED HIGH ORDER

MK 16 TORPEDO 2 X 6, X 1/4" STEEL MK 16 TORPEDO
DONOR RECEPTOR

6" PINE •6 PINE

141 4

I Failed:
Hole inI ... witness plate

FIGURE 16. TEST OF STEEL INHIBITORS PLATE FOR MK 16 TORPEDOES
WITH AND WITHOUT 6" WOOD FACING

I~og
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NOSE-TO TAIL STOWAGE
WITH INHIBITOR PLATE OR BLOCK BETWEEN DIAGONALS

IWARHEAD SECTIONS

WARHEAW SECTIONS

INHIBITOR PLATES:
5/16" STEEL, OR EXISTING ALUMINUM CHOCK PLATES

EXISTING STOWAGE RACK

FIGURE 17. CONCEPT FOR NOSE-TOT4AIL STACKING OF TORPEDOES

Greater separation, mutual shielding, glancing incidence
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EXPERIMENTS

These preceding techniques were applied and/or tested on about a dozen warheads.
Torpedoes: Mk 16, Mk 46, Mk 48
Missiles: TOMAHAWK, HARPOON, 2.75 inch rockets
Projectiles: 5"/54 (Exp D and A-3), 50/54 HIFRAG, 76mm fixed round
Bombs: Mk 80 series, Mk 82 bombs in pallet

and a half dozen scenarios.
Machrihanish (Scotland) Magazine
New London Submarine Base
Destroyer tender, Submarine Tender Workshop-magazine (AD/AS)
FFG Magazine
White Oak Sites
General Ship-to-Shore problem

Controlling parameters for the warhead analyses are shown in parentheses;
this is itself a result, because showing what is important is near the solution.
Each different weapon often contributed to a new facet of the technology base
more strongly than others; this is indicated by circles on the Table 1
and these highlights will be discussed for each warhead.

Mk 16 TORPEDO - (750 pounds HBX-3 in bronze case, 1/8 inch thick)
sTE analysis showed that two torpedoes deliver less than 1 psi blast at 500 feet.

But the FEN charts showed the fragment hazard was unacceptable at 500 feet and
a lightweight sand shield 1 foot thick was designed to reduce nose-spray. j•g. 18)
These analyses and shield design were summarized in the 1976 Safety Seminarig.
The first two shots in the NESIP program, Sep 1975, verified the shield concept.
As a result, the DDESB approved a reduction of the hazard arc from 1250 to 500 feet,
with a savings in Navy construction costs estimated by CNO as $400 million.

Analyses and test for shielding against sympathetic detonation were given in 197817.
Initiation by a single fragment was expected and verified out to 32 feet. no shield.
But a 5/16 inch steel plate with 40 inch separation prevented detonation (Fig. 16).
That is also the deck thickness between workshop and magazine below it.
Hence the existing ship structure and spacing tan prevent propagation of reactions
and spectifca)ly, detonation from workshop to a magazine below.

I.i
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Mk 46 TORPEDO - (100 pounds PBXN-103 or 105 in aluminum case .145" thick)
Fig. 19 shows the reflected pressure vs distance as calculated using UTE.
With no space between warheads, blast pressure calculates close to detonation pressure.
Beyond 28 cm dis-tancq, blast pressures become too weak to initiated detonation,
but the local pressure from impact of fragments can do so out to several
However, calculations show that a 4 inch steel plate placed midway between them
or the two aluminum chock plates in the existing storage racks would work.

Mr. Martin will describe the tests in a later paper 2 3. Briefly, the results were"
At 24 cm distance, plates or not, the blast should have initiated detonation and did;
at 36 and 56 cm distangethe plates should have prevented detonation and did;
at 74 cm, without plates, the fragments should have initiated detonation and did.

In open air, the donor was ignited to burn; the plates did shield the acceptor.
But when the donor-acceptor pair were placed in a small cavity,
the acceptor burned and mildly deflagrated, but significantly, did not detonate.
This is a hohlraum effect, -- radiation reflected from walls of a cavity.
To date, the open air and small box gives us a bracket on sympathetic burning
but it remains to show which better simulates the space in a shipboard magazine.

Mk 48 TORPEDO - ( PBXN-103 or PBXN-105 in aluminum case 1/4 inch thick)
The same 5/16" deck plate that worked so well in inhibiting the Mk 16 torpedol 7

and the steel or aluminum plates that worked so well in inhibiting the Mk 46,23
should work here to prevent propagation between decks and within magazines.

Because the Mk 48 is effectively twice the size of the Mk 46, to a first approximation
we should retain the plate thickness but double the spacing. It •grked.
Dr. Connor will later describe some AD/AS workshop-magazine tests ,
which confirm the utility of thin deck plates to limit the threat to burning.

The plastic bonded explosive PBXN-105 is a replacement for the present PBXN-103.
Analysis suggests 105 is less sensitive because of unusually low initial yield.
A full magazine may not detonate, but this prognostication has not yet been tested.

23Martin, G. H., "The Explosives Hazard Presented by the Torpedo Magazine of a
Guided Missile Fragate (FFG Series) During Pier-side Topping-Off Operations,"
19th DDESB Seminar, Los Angeles, CA, Sep 1980.

2 4Connor, J. G., "Hazards from Accidental Explosions in Submarine Tender Workshops,"
Minutes of the Nineteenth Explosives Safety Seminar, DoD Explosives Safety
Board, Sep 1980.
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TYPICAL DYNAMIC PRESSURE FROM
FRAGMENT

100 " - HIGH ORDER DETONATION/ OBSERVED

DESPITE INHIBITOR

"3 INITIATION PRESSURE PBXN-103

s 50 LARGE SCALE CAP TEST

ow WITfH INHIBITORS
UTE00 C TNO DETONATION OF ACCEPTOR_ UTE CALCULATIONS

FOR MK 103-1 WHD

* INITIATION
20 BY BLASTPrefsp ni t

10
INHIBITOR

PLATE

HIGH ORDER W
BARE WARHEADS

BLAST INITIATION FRA$MENT INITIATION

10 20 30 40 u0 80 N 100

DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF DONOR. CM

FIGURE 19. TEST PREDICTIONS AND RESULTS FOR INHIBITING
SYMPATHETIC DETONATION BETWEEN MK 46
TORPEDOES (MK 103 MOD 1 WHO)
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TOMAHAWK MISSILE - (168 Kg HE mostly H-6, in 254 kg steel case 3 inch thick,
59 kg aluminum airframe, 138 kg solid propellant; total missile weigjý 693 kg)
Dr. Ward reported on the analyses and tests of this missileIn 1978L0
The project was a comprehensive check-out and verified blast predictions with UTE,
fragment predictions with FEN charts and features of trajectory analyses.
Both blast and fragments proved acceptable hazards at 500 feet without change.

Besides verifying techniques, some novel ideas which have broad application are:
o ,Immediate surrounds. Only the material close-to and enclosing all the HE

receives enough energy and is broken into enough fragments to become a hazard.
Hydrodynamic venting drastically relieves the blast pressure on the rest.
For example, the propellant tank remained intact during the explosion
and was found about 50 feet from its original location in the missile.
High versus low paths. As previously discussed, many more fragments arrive
Via a high angle trajectory than via a nearly flat, high speed trajectory.
Only the largest fragments, 4boVe 1OOgramsi weigh enough' are large enough
that their terminal energy exceeds 58 foot-pounds.

HARPOON MISSILE - (97.5 kg DESTEX with 133.8 kg steel airframe-warhead case,
392 kg overall weight)

Analysis showed both blast and fragments were acceptable at 500 feet w/o change.
In view of the excellent agreement between TOMAHAWK predictions and test•
it was not deemed necessary to verify the HARPOON predictions with tests o.

2.75 INCH ROCKET - (5 lbs Comp B in 26" long case, L/D a 10, 5.9 lbs N5 propellant)
The problem: how much does the propellant contribute to the air blast?
Navy directives give a blanket rule: count propellants as 25% equivalent weight.
Recent tests were made of air blast from single rounds, 25 and 49 round stacks.
Based on scaling, the equivalent weight of propellant was said to be "at least 100%".

However, NESIP analyses using UTE showed that classical scaling does not apply.
Pressures are relatively high close-in, but are an assymmetry of blast due to
the long cylindrical charge; the effect dies out by 1 psi.
With UTE, the contribution from the propellant was found to increase the blast energy:

Single rounds 0%
25 round stack 24% per round
49 round stack 37% per round

A general implication here for all warheads: while propellants do burn rapidly,
they are a "delayed energy" In UTE terms, resembling afterburning.
They burn too slowly to contribute more than a ainor fraction of their energy
to the blast at low pressures; their energy is trapped behind the negative phase.
The general agreement around 25% among afterburning in HE, earlier Navy experience,
and these tests suggests the limiting fact is formation of the negative phase.
It does not depend strongly on the kind and quantity of propellant or explosive.
25% appears to be a valid rule of thumb for many different applications.

'5Ward, J. M., "Simulated Tomahawk Missile Handling Arc Test Results," Minutes
of the Eighteenth Explosives Safety Seminar, p. 1527, DoD Explosives Safety
Board, San Antonio, TX, Sep 1978.
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51/54 PROJECTILE - (7.8 lbs Exp. 0 or Comp. A-3 in a 70 pound steel case,i .65 In thlck)

Details for both frag'mentation and sympathetic detonation were given in 197817.
For Exp. D fills, sympathetic detonation did not occur, even at zero spacing.
With Comp A-3, the distance for 50% probability of detonation, Pd(50),
varied repeatedly on different tests, from 6 to 12 inches, depending on lot.
But the standard pallet of 48 shells (6x8 array) has spacings of 1" and 2",
so there is no question, and tests verify, that the pallet will mass detonate.
Fig. 15 was a design concept, verified by test, to stop sympatnetic deton~lion
by placing a steel plate 3/4" thick, 1!" wide and 15" long between rounds'°.

The action criterion suggests that duration (f stress counts as much as intensity;
the mere fact of a Pd is sufficient evidence that divergence controls the duration.
A plane wave acts locally as if duration were infinite.
Hence, a 3/4" plate placed between quarter pallets (a 3x4 array) of shells
should not prevent sympathetic detonation (by theory) and did not do so (by test).

6,/54 HIFRAG PROJECTILE - (6.5 lbs PBXN-106 in a 58.6 lbs steel case, 0.8" thick)

We found that blast and fragments appear to be acceptable hazards beyond 500 7det
based on UTE for blast, FEN charts for fragments and a few Pd(50)tests '.

Despite the name HIFRAG, our analysis shows the fragment size distribution is
not sensibly different from the standard 5"/54 round. However,
the HIFRAG is less hazardous than the standard round for several novel reasons:

1. PBXN-106 requires twice the initiation pressure of A-3: 25 vs 12 kilobars,
2. has half the detonation pressures: 100 kilobars vs over 200 for A-3.

At the closer (1") pallet spacing, the probability of detonation was 0.6.
At the larger (2") pallet spacing the probability of detonation was zero.
Thus the chances are a full pallet may not mass detonate, one row would,
whereas the standard round A-3 pallet did so completely.

26 Patent pending, F. B. Porzel.

2 7 Ltr Ser: 8010, CO NSWC to CO NAVSEASYSCOM, 5 Aug 1980, Subj: MCE for HIFRAG
Projectile.
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16 MM FIXED ROUND - (1.3 lbs A-3, 10.6 lbs steel case, brass cartridge, 5.4 lbsM•6 propellant)

A lively interest arises here because the gun is set atop the FF6. Just belowis the gun turret and 76 nun magazine, belew that a Mk 46 torpedo 1qazine.Mr. Martin will give a subsequent paper describing the experimnts
The 76 mm (3") projectile is like a 3/6 scale replica of the 5"/54 with A-3.If fragment velocity were the criter'ion, one would expect a Pd(6O) A 6 inches,which is larger than the 21 spacing between rounds in the turret stack$;3 5The • weighs 1/6 astmuch, 1.3 lbs vs 7.8 in the 5"/54, and noting 1/6L1 .56if Y scaling applied, the predicted Pd(5O) would be 6 x .55 a3.3 inches.Either way, they mass detonate. One imagines an accident in the gun turret
leading to mass detonation of its magazine and then the torpedo magazine.But following the action criterion of the technology base,loading time is reduced both by the shorter pulse duration• of the explosive
and by the faster time for unloading the stress because of the smaller case.Scaling for action suggests a Pd(50) spacing like 1.3 in., verified by experiment.
The probability of sympathetic detonation is nil at 2 inches.Thus there is no chance of sympathetic detonation in the turret ringand even less in the stacks, where the round is stored In a shipping container.
In a test of extreme confinement, a 4x4x4 foot box - vs the whole magazine,a few of the closest cartridge cases were perforated and propellant burned.Analysis shows the fire was equivalent to burning a half gall on of fuel oil
a problem with which the ship's crew can easily cope.
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Mk 8 SERIES BOMBS - (typically 40% HE, 60% steel case, 3/8" to 1" thick)

Early in the NESIP program, excellent correlation was found between arena data
and the UTE formulations for size distribution, average size and velocity of
fragments such as N()L) a No exp(-L/P and r A It case thickness.
Nowadays, agreement with these data for a single bomb of the series
is not really a new finding, but to be expected from the earlier NESIP research.

In using data, since one has no control over bomb orientatidn at explosion time,
the NESIP ap roach emphasizes the average values for polar angle.and velocitt
as more real stic than to use the worst polar sector as typical (50 out of 180,3),
or to use the fastest particle from an arena data panel (1 fragment vs thousands).

Mk 82 BOMBS IN PALLETS - (Six rounds, each 200 lbs HE in 300 lbs steel case,
.62" thick).
Dr. Ward will present a subsequent paper on the analysis and tests of pallets28.

Note now that according to standard practice in calculating air blast, a heavy
bomb case, energy loss to ground and the long cylindrical shape all strongly
reduce the air beast: Fano factor, reflection factor, etc.
Fragments would probably be regarded as the controlling hazard at 500 feet.
Yet two remarkable results, consistent with the UTE-NESIP technology base are found.
1. None of the "corrections" apply, neither Fano, ground shock, nor L/D.

The UTE predictions are based on spherical symmetry for mass effect of the case
with no correction for energy losses by the case or to the ground.

2. Blast, extending to about 600 feet, is the controlling hazard,
not the areal density of fragments as measured on a horizontal surface.
Areal densities normal to the trajectory are largest of any plane

but the criterion is customarily applied to ground area.

An important implication and a powerful analytic tool is seen here:
The energy release from such warheads can be evaluated from near ground air blast
just ltke free air. spherical charges of the sane explosive of twice the yield.
This has been the practice for single bombs near ground for a decade using UTE.
Note, in Dr. Ward's paper, how precisely the idea applies to pallet data,
(Heretofore, the standard practice would call for a reflection factor--not known--
and/or height-of-burst correction, in addition to case correction, L/O etc,)

2.Ward, J. M., "Blast/Fragment Hazards Associated with Accidental Explosion of
a Mk 82 Bomb Pallet," Minutes of the Nineteenth Explosive Safety Seminar,
DoD Explosives Board, Sep 1980.
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SCENARIOS AND SITES

The preceding analyses and tests were applied to 6 sites and scenarios so far:
Machrihanish (Scotland) Magazine; a spectrum of all Navy Weapons
New London Submarine Base; hazard from explosion of an SSN magazine
Destroyer Tender, Submarine Tender Workshop-Magazine propagation (AD/AS)
FFG Magazine, 76 mm gun turret, magazine and Mk 46 magazine
White Oak Sites
General Ship-to-Shore Problem*

These studies usually require a broad application of the technology base.
Often they were characterized by a specific warhead which is shown in parentheses.

MACHRIHANISH (SCOTLAND) MAGAZINE - (Spectrum of thin-skinned Navy weapons)

These studies 29 ' 30 provide comprehensive prototype analyses of a magazine
adjoining others that store thin-skinned weapons vulnerable to massive debris.
The problem: an explosion in one might propagate like a chain across the site.
The analyses include UTE blast predictions for a massive magazine explosion,
simplified structural analyses, correlation of sensitivity data for many
explosives and experiments for impact of brick debris on such warheads.
The warheads analyzed include: torpedoes, Mk 46 and 48; Mines Mk 52, 53, 54, 55;
CAPTOR; HARPOON; QUICKSTRIKE, Ex 62, 63, 64, 65 and Destructors.
None of these were found vulnerable to an explosion in the adjoining magazine.
Of general interest are: the correlation of explosive data, brick rubble tests
and safety measures for magazines that might contain vulnerable explosives.

NEW LONDON SUBMARINE BASE - (Full magazine, Mk 48 torpedoes in attack submarine)

The problem: What are the hazard arcs assuming detonation of the full magazine?

Guided by analyses, a comprehensive set of scale model tests showed that the
hazard arc is less than 200 feet for both blast and fragments. Because:
a submarine is an ideal pressure vessel for containing blast and fragments
and the crowded internal equipment is an excellent absorber for blast energy.
Since the loading is far too low to fracture the hull, or rupture it violently,
fragments are constrained to speeds of the whole fore and aft section of the hull.
This is because the explosion does not vent out the top of the hull,
if it did, the internal equipment would be a major hazard.

Mr. Swisdak will describe the experiments in detail. Note in his paper 31

the role of hull and internal equipment in reducing both blast and fragments,
and the evidence of the innocuous failure mechanism we here call "break and tear."

29Porzel, F., and Ward, J., "Safety Analyses of the Machrihanish Magazine,"
NSWC WOL TR 79-359, Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak Laboratory, 1979.

30Porzel, F., "Propagation of Explosions in the Machrihanish Magazine: Vulnerability
of Thin-Cased Munitions to Massive Debris," Vol. 5, Seventh Quadripartite
Ammunition Conference, London, England, Oct 1979.

31Swisdak, M., Jr., "Determination of the Safe Handling Arcs Around Nuclear
Attack Submarine," Minutes of the Nineteenth Explosives Safety Seminar, DoD
Explosives Safety Board, Los Angeles, CA, Sep 1980.
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WORKSHOP-..AGAZINE ON A DESTROYER OR SUBMARINE TENDER (AD/AS)

-The problem here is the propagation of an explosion in a torpedo workshop
to the torpedoes stored in a magazine directly beneath the workshop
Dr. Connor will give a subsequent paper on the experimental resultsh.

The Mk 16 tests of inhibitors described earlier were a prototypo for this program.
Again it was found that the existing 5/16" steel deck plate of the workshop
was sufficient to prevent sympathetic detonation of the torpedoes below.
The magazine warheads and propellants in the magazine did burn, not violently.
and would not be a blast or fragment hazard to shore installations 500 feet away.

GUN VERSUS TORPEDO MAGAZINE, MISSILE FRIGATE FFG - (76 nun gun, Mk 46 torpedo)
Recall the 76mm gun and magazine are on a top deck, the torpedo magazine below.
The major concern: a 76 mm accident propagating to the tpgpedo magazine.
Mr. Martin will describe this problem and tests in detai1l'.

The FFG illustrates how data are correlated with the technology basek
and how the solution is clear once the intermediate steps are known. 17
The 76rm is like a 3/5 scale model of the 5"/54, which characteristics were known
The sensitivity of the Mk 46 torpedo with PBXN-103 was known from Machrihanj~h •
The stopping power of absorbers was tested and reported in the 1978 seminar -
The use of thin plates as inhibitors for torpedo was verified in the Mk 1617.
It is a straightforward extension to put these ideas together for the FFG.

The .25" aluminum deck plate now between magazines limits the threat to burning.
The addition of a V" steel plate below the deck virtually precludes burning.
A h inch steel plate, in a few strategic places, will preclude penetration
by the 76 mm fragments entirely.

A new aspect of technology on this study was radiation effects in confined spaces.
With donor-acceptors in the open, the chock plates prevent sympathetic burning.
But so confined a space as a 4 foot cube is a hohlraum, or radiation cavity.
Now both acceptor and donor will deflagrate via radiation flooding the cavity.
Significantly, neither donor nor acceptor detonated, despite the confinement.
The main reason here is the action criterion for sympathetic detonation.
Ridiant energy via the walls is delivered too slowly ever to raise
the local stress on the acceptor up to and over the critical stress level Ec.
The acceptor will react by burning rather than detonating.

32Connor, J., "Shields for Decelerating Munitions Fragments," Minutes of the
Eighteenth Explosive Safety Seminar, P. 1769, DoD Explosives Safety Board,
San Antonio, TX, Sep 1978.
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WHITE OAK SITES

Everyone has to comply with the DDESB safety criteria; including our own sites.
Most of our structures were easy applications of the NESIP technology base.

A new feature arose here, that is easily overlooked In paper studies.
A firing site is treated in theory as flat-as-a- ancake and perfectly open.
Yet, when you look at an actual site, you see a host of natural barriers:
hills, berms, buildings, dense stands of trees; all attenuate blast and fragments.
The same must often be true: crowded piers, buildings, walls, trucks, etc.
But you have to get out of the office and look at the actual site
to appreciate that these natural barriers even exist!

SHIP-TO-SHORE GEOMETRY

This is a good place to recall our initial problem, our approach, and barriers:

o Problem: the hazard to the shore from an explosion at the pier
o Approach: make maximum use of what we already know (or ought to know)
o Observation: natural barriers are often overlooked.

What is the angle of elevation for a lethal fragment to land at 500 feet?
By U1 Za T p typical high speed fragment at 5000 f/s gets there in .1 sec.
Then Y½" QT is sufficient to tell us it drops only .16 ft, or 2 inches.
The angle of elevation is tan" 1  .615/500,) - .02 degrees
Thus, the fragments that count are virtually line-of-sight: (Fig. 12).

Now it is not much of an assumption that the shore is above sea level.
The only direction a hazardous fragment can reach land Is up-h11 (Fig. 20)
A large fragment going up-hill at 5000 f/s or so, will land near 2000 feet. (
It is impossible to land such a fragment closer on a horizontal plane ten feet high.

At 9000 f/s, a 20 gm fragment that just clears the cres, lands near 1000 feet.
In other words, the shore itself is a natural barrier to high speed fragments.
Vertical targets are vulnerable, but are shielded by any block to lie-Of-sight.
.Fragments small enough to have curved trajectories are non-hazardous when they hit.

Larger fragments, hazardous at impact, are too disperse by the time they land.
Very massive high angle fragments , 100+ gin, exmeed 58 ft lbs by terminal speed,
but sUch fragments are only a small fraction of the total: N N exp(-I./'U).

True, most piers are above sea-level; a sniper can shoot a warhead lofted by a crane.

Yet'it would'be simply stuop- to let a saboteur ston us Orom seeking sAf$•*,, as we can.
The essential point in seashore shielding is that the Drofile is Concave dnwvward
Tomewams and we ought to exploit that fact whenever it is useful.

Thaifbrings us to the end of the paper.
If we need protection, canhot"fihd'It" in shfelds, inhibitors, prudent stackinq etc.
perhaps we can seek safety successfully by seeing some shielding by the sea-shore.
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SUMMARY

NESIP offers an organized set of novel methods, codes and formulae to

o solve any explosion safety problem -- as best one can with data at hand

o explain and correlate existing data -- among many specialized fields

o predict new weapons effects and scenarios -- as needs may arise.

These methods were applied and tested over a broad spectrum of Navy weapnn3 that
includes torpedoes, missiles, bombs, shells -- on piers, in ships and magazines.

All current Navy weapons analyzed and tested so far were found either acceptable
hazards near 500 feet without change or could readily be made so by

o minimal shields -- against blast and fragments, or

o minimal inhibitors -- against sympathetic detonation and burning, or

o prudent variations in stacking and storage, or

o minimal barricades -- exploiting natural terrain and cover.
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This paper presents a method proposed for use in the Navy Explosives

Safety Improvement Program (NESIP) to predict the missile hazard resulting

from accidental explosions within ships. The NESIP objectives supported

by this work are to define the unsafe zone around an explosion of concern,

and to define design criteria for protection of facilities within the zone.

In conformity with reference (1), a hazardous missile is defined as one

iLpacting with at least 58 ft-pounds (78.63) of kinetic energy, and the

unsafe zone is defined as any region in which one or more hazardous

missiles hit per 600 square feet (55.7m2). The intention of these

criteria is apparently that the risk of serious injury to unprotected per-

sons engaged in typical activities be quite low*. Reference (1) distin-

guishes categories of land use requiring application of the criteria

so as to protect people in open fields and in buildings of varying height.
Reference (1) does not require such analysis for sites more than 1250 ft

(381 meters) from the potential explosion, based on review and analysis of

a great number and variety of explosion events by the Department of Defense

Explosive Safety Board (DDESB). Because of the high value of real estate

surrounding areas where the U.S. Navy would like to operate ships with

some degree of explosive hazard, it is desirable to define the unsafe zone

and the protection required to make the zone safe, at ranges less than

1250 ft (381 meters). It appears that a minimun range of around 500 ft

(152 meters) is a realistic goal for establishing or providing site safety.

*Sne analyses are performed using the "maximum credible eventO (defined in
reference (1)) which greatly overstates the average potential event, and
since explosive events are infrequent, the actual risk is as low as many
risks routinely accepted by adult humans.
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iPor example, the great preponderance of missiles ejected by the 1977

SANSMII explosion in Los Angeles Harbor appear to have landed within

that range, though missiles of ship or ship munition origin have been

known to fly many miles.

The development of a model for analyzing the missile hazard due to

explosions within ships is motivated by the large number of ship classes

of interest in the NESIP.

APPROMM

Direct analysis of the missile hazard from explosions within ships

is complicated by the extensive jobs of identifying potential missiles

and their individual propensities for separation from attachments, defin-

ing the time-dependent loading within the multiply-venting irregular struc-

ture typical of ships, predicting the response of the structure to create

apertures for missiles from within and to propel external contiguous

objects, and calculating missile propulsion by gasses expanding from the

irregularly opening ship structure. Therefore, our approach to modeling

is to hypothesize that ships and explosions originating within them behave

in similar fashion, and use data from actual explosions to characterize

that behavior.

OVERVIEW OF DCDL

The proposed model predicts a volume of ship interior which can donate

missiles, apertures through or from which missiles can emanate, and sections

of deck or side which attain high speed even though they don't open fully
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to form apertures. It then predicts statistics on number, drag retardation

parameter, speed, and angular dispersion of missiles, all broken down by

missile mass category. These predictions are based on data derived from

movie and still photographic records and accoapanying accounts of

several ship explosions, as discussed later. The model then samples from

the distributions defined by the predicted statistics so that the

missiles are individually defined in terms of the exterior ballistics

problem. The model then solves the exterior ballistics problem for each

missile and determines which 25 foot sectors of range and altitude of

potential targets intercept each missile trajectory. The sectors are the

line segments of a grid ranging from 475 ft to 1275 ft in range and

from 25 feet below the center of the explosion to 200 ft above the explo-

sion center. For each missile a permanent record is kept of its mas, its

$i initial velocity vector, its calculated translational speed, momentwu,

and kinetic energy, and its trajectory angle at each pierced grid

sector. Given a list of the grid sectors which represent a particular

* target, the model then goes through the record of each missile to deter-

mine whether it hit the target, and, if so, with what kinetic energy.

It then tabulates the hit counts, subdivided according to range of impact

energy. These hit counts are then divided by the ratio by which the

ilumber of simulated missiles exceeded the number actually expected at

the 90t confidence level. The results are next multipled by factors to

assure that azimuthal dispersion is taken into account and that each grid

sector reprements 600 square feet of target area. The model can then

find the level of low cut-off of impact kinetic energy at which the

average or highest hit count per 600 square feet does not exceed unity.
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This level provides a basis for approximating the degree of missile pro-

tection needed to meet the DOD safety requirement. Further sorting of the

stored records can then be made using protection parameters involving

obliquity, speed, etc., to support more explicity critieria for protec-

tion design and demonstration testing.

A similar process is proposed for analyzing the threat from very

large missiles, many ol which act as described in Reference 2: (Referring

to the second explosin aboard CORINTYO)

"The trajectory of this huge section of the CO(RINTF1S cargo
tanktop was described as floating up in the air and out towards
the EDGAR M. QUEENY in a 'slow motion' fashion... observed...
with binoculars.., at a distance of approximately 3 miles."

Another example of such missiles is described in Reference 3
involving 600 tons of explosives. The bridge and midship
section of the exploding ship landed on another ship 200 to 250
yards away. A "large portion of stern" came to rest on a ship
directly astern.

It is clear that few such missiles can be expected even in the worst

case, and that potential very large missiles can be readily identified on

the basis of the initial analysis of ship structural response. Many of

those potential missiles cannot be expected to fully seperate from Navy

ships as has been repeatedly demonstrated not only in tests involving at

most a few hundred pounds of TNT equivalent, but also in the case of the

U.S.S. SOLAR explosion which involved roughly 10,000 pounds of TNT equiv-

alent. Present Navy ships generally have significantly more resistance to

formation of large (completely separated) fragments than have ships such

as those discussed above.* Based on our review of Navy ship response to

'Riveted structural panels of some decommissioned Navy ships have more
readily failed due to interior explosion, following a trend seen in mer-
chant ships. The latter are often further weakened in resisting internal
blast because of their many large compartments, i.e. larger panels.
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actual internal explosions, it is conservative to assIuu that only half

of the potential huge missiles expected in NESIP analysis can be expected (
to fly.

Massive missiles are devastating at impact, and much larger than the

size conceived of in the derivation of the 600 square foot impact zone

criterion. In particular, they are bigger than a person. An analogous

specific area requirement for one of them would be about 10 times the

maximum projected area of the missile.* For a typical massive missile,

this would indicate A specific area requirement an order of magnitude

larger than 600 square feet. Thus, considering both of the above factors,

it is proposed to multiply the predicted humber of identifiable potential

large missiles by half the ratio by which they exceed six square feet,

in order to get missile counts relatable to the 600 square foot criterion.

INPUT

The proposed model requires prescription of:

(1) The amount of explosive involved. This is expressed in pounds

of TNT, with TNT equivalence of explosives based on heat of combustion.

*As dlscuTsisedin reference 4, "The probability P of a strike by one or more
fragments is calculated from formulas of the form:

P-1- exp(-qA)

where q is the fragment density (sic. number of fragments per impact area)
and A is the exposed vulnerable area of the individual." A value of 6.2
square feet for A is also ascribed to reference 5, so that the value of
the exponent at one hit per 600 square feet is about -0.1. The formula
applies to the case of missiles small with respect to the target (i.e.,
to 6.2 square feet). Massive missiles from ships can reach 600 square
feet in presented area. Tie strike of one such missile in a 6,000
square foot target area would then give a value of -0.1 for the exponent
in the above equation, where P would be interpreted in the same way,
i.e., the probability that a human within the 6,000 square foot area
is struck.
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(2) Fragmentation characteristics of individual munitions which

could be considered to explode after the ship structure has been opened

by a preceeding explosion.

(3) The ship arrangement, including compartment free volumes, possi-

ble missile barriers, the location in the ship of the explosive at issue,

and an assessment that the usage of individual ship spaces is such that

the per-volume number of potential dense missiles* is (a) not greater

than the numbers available in the test ships used in this study, or (b)

increases the test ship numbers by definite factors.

(4) Ship structural capability to contain an explosion, in terms of

materials, primary structural dimensions, and special features which

enhance venting (e.g., construction which effectively provides blow-out

plugs) or increase containment (e.g., liquid backing or heavy objects).

DEVELOPME•_T OF-MODEL ALGORITHMS AND DATA BASE

The prediction of ship structural failure causing loss of internal

boundaries and opening of weather plating is accomplished using blast

damage modeling recently developed by Hill at the David W. Taylor Naval

Ship R&D Center (DTNSImC) for the purpose of ship vulnerability assess-

ments. That modeling is based on appropriate test data, and its predic-

tions compare well with general war damage experience. Since relatively

high precision is required of blast response modeling here, detailed ccm-

parison of predicted vs. actual failure of individual ship structural

panels was carried out. Some averaged results for eight ship explosions

1Teitems which are unattached or which would tend to be detached by
shock or blast loading, such as pipe fittings, hatch covers, unexploded
rounds, handling equipment, fire extinguishers, and pieces of ship
structure.
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are shown in Figure 1. In the upper part of the figure in plotted the

average number n, of upright panels* predicted failed but not actually

failed, while the average number, m, of upright panels not predicted

failed but actually failed is plotted in the lower part of the figure.

The abscissa of figure 1 is the ratio of charge weight assumed for

prediction by the model divided by the actual charge weight. It can be

seen that the model is reasonably well calibrated with respect to the

charge weight. A few alternative models were assessed in like fashion

but found not to improve precision.

Figure 2 shows results for the same eight tests, which were con-

ducted at the same location in ships having nearly identical structure,

and for a test conducted in a ship of very similar design. The significant

difference in designs was that in the former, an additional swall compart-

ment was located within a large compartment at the center of the ship.

The charges were exploded inside the small compartment.

The predicted total number of panels failed does not increase mono-

tonically with charge weight for either design, nor did it do so for

other tests. The reason is that over a range of charge weight, venting is

predicted to reduce the load on some plates below their failure threshold.

These ranges provide an opportunity to test the model's capability to

handle the complex interaction between loading of various parts of the

structure and venting. There is a suggestion in Figure 2 that such a

range actually occurs, and roughly as predicted. Figure 2 also shows

the sensitivity of prediction to structural variation. As would be

*To facilatate comparison of alternative models, deck panels were not
included in figure (1). 2
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expected, the greatest difference in prediction btween then two par-

ticular designs is for *i=ll* charge weights, below about 250 pounds

of TM here.

A prediction of the nuaer of panels destroyed aboard the U.S.S. Solar

was approximately 10 percent higher than the nwber estimated to have been

destroyed. Thus the method appears to be appropriate for the larger charge

weights anticipated for NESIP study.

The model's characterization of missiles is based on analysis of the

motion picture and still photographs, and on test reports, of thirteen

test explosions. The tests were conducted in welded steel hulls, and

they represent four variations of ship structural arrangement surrounding

the charge. These surroundings had fixtures and equipment typical of the

spaces to be analyzed for NESIP except for racks of projectiles, some of
which could become missiles in an accidental explosion. The surroundings

had a variation of up to about 4:1 in volume of containment before

massive venting. There was a similar degree of variation of effective

charge weight.

Much light debris which floated much slower than dense missiles was

seen, but not counted. Even in the high energy explosion of the

SANSINENA, such debris piled up quite close to the ship. To detect

possible differences in missile characteristics according to missile

size, missile counts were made in four size categories. These categories

correspond roughly to mass ranges as follows:

up to .28 pounds (.127 kg)
.28 to 2.8 pounds (1.27 kg)
2.8 to 28 pounds (12.7 kg)
28 pounds and up
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Preliminary calculations indicated that the mallest category would

generally fail to met the impact energy criterion, except when projected

nearly horizontally from a position above target altitude. Missiles

in the malleet category were estimated to be below the threshold of

visebility, and splashes from "invisablee missiles were counted in that

category. The measured initial speeds within the smallest mass category

were found to be significantly greater than the speeds of other missiles

when the small missiles were ejected during the very earliest stages of

opening of exterior ship panels. Trajectories of these faster, small mis-

siles did not exceed an angular separation of about 30 degrees from the

plane of holes which opened 4n a surface of small curvature. The effective

nozzle orientation early in the process of hull opening lay in the middle

of this mall sector, as determined by disturbance of the water. There-

fore, it is assumed that fast, small missiles have comparable dispersion

for nozzles however oriented, including nozzles formed at corners such as

the intersection of a side with the main deck (these missiles could not

be observed in the movies). We could predict the orientation of "corner"

nozzles according to the ratio of dynamic compliances of the intersecting

panels, but would then have to make assumptions about the loading also.

Preliminary calculations indicate that only within a fairly narrow* band

of elevation angle of missile initial velocity vector should the small,

fast missiles be expected to impact beyond a 500 foot range with 58 foot-

pounds of kinetic energy. Therefore, it is not deemed overly conservative

to apply the numerical density of mall, fast missiles, derived for a 15

*i.e., not more than about 30 degrees at speeds corresponding to much
greater explosive charges.
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degree dispersion, to all possible angles of elevation. For upright

corners, it seems appropriate to do 1ikewise, except that the range

of asimuth should not exceed 90 degrees.

Dispersion of larger missiles was found to be uniform over sectors

"related to apertures in the ship. The missile count per steradian* was

at least an order of magnitude greater within those sectors than outside

them.

Four types of dispersion were observeable in the available movies:

(1) side-on view of ship. Main deck and sides opened as
shown schematically in Figure 3.

(2) view from port quarter of ship. 01 Level overhead
provided the only significant external hole facing upward.
Essentially all missiles seen rising above the ship were
in directions from the center of explosion through that

4 hole. See Figure 4.

(3) fore-aft view of an explosion like those represented by
figure 3. This is shown schematically in figure 5. Other
views of this explosion confirmed that the missile density
was uniform in all directions permitted by the remaining
ship structure and virtually all the missiles flew
out within the limits indicated in Figures 3 and 5.

(4) side-on view of ship. The aft end of the superstructure
was hinged up to an approximately vertical plane as shown
in figure 6, and the missiles flying above the ship were
seen to be uniformly distributed within the directions
passing from the charge center through the hole thus formed.

Estimates of dispersion out of the plane of the viewing screen were required.

For some of the tests, there were film records along roughly perpendicular

directions (e.g. ,broaduide and nearly dead ahead). For tests in which only

one general viewing orientation was available, out-of-plane dispersion

was estimated with the aid of wideangle coverage which showed some

* Angles aured with apex at the center of the charge.
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splashes and some wide, long-range, splashless zones. Such coverage also

seomed to improve perspective. Comparison with other test observations

was also used to estimate out-of-plane dispersion. The missiles were

taken as uniformly distributed over their out-of-plane sectors.

It is concluded that "slow" missiles should be modeled as uniformly

distributed, over sectors in azimuth and elevation subtended at the

center of the charge by the holes.

Missile counts were divided by the volume swept out within the ship

by their solid angle sectors. The statistics on number of missiles per

volume of ship origin are given below.

smallest group: N - 0.195 S - 0.115
N - 0.130 S - 0.160
N - 0.201 S - 0.207{ largest group: N - 0.055 S = 0.045

N is the estimated mean and S is the estimated standard deviation of the

number of missiles per cubic foot of ship volume. When weights are

ascribed to the groups as mentioned above, the mean weight of missiles

in pounts per cubic foot of ship (about 11) agrees well with the ratio

of dry displacement to ship volume (roughly estimated to be between 10 and

12-1/2 pounds per cubic foot) of the test ships.

Missile shape, size, and attitude with respect to trajectory were

noted, along with whether the missile was tumbling or not. The missiles

are assumed to be made of steel, based on ship description, and it is

planned to calculate their drag retardation coefficients so as to define

the population of coeficients (by missile size group if coefficient

distinction is significant at a 70% confidence level).

Missile speed distributions are plotted in Figure 7. These plots

suggest that the three large size categories of missiles have initial
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speeds which may fit exponential distributions (decreasing speed with

increasing mass). The small fast catagory of missile has initial speeds

which may fit a normal distribution.

It is to be expected that missile speeds increase up to somw limit

with charge weight and vary inversely with volume of containment and

degree of venting of the explosion. Indeed, Figure 8 shows that missile

maximum range tends to increase with charge weight. The figure represents

data mostly compiled by Dr. Ilsley formerly of DDESB. The data are taken

from accounts of many types of explosions including ship incidents, and

suggest a dependence of range on charge weight to some power in the

region of 1/2 to 1/3.

We propose to extrapolate from the missile speed statistics found

in this study on the basis of the adiabatic work potential*, Wp of the
blast overpressure** and volume in the burst compartment being partitioned

in the same proportions as in the data we have extracted. Thus our pro-

posal is to predict missile speed statistics according to the trend of

our data. Over the limited range of values of W, in the tests we analyzed,

the average missile speed, v, appears to vary according to the equation

v2 - .0005 (WO - 60 x 106), where v is measured in feet/second and Wp

is in foot-pounds.

PLANS

The remaining statistics to be used in the model are being calculated

and will be available soon. The first application of the model will be

for the purpose of validation.

*for expansion to atmospheric pressure
**as predicted by the previously discussed DTKSRDC blast modeling
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The NESIP plans to make a large scale, instrumented test within the

next few months which will hopefuly validate this proposed model. The

test will also be used to determine whether other methods for estimating

structure fragments can replace the method proposed here for predicting

initial speeds of missiles (which aren't all fragments of ship structure).
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APPENDIX

AH EXAMPLE PREDICTION

To illustrate the use of the proposed model, a prediction was made

of the missile hazard from an actual test. The test ship was of riveted

construction and hence this test had not been used to obtain data for

the model. No concession was made for the riveted construction in the

prediction ol the number of massive missiles.* In this case, the apertures

in the hull were well predicted by the model. The model would have pre-

dicted further hull opening only if the riveted connections had less than

half the dynamic toughness that a welded connection would have had.

Therefore, the predicted aperture (and thus the missile dispersion) was

not sensitive to the method of construction in this particular case.

The limits of angular dispersion appeared to be adequately predicted.

The model's type of distribution (uniform) of missile count within the
actual limits also appeared to be reasonable. The predicted dispersion

was over a range of 113 degrees in azimuth and 40 degrees in elevation.

The actual ranges of angles estimated from movie viewing were within

these predicted angular ranges.

The value of W was calculated to be 145 x 106 foot pounds, a value

within the range of the test data previously analyzed. This value of WP

corresponds to a nean value of initial velocity for the three heaviest

size groups of missiles of 206 feet per second. The values of mean and

standard deviation of initial velocity for the smallest group of missiles

were predicted to be 1,860 aad 1,560 feet per second respectively. These

T*he ull panel facing movie coverage hinged downward and did not
separate, while the corrspondiny panel on the opposite side of the
ship came free.
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statistics were predicted assuming a constant ratio of speeds between

"the two categories of size groups as p varies. The speed of missiles

in the smallest size category was taken as normally distributed with

the above values of mean and standard deviation but with a minimum of

980 feet per second, and the speed of larger missiles was taken as expon-

entially distributed with a mean value of 206 feet per second.

The expected numbers of missiles within each size group predicted to

exit through the starboard aperture, based on a source volume of 1024

cubic feet are:

smnallest size group 200 missiles
133 missiles
206 missiles

largest size group 282 missiles (as increased five fold)

At writing, drag coefficient data had not yet been analyzed. A majority

of the missiles had been observed to tumble, but apparently very few
4!

sailed.

Analysis of movie coverage of the test indicated that few missiles

splashed further than around 650 to 750 feet from the center of the

explosion. Therefore, a study was performed to determine the ranges of

drag coefficient, CD, (taken as a constant for missiles in all three of

the larger size groups) which would produce this observed result, depending

on what number is taken as "few". The ranges of CD corresponding to

the precent p, of all missiles in the largest three size groups

predicted to exceed the 650 to /50 foot distance is given below:

p CD

0.8 0.91 - 1.07
2.5 0.76 - 0.90
5 0.66 - 0.78
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In calculating the above values, the drag retardation parmeter was taken

asE equal to .d where t is the ratio of missile volume to missile

presented area and rd is the ratio of density of air to density of

missile. Lift was ignored on the presumption that its average effect is

mall for missiles tumbling many revolutions in a trajectory.

It was deemed reasonable to treat all of the larger size groups of

missiles as having the same value of density and t, since steel was expec-

ted to predominate and because drag was expected to be dominated by its

value at a missile orientation of flat-side-perpendicular-to-mizsile-tra-

jectory. Thus t can be thought of as the effective thickness of a missile.

A value of t of three-eights inches was used for the calculations.

To demonstrate application of the madel, a horizontal target was

chosen to be at sea level, extending from a distance 525 feet to a distance

575 feet from the center of the explosive, and 48 feet wide in the other

horizontal dizection. The above formulation of drag retardation parameter

was used for steel missiles having CD a 1.0. The percent of all missiles

in the three large-size categories striking the target was found to be two

tenths of one percent. The number* of hits per 600 square feet of target

was predicted to be:

0.38 (itpact energy at least 58 foot pounds)0.30 (impact energy at least 350 foot pounds)
0.28 (impact energy at least 580 foot pounds)

Thus, if protection is provided for missiles with up to 350 foot pounds

of translational kinetic energy, the target receives no more than about

0.30 hazardous missiles per 600 square feet (with 90% confidence).

•The probaility of these estimates of missile hit counts being exceeded
is about 10%
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if the target is moved 100 feet farther away •trm th explosion centere

the number* of hits per 600 square feet of target is predicted to bet

0.104 (impact energy at least 58 foot pounds)
0.084 (impact energy at least 350 foot pounds)
0.076 (impact energy at least 530 foot pounds)

The probability of these estimates of missile hit counts being exceeded
is about 10%
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BLAST/FRAGMENT HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ACCIDENTAL

DETONATION OF A MK 82 BOMB PALLET

Jerry M. Ward

Naval Surface Weapons Center

ABSTRACT

As part of the Navy's Explosive Safety Improvement Program (NESIP), a
test series was conducted to evaluate the maximum credible explosion (MCE)
and the blast/fragment hazards for a pallet load of Mk 82 bombs (H-6 explosive)
containing one donor and five acceptor bombs. Evidence that all acceptor
bombs sympathetically detonated for all bomb pallet tests was obtained from
high-speed photographic and ionization probe data. This result indicates
that the MCE for a pallet of Mk 82 bombs is six bombs (the pallet load) for
H-6 explosive. Pressure-distance results for the ranges 200-800 ft and
fragment dispersal patterns for 300 sectors from 500-1000 ft range were
obtained for three pallet orientations; nose-on, side-on, and tail-on.
The pressure-distance curve generated from the airblast data indicates that
the 1 psi level (acceptable overpressure hazard criterion) is attained at
a range somewhat less than 600 ft. The hazardous fragment areal densities
evaluated for the test site recovery area did not exceed the acceptable
fragment hazard criterion (1 hazardous fragm~ent per 600 ft2 ground surface
area) for any of the pallet orientations. Therefore the acceptable fragment
hazard does not extend beyond 500 ft range. From a consideration of the
blast and fragment hazard criterion, the acceptable hazard handling arc
for a pallet load of Mk 82 (H-6 explosive) was determined to be approximately
600 ft.

Blast/fragment test results for the bomb/pallet hazard environment are
compared with predictions developed for the NESIP technology base. Previously
published fragment hazard predictions computed using single-bomb munitions
effectiveness data are also Included.
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INTRODUCTION

Backgrund: This work was performed as part of the Navy Explosive
Safet-Improvement Program (NESIP) at the Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC).

In the past, the Navy has operated under Explosive Safety Quantity
Distance (ESQD) waivers at the tidewater port complexes during explosive
handling operations for operations that were necessary to matntain fleet oper-
ational readiness requirements. The ESQD arc of 1250 ft. was established by the
Department of Defense Explosive Safety Board (ODESB) for 30,000 lb. net high
explosive weight. This requirement is applied to any quantity of fragmenting
ordnance below this amount unless a specific acceptable hazard handling arc
has been established. Because of this requirement, ESQD waivers have had
to be issued for operations such as ordnance transfers for which the net
explosive weight (NEW) involved was much less than 30,000 lbs., but for
which no acceptable hazard handling arc had been established. The NESIP,
as part of its mission, has been concerned with establishing these acceptable
hazard handling arcs for various weapons systems and their associated handling
operations (References 1-4). Reference 5 briefly describes the technology
base being developed that can be used to perform these evaluations -- the main
impact of the technology base is for developing an understanding of the blast/
fragment problem, developing preliminary analysis methods, and designing tests.

The acceptable hazard handling arc for an explosion event is determined
by the minimum range at which both blast overpressure and fragment hazard
criteria are satisfied. These criteria are defined below.

(1) The blast overpressure should be less than 1 psi.

(2) The hazardous fragment flux evaluated for Ihe ground surface area
should be less than 1 hazardous fragment per 600 fte. A fragment is
considered hazardous when it has an impact energy of 58 ft-lb or greater.

1. J. Petes, "The Navy's Explosive Safety Improvement Program for Pier Side
Munitions Operations," Minutes of the 18th Explosives Safety Seminar,
Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board, 12-14 Sep 1978.

2. J. M. Ward, "Simulated Tomahawk Missile Handling Arc Test Results,"
Minutes of the 18th Explosives Safety Seminar, Department of Defense
Explosives Safety Board, 12-14 Sep 1978.

3. M. M. Swisdak, Jr., "Determination of Safe Handling Arcs Around Nuclear
Attack Submarines," Minutes of the 19th Explosives Safety Seminar,
Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board, 9-11 Sep 1980.

4. J. G. Connor, Jr., "Accidental Torpedo Detonation in Submarine Tender
Workshops," Minutes of the 19th Explosives Safety Seminar, Department
of Defense Explosives Safety Board, 9-11 Sep 1980.

5. F. B. Porzel, "Technology Base of the Navy Explosives Safety Improvement
Program," Minutes of the 19th Explosives Safety Seminar, Department of
Defense Explosives Safety Board, 9-11 Sep 1980.
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The Mk 80 series of bombs are handled at tidewater port complexes. This
phase of the study was initiated to determine the acceptable hazard for a
pallet load of Mk 82 bombs. This paper describes the explosion testing
results and the comparisons with predictions for the Mk 82 bomb pallet.
Plans are to use the Mk 82 results to make more accurate predictions for the
other bombs in the Mk 80 series and confirm these predictions by explosion
testing.

2bli : The objective of this work was to determine the acceptable
hazard handling arc for a pallet load of Mk 82 bombs (H-6 explosive) with
one donor bomb. To accomplish this objective a combined experimental and
analytical program was performed. Three aspects of the explosion event
were addressed:

(1) The Maximum credible explosion (MCE) - Determine the number of
acceptor bombs which sympathetically detonate in a pallet configuration.

(2) The blast environment for the MCE - Determine the pressure-distance
curve produced by the MCE that includes the 1 psi overpressure regime.

(3) The fragment environment for the MCE - Determine the total fragment
and the hazardous fragment areal distributions at the 500-1000 ft range for
nose-on, side-on, and tail-on pallet orientations for the MCE.

Summary: The acceptable hazard handling arc for a pallet load of Mk 82
bombs (H-6 explosive) was determined to be approximately 600 ft. For the
five pallet tests reported in this paper, all acceptor bombs in the pallet
sympathetically detonated for the single donor bomb configuration selected.
The pressure-distance curve generated from the airblast data indicates that
the 1 psi level (the acceptable overpressure hazard criterion) is attained
at a range somewhat less than 600 ft. Two prediction models indicated that
the 1 psi level would occur at 480 ft and 550 ft. The hazardous fragment
areal densities evaluated for the test site recovery area (300 sectors for
ranges from 500-1000 ft) did not exceed the acceptable fragment hazard
criterion (1 hazardous fragment/600 ftz) for any of the pallet orientations;
nose-on, side-on, and tail-on. This means that the acceptable fragment
hazard does not extend beyond a 500 ft range. Test predictions gave the
acceptable fragment hazard range to vary from 425 ft to 765 ft according to
pallet orientation.

The test results were surprising in that the blast criterion determined
the acceptable hazard handling arc instead of the fragment criterion.

A comprehensive report that documents details of the predictive, test,
and analytical methods plus the test data will be published as a NSWC
technical report at a later date.
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TEST DESCRIPTION

The explosion testing was performed at the West Valley Test Area, TERA,
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro, New Mexico. The
general test setup is shown in Figure 1. The major elements of the field
test layout include: bomb/pallet instrumentation, flash panels and fiberboard
bundles at close range (25 ft and 75 ft range), fiberboard bundles at far
range (500 ft and 520 ft range), recovery area (sectors 1-25), and airblast
instrumentation. High speed cameras were used to instrument the bomb/pallet
and the close-in flash panels fiberboard bundles.

There were six explosion tests in the series; one single bomb test
(side-on orientation towards the recovery area) as a standard and five
pallet tests (two nose-on, two side-on, and one tail-on orientation towards
the recovery area). The pallet configuration is shown in Figure 2.

The donor bomb for each test was detonated with a C-4 booster in the
nose well. The donor bomb was in the position indicated in Figure 2 (middle
bomb, bottom row) for all pallet tests. No fuzes were present in either the
donor or acceptor bombs.

Bomb/Pallet Instrumentation: The close-in early-time explosion events
were recorded photographically and monitored by ionization gages to determine
the sympathetic detonation sequence for the acceptor bombs in the pallet.
The nose-on face of the pallet was viewed by a 1/4-frame high-speed (22,000 to
37,000 pictures per second) camera. This camera was at Station 4 in Figure 1.
The side-on and tail-on faces of the pallet were viewed by 1/2-frame cameras
(approximately 10,000 pictures per second - Stations 3 and 5 in Figure 1).
Ionization probes were installed in the tail wells of the donor and acceptor
bombs to register the arrival of the detonation front.

The explosion events were also documented photographically over a large
field of view by cameras at Stations 8, 9, and 10 (See Figure 1). Camera 8
recorded the events at 5000 - 8000 frames per second and cameras 9 and 10
ran at 120 frames per second and 24 frames per second, respectively,

Flash Panels and Fiberboard Bundles at Close Range: For each of the
tests a flash panel (41x87.056" - wxhxt, aluminum) was set up at 25 ft
from grouVd zero and a flash-panel-faced-fiberboard bundle (4'x8'x4' -
w x h x t) was erected at A distance Qf 15 ft. from ground zero, Cameras 6 and
7 (see Figure 1) recorded fragments passing through the 25 ft flash panel.
Cameras I and 2 recorded fragment impacts on the front face of the 75 ft
flash panel/fiberboard bundle. The data films were used to evaluate initial
fragment velocities. In addition, the flash panel/fiberboard bundle at the
75 ft distance captured the impacting fragments to permit an independent
calculation of fragment velocity based on measured fragment mass and dimensions.

Fiberboard Bundles at Far Range: Twenty-two fiberboard bundles (each
with dimensions 4'xB'xl' - w x K x t);were erected i'n an alternating pattern
at ranges from ground zero of 500 ft and 520 ft. This is shown schematically
in the recovery area sectors 23 and 24. Figure 1. The bundles were set up
to provide a measure of the low height fragment flux in the vertical plane at
the 500 ft range.
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Recovery Area: The recovery area shown in Figure 1 is represented by
the grid network'(25 sectors). It is bounded by terrain contours as
indicated in the figure by dashed lines. The recovery area is used to
measure the fragment flux in the ground plane from 500 ft to 1000 ft for up to a
300 total included angle.

Following each explosion event, a recovery team collected the fragments
that landed in the recovery area. The fragment data were classified into
three mass classes:

(1) Fragment mass s 6 grams - For these fragments the number of fragments
and the total mass of all the fragments collected in each recovery area
sector were recorded.

(2) 6 grams < fragment mass < 28 grams - For these fragments the mass
of each fragment collected was recorded and assigned to the proper recovery
area.

(3) 28 grams < fragment mass - For these fragments the mass of each
fragment collected was recorded along with the coordinates (R,e) of the
fragment location.

Because of the uncertainties in the exact initial impact points of the
collected fragments -- the fragments did bounce to their final resting place --
the fragment impact energies were equated to the fragment energy value corresponding
to the minimum radius boundary of the specific recovery area sector where the

fragments were picked up.
Airblast Instrumentation: A team from NSWC made the airblast measurements

at the TERA test site. The gages were deployed at six stations (two gages
per station) as shown in Figure I. The gage station locations ranged from
200 ft to 800 ft from ground zero. The gages (LC-33 pencil type) were
mounted on TEFLON inserts that were secured to steel baffles. The gages
were installed a nominal two feet above the ground, The signals were
processed by PCB electronics and recorded on a magnetic tape recorder. The
upper frequency response of the recording system was 20 KHz.

Before each series of tests (conducted in groups of two) all the airblast
gages were field calibrated, dynamically, through the recording system.
This procedure provided a comparison with the gage laboratory calibration
and also gave an indication that the acquisition system was performing
properly.

TEST RESULT COMPARISON WITH PREDICTIONS

Only the results that are directly related to the three major aspects
of the hazard associated with the accidental detonation of a pallet load
of Mk 82 bombs arc presented here:

(1) The Maximum credible explosion

(2) The airblast environment

(3) The fragment environment
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These results establish the acceptable hazard handling arc for the bomb
pallet configuration tested and they contribute to the continual ver 4 fication
and.updatlng procedure for the predictive techniques being developed by
NESIP (Reference 5).

The Maximum Credible Explosion: The location of the donor bomb (middle
bomb, bottom row) in the pallet is indicated in Figure 2. This donor site
was selected because it is the best position to initiate sympathetic detonation
among the most acceptor bombs in the pallet. For all bomb pallet tests
(H-6 explosive), all acceptor bombs sympathetically detonated. Two d4 fferent
instrumentation methods were used in an effort to make this determination:
(1) high speed photography and (2) ionization probes.

Figure 3 provides the most dramatic indication that all five acceptor
bombs sympathetically detonated. This figure is a photograph of several
frames of film from the 1/4-frame camera viewing the nose-on face o0 the
pallet for pallet test 1. The film records the first light of the donor
bomb and follows the detonation sequence for the "ceptor bombs. The circles
have been added to the photograph to show the original locations of the bomb
noses in the pallet. The figure indicates that following time zero (designated
as picture 0), the three near-neighbor Rcceptors (bombs 2, 3, and 6 - see
Figure 2) had sympathetically detonated by picture #6, whereas the two
far-neighbor acceptors (bombs 1 and 5) sympathetically detonated by picture
#9. Film data such as this provided detonation times at the nose of the
acceptor bombs for most of the tests.

The ionization probes were mounted in the tail wells of the donor and
acceptor bombs to provide detonation front arrival times at the bomb tail
locations. The detonation time results obtained from the photographic film
and the ionization probe signals are summarized in Table 1. For purposes of
comparison the detonation wave travel time (using 25,000 ft/s detonation
velocit' for H-6) from the donor bomb nose well to the tail well should be
approximately 150 ps. Note in Table 1 that the photographic data consistently
indicates that the near-neighbor acceptor bombs sympathetically detonated
before the far-neighbor acceptor bombs. However, the ionization probe data
only shows that the acceptor bombs detonated. The ionization probe time
data do not appear to give reasonable times for acceptoe bomb detonations.

The conclusion that all five acceptor bombs sympathetically detonated
on each pallet test was also indicated by the post-test site inspections and
by an analysis of the explosive yield required to generate the airblast
pressure data.

The Airblast Environment: The airblast pressure-time histories were
reduced using the NSWC (R15) data processing system that has an HP 9825

I, desktop computer with a NICOLET digital oscilloscope and an IDEAS tape
drive unit. A typical pressure-time waveform is shown in Figure 4. The
major components of the recorded signal are shown in the figure: (1) the
ground shock arrival at the gage, (2) the shockwave arrivals at the gage
from passing fragments, (3) the blast wave arrival at the gage, (4) the peak
overpressi're for the wave, (5) the positive phase of the wave, and (6) the
negative phase of the wave.
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TABLE I

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND IONIZATION PROBE DATA FOR ACCEPTOR BOMB SYMPATHETIC
DETONATION SEQUENCE

_____ ..... DETONATION SIGNAL ARRIVAL TIME (OmUo) ........ __

_ _ _ PALLET I PALLET 2 PALLET 3 PALLET 4 PALLET 5
DONOR SIDE-ON NOSE-ON TAIL-ON SIDE-ON NOSE-ON

BOMB 4
PHOTO (NOSE)* 0 0- 0 0 0
ION (TAIL)* - 118±4 138 ±4 146± 4 138 4

NEAR-NEIGHBOR
ACCEPTORS

BOMB 2
PHOTO(NOSE) 162 ± 14 138 ± 14 *9* 143± 18 185 ± 23
ION (TAIL) 187 ±4 110 ± 4 115± 4 190 ± 4 175 ± 4

BOMB 3
PHOTO (NOSE) 162 ±14 138 ± 14 *9* 143± 18 185± 23
ION (TAIL) 192 ±4 112 ± 4 72 ±4 190 ± 4 195± 4

BOMB O
PHOTO(NOSE) 162 ±14 138± 14 143± 18 185 ±23
ION (TAIL) 166 ±4 105± 4 85±4 182 ±4 195 ±4

FAR NEIGHBOR
ACCEPTORS

BOMB 1
PHOTO (NOSE) 242 14 221± 14 179 ±18 324± 23
ION (TAIL) 227 ±4 218 ± 4 171±4 178 ±4 200 4

BOMB5
PHOTO(NOSE) 242± 14 221± 14 179 18 324 ±23
ION (TAIL) 190 4 211± 4 214±4 173 4 180± 4

*UNCERTAINITY IS SET EQUAL TO ONE-HALF THE INTER PICTURE TIME.
"**UNCERTAINITY IS SET EQUAL TO TIME DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DIGITIZED POINTS.

***NO DATA FILM WITH TIMING FOR A NOSE-ON VIEW OF THE PALLET WAS OBTAINED FOR
THIS TEST. ONE SPLIT FRAME CAMERA (PROBABLY 9,000 PICTURES/S) DID SHOW THE
FIVE ACCEPTOR BOMB FIREBALLS. THE NEAR-NEIGHBOR FIREBALLS WERE LARGER
IN DIAMETER THAN THE FAR-NEIGHBOR FIREBALLS.
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An example of the pressure-time histories recorded at each gage station
is shown in Figure 5 for the first pallet test, side-on orientation. The
records given in Figure 5 are quite similar to the records obtained for the
other side-on orientation test and the tail-on orientation test; pallet tests
4 and 3, respectively. However, neither set of nose-on orientation records,
pallet tests 2 and S, had such numerous fragment shockwave arrivals as
indicated in Figure 5. The records for pallet test 2 (a nose-on orientation)
are given in Figure 6 for comparison. This comparison is in agreement with
the pallet test fragment data that the fragment flux from the nose-on
orientation was less than the fragment flux from the side-on and tail-on
orientations.

The pressure-distance data scaled to sea-level conditions for all the
bomb/pallet tests are presented in Figure 7. The single bomb data were
scaled up to six bombs (a pallet load). A power law least squares fit for
all the pallet data is also included in this figure -- the single bomb data
(denoted by squares) did not contribute to the fit. Power law least square
fits were also made for each pallet test. The fitted curves for the nose-on
and tail-on orientation tests fall between the curves for the two side-on
tests. The shot-to-shot variation of the data is greater than the effect
of pallet orientation.

Figure 8 provides a comparison of the power law least squares fit to
the airblast data (including the 95% confidence intervals for the predicted
mean values of the pressure for each range value) with Unified Theory of
Explosions (UTE) predictions (Reference 6) and the Blast Effects Computer
(BEC) predictions (Reference 7). The UTE prediction (part of the NESIP
technology base Reference 5) agrees quite well with the data in this range.
The BEC curve is shifted downward. It should be pointed out, however, that
both prediction curves fall within the interval of two standard deviations
of the fitted data curve; that is, within the scatter of 95% of the data.

The airblast data were examined to determine the range at which 1 psi
overpressure occurs -- the acceptable hazard criterion for blast. The
predicted and experimentally determined results are listed below.

Predictions

UTE -- 1 psi at 550 ft

BEC -- 1 psi at 480 ft

6. F. B. Porzel, "Introduction to a Unified Theory of Explosions," Naval
Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring, MD, NOLTR 72-209, Sep 1972.

7. L. E. Fugelo, L. M. Weiner, and T. H. Shiffman, "Explosion Effects
Computation Aids," Final Report GARD Proj. No. 1540, Contract DAHC-04-72-0012,
General American Research Division, General American Transportation Corp.,
Niles, IL, Jun 1972.
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data

Power law least squares fit -- 1 psi at 590 ft

95% confidence interval for predicted mean
682 ft < R < 622 ft

95% confidence interval for data
475 ft < R < 725 ft

Using these predicted and experimental results as a guide, the recommended
acceptable hazard range for blast is 600 ft. This is not the most conservative
choice, but it is a realistic one.

The Fragment Environment: The total numbers of fragments collected for
each recovery area sector are displayed in Figure 9 for all five bomb pallet
tests. The total fragment numbers listed represent fragments from all three
mass groups: 0-6 gram, 6-28 grams, and greater than 28 grams. The trajectories
of fragments that were stopped by the vertical fiberboard bundles at the
500 ft/520 ft range (located in recovery area sectors 23 and 24 - Figure 1)
were estimated and these fragments were added to the counts given in Figure 9.
The numbers of hazardous fragments allowed per recovery area sector (so as
not to excoed the acceptable hazard criterion of one hazardous fragment
per 600 ft4) have been added to the figure. It is obvious from Figure 9
that if all the fragments collected were considered hazardous (impact energy
greater than 58 ft lb) then the acceptable hazard range for fragments would
be beyond 1000 ft.

In order to determine the proportion of hazardous fragments to total
fragments, the impact energies of the recovered fragment must be known.
These impact energies were estimated by ballistic trajectory calculations.
A particle model computer code with three-degrees-of-freedom* and variable
drag coefficient was used. Instead of computing the particular trajectory
required to place a fragment at its recovered location, which would have
taken many iteractions compounded by the fact that many fragments were
collected, a series of ballistic trajectories were computed which were used
to represent the bounding fragment trajectories. The series of trajectories
for the steel bomb fragments are outlined below.

(1) Twelve fragment masses were selected

10-15-20-25-30-40-50-60-70-80-90-100 grams

(2) Twenty initial angles of elevation** were chosen for each mass
(-5)-(-2)-(-1)-0-1-2.5-5-10-15-20-22.5-25-27.5-30-35-40-50-60-70-80 degrees

*No wind velocity components (such as cross winds) were included, so the
trajectory calculations only involved two-degrees-of-freedom.
**Negative angles of elevation were included to account for the difference in
elevation between ground zero and the recovery area. The recovery area was
~19' lower than ground zero.
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Additional input conditions that are required in order to make trajectory
calculations are average presented area, drag coefficient, and initial velocity
for each fragment. These parameters are discussed in the next several
paragraphs.

The average presented areas for the fragments were computed from the
fragment masses using the relationship M = KA 2 where K is called the
frag drag factor. The value of K evaluated for Mk 82 bombs was used for both
the single bomb and pallet configurations.

The fragment drag coefficient versus Mach number relation was taken
from Reference 8 for shell fragments.

An initial fragment velocity of 8000 ft/s was estimated from the single
bomb test and 11,500 ft/s was estimated from each of the bomb pallet tests.
These values were determined from the fragment time-of-arrival data obtained
from the flash panels/fiberboard bundles located at close range (25 ft and
75 ft from ground zero). A straight line fragment trajectory path with an
exponential velocity decay was used to make the conversion from average
velocity to initial velocity. The best correlation for initial velocity
that corresponded with times of arrival at both the 25 ft flash panels and
the 75 ft flash panel/fiberboard bundles was for fragments in the mass range
from 1-5 grams. The 8000 ft/s value estimated for the single bomb (side-on
orientation towards ground zero) agrees quite well with the side-spray
portion of the Mk 82 bomb effectiveness data. However, the 11,500 ft/s
value for the bomb pallet initial fragment velocity is -1; times larger than
the single bomb value. This result agrees qualitatively with the data
obtained in Reference 9 in which initial fragment velocities from 155 mm
projectile stacks were reported to be about twice the value obtained for
single projectile tests -- these high velocities occurred in jets that
emanated from "interaction areas (Reference 9)" that are the regions between
the projectiles. For a pallet load of Mk 82 bombs in the normal horizontal
configuration (see Figure 2) these high velocity fragments (-11,500 ft/s)
were measured for all three orientations tested (nose-on, side-on, and tail-on).
The higher velocity (jet velocity) was selected for the pallet configuration
to evaluate the fragment hazard even though obviously not all fragments
would have this enhanced initial velocity.*

The trajectory calculations were used to establish "fragment hazard
factors (Reference 2)" which estimate the portion of the total number of
fragments collected in a region that impacted with a hazardous energy
(>58 ft-lb).

8. D. J. Dunn, Jr., and W. R. Porter, "Air Drag Measurements of Fragments,"
BRL Memorandum Report No. 915, Aug 1955.

9. R. T. Ramsey, J. G. Powell, Jr., and W. D. Smith III, "Fragment Hazard
Investigation Program" NSWC/DL TR 3664, Oct 1978.

In fact, to ascribe the high jet velocity to all the bomb fragments would
require approximately 2 1/2 times the energy available upon bomb detonation.
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The fragment hazard factor (FH) is based on the following model. For
each fragment impact location out to the maximum range, there are two
trajectory solutions -- the low-angle trajectory and the high-angle
trajectory. The impact energies for these two trajectory solutions for the
same range can be quite different. As an example, for a 10 gram steel
fragment (Mk 82 fragment parameters) with an initial velocity of 8,000 ft/s
impacting at 800 ft, the low-angle trajectory impact energy is approximately
60 ft-lb whereas the high-angle trajectory impact energy is about 3 ft-lb.
Because of this, it is necessary to determine the proportion of low-angle
trajectory to high-angle trajectory impacts in a given recovery area sector.
This was accomplished using computed trajectory results such as displayed
in Figure 10. In this figure, the impact range is plotted as a function of
launch elevation angle* for the same bomb fragment as described above.
If the fragments are uniformly distributed with respect to launch elevation
angle, then Figure 10 gives the result that 8.8% of the fragments landing
in recovery area sectors #23-25 (between a range of 500 ft to 600 ft)
arrived by a low-angle trajectory.

A basic assumption with the fragment hazard factor (FH) model is that the
fragment mass source is uniformly distributed with respect to elevation angle.
For the single bomb test (side-on orientation), the basic assumption is
satisfied; however, for a specific pallet test with the donor bomb location
the basic assumption is not satisfied. For example, if only the donor bomb
had detonated, then more bomb case mass would be available for high-angle
trajectories than for low-angle trajectories because the donor bomb was in
the lower bomb row (Figure 2). However, all acceptor bombs sympathetically
detonated for the pallet tests which changed the initial fragment flux
distribution. Considering the different possible pallet orientations (nose-on,
side-on, tail-on, and any intermediate orientation) and considering the many
possible detonation sequences (and timing) for the acceptor bombs with the
formation of the high velocity jets, then the uniform mass distribution
with respect to elevation angle is used as a representation of an average
mass distribution. At present, any mass distribution relative to elevation
angle derived for a particular pallet orientation and bomb spacing (related
to sympathetic detonation sequence and timing) appears to be too specific
(and arbitrary) to be useful.

The fragment hazard factor (FH) -- for a specific fragment mass, average
presented area, drag coefficient function, and initial velocity -- is
established for a specific recovery sector** using the three definitions
given below.

*The negative launch elevation angles are included in Figure 10 to account
for the test site terrain.
**FH variation with azimuth is not included. Therefore, recovery area
sectors 23-25 (Figure 1) all have the same value of FH for the same fragment.
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(1) If both the low-angle and high-angle trajectories produce hazardous
fragment impact energies (> 58 ft-lb), then F, = 1.

(2) If neither the low-angle nor the high-angle trajecturies produce
hazardous fragment impact energies, then FH = 0.

(3) If the low-angle trajectory produces a hazardous fragment impact
energy but the high-angle trajectory does not, then F is set equal to the
proportion of low-angle to total angle (low-angle pluy high-angle) trajectories
computed for the particular recovery area sector.

Separate tables of fragment hazard factors were set up for the single bomb
test and the series of pallet tests. Hazardous fragment distributions were
obtained by applying these factors individually to the recovered fragments. The
hazardous fragment distributions for the five pallet tests Lre given in Figure 11.
From a comparison of Figures 9 and 11, it is obvious that most fragments were
evaluated to be non-hazardous. This figure indicates that the criterion for num-
bers of hazardous fragments allowed per recovery area sector was not exceeded
anywhere in the recovery area for any of the pallet tests -- in fact the hazardous
fragment criterion was not exceeded for the sum of hazardous fragments for all
five pallet tests. As with the data reported in Figure 9, all fragments stopped
by the vertical fiberboard bundle at the 500 ft./520 ft. ranges were added to the
counts in Figure 11 (if they were evaluated to be hazardous).

Figure 12 presents plots of the average hazardous fragment areal densities
as functions of range for the five pallet tests. None of the test data approach
the fragment hazard criterion within a factor of two at 500 ft. The most hazardous
pallet orientation is side-on &s indicated in Figures 11 and 12. The two sets of
side-on pallet data are combined in Figare 13 and a Student-t evaluation giving the
95% confidence intervals for the mean values is presented. The analysis of the data
indicates that the Mk 82 bomb pallet is an acceptable fragment hazard beyond 500 ft.
(the close-in range of the data).

Figure 14 gives the predicted curves for the hazardous fragment areal
densities as functions of range for the pallet tests. The model used, FEN, has
been described in References 5, 10 cnd 2 as part of the NESIP technology base. It
should be pointed out that the hazardous fragment areal densities given by the FEN
model are based on trajectory-normal areas for low-angle trajectory fragments and
not horizontal grouatd surface area for both low-angle and high-angle trajectory
fragments as are the collected data (Figure 12). The FEN model results shown in
Figure 14 include polar zone corrections for mass and velocity distributions pro-
vided by Mk 82 bomb effectiveness data. These prediction curves do not account
for the high fragment velocity (11,500 ft/s) obtained from the pallet test data.
The FEN model predicitions in the figure for the acceptable hazard fragment range
for the three pallet orientations are: nose-on - 550 ft.,, side-on - 765 ft., andtail-on - 425 ft.

10, F. B. Porze], "Design of Lightweight Shields Against Blast and Fragments,"
Minutes of the 17th Explosives Safety Seminar, Department of Defense
Explosives Safety Board, 14-16 Sep 1976.
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Figure 15 gives comparisons for the single bomb (side-on) test between
the data and two separate prediction models, the FEN model and the Fragmentation
Hazard model (Reference 11). Once again it should be noted that the areal
densities for the data are based on ground surface area whereas the areal densi-
ties for both the prediction curves are based on trajectory - normal areas. The
Fragmentation Hazard model used fragment trajectory calculations of weapons
effectiveness fragment data (close-in fragment collection) from arena tests to
determine hazardous fragment areal densities as functions of range. Both low-
angle and high-angle trajectories are included in this model. The Fragmentation
Hazard model predicts an acceptable hazard fragment range of approximately 650
ft. for the bomb side-spray zone, the FEN model (considering only low angle
trajectory fragments) predicts a range of approximately 490 ft. for the bomb
side-spray zone. The recovered fragment data results in Figure 15 show quite low
levels of hazardous fragments throughout the range from 500 ft. to 1000 ft.

The safety manual for ammunition and explosives ashore, NAVSEA OP 5, (Reference
12) lists the following minimum distances from units of Mk 82 bombs for
unprotected personnel in a prone position (Reference 7).

1 bomb --- 670 ft. (This is essentially the same value interpreted
in the above paragraph to be approximately 650 ft.)

2 bombs --- 860 ft.

5 bombs --- 1080 ft.

10 bombs --- 1240 ft.

These results are obtained using the methods described in Reference 7 and 11
(The Fragmentation Hazard Model). However, it should be pointed out that the
Fragmentation Hazard Model (from which the above numbers were obtained) refers to
trajectory-normal area and not horizontal ground surface area (prone target) for
computing hazardous fragment areal densities as interpreted for the NAVSEA OP 5
minimum distances.

Table 2 gives a comparison of hazardous fragment areal deisities at 500 ft.
range between vertical (fiberboard bundles) and horizontal (ground surface) target
area for the five pallet tests. These comparisons indicate large differences
(ratios from 20 to 66) in presented hazards for vertical targets relative to.
horizontal targets. This is because the fiberboard bundles capture low-trojectory
fragments that could go out as far as 875 ft. range from ground zero (determined
by test site geometry) had they not been stopped at the 500 ft. range -- the
horizontal areal flux density is much less than the vertical areal flux density
for these fragments as indicated by the above comparison.

The recommended acceptable hazard range for fragments is less than 500 ft.,
as indicated by the data, for horizontal targets. The range would be substantially
greater for vertical targets.

11. D. I. Feinstein, "Fragmentation Hazards to Unprotected Personnel,"
Final Technical Report IITRI J6176, Contract DAHC-04-69-C-0056, lIT
Research

12. Ammunition and Explosives Ashore, Safety Regulations for Handling, Storing,
Production, Renovation and Shipping, NAVSEA OP 5 Volume 1, published by the
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command, Change 8 - 1 Sep 1979
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Tests were performed to determine the acceptable hazard handling arc
for a pallet load of Mk 82 bombs (H-6 explosive). The blast criterion (1 psi
overpressure) was satisfied al a range of 600 ft., whereas the fragment criterion
(I hazardous fragment/600 ft.z of ground surface area) was satisfied inside
the 500 ft. range (inner range limit for fragment recovery). These combined
results give an acceptable hazard handling arc of 600 ft. It should be noted
here, however, that hazardous fragments do travel beyond the outer range of these
tests (1000 ft. from ground zero) but their areal density (ground surface) isf less than one per 600 ft.

Excellent comparisons were obtained between predicted (UTE-NESIP
technology base) and measured airblast results. Direct comparisons between
the predicted (FEN-NESIP technology base and the Fragmentation Hazard model)
and measured hazardous fragment area densities have not yet been performed.
The hazardous fragment areal densities for both prediction models are for
trajectory-normal area whereas the fragment data are for ground surface area.

Plans are to continue this investigation to the other bombs in the Mk
80 series.

The mention of names of proprietary products in this paper constitutes
neither an endorsement nor criticism of these products by the United States
Government or by the Naval Surface Weapons Center.
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i.INTRODUCTTON

379 years ago, in 1601, a Frenchman naqed ROBIN

brought back from what is today the United States East

Coast, from the New World, as it was then called, some

seedlings of a tree : the LOCUST (Robinia pseudo-acacia).

called in French ACACIA. The tree grew in France and is a

common species in our areas.

On the strength of this botanical introduction, it can

be stated that the S.N.P.E. (Soci~t6 Nationale des Poudres

et Explosifs) selected the word ACACIA as the code name for

a pyrotechnical accidents and incidents data collection sys-

tem, based on the initials of the phrase.

A Analysis of the

CA CAuses and of the
C Consequences of the
I Incidents and

A Accidents.

Before describing the organization set-up, it would be

convenient to indicate that the S N P E, or Soci~t6 Nationale

des Poudres et Explosifs, upholds the tradition of the late

Direction des Poudres, that it employs 6,500 people in 9

different locations and that it manufactures propellants explo-

sives and chemicals not only for national defense but also for

civilian applications and for export.

Safety has been and remains the major concern in our

industry, whether in regard to our personnel safety or tu

prevent equipment losses. Such a good safety record has been

obtained not only through conventional prevention techniques

but as well, since 1972, through the contribution of new

methodologies incorporating the safety constraints aggregate

in the manufacturing systems.
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Concurrently, these techniques have been used to

improve the safety of the products and systems we are

selling.

For several years, we have been using the three

following safety systems analysis techniques %

- Preliminary hazard analysis

- Failure modes and criticality analysis

- Fault trees

Since September 28, 1979,French regulatory laws

applying to pyrotechnical factories have been complemented

with a very important decree : decree 79846 of September 28,

1979 (copy of it in Annex 1).

In Article 3 of this decree, there is a requirement

for a Regulatory Safety Study based on the probability
concept. As a matter of fact, the safety distances between
buildings definition criteria as well as the decision as to

whether or not to keep the personnel close to the explosive
chemicals are partly based on the existing probability of

becoming the victim of a pyrotechnical accident.
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Such techniques require, in various degrees, the
availability of data on expected events probability, al-
though they supply valid results even if said probabilities
can only be assigned a range of values. In many cases,

however, attempts are made to assign numerical values to
the probabilities in order to try to measure the obtained
safety level and to compare it to the set goals, inasmuch
as it has been possible - or desired - to define them in

advance.

Concurrently, in order to improve the work injury
prevention and to reduce the material damages, we needed

to set up a computer-based management organization of all
accidents and incidents.

This is what led to the creation of the ACACIA
project on January 1st, 1974.

2. DESCRIPTION OF GOALS

The ACACIA project 3 goals are the following ones

1 - To permit the work injury regulatory processing,

2 - To permit the technical processing of accidents and
incidents related to the pyrotechnical or not,activities

about which it seems necessary to S

- keep the company's various plants, research cen-
ters and subsidiaries informed,

- keep a record for future reference,

- draw comparisons in order to improve accidents

prevention and to reduce material damages,
- determine the nature and frequency of events oc-

curring in our shops

3 - To inventory small accidents and incidents poorly fol-

lowed up so far, even not listed at all, in order to
improve accidents prevention while improving data-

base assessments reliability.
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The word ACACIA was made from the initial letters

of Analysis of the CAuses and of the Consequences of

Incidents and Accidents. Not only does it gives an iden-

tity to the project's name, but is also characterizes :

- The name of the printed form : the ACACIA report
form used to report
accidents and incidents,

- The name of the computer program processing the data,

The name of the various files utilized, especially

those assigned to the assessment of the nature and

frequency of the inopportune occurrences encountered

in our activities.

3. THE ACACIA REPORT

The aggregate of the ACACIA project rests on one

initial procedure the reporting of a fact significant

for safety which may be:

An accident with bodily injury, with or without

any work stoppage,

An accident without any bodily injury, with oi.

without any material damage, even a hazardous

situation without any material damage and without

any bodily injury.
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These facts are reported by means of a single printed
form, the ACACIA Report, put at the disposal of personnel
capable of putting the data correctly in writing. As a rule,
this means supervisory personnel, but in certain cases, it
may be units operators, or foremen, or management personnel
(standby duty personnel, control people, etc...) A sample
of the report form is given in Annex 2.

The putting in writing of the printed form is easy and
deals only with circumstances (top section' and with conse-
quences (middle section). Indeed, it was considered more
appropriate not to deal with circumstances and effects in
the same document on one hand, and on the other hand with
the previous experience or causes, in order +-o avoid per-
turbing the description of the facts which doe6 :'-i: .4llcw
any interpretation by the indication of causes which are
nore subjective or subject to hierarchical interferences.

Thus printed form is not specific to pyrotechnical
activities, but may just as well be used to report, for
instance, a fire in a mixer, an upset cart or a fall in a

stairway.

We have approximately 500 report books in service in
"our plants and research centers, i.e 1 for every twelve
persons on the average.

4. REPORT PROCESSING

When the report is transmitted to th3 Safety

department , various procedures are carried Lut in succes-
sion or simultaneously
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Eventual processing for reporting to Social

Security- in case of work stoppage,

- Investigation by the hierazchy persons in charge

and by the Safety Department

- Eventual investigation and inquiry by the central

Department according to enforced procedures,

Eventual processing by the Safety and Health

Committee,

- Computer processing.

In this paper, we will only give details about the

procedures carried out from the computer processing; in

effect the other ones are conventional ones and are of

no particular interest in the ACACIA project.

5. DATA PROCESSING DOCUMENTS

The computer processing of the ACACIA reports is

carried out from a coding source permitting the creaticn
,"orl si~nili to a documentary description permittiny

...ie rL.. -hly or quartert pIil.ication of the various reports

utilized by the SNPE services.

From the elementary data coded at the factory levcl

and which you will find in details in Annex 3, the various

data processing documents are published and distributed

pending the setting up of a conversational search of files

organized in database by means of the UNIVAC D M S

computer program.
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1. Monthly data log. This is the chronological history

file of the received reports.

2. Monthly inter-factory list of the pyrotechnical

nature accidents and incidents (representing 15 %

of the reports). This list is intended to keep the

factories informed about all the company incidents and minor

accidents in the past month (See Annex 4).

3. Monthly cumulative list for each shop which permits

giving for each shop the history file of all received

reports. This list is published on micro-fiches each

month and on paper every six months.

4. An alphabetical quarterly index of the reports specific

to the pyrotechnical activity of the company, obtained

through the permutation of the key words characterizing

the circumstances, and making it possible to ask later

for the communication of more complete reports. This

index is published quarterly and, its volume (20,000

references) being taken into account, this is a micro-

fiche publication (See Annex 5).

5. The monthly safety chart includes the safety charts

for each service and for each factory

-ibose various documents are distributed to the involved

services : manufacturing, safety department, processes, docu-

mentation, safety research, etc ... in order to help them

in the carrying out of their respective tasks.

1
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On the other hand, and independently from the per-
muted index described above in paragraph 5-4, the reports

specific to the company's pyrotechnical activity are

stored in the company documentary computer data bank,

just as ordinary technical documents would be. This

principle will permit, thanks to the selective dis-
tribution profiles, keeping each managerial rank person
directly and personally informed about-the safety events

likely to be of interest to him (her). He (she) will

then be able to obtain, should he (she) deem, it neces-

sary, the detailed report of the precise facts. This

principle is the same when dealing with retrospective

research.

6. NUMERICAL DATA

As far as numerical data are concerned, we have

recorded, since 1974, an average of 1500 reports a year,

only 15 % of which are specific to the propellant and -

explosives activity.

Out of these reports, there are 34 % accidents

with work stoppage and 34 % without any work stoppage,

17 % incidents and 15 % hazardous situations.

This record is not satisfactory because the rela-

tive number of incidents is too low. Indeed, it is a

known fact that the number of incidents is 2 to 3 times

higher than the number of accidents. This abnormal

accident/incident ratio is the consequence of a deliberate

policy in the course of the 3 first years of the system

start-up, to privilege the accident in order to impose

the system upon all personnel through the "requirement"
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of recording accidents and to let the reporting of in-

cidents develop in function of each individual personal

factors. This policy yielded good results and we are

certain that we are currently tracking all the accidents,

even the least serious ones, while allowing the system

to become established without any excessive constraints.

We are currently concentrating our effort on the

incidents acquisition, as we are encouraged by the evo-

lution of the percentage of recorded incidents, since

it is showing an increase from 11 to 30 % from 1974 to

1980. Our 1982 goal is the accidents/incidents parity

in the expectation of even a better ratio.

Concurrently to the reports specific to our pyro-

technical activity, which represents only 15 % of the

reports, i.e. approximately two hundred a year, we are

adding in our files fictitious reports written out from

various data about accidents having occurred in other

companies in our industry or in industries similar to

ours, in France or abroad. We also ran a retrospective

on all the data known to us since World War II.

The complete file includes close to 10,000 descriptions,

out of which nearly three thousand are of a pyrotechnical

nature.

7. UTILIZATION

These files are utilized, either by the safety

services in the prevention activity, or by the research

and process services to retrieve the useful data, for

the study of existing facilities, or for the definition

design of new facilities.
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They are utilized just as much to acquire knowledge

about the events likely to occur in our industries, as

to justify the selections made in the safety research,
when making quantitative or qualitative assessments.

8. CONCLUSION

The application which was the subject of this
paper incorporates in one same organization

- a Safety prevention activity,

- a Documentary activity,

- a Statistical activity.

Each one of these goals could not have represented

by itself a justification for the system's existence;
in combining them we did valorize the safety effort which
is approved by the company.

The ACACIA project could not have come into being

without the will, on the part of our Board of Directors,
to privilege safety data and, after more than 6 years
of operation, we are witnessing a gradual lessening of

the guilt complex concerning the accident and incident

concept, and the spontaneous contribution of data by
the lower ranks of the personnel who feel proud to par-
ticipate in the safety effort.

We believe we are progressing toward a true fail-

safe set-up. Thank you for your attention.
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DECREE No. 79.846 of 28 SEPTEMBER 1979

containing official regulations concerning the protection of workers
against special risks to which they are subjected in pyrotechnical
establishmer •s (Journal Officiel dated 2 October 1979 and amendment
in Journal Officiel, NC dated 18 November 1979).

The Prime Minister

Considering the report of the Minister of Defence and the Minister of
Labour and Participation,

Considering the Labour Code, and especially Articles L.231-2(2),
L.231-3(1) and L.231-3(2);

Considering the Law of 8 April 1938 concerning the appointment of
labour delegates for the safety of workers in powder workshops and
outbuildings of pyrotechnic establishments, filling shops, cartridge
factories depending on the War Administration;

Considering Law No. 70-575 of 3 July 1970 concerning reforms of the
regulations governing gunpowders and explosive substances;

Considering Law No. 76-663 of 19 July 1976 concerning installations
classified for the protection of the environment;

Considering Decree No. 55-1188 of 3 September 1955 containing public
administration regulations governing safety measures in establishments
in which explosive substances and pyrotechnic compositions are
manufactured, loaded and filled;

Considering Decree No.57-1161 of 17 October 1957 setting the
classification of building materials and components in relation to fire
hazards in establishments open to the public;

Considering Decree No.62-1454 of 14 November 1962 concerning the
protection of workers in establishments which use electrical currents;

Considering the opinion of the Commission on Explosive Substances;

Considering the opinion of the Higher Council on the Prevention of
Occupational Hazards;

After consultation with the professional associations of employers and
employees concerned,

The Council of State having been heard on the matter,
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Decrees the following:

PART I

GENERALITIES

Field of application

Article 1

The present Decree applies to all establishments or parts of
establishments covered by Article L.231-1 of the Labour Code, engaged
in the fabrication, filling, cartridge production, storage, packaging,
manipulation, analysis, testing ani destruction of explosive materials
and objects intended for use for the effects of their explosion or for
pyrotechnic purposes, without prejudice to the provisions of the Labour
Code and those which are applied for enforcement of the above Law of
3 July 1970 and the above Law of 19 July 1976.

It shall not apply to the storage of explosive matSrials or objects by
the establishments which use them for the effects of their explosion or
for pyrotechnic purposes.

It shall apply to State establishments depending on the Minister
responsible for Defence, subject to the provisions of Article L.611-2
of the Labour Code.

For the enforcement of this Decree to the establishments covered in
Article L.611-2 of the Labour Code, the Minister responsible for
Defence and the authorities that he appoints for this purpose shall
substitute for the Minister responsible for Labour and for the regional
and departmental directors of labour and employment, and also, in the
event that these establishments do not belong to regional health
insurance agencies, for the prevention services of these agencies.

Definitions

Article 2

For the application of this Decree, the terms metioned above shall
have the following meanings:
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Explosible material

Substance or mixture of solid or liquid substances which can by
themselves, by chemical reaction, liberate gases or heat fluxes in
conditions such that damage to surroundings may result.

Explosive material

Explosible material intended for use for the effects of its explosion
or for pyrotechnic purposes.

Explosible object

Object containing one or more explosible materials.

Pyrotechnic premises

Premises capable of accommodating explosible materials or objects.

Depot

Installation, building, location or parked vehicle used to store
explosible materials and objects.

Pyrotechnic enclosure

Part of an establishment covered in Article 1 including:

The depot or depots used to store the explosible materials
and objects intended for use for the effects of their
explosion or for pyrotechnic purposes;

Workshops for the fabrication, filling, packaging, analysis
and experiments on explosible materials or objects and their
service storerooms;

Testing sites and firing ranges;

Destruction areas for pyrotechnic wastes.

Work station

Limited zone located near a machine or installation, in which an employee
is required to move to carry out gestures necessary for performing his
function.
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Work location

Zone situated in a room or in the open air, in which one or more
employees are required to move to perform a specific job.

Pyrotechnic risk

Risk incurred by explosible materials or objects during their
functional or accidental decomposition.

PART 2

GENERAL SAFETY MEASURES

Article 3

The heads of the establishment, when planning a new fabrication, the
use of new explosible materials or objects or new processes, the
construction or modification of premises, the creation or modification
of an installation, the fitting-out of a work location or station likely
to have an effect on the safety of employees or the use of new means or
systems of transport in the establishment, shall carry out a safety
analysis or shall bring existing safety analyses up-to-date:

Tending to determine all the possibilities of pyrotechnic
accidents and to establish, in each case, the nature and gravity
of the risks incurred by the establishment's employees;

Determining the measures to be taken to prevent accidents and to
limit their consequences.

The heads of the establishment shall consult the health and safety
committee concerning the study, or failing this, the labour delegates,
as well as the workers' delegates for safety appointed under the above
Law of 8 April 1938 when such exist.

Article 4

The procedures are defined by the head of the establishment in
accordance with the conclusions of the safety analysis, and shall be
consigned in service instructions.
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Article 5

In view of the conclusions of the safety analyses, before implementing the
operations which they cover and after consultation with the health and
safety committee or, failing this, with the personnel delegates, as well
as the workers' delegates for safety if such exist, the head of the
establishment shall establish:

General safety regulations;

Regulations concerning each pyrotechnic room;

As required, special regulations specific to each work
location or station.

Article 6

The general safety regulations shall define the general rules for
access and safety in the pyrotechnic premises. They shall include:

(1) Prohibition to smoke, carry any smoker's articles, and, failing
a special permit, the prohibition to carry naked flames,
incandescent objects, matches or any other means of creating a
flame;

(2) Prohibition of any employee from going to a work location without
assignment. Subject to the observation of special safety
regulations, this prohibition shall not apply to personnel
representatives who are performing the duties which are entrusted
to them by the laws and regulations;

(3) Prohibition to proceed to pyrotechnic premises for operations not
covered by instructions or regulations in force;

(4) Obligation for the personnel to wear, during working hours, clothing,
hats, shoes and other personal safety accessories supplied by the
head of the establishment;

(5) Prohibition of personnel to remove explosible materials or objects;

(6) The measures to be observed for driving and parking of vehicles
of all types and for the movement of personnel within the
pyrotechnic enclosure;

(7) General regulations to be observed in case of fire or explosion.
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Article 7

The regulations concerning each pyrotechnic room shall specify the
following:

(a) The limitative list of operations authorized in this room and
the references to the service instructions which shall be
enforced;

(b) The types and maximum quantities of explosible materials or
objects and, if necessary, all other dangerous materia's which
may be found therein and used, as well as their packaging and
the locations where they must be placed;

(c) The maximum number of persons, whether or not belonging to the
personnel of the establishment, which is authorized to remain
permanently or occasionally therein, when it contains explosible
materials or objects;

(d) The nature of the wastes produced, the maximum quantity of the
wastes which can be stored therein, and their type of packaging;

(e) The procedures to be followed in case cf fire, thur(derstorm,
or lighting or power failure, or in case of any other incident
liable to incur a pyrotechnic risk.

Article 8

The instructions specific to each pyrotechnic work location or station
shall resume or supplement the provisions relative to this location or
station, in the service instructions and regulations mentioned in
Article 7 above and shall specify:

The clothing and equipment for individual protection to be worn
by the operators;

The limitative list of hand tools and mobile equipment which can
be used.

Article 9

Access to premises of the pyrotechnic enclosure shall be prohibited to
any person foreign to the establishment with the exception of the
accredited representatives of the administrative authority and persons
specially authorized by the head of the establishment, these persons
having been requested to conform with the safety regulations.
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Outside of working hours, the premises containing explosible materials
or objects shall be closed by lock and key if not subject to permanent
surveillance. The instructions relative to all premises covered by
Article 7 above shall designate the person responsible for locking and
shall specify the place at which the key must be left outside of working
hours.

Article 10

The equipment of work stations where the personnel is exposed to dangers
of a pyrotechnic nature and the operating procedure shall be designed so
as to prevent precipitation and sudden variations in the work rate when
the employee's work is repetitive.I No form of wage or salary shall be such as to encourage the employees
assigned to these stations to achieve a work output greater than that
resulting from the equipment and the procedure thus defined, with due
consideration of pauses which are necessary in work operations requiring
sustained attention and, if necessary, the time necessary for work
preparation, installation maintenance, and equipment cleaning. The
corresponding maximum hourly or daily output produced at a work location
or station shall appear in the specific instructions covered in Article 8
above. This level shall not be exceeded in any circumstances.

Consequently, any incentive type of wage or salary shall be prohibited for

employees mentioned in the above paragraph.

PART 3

GENERAL CONDITIONS TO BE MET BY BUILDINGS

Distribution of buildings and safe distances

Article 11

Within the pyrotechnic enclosure, separate buildings shall be provided
for:

Premises for analysis and testing of explosible materials or
objects;

Fabrication of cxplosible materials;
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Filling work, cartridge production, packaging or fabrication
of explosible objects;

Storage of explosible materials and objects, with the exception
of the storage of the quantities necessary for fabrications
under way.

However, filling work, cartridge production, packaging and the
fabrication of explosible objects may be carried out in the same
buildings as the fabrication of explosible materials, subject to the
two following conditions:

The layout of the installations serves to reduce the number of
employees exposed to pyrotechnic risk, particularly by avoiding
intermediate storage facilities and handling operations;

The safety analysis shows that the pyrotechnic risk to which
each employee is subjected individually is not higher than if
both categories of installation were located in separate
buildings.

Article 12

The pyrotechnic enclosure shall be limited by one or more perimeters.
Each perimeter shall take the form of a fence or, failing this, a
signpost system clearly visible to any individual entering at any
point whatsoever.

Article 13

The buildings and installations exhibiting a characteristic risk of
fire or explosion which is not specifically pyrotechnic, such as
garages, warehouses for flammable materials not used in the composition
of explosive materials, wood depots, carpentry shops, compressed gas
depots, shall be excluded from the pyrotechnic enclosure and laid out
in such a manner that any incident affecting one of them shall have no
effect on the safety conditions in the pyrotechnic enclosure.

Article 14

In the establishments covered by this Decree, the safe distances between
two buildings or installations of the pyrotechnic enclosure, and between
one of these buildings or installations and a building or installation
outside the pyrotechnic enclosure, shall be such that the transmission or
propagation of an accident is highly improbable, and that in case of
accident sustained by a building or installation, the employees other than
those who are found therein shall be subject to a limited risk.
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If a building has a blast discharge facade, no other building shall
be placed facing this facade unless it is suitably protected.

Ministerial Orders set the requirements applicable for determining
the mintram safe distances to be observed, taking account of the type
and quantity of explosible materials and objects, the activities
performed, and the natural or artificial protection systems which may
exist between the buildings or installations.

Type of construction

Article 15

The construction system of the buildings and the types of material
employed shall be such that in case of explosion, the risk of the
projection of large weights shall be as low as possible.

Measures shall be taken to prevent the fall of large roof or ceiling
components of a building normally occupied by employees, in case of
an explosion occurring in another building.

Article 16

The buildings shall be designed and built in such a manner that a
pyrotechnic accident shall not incur a major risk for individuals other
than those who, owing to their activity, cannot be spared from the
effects of the accident.

Article 17

The buildings in which pyrotechnic operations are performed shall be
of one storey and shall not have any basement.

However, if the operating procedure requires installations with work
stations at two or mcore levels, within a building or outdoors, these
work stations shall be laid out in such a manner that the effects of a
pyrotechnic accident occurring at one level shall have no serious
effect on the work stations located on the other levels, unless the
stations located at different levels are not occupied simultaneously
when the installations are in service.

This Article shall not apply to work on very tall explosible bjects
requiring the use of superimposed platforms. In this case, two
independent operations shall not be performed simultaneously on the
said objects.
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Floors, walls, ceilings, gutters and drainage ducts

Article 18

All suitable measures shall be taken, especially by the judicious
selection of materials and linings, so that no hazardous reaction
shall occur in case of contact, impact or friction with the floors,
walls, ceilings or structural frameworks of the premises in which
pyrotechnic operations are performed.

Pyrotechnic premises in which explosive material fines are likely to
deposit shall not have airtight ceilings whose upper side cannot be
inspected and cleaned. The walls and ceilings shall be smooth and
shall allow effective cleaning of their entire surface. The
drainage gutters and ducts inside or outside the buildings shall be
laid out so as to prevent any transmission of explosion or fire, and
shall be designed to allow easy maintenance along their entire length.
They shall be equipped with an effective retention system placed
whenever possible outside the building and immediately adjacent to it.
This system shall be easily accessible and frequently cleaned.

Exits and passageways

Article 19

The exits and passageways provided in Article R.233-23 of the Labour
Code shall be indicated clearly.

Seats and other equipment shall be designed and laid out so as to avoid
hindering the rapid evacuation of personnel.

Article 20

In pyrotechnic premises, each exit and each passageway shall display
a width appropriate to the number of persons and the dimensions of the
handling machinery expected to pass through.

A minimum of two exits shall be provided for the passage of more than
five persons.

No exit or passageway shall be less than 0.80 metre wide.

For a number of persons ranging from three to five, if one exit is
available, its width shall be not less than 1.40 metres. For a
number of persons ranging from six to ten, the total width of the exits
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shall not be less than 1.80 metres, and shall be increased by 0.60 metre
per five persons or fraction of five persons in excess of the first ten
persons.

These widths are specified after deduction of projections.

Exit doors shall open outwards and shall be opened by a simple push
from inside and easily from the outside, when employees are present
in the premises. This paragraph shall not apply to warehouses
equipped with sliding doors; the doors of these warehouses shall be
immobilized in the open position when personnel is present inside.

Article 21

No normal work station incurring a danger of a pyrotechnic nature shall
be located at more than 7 metres from an exit or effective shelter.
This distance shall be measured by the real path between the work station
and the exit. It shall not apply to warehouses nor, if impossible, to
premises in which the work is performed on large explosible objects.

Doors, windows and stairways

Article 22

The doors and partitions of pyrotechnic premises shall be built in
accordance with the conclusions of the safety analysis discussed in
Article 3.

In the absence of special justifications resulting from this analysis:

The doors shall be built of materials of categoriea MO, Ml, M2 or
M3, in the sense of the above Decree of 17 October 1957 and the
Ministerial Orders issued for Its enforcement;

The doors and partitions intended to prevent the propagation of a
fire shall exhibit a fire-break degree of at least a quarter of
an hour in the sense of the above Decree of 17 October 1957 and
the Ministerial Orders issued for its enforcement.

Article 23

In the premises containing explosible materials or objects sensitive to
the action of sunlight, the windows, if exposed to the sun:
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Shall not display any defect or sharp edge liable to cause the
convergence of the sun's days;

Shall also be equipped with blinds kept in good condition, or
covered with a lining reducing the sunlight.

U Furthermore, in the premises in which impact-sensitive materials are
handled, the doors and windows shall be equipped with a suitable
device preventing their sudden closure, unless the safety analysis has
shown that inflammation is not possible in these conditions.

Article 24

In the buildings of the pyrotechnic enclosure in which personnel is
required to remain, the materials used in building the walls, doors
and windows, especially the glazing, shall not be such as to produce
sharp splinters if they are liable to be broken by internal or external
overpressure.

Article 25

Pyrotechnic installations featuring two or morelevels covered in
Article 17 shall be provided independently with inner stairways, by
one or more outdoor stairways, or by equivalent systems, of which the
layout and evacuation capacity shall be selected so as to ensure rapid
evacuation of the personnel.

Personnel movements

Article 26

The passageways designed for personnel movement inside the pyrotechnic
enclosure shall be suitably signposted and marked. They shall be lit
if used at night for the normal operation of the establishment.

They shall be separated from the traffic passageways used for the
transport of explosible materials and objects not packed in authorized
packagings for transport on public roads, unless this is impossible due
to the layout of the existing buildings and their access roads. In
this case, the transport of these explosible materials or objects shall
be interrupted during personnel movement at the start and end of each
shift, and at the start and end of each collective pause.

They shall be laid out and protected so as to prevent the personnel
required to use them from being exposed to the effects of an explosion
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occurring in a workshop; in particular, they shall be separated
from blast expansion facades in the conditions set by the Ministerial
Orders mentioned in Article 14 of this Decree.

PART 4

GENERAL SAFETY MEASURES

Article 27

If, in consideration of the safety analysis discussed in Article 3
above, the application of the procedures and the strict observation
of instructions leave a substantial residual risk of ignition or
explosion, the operations incurring this risk shall be performed in the
absence of personnel in the danger zone, unless the employees areI protected by screens or devices designed for the purpose.

The conditions of application of this Article are defined by the
Ministerial Order of the Minister responsible for Labour.

Maintenance and repair work

Article 28

Maintenance and repair operations performed in pyrotechnic premises or
in areas adjacent to them shall be subject to the provisions of this
Decree. This shall also apply to demolition work affecting old
pyrotechnic premises. In particular, the operations mentioned in
this paragraph shall be covered by a safety analysis taking account of
the risks of accident liable to occur during their execution. This
analysis shall be added to the file provided for in Article 87.

If the instructions discussed in Article 5 do not provide for this,
special instructions shall define the precautions to be observed during
these operations, including, if necessary, the conditions of prior
removal of explosible materials or objects and the cleaning of the
premises, as well as the checks to be made before putting the
installations into service again.

If the explosible materials or objects are not completely eliminated
from the premises before the execution of the work, the latter shall be
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kept under permanent observation, from the standpoint of pyrotechnic
hazards, by a qualified person familiar with the specific risks of
the said premises, and employees whose presence is not necessary for
the execution of these works shall be evacuated.

t:. Article 29

Workshops and depots of the pyrotechnic enclosure and adjacent areas
shall be kept in a permanent state of cleanliness. All dust deposited
shall be removed before its accumulation incurs any danger. The
instructions shall establish the frequency of these cleaning operations
for this purpose.

Raw materials

Article 30

Before being employed, the raw materials or semi-finished products
entering into the composition of the explosible materials or objects
shall be inspected and carefully rid of any foreign bodies.

Explosible raw materials or semi-finished products or those that incur
special risks shall only be introduced in the workshops in which they are
employed as the need arises, with the observance of all precautions
required to avoid accidental mixtures or spreading liable to produce
dangerous reactions.

Article 31

The containers used to transport raw materials and semi-finished
products between buildings located inside the pyrotechnic enclosure
shall be designed so as to avoid the accidental introduction of foreign
bodies.

They shall be made of materials that are easy to clean and are not liable
to cause dangerous reactions.

These containers shall be easy to handle and shall be provided, if
necessary, with solid handling elements.
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Equipment

Article 32

Subject to the application of Article 57 (first and second paragraphs),
pyrotechnic premises shall not contain any aquipment or object not
necessary for the performance of the work therein. The equipment or
objects employed shall be suitably cleaned and stored after their use
or at the end of the day. The service instructions discussed in
Article 4 establish the frequency of maintenance operations for
equipment other than daily checks and cleanings.

The equipment and tools shall only be used for the intended purpose.

Article 33

The equipment and tools used in pyrotechnic premises shall be of a
nature so as not to give rise to the production of sparks of mechanical
or electrical origin, or to dangerous impact or frictional contact, or to
any dangerous reaction. They shall not exhibit any exposed parts
liable to be raised to a dangerous temperature, in consideration of the
types of material employed.

They shall be rugged and shall not include any part liable to be detached
or to fall on the explosible materials.

Effective measures shall be taken to prevent the deposit of explosive
material fines on components in which they would be subject to friction
or dangerous heating, especially inside drive systems. It is
prohibited to allow an installation or machine to run which exhibits
abnormal friction or temperature rise.

Article 34

The lubrication of the installations shall be designed so that no mixture
of lubricant with comburent or explosible materials is capable of causing
a reaction which is dangerous for the personnel present in the premises.

Air-conditioning

Article 35

The heating installations of buildings or manufacturing units shall be
designed and operated in such a manner that none of their points reaches
a dangerous temperature, in view of the nature of the materials employed.



Depending on the types of material used, systems shall be provided,
if necessary, to maintain the humidity and temperature of the
atmosphere of the pyrotechnic premises at a suitable level.

Article 36

If pyrotechnic premises are heated by radiatdrs, the latter shall be
built of a material not subject to change or covered with a suitable
coating. If they are liable to be covered with dangerous dust,
they shall exhibit smooth walls.

Their layout in relation to the floors, walls and ceilings shall allow
easy cleaning of all sides.

They shall also be equipped with devices to prevent objects from being
placed in contact with the hot surfaces.

Article 37

If premises liable to contain explosible or flammable fines, gases or
vapours are heated by hot air flow, the hot air generators shall be
located outside the premises. The air shall be taken from outside
the premises, and all recycling is prohibited, unless the air is
suitably purified before each recycling by means of a regularly checked
and cleaned purification unit.

It is prohibited to carry out hot air production by air flow around a
combustion chamber.

The location of the hot air inlets shall be selected so as to avoid
any turbulence liable to raise the dust in the premises.

Ventilation

Article 38

If the premises in which the atmosphere is liable to contain explosible
material fines are equipped with air exhaust units, the latter shall
feature an effective dust-removal system which is regularly checked and
cleaned. The frequency of checking and cleaning operations shall be
set by the service regulations or instructions discussed in Articles 4
and 5 above.
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Without prejudice to the provisions of Articles R.233-14 to R.233-41
of the Labour Code, the following fire-fighting measures shall be
observed in the pyrotechnic enclosure:

(a) The approaches to pyrotechnic premises and waste burning zones
shall be cleared of weeds and undergrowth; the materials
used for week and undergrowth removal shall be such as to avoid
causing dangerous reactions with the materials uied in the
pyrotechnic enclosure. Earth barricades shall be rid of dry
weeds and undergrowth;

(b) Explosible material melt tanks, as well as installations in which
materials or objects are handled exhibiting a high risk of
ignition liable to lead to fire, owing to the operations performed,
shall be equipped with an automatic extinguisher system compatible
with the types of product to be extinguished. This system
shall also be capable of being controlled manually from a location
remaining accessible in case a fire breaks out in the installation
concerned;

(c) Automatic fire detection systems actuating an instantaneous alarm
system shall be installed in the premises in which units liable to
cause fires, such as ovens or dryers, operate without permanent
surveillance.

However, the provisions discussed in paragraphs (b) and (c) above are
not mandatory if, owing to the type or quantity of the materials
concerned, the fires considered cannot:

Spread to neighbouring installations;

Trigger explosive reactions;

Cause dangerous prujections or the liberation of dangerous
quantities of toxic gases or vapours.

Article 40

Materials or objects liable to ignite spontaneously, such as charcoal,
powdered or otherwise, wastes, rags and cotton soaked with oil or grease,
shall not be introeuced into pyrotechnic premises except for immediate
use, and shall be removed immediately after use.
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PART 5

RISKS OF ELECTRICAL OR ELECTROSTATIC ORIGIN

Article 41

Without prejudice to the provisions of the above Decree of
14 November 1962, electrical installations located in a pyrotechnic
enclosure shall meet the requirements of this Part 5.

Article 42

The modes of protection of electrical installations located in
premises liable to contain flammable gases or vapours or combustible
or explosible fines shall be determined by the head of the establishment
in accordance with the conclusions of the safety analysis discussed in
Article 3. Furthermore, public administration regulations can
establish the modes of protection to be employed or can prohibit the use
of electrical equipment in some categories of premises.

In the premises covered in the first paragraph above, electrical
inscallations shall be of Classes VLV or LV defined by the above Decree
of 14 November 1962. However, installations of MV or HV classes
shall be permissible for uses other than drive force, such as the
production of X-rays, subject to a special examination under the safety
analysis discussed in Article 3 above.

In pyrotechnic premises exhibiting explosion hazards, the electrical lines
shall be provided and protected in accordance with the provisions of
Section 5.2.2 of French Standard NF C 15.100 concerning the premises of
this type.

Article 43

No overhead line of bare conductors shall be installed in the pyrotechnic
enclosure.

Transmission cables shall be buried unless they are effectively protected
against impact in the conditions specified in Section 5.2.2 of French
Standard NF 15.100.

Gutters intended for water removal shall not be used for the passage of
electrical cables.
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Article 44

The general distribution board of each electrical installation shall
be provided with devices designed to cut off the electric power supply
of each building served, separately or in groups, in case of emergency.

The electric power supply of each pyrotechnic area shall be capable of
being cut off by actuating a control unit located next to and outside
the premises. This unit shall be easily recognizable and readily
accessible. If the unit is a remote-control device, it shall meet
the requirements set forth in Section 5.3.7.2 of French Standard
1NF C 15.100.

Article 45

The paths of buried electrical lines shall be marked at the surface byI. markers or special marks; the markings shall also allow easy
identification of the buried cables.

Article 46

In the pyrotechnic premises, no equipment shall remain energized outside!iii of working hours.

However, some units of which the shutdown would compromise normal
operation of the establishment, as well as certain safety circuits, may

i remain energized, unless the service instructions or regulations resulting
from Articles 4 or 5 explicitly provide for this.

Article 47

Explosible materials or objects shall be kept at a safe distance from
electrical lines and equipment, to prevent any defect in one of these
lines or equipment from causing their inflammation or explosion.

Precautions shall be observed to ensure that electrical startup devices
cannot operate accidentally or by induction or leakage currents
generated by electrical installations, even in case of a defect in these
installations, or under the effect of electromagnetic radiation
generated by radio or radar transmitters, even if located outside the
establishment.
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Article 48

Electrical installations shall be designed so that the temperature of
their components shall not rise in a dangerous manner, in consideration
of the types of explosible material present in the premises. The
maximum allowable temperatures shall be determined if necessary by the
safety analysis covered in Article 3 above.

Portable and mobile equipment

Article 49

If work operations on objects already loaded with explosible materials
and featuring an electrical startup device requiring the use of hand-
carried or mobile electrical equipment, or the use of measurement
instruments employing electrical currents, the instructions given
in Articles 7 and 8 provide for the following in accordance with the
safety analysis:

Protection conditions for operators;

Prior checking, frequently renewed during the work, of the
insulation of the equipment or instruments, and if necessary,
the grounding of their earths.

Article 50

Soldering irons may be heated electrically if they are automatically
separated from their power supply source during use, or if the safety
analysis has shown that maintenance of electrical power supply does
not incur any danger.

Supplementary equipotentiality

Article 51

In pyrotechnic premises, unless the safety analysis has shown that
such a layout does not reduce the risks of the generation of dangerous
sparks, all the earths and all conductive elements shall be
interconnected by an additional equipotential connection. This
connection shall be executed in accordance with the provisions of
Sections 4.1.3.5.2 to 4.1.3.5.4 of French Standard NF C 15.100.
Instructions issued by the head of the establishment shall set the
frequency of checking of the equipotential connection.
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Earth connections and lightning conductors

Article 52

The general earthing connection shall be executed by a belt in a
trench surrounding the buildings.

The lightning conductor downleads attached to pyrotechnic buildings
shall be connected directly to this earth belt, but at each of the
connections, a special so-called "crow's foot" earthing device shall
be provided.

These domains shall be kept at a safe distance from the conductive
elements of the building and from the earths and other safety
conductors, in order to minimize the risk of sparks between the downleads
and the other conductive parts.

Precautions against static electricity

Article 53

In the handling of explosible materials or objects known to be sensitive
to static electricity discharges in the conditions of these handling
operations, the latter should be organized to avoid the effects of these
discharges, either by using devices designed to ensure the dispersal of
the electrical charges liable to be formed, or by any other means of
equivalent effectiveness.

In the case discussed in the foregoing paragraph, the clothing, shoes
and other equipment carried by employees shall be such as to prevent
the dangerous accumulation of electrostatic charges.

Conductors associated with static earthing systems shall be connected
directly to the main earthing conductor of the electrical installation.

PART 6

MEASURES FOR INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION, EMERGENCY MEASURES

Article 54

In the event that personnel safety cannot be guaranteed completely by
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arrangements in the premises, installations and work stations,
appropriate individual safety equipment such as masks, gloves, shoes
and goggles shall be made available to the emplbyees.

The head of the establishment is required to take all necessarymeasures to ensure that this equipment is effectively used und suitably
maintained. The equipment must be checked and cleaned before
assignment to a new owner.

Article 55

The head of the establishment shall provide every employee working in
the pyrotechnic enclosure with suitable work clothing appropriate to
the risks and type of work to be performed.

The supply, maintenance and cleaning of this clothing is the employer's
responsibility.

Soiled work clothing shall be replaced by clean articles as often as
required.

If this clothing incurs a special risk of inflammation owing to the type
of material with which it is impregnated, the head of the establishment
shall make sure that their cleaning inside or outside the establishment
is carried out with all necessary precautions.

Article 56

In premises where the operations performed are liable to give rise to
the production of dust incurring risks for the personnel, it is
prohibited to allow personnel to enter without protecting their hair by
suitable headgear.

Article 57

If the work rooms are distant from the dressing room, clothing pegs in
adequate numbers shall be installed in these rooms or in adjacent rooms.
These pegs are intended exclusively for the clothing used by the
personnel for protection against inclement weather during circulation
within the establishment.

If the materials present in the work premises are liable to impregnate
this clothing or to impart to it a special risk of inflammation, pegs
shall be installed in an adjacent room or in a special cupboard, and the
clothing shall be supplied and maintained by the employer.
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If soiled work clothing of some employees exhibit a danger acknowledged
by the safety analysis, the dressing rooms assigned to these employees
shall have two distinct rooms, separated by a shower and wash room,
with one room reserved for cupboards intended for town clothing, and a
second for cupboards intended for work clothing.

Monitoring of the atmosphere

Article 58

Periodic checks shall be made of the atmosphere in the work stations

incurring the risk of the generation of dust, gas or toxic vapours,
which are flammable or explosible. The frequency of inspection shall
be set by service rules or instructions specified in Articles 4 and 5,

in accordance with the conclusions of the safety analysis.

Emergency facilities

Article 59

A special study shall specify the type and scope of all accidents which
are foreseeable.

The emergency measures necessary shall be defined and implemented by the
head of the establishment in accordance with the results of this study
and any external means which may be employed. These measures shall be
reported to the departmental Director of Labour and Employment, and the
Health and Safety Committee.

Article 60

The work must be organized in such a manner that in case of accident,
the alarm can be given and aid implemented without delay at all times,
round the clock.

The aid station specified by Article D.241-28 of the Labour Code shall be
equipped with the health materials required in accordance with the risks
and number of personnel, and shall also contain first aid materials for
burns. In addition, at least one vehicle must be permanently capable
of satisfactorily ensuring the rapid removal of a burn victim to the
medical care unit with which the head of the establishment has concluded
an agreement designed to guarantee the acceptance of an employee suffering
from burns, at any time.
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Article 61

In workshops in which the personnel is exposed to the risk of burns by
flame, devices designed to extinguish flames on employees shall be
placed near each workshop, including immersion tanks, strong showers,
and suitable blankets. The type of device employed shall be determined
by the head of the establishment in accordance with the risks specific to
each workshop, and based on the opinion of the establishment's doctor.

In workshops incurring a risk of chemical burns, a shower must be provided
along the workshop exit path. Other devices appropriate to the risks
specific to each workshop may replace or supplement the shower, with the
agreement of the doctor.

Medical observation

Article 62

As required, Ministerial Orders establish the technical instructions to
be followed by occupational doctors to ensure the medical observation of
employees exposed to the effects of certain toxic or unhealthy materials
used in the establishments governed by this Decree, and, if necessary,
to order additional examinations under the employer's responsibility.

PART 7

TRANSPORT WITHIN THE ESTABLISHMENT. STORAGE

Transport of explosible materials and objects

Article 63

The installations, equipment and machines intended to transport
explosible objects or materials shall be designed and used so as to
prevent the fall, dispersion, and any dangerous contamination of these
objects or materials.
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Article 64

The equipment designed to ensure continuous transport of explosible
materials or objects between two work locations shall be designed and
used so as to avoid any transmission of an explosion or the rapid
propagation of a fire affecting the materials transported along the
equipment.

Article 65

Ducts intended to transport explosible materials between two work
locations in liquid form, or in the form of solids in suspension,
shall have a diameter smaller than the critical detonation diameter
determined by the safety analysis. However, systems of equivalent
effectiveness which oppose the transmission of the detonation may be
employed.

Pumps used to transport these materials shall be of a model appropriate
to their type and to the risks which they are liable to incur, as shown
by the results of the safety analysis.

Article 66

Conveyor belts shall withstand flame and the action of the chemicals
employed.

Article 67

The means of protection of the motors of equipment and machines intended

for batch transport of explosible materials or objects within the
establishment shall be determined by the head of the establishment in
accordance with the conclusions of the safety analysis specified in
Article 3. Furthermore, public administration regulations may define
the means of protection to be used and may prohibit the use of certain
types of motor.

Article 68

The equipment and machines discussed in the foregoing Article shall be
restricted to the traffic lanes and areas provided for the purpose.
The latter shall be suitably signposted and illuminated, and shall have a
level travel surface, free of holes, projections or other obstacles.

They shall also be prepared and arranged so as to avoid any transmission
of an explosion of the load transported to explosible materials or
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objects located in buildings occupied by employees other than those
of departure or arrival.

ii The equipment and machines shall be designed and the loads fastened
so that the driver's field of view is adequate.

Article 69

To avoid any confusion between the different models of handling
machinery used in the pyrotechnic enclosure, they must be signposted
in a durable and perfectly visible manner, according to the sector(s)
in which they are authorized to circulate.

Storage of explosible materials and objects

Article 70

Depots, cabinets, bins and vehicles for storage shall not contain bare
explosible materials, except, as required, for blocks of solid
propellant acknowledged to be insensitive to impact and friction by the
safety analysis discussed in Article 3. Packings shall be adapted to
the stresses to which they are subjected during handling and on account
of stacking. They shall not allow the dispersion of explosible
materials. Damaged packings shall be removed immediately from the
depot and the latter carefully cleaned of any materials which may have
spread. Warehouse management shall prevent any accidental mixture
of materials liable to give rise to dangerous reactions.

A single depot shall not contain explosible materials or objects falling
within different eompatibility groups. These groups are defined by
the Order of the Minister responsible for Labour.

Stored explosible materials in which ageing compromises chemical stability
shall be inspected at a frequency estublished by instructions discussed in
Article 5, and shall be removed and destroyed if the result of this
inspection is unfavourable. The inspection results shall be entered in
a register bearing the name and rank of the person assigned responsibility
for it by the head of the establishment.

Article 71

A depot, cabinet or bin shall only be used to store explosible materials
or objects for which it is intended, and shall not contain any
accumulation of easily flammable materials.
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Within a depot, a panel shall indicate the type and maximum
quantities of the materials or objects stored therein, on each
compartment.

Article 72

The storage rooms and passages providing access to them shall be
dimensioned and laid out to facilitate rapid evacuation of personnel,
while minimizing the risks of impact due to the circulation of
materials handling machinery.

Fill materials used to build buried depots shall not be subject to
spontaneous heating.

Article' 73

Packaging materials liable to be in contact with explosible materials
shall not be capable of causing friction or dangerous reactions with
these materials.

Article 74

Packages containing explosible materials and objects shall be stacked
in a stable manner. If handling is carried out by hand, the package
bottoms shall not be more than 1.60 metres above the floor. When
suitable mechanical means are employed, the stacks shall not reach a
height exceeding 3 metres. The provisions of this paragraph do not
apply to storage in fixed bins, provided that the operators can place
the loads in a suitable position at any time, without any risk of impact
or handling error due to imperfect visibility.

Packages containing explosible materials or objects shall not be thrown
or dragged.

The packages shall not be opened in storage depots.

Packages opened outside a depot and containing a residue of explosible
materials or objects may be returned to the depot after satisfactory
inspection and closure.
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PART 8

TREATMENT OF WASTES AND EFFLUENTS

Article 75

Explosible materials which spread accidentally outside the units or
containers shall be neutralized immediately on the spot by procedures
designated by a safety analysis, or shall be collected for removal
and destruction.

Wastes consisting of different types of explosible material shall be
collected separately, unless the safety analysis discussed in Article 3
has indicated the possibility of combining certain wastes. They

i "-' shall be placed in containers which are suitable, closed, carefully
differentiated and compatible with the type of waste.

Article 76

Containers intended for wastes and placed in workshops shall be of
limited capacity. They shall be removed frequently to units of
the same type, placed outside the workshop, which may be of larger
capacity and may be emptied at longer intervals.

Service instructions and regulations discussed in Article 5 of this
Decree establish the procedures for the removal of wastes and marking
of the various containers, in order to minimize the amounts of waste
which may be deposited and to avoid any combination of materials which
is liable to be dangerous

Article 77

Waste destruction operations by calcining, firing or incineration shall
be carried out in the sector assigned to destruction, and with
specially designed equipment.

The Instructions and regulations discussed in Articles 4 and 5 of this
Decree determine the procedure and personnel protection measures.
They establish the maximum amount of wastes which may be treated
simultaneously.

Destruction areas for pyrotechnic wastes may be located within proving
grounds and firing ranges.
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the capabilities and are equipped with the necessary means to ensure
the strict application of service instructions and safety I-egulations.

Article 82

The performance of pyrotechnic operations shall only be ertrusted to
personnel authorized for the purpose by the head of the establishment,
who has previously confirmed that this individual has the capabilities
necessary to perform these functions.

Article 83

On employment or assignment as discussed in ArticleL 82, each employee
shall receive one copy of this Decree and one copy of the general
instructions discussed in Article 6. The gener4l instructions shall
be posted at the entrance to the establishment on the personnel
passageway and also in the dressing room.

One copy of the service instructions concerning each room, discussed in
Article 4, shall remain permanently in a file made available to the
employees who are assigned to this room, and shall be within immediate
reach.

The regulations discussed in Articles 7 and 8 shall be displayed,
depending on each specific case, within the work room or near the
work station or location. However, in case of complex operations,
posting may be limited to extracts of these instructions, which shall
then appear in full in the file discussed in the previous paragraph.

Article 84

Practical training in safety matters discussed in Article L.231-3-1,
paragraph 1, of the Labour Code, shall include the detailed explanation
of regulations and instructions established in enforcement of
Articles 4 and 5 of this Decree.

In enforcement of Article L.231-3-1, fourth paragraph, it shall be
supplemented by permanent training of the personnel assigned to
pyrotechnic operations, including employees discussed in Article 81.
This training shall be provided during normal working hours. It
shall depend on the functions and competence of each employee, and
is intended to maintain and improve the knowledge of those concerned
in the area of pyrotechnic risks and their prevention. In particular,
the head of the establishment shall organize training sessions for
employees. Each employee shall be required to attend one of these
sessions at least once every quarter, during wkich the instructions and
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Article 78

Unusable explosible materials, such as scrap, material resulting from
cleaning operations, as well as used cleaning objects, shall be packed,
removed and destroyed in the same conditions as the wastes mentioned
in Article 75 above.

Article 79

Priming devices and cartridges or explosible objects fitted with their
ignition device shall not be mixed with other wastes of explosible
materials, and shall be destroyed separately.

Article 80

Production waste waters liable to contain explosible or flammable
materials shall be treated so as to prevent any dangerous accumulation.

Tanks or ditches containing the waste waters shall be readily accessible,
easy to inspect, easy to clean and protected in such a manner that no
material or object can fall therein liable to create a risk in the
presence of the waste waters.

During effluent treatment, waste waters of different types shall not be
mixed unless the safety analysis discussed in Article 3 above has
confirmed that this operation incurs no increase in pyrotechnic risks.

PART 9

STAFF, TRAINING AND INFORMATION

Article 81

The heads of the establishment shall make sure that the personnel
assigned to management of operations, such as departmental heads,
engineers, shop foremen, laboratory and worksite managers, possess
the proficiency and authority necessary to organize and direct the
activities for which they are responsible within the pyrotechnic
enclosure, in accordance with this Decree and the rules of the Art.

They shall also make sure that subordinates assigned by the above
personnel to carry out or supervise pyrotechnic operations possess
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regulations likely to concern him are reviewed and discussed, and
suggestions concerning improvements to safety shall be examined.

PART 10

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Measures of an administrative nature

Article 85

In case of the creation of a new establishment, new fabrication, the
use of new explosible objects or materials or new processes, the
construction or significant alteration of a pyrotechnic room or
installation, the use of new means of transport of explosible objects
or materials, the safety analysis discussed in Article 3, to which is
"added the report of consultation of the Health and Safety Committee,
shall be submitted for prior approval to the departmental Director of
Labour and Employment, who consults the Director of Technical
Inspection of Armaments for Powders and Explosives. The departmental
"Director shall make his decision known to the head of the establishment
within three months from receipt of the approval request. He may
however, by decision with justification, set a new deadline if required
by examination of the file.

He may also, by justified decision, request the head of the establishment
to carry out or to have carried out, at the cost of the company, and by
a competent organization, additional tests necessary for the assessment of
potential risks and of the effectiveness of the planned means of protection.

The three-month period shall begin again from the date on which the
departmental Director has gained familiarity with the results of these
tests.

In the absence of an answer from the departmental Director within the
deadlines set, the head of the establishment may, in conditions resulting
from the safety analysis, implement the planned operations. Should he
dispute one of the decisions taken by the departmental Director in
application of this Article, he shall approach the Minister responsible for
Labour, for decision.
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Article 86

For the enforcement of this Decree in the establishments mentioned in
Article 1, first paragraph, the labour inspectorate shall receive
assistance from the technical inspectorate of armaments for powders
and explosives of the Ministry of Defence.

Article 87

The heads of the establishment shall keep a safety file available for
the labour inspectorate, the technical inspectorate of armaments for
powders and explosives, the inspector of occupational and labour
medicine, the prevention department of the regional Health Insurance
Agency, the Health and Safety Committee, or, failing this, personnel
delegates and, if necessary, workers' safety delegates. These
individuals shall be kept to secrecy, concerning production processes,
in the conditions specified by the regulations in force, and shall only
have the right to use the information at their disposal for the
performance of their functions.

Article 88

The safety file discussed in Article 87 shall be kept permanently
up-to-date and shall contain all new information drawn from incidents
and any observation or information likely to concern pyrotechnic
safety. It shall include:

Brief description of the production process, accompanied by
flow charts and diagrams necessary for its understanding;

The safety analyses discussed in Article 3, to which are added
the results of tests which were necessary for preparing them;

Service instructions and regulations established in application
of the provisions of Articles 4 to 8;

Reports of accidents and incidents of a pyrotechnic character;

Results of atmospheric monitoring operations specified by
this Decree.

Article 89

On justified request by the head of the establishment, the regional
Director of Labour and Employment may, by decision taken on the basis
of the report of the Inspector of Labour, after receiving the opinion
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of the Technical Inspectorate of Armaments for Powders and Explosives,
grant, tor one or more predetermined installations, and in the
conditions which he establishes, a derogation to the following
provisions of this Decreew:

Article 11 Separation of activities within the
pyrotechnic enclosure.

Article 13 Exclusion of non-pyrotechnic installations
from the pyrotechnic enclosure.

Article 16 Absence of major risk In a work location
in case of accident occurring in a neighbouring work
location.

Article 17 Prohibition of buildings with two storeys
or basement, or work on two or more levels.

Article 21 Distance of work stations from exits or
shelters.

The request shall indicate the compensatory measures planned by the
head of the establishment. It shall be accompanied by the opinion
of the Health and Safety Committee or, failing this, personnel
delegates and, if necessary, the workers' delegate for safety.

The decision of the regional Director of Labour and Employment shall
be communicated to the Health and Safety Committee by the head of the
establishment. One copy of this decision shall be sent by the
regional Director to the Minister responsible for Labour.

The Minister responsible for Labour may, in the same conditions, grant
a derogation to some provisions of this Decree, other than those
mentioned in the first paragraph above.

Article 90

The Minister responsible for Labour may grant derogations of a general
scope to certain technical provisions of this Decree, by Orders
issued after receiving the opinion of the Commission on Explosible
Substances and the Higher Council for the Prevention of Occupational
Hazards. These Orders shall set the compensatory safety measures to
which these derogations are subordinated, as well as the period for
which they are granted, and which shall not exceed three years.
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Entry into force'

Article 91

Subject to the temporary provisions defined in Articles 92 and 93,
the provisions of this Decree &hall enter into force one year after
its publication in the Journal Official. The Decree of
3 September 1955 mentioned above shall cease to be enforceable on the
same date and subject to the same reservations.

Article 92

The provisions mentioned below shall not apply to installations existing

on the date of entry into force of this Decree, provided that a safety
analysis carried out in the conditions specified in Article 3 has shown
that maintenance of these installations in their present condition does

not incur any significant risk:
Article 11 Separation of activities within the

pyrotechnic enclosure.

Article 14 Observance of safe distances defined by
Ministerial Order.

Article 15 (second paragraph) Prevention of the fall
of roofing components.

Article 17 Prohibition of buildings with two storeys or
basements, or work on two or more levels.

Article 22 Fire behaviour and degree of resistance to fire
of building materials and components used in the construction
of pyrotechnic premises.

Article 23 (second paragraph) Protection against the
sudden closure of doors and windows.

Article 24 Use of materials not producing cutting fragments.

Article 37 (first paragraph) Provisions concerning hot
air heating.

Article 45 Marking of buried cables.
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Article 52 Belt in trench and connection of lightning
protection downleads if the application of this Article
requires action on the foundations or structural work of the
buildings.

Article 68 (second paragraph) Prevention of the
transmission of an explosion from a transport machine to a
building occupied by employees.

However, the possibility of maintaining, in their present condition,
installations not complying with Articles 11, 14, 17 and 37 (first
paragraph) is restricted to those of these installations which
satisfy the provisions of Articles 2, 3 (first paragraph), 3 (third
paragraph) and 9 of Decree No. 55-1188 of 3 September 1955.

These temporary provisions shall cease to take effect for buildings
or installations concerned which undergo significant mcdification.
This shall also apply if the building components covered by this
Article shall be replaced.

II

The following provisions shall apply to installations existing on the
date of entry into force of this Decree:

(a) The instructions established in application of Articles 21 and
22 of the Decree of 3 September 1955 mentioned above may bemaintained iii force by the head of the establishment if the

installations and fabrications concerned have not be modified
significantly since these instructions were established, and
if they are not contrary to the provisions of this Decree. If
these conditions are not satisfied, the existing instructions and
regulations shall be replaced by new instructions established in
accordance with Article 5 above, after the carrying out of a
safety analysis;

(b) The distance of 7 metres mentioned in Article 21 is raised to10 metres;

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 43, first paragraph,
overhead lines of bare conductors existing on the date of entry
into force of this Decree may be kept in the portions which do
not pass above pyrotechnic premises or traffic lanes along which
explosible materials or objects are transported. They may also
be kept above these traffic lanes if they are equipped with
effective devices preventing their fall.
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Article 93

With respect to installations existing at the date of entry into force
of this Decree, the provisions listed below shall only be applicable on
exploration of the deadlines set below, starting from this date of entry
into force:

Article 13 Exclusion of non-pyrotechnic installations from
the pyrotechnic enclosure: 5 years

Article 16 Non-transmission of an accident from one work
location to another: 5 years

Article 18 Regulations concerning floors, walls, ceilings,

trenches and removal ducts: 5 years

Article 20 (fourth paragraph) Width of exits: I year

Article 25 Outdoor stairways: 2 years

Article 26 (first paragraph) Lighting of passageways:
I year

Article 26 (third paragraph) Distance of traffic lanes
from expansion walls: 5 years

Article 27 Absence of personnel in certain zones: 5 years

Article 39 (paragraph (c)) Automatic fire detectors:
5 years

Article 42 (third paragraph) Electrical lines conforming
with Section 5.2.2. of French Standard NF C 15.100: 5 years

Article 43 Regulations concerning overhead lines of bare
conductors: 3 years

Article 44 Regulations concerning the protection of electrical
installations: 5 years

Article 51 Additional equipotential connection: 5 years

Article 57 (second paragraph) Separation of dressing
rooms: 3 years

Article 64 Regulations concerning equipment intended for
continuous transport of explosible materials or objects:
3 years
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Article 74 Limitation of stack heights when mechanical
methods are employed: 5 years

Article 94

The Minister of Defence and the Minister of Labour and Participation
shall be charged, each in his own area, with the application of the
present Decree, which shall be published in the Journal Officiel of
the French Republic.

Paris, 28 September 1979.

Raymond Barre.

By the Prime Minister:

The Minister of Labour and Participation,
Robert Boulin.

The Minister of Defence,
Yvon Bourges.
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S.N.P.EX E L R TIN A A I
USINE 06 D C A A INA A I

Date doll lolls Holeu. Jour Semaino Tmp co IO t~ment Collult local NO Postt Service fetporliable
depuis reptile du lieu

OWEATION _______________________NO do GAMME

DUSCRIPTION DES CIACONSTANCES __________________ ______________

V IC T I M E(une diclarstion per victims) MeATS MATE RIELS ISITUATION DANGE REUSE
NOM & PRIINOMS _______________ ________________ ______

PROFESSION -________ MAT.______ _______ _______________

ANCIENNET9
HORAIRE _______DANS LE POSTE_______ ________________

SERVICE DE RATTACHEMENT:_________________________ ___________

TEMOINS :-/2/ _______________________

D6CLARATION RE0IGIIE PAR:___________ ____________ ___________

OUALITE DlU ReDACTEUR:____________ ____________ __________

DATE. _____ ___ VISA _________ __________ ____________

OBSERVATIONS DU AfDACTEUR

A REMPLIR PAR L'INFIRMERIE cOule DAYEmRICPTION NO AC AC IA

SEXE -...AGETRTYU NOQ1

NATURE L9SION L.LJ OBSERVATIONS SeCURITI!

SIEGE L9SION_________ i _________________ _____

OBSERVATIONS ET SUITES DONNIES _______________________

DATE : - SIGNATAIRE _________ _____________ ________

VISA __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



ANNEZE 3.

SAMPLE OF DOCUMENTARY DESCRIPTION.

Code number Date With or Pyrotechni- Dept. Shop number
Swithout injury cal or not

N de la DG- Date Nature de Caractbre Service B&timent
claration. l(accident /

02 75 0075 2 28.03.75 * ACCIDENT AA 2 AUTRES * FA/PB * PAF 234

f EN NETTOYANT LE DESSOUS D'UN POT DE PRESSE EN POSITION HAUTE
UN OUVRIER A EU LE POIGNET GAUCHE COINCE ENTRE LE POT

'4 DE PRESSE ET LE DESSUS DE LA PLAQUE FILTRE LA VANNE INSUFFI-
I SAMMENT FERMEE LAISSAIT CE POT DE PRESSE DESCENDRE IMPERCEPTI-

BLEMENT
'CONTUSION PAR ECRASEMENT FACE DORSALE POIGNET GAUCHE

!A

Circmstaces(POUDRES PROPULSXVES/PRESSES A FILER/NETTOYAGE!CIRCUIT HYDRAULIQUE/DISPOSITIF DE SECU ITE.

Circumstance Circonstances Consiquences NMots Clefs.
Humaines et
Mat~rielles

Consequences Key Words
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VOLTAGE CHECKS ON FIRING
LINES USING A SPECIALLY DESIGNED

NO-VOLTAGE METER

GLENN C. PRITCHARD*
BUREAU OF MINES
WASHINGTON, D.C.

ABSTRACT

Inadvertent power on the firing line, spurious electrical shorts on
the ordnance item, and unwanted ground loops have all been responsible for
ordnance-related accidents during test-site operations.

As a result, an ad hoc committee was organized at the Naval Weapons
Center, China Lake, California to design and develop a meter with no power
source that could be used to make voltage checks on firing lines before
connecting electro-explosive devices (EED's).

This paper concerns itself with the ad hoc committee's design and
intended use of a "No-Voltage Meter," which will clearly detect 50
millivots, AC and DC, will not result in voltage transfer to the firing
line, and can eliminate the use of battery-operated meters, such as a
volt-ohm meter (VOM), that could present a hazard in test-site operations.

*Mr. Pritchard was previously affiliated with the Naval Weapons Center,

China Lake, California before assuming a position with the Bureau of
Mines.
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INTRODUCTION

On a number of occasions, both at NWC and elsewhere, personnel involved
in test-site operations have triggered premature detonations, explosions,
and deflagrations by hooking up firing lines that contained AC or DC
voltage still within them. Accidents and incidents of this nature prompted
mandatory NWC safety regulations, such as: (1) the firing line, test assembly,
initiator, and personnel must be maintained at the same electrical potential
at all times prior to and during hookup, (2) all power to devices on or in
the immediate vicinity of the firing pad that may have a path to or an influence
on either the electro-explosive device or test device shall be turned off
prior to hookup, (3) a positive method of firing line control shall be
provided which will insure the isolation of the firing line from all sources
of power, and (4) whenever an electro-explosive device is connected to a

firing line, a no-voltage check shall be made just prior to hookup, line to
line and line to ground, AC and DC voltages. This last regulation was
supplemented by the requirement that only meters approved by the cognizant
technical department involved in the test-site operation and the Safety
Department shall be used for the no-voltage check. This requirement was
incorporated into NWC safety regulations to preclude problems with battery-
operated meters, such as a volt-ohm meter (VOM), that have the potential
for creating a hazardous situation in a test-site operation.

AD HOC COMMITTEE

An ad hoc committee was formed to determine what meters would be
approved. The committee consisted of:

Robert Blackman - Range Department
James DeSanto - Range Department
Paul Donaldson - Safety Department
Gordon Greene - Propulsion Development Department
Roy Johanboeke - Propulsion Development Department
Robert Meade - Propulsion Development Department
Michael Osburn - Propulsion Development Department
Glenn Pritchard - Safety Department
Roy Pullen - Range Department
Kit Skaar - Safety Department
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NO-VOLTAGE METER DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND USE

The ad hoc committee was not able to find or purchase a commerically
available meter that would meet the following requirements:

1. Shall be portable and rugged.

2. Shall measure AC and DC voltages

3. Shall detect 100 millivolts with an internal impedance
of 1000 ohms per volt.

4. Shall have a sufficient voltage range to prevent meter
destruction if 120 volts AC are received.

5. Shall have no power source which, because of mechanical
failure or fault, could result in a voltage being present
on the test leads.

6. Shall have an internal-check capability to ensure proper
functioning. Voltage source must be current limited.

The ad hoc committee decided to design and develop a meter which
met the above list of required characteristics. The external and
internal features of the meter can be seen in Figures 1 and 2, respective-
ly. (Mr. Robert Meade, Propulsion Development Department, deserves
special recognition for his actual design work and Mr. Don Johnson,
Engineering Department, deserves recognition for building the prototype).
A detail discussion of the meter's design and physical arrangements
can be found in NWC TP 5822.1 The electrical schematic can be seen
in Figure 3 and some of the more important design parameters are
mentioned below:

1. Low internal impedance so that voltages coupled with high
impedances, which present no hazard, are not detected.

2. No range selections.

3. No polarity.

4. No need to interpret readings.

5. No contact capability between check voltage source and
the meter circuit.

6. No heat accumulation capability because the high wattage
resistor is mounted on a heat sink and is held away from
the circuit board by standoffs.

1 Naval Weapons Center. No-Voltage Meter, by Michael R. Osburn, China Lake,

California, NWC, February, 1976. (Technical Publication TP 5822, publica-
tion UNCLASSIFIED).
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The proper use of the meter ensures the user there is no continuous
voltage on the firing line or between the firing line and the ordnance item.
A voltage check is made between the two conductors of a firing line and
from each conductor to the ordnance ground. The meter will clearly
indicate the presence of 0.05 volts AC or DC and 120 volts AC or DC, as
can be seen in Figure 4. Since the normal meter reading is zero, the
internal voltage check is conducted immediately prior to and after a
firing line check to ensure the meter is working properly.

CONCLUSION

A firing line check using the No-Voltage Meter will only show the
presence or absence of a continuous voltage source. It will not show
positively the presence or absence of static electricity. To insure
maximum safety, the No-Voltage Meter must be used in conjunction with
firing circuits that have been designed to prevent hazardous electro-
static accumulation.

Iii
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ELECTRO EXPLOSIVE DEVICES (ENDS)

Robert L. Dow

Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Facility,
Indian Head, Maryland 20640

Background. The safety hazards associated with inadvertent firing of
EED such as electric blasting caps, squibs, and detonators by stray
electromagnetic or electrostatic energy have been well defined. The
uncertainties associated with the levels of these stray energies in
field situations have led to administrative proceduyres to protect
individuals in the operating environments. These procedures have
limited the capabilities of ROD technicians in certain areas. Propcsed
changes such as issuing uniforms containing polyester to EOD technicians
because of the cost savings associated with standardization is compounding
the problem. All of these factors makes finding a solution to both
problems of immediate interest.

The Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Facility (NAVEODFAC) has been
tasked to make all of the EOD tools safe to use in electromagnetic and
electrostatic hazard areas. Since most of the tools are single-shot,
explosive devices, cost becomes the prime requirement when additional
capability is added. The new design also has constraints imposed by the
requirement to maintain compatibility with existing blasting machines,
firing leads, and established procedures.

Scope of the Task. Because of limited funding available and the
requirement to address all of the EOD tools, a priority ranking was
established. The blasting cap was the first priority. The M-6 blasting
cap was chosen since it is widely used and EOD tools such as the X-rods
are not compatible with commercial size caps. The second priority was
the .50 caliber blank cartridge that. is used to power the JROD, dearmer
and rocket wrench. The third priority was a squib that could be used
for initiating burning operations or used in such tools as the ITROD or
jet perforator. The fourth priority was a filter for the firing line.
Subsequent tasks would be done on a letter requirement basis.

Part I. Blasting Caps Problem:

Approach to solving the blasting cap problem: Most of the HEDs that
have been approved for use in Radiation Hazards (RadHaz) environments
have used a filter and heat sink combination. The filter attenuates the
radiation and the heat sink transfers the heat generated away from the
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bridgewir. and explosive components,. This was not practical with the
blasting cap beoausez

1. It was too expensive. To be effective the filter must be
coupled closely to the bridgewire leads and shielded from olectroMgnetic
radiation leakage path.. The close coupling would destroy the filter
when the blasting cap detonated. The cost goal of an additional ten
cents per EED for both electromagnetic and electrostatic protection
could not be met. The conventional solution would cost over ten dollars
per unit.

2. It was too big. Available filters are too large to be compatible
with the standard M-6 military cap (.22 caliber) or commercial caps (.25
caliber).

3. External heat sinks are impractical. Again sixe is the
limiting factor. Also, there is no available area for the heat sink
since the explosive output of the cap is usually buried in a booster or
explosive.

Previously an alternate method had been investigated using ferrite beads
to attenuate radio frequency energy. The approach had looked promising
but had problems. These were:

1. Capacitors were required to obtain the broadband attenuation
required. The combination would be too bulky to fit into the blasting
cap's external dimensions.

2. The low frequency attenuation properties were not acceptable.
Radar frequencies were attenuated satisfactorily but broadcast bands
were not.

3. The ferrite had low Curie temperatures. If the ferrite
bead was heated above Its Curie temperature, it lost its attenuation.
The Curie temperatures were easily exceeded when even moderate radiation
was attenuated.

Recently, new ferrites have become available with high (3500F)
Curie temperatures that have reasonable attenuation at broadcast fre-
quencies. New shapes have also become commercially available. Chokes
are available where only beads were previously. Chokes have a capacitive
factor previously obtained by adding discrete capacitors.

Selecting the blasting cap design:

1. Ferrite formulation. After a series of laboratory tests,
it was determined that the standard ferrite formulation MN-67 had the
best trade-off of low frequency attentuation, broadband attenuation
without detected resonant frequencies, and high Curie temperature.

2. Ferrite configuration. Laboratory testing showed that one
choke configuration was superior to three beads strung in sequence. It
was also determined that having each lead wind through the choke three
times (14 turns) produced the highest attenuation. The outside diameter
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of ferrite chokes was selected so that when it Ia pushed into the
blasting cap's metallic case during manufacture, a snug fit results
providing good heat transfer to the entire metal case. This provides
the most practical method for heat diasipation. The ferrite also has
two flats molded into the cylindrical shape so that the design Is
compatible with automated machinery for producing blasting caps.

3. The cap design is shown in Figure 1. It consists oft

a. The standard N-6 dimensions (on the output end), explosive
charge, resistance, firing current were all maintained.

b. A two diameter cap. This design was selected to prevent
mistaken identity with a nonHERO approved cap.

c. The length of the cap was lengthened to 3.15 inches from
2.35 inches to allow incorporating the ferrite filter and standoff. The
ferrite is separated from the phenolic plug by a standoff ferule. The
standoff separates the ferrite from the explosive components to protect
against cookoff.

d. The phenolic plug holds the leads to the bridgewire in
place. Iron leads and nichrome bridgewire are used to prevent metallic
azide formation problems. During the manufacturing process the phenolic
plug is pushed in place to deform the case to obtain a reasonably tight
seal. The seal minimizes water intrusion into the explosive and hydrazoic
acid vapor migration from the explosive output.

e. A printed circuit consisting of a metal network deposited
on a mylar substrate tape is used to dissipate both pin-to-pin and pin-
to-case electrostatic potential. The tape dissipates the electrostatic
potential once it exceeds 800 volts. The tape is pushed over the steel
leads on the top side of the phenolic plug by an automatic machine
process. The tape grounds out against the metal case.

f. The outer seal is obtained by using kraton rubber to seal
the wires and cap. The whole case is then roll crimped.

Part II. Blasting Cap Status:

1. A lot of 200 caps were made on a semiautomated basis by
Hercules Inc., Port Ewan, NY.

2. The caps have been fired underwater at a simulated depth of 600
feet without a failure.

3. They are compatible with ROD blasting machines.

4. They have been tested at Franklin Institute with matched
impedance input power as high as ten watts at radar frequencies, four
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FERRITE CHOKE, MN67,
6-HOLE BALAN, VC-4503

VC-922 W/ .035 1 .005 IN. SLIT
FERRULE, NONMETALLIC,

PHENOLIC PLUG W/PUSH
WASHER AND ELECTROSTATIC
TAPE

STANDARD M-6
BLASTING CAP

FIGURE I HERO & Electrostatic Resistant Blasting Cap
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watts at 100 NMegaherz, and two watts at broadcast frequencies for
several minutes each without detecting any breakdown in the attennation.
All of the testing Is reported in Ref (1). Cookoff does not appear to
be a problem.

5. Twenty caps (without explosive output) have been tested at
N3"lC, Dahlgren. The caps passed the NiL STD tests at radar and broad-
cast frequencies. One crap fired its bridgewire at ten feet from a 15
Kilowatt nondirectional antenna operating between 200-400 Megahertz.
The cap was tested during a rain storm. The ferrite choke attennated
the RF to the extent that raindrops striking the cap were turned to
steam and the Kra ton rubber seal extruded out the back of the cap. It
is estimated that the Kra ton would have to approach 400°F before such
extrusion would take place. The ferrite provided an unexpectedly high
protection factor.

6. The caps have successfully withstood electrostatic potentials
as high as 60,000 Volts without firing. That value is in excess of what
a person is capable of carrying even wearing synthetic clothing.

7. The USN has purchased tooling to produce the chokes. The cost
in production is estimated to be approximately 4 4 cents per unit.

Part III. Blasting Cap Plans:

1. Once the cap has received a conditional clearance (not to be
used within some specified distance of a operating antenna) the remaining
caps will be field evaluated by ROD units.

2. After the design is cleared, official nomenclature will be
obtained and Approval for Service Use (ASU) requested.

3. After ASU the design will be offered for standardization by DOD
and NATO.

4. The design will be offered to interested commercial producers.

If all of the above steps occur, a yearly output of 10,000,000
units could be expected to be produced. Such large quantities would
substantially decrease the present cost of the M-6 from $2.34 to a cost
approaching $1.50/unit, including the additional protection features.

Conclusion: A low cost, blasting cap resistant to stray electromagnetic
and electrostatic energy has been developed. It is the first step and
goes a long way toward solving the problems of personnel operating in
unknown electrostatic and electromagnetic radiation fields. For radar
frequencies, generally, if it is safe for the technician to be in the
radiation field, the blasting cap is safe to use. The ferrite choke that
was developed for the cap has applications in other devices.
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.50 CALIBER CARTRIDGE

Approach to Solving the Cartridge Problem: Th. current design of .50
cal cartridge uses a NH 1 Nod 2 squib to electrically initiate a mixture
of propellants. The squib has leads that extend from the case making
the design unacceptable by current HERO standards. A survey of alter-
native designs was investigated to determine which would provide the
lowest cost. The design of other HERO safe cartridges were studied to
define successful alternatives. The design that resulted is shown in
Figure 2. The design elements are as follows:

1. Ignition elementst The NK 14 Ignition element was selected on
the basis of following criteria:

a. It is a widely used, standard item that costs $.60/..nit
when purchased in quantities of 100,000 or more. Wide production
experience and experience in manufacturing cartridges containing this
element is available.

b. It is recognized as HERO safe when properly installed with
a standoff distance to prevent shorting.

c. It fits into the .50 cal cartridge base.

d. Its design is electrostatic resistant since it is a single
lead squib with grounded case.

2. The propellant is being changed from a mixture of three
components to a single propellant to minimize cost while matching the
ballistic performance. One ingredient in the three component mixture
is hydroscopic, indicating a potential problem may develop. The proposed
substitution is not hydroscopic.

3. The closure disk is unchanged from the present design.

4. Every effort will be made to eliminate the wadding.

5. Potential moisture leak pathes have been minimized. An epoxy
sealant will be used to further minimize this potential problem.

6. A HERO safe filter is planned to attenuate electromagnetic
radiation in the firing line before it can enter the ignition element.

7. The firing pin in the breech cap is the design used to fire the
MK 14 ignition elements in bomb ejector cartridge in aircraft ejector
racks.
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CARTRIDGE STATUS:

I. A pilot lot of 300 blank brass cases have been received and the
primer pocket machined to accept the NK 14. The ignition elements have
been pressed into these cases.

2. Closed bomb tests have been completed and candidate propellants
selected to match the ballistic performance of the mixtures.

3. Firings were conducted over the temperature range of 0-1009F
to prove the ballistics.

4. Two hundred rounds are being manufactured to a prototype

documentation package.

PLANS:

1. The design will be submitted for HERO certification.

2. Additional firings will be done to prove out the cartridges
ballistics.

3. The design will be submitted for ASU.
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SQUIBS

Approach. The ROD technician needs two types of squibs in order to
carry out his duties. The first is a squib that functions at ambient
pressure and starts burning operations of combustible scrap material.

P The second type fits into a device and must burn at some elevated pressure
while maintaining a gas tight integrety. This type is used in EOD tools
that require a burning grain.

It was decided that the lowest overall cost device that would meet
both of these needs would be a modular squib. The bare squib would
perform the ambient temperature burn and by attaching a threaded outside
receptacle, the squib could be made to perform the second function of
high pressure burning. Changing the outside configuration would allow
the squib to be used in any tool. It was further decided that using as
many of the HERO resistant parts used in the blasing cap as possible and
making the design compatible with a high speed blasting cap line would
result in the lowest practical cost. Another cost saving factor was
that once the basic design of the squib was declared HERO safe, only a
drawing review of its use would probably be required to get new EOD 41
tools declared HERO safe. Figure 3 shows the concept that has evolved. 4.
Further improvements may become evident as testing progresses.

Design Concepts:

The metal case, wiring (length, type, size and wrap), foil safety
shunt, electrostatic shunt, kraton seal, ferrite choke, stand off
ferrule, phenolic plug and bridgewire are identical to the ones used in
the HERO and electrostatic resistant blasting cap. The bridgewire-
ignition-mix has been changed and the explosive output has been changed
to a fire producing fluorocarbon grain. The grain is extruded fluoro-
carbon mix PL6239 with an outside diameter of 0.25 and an inside diameter
of 0.100 inches.

The squib functions in the following manner:

1. DC power ignites the bridgewire-ignition-mix.

2. The burning material starts the center perforation of the
hollow fluorocarbon cylinder on fire.

3. Gas buildup and hot particles rupture the end of the metal case
allowing the burning fluorocarbon residue to escape.

4. The fluorocarbon grain continues to burn from the inside out.
The length of the burn being inversely proportional to the internal
pressure.
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STATUS$

A contract hao let to manufacture a lot of 200 squibs incorporating
all of the ideas outlined in the concept. These squibs will then be
tested for functionality, performance, reliability, etc.

FIRIIJG LIN8 FILTER

As part of the task for FY81 the NAVEODFAC will investigate placing one
or more of the MN-67 ferrite chokes into a housing. This unit will be
used to filter out stray RF on EOD Firing Lines. This approach if
successful will cut the cost of an acceptable filter by at least 4. The
artist's concept drawing is shown in Figure 4.

20, 25 and 30mm ELECTRICALLY FIRED PRIMERS

As the result of the work with the MN-67 choke, a new concept has been
proposed. The choke will be wound so that the conductive lead is in the
shape of a watchspring. A short cylinder nicknamed the "pancake filter"
will be molded with the conductive lead imbedded inside. A conductive
area on each end of the short cylinder .will provide conductive areas
similiar to the button currently u4ed•In 20, 25, 30mm primers. It is
proposed to investigate this concept in a sequential manner. The
project would proceed from fabrication of the pancake primers through
the evaluation of fully assembled primers. Since this area is outside
of the scope of the EOD effort this proposal has been submitted to the
Naval Air Systems Command for evaluation.

CONCLUSION:

The task to make all EOD tools resistant to spray electromagnetic and
electrostatic energy has developed a significant new low cost concept.I The use of the MN-67 choke appears to have wide application for EOD and
others working with sensitive EED's. From the test results it appears
that serious consideration should be given to standardization of the
blasting cap because of its increased safety at nominal cost. If the
standardization is accomplished a cost saving will probably result. The
cost savings to DOD could amount to as high as 40 percent if blasting
cap is utilized for commercial blasting.

References:

1. Franklin Research Center Final Report FC 5067
"RF & Electrostatic Testing of Detonators" Dec 1979
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THE EXPLOSIVE HAZARD PRESENTED BY THE TORPEDO
MAGAZINE OF A GUIDED MISSILE FRIGATE (FFG-SERIES)

DURING PIERSIDE TOPPING-OFF OPERATIONS

by

Gruver H. Martin

Naval Surface Weapons Center

ABSTRACT

As part of the Navy Explosive Safety Improvement Program (NESIP) a
series of experiments was conducted to determine the nature and magnitude
of the explosive hazard presented by the torpedo magazine of a new series
of guided missile frigates (FFG-series), during pierside topping-off
operations. Studies were made of the threat imposed by an accident in the
76mm gun magazine above the torpedo magazine; the interaction between torpedo
warheads; and the contribution of Otto Fuel, in a confined environment,
to the hazard potential. Results indicate that, by slightly altering the
torpedo storage arrangement and using relatively simple shielding techniques,
the maximum credible event (MCE) can be reduced to the donor shell or
torpedo.

(
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As a part of the Navy Explosive Safety Improvement Program (NESIP) a
* .• .. ... .. . series~of experiments was conducted to determine the nature and magnitude

of the explosive hazard presented by the torpedo magazine of a new series
of guided missile frigates (FFG-series), during pierside topping-off
operations. Studies were made of the threat imposed by an accident in the
76mm gun magazine above the torpedo magazine; the interaction between
torpedo warheads; and the contribution of Otto Fuel, In a confined
environment, to the hazard potential.

BACKGROUND

To understand the threat presented to the torpedo magazine by the
accidental detonation of an explosive round in the 76mm gun magazine, one
needs to observe the relative positions of the two magazines on the FFG-7
as shown in Figure 1. As one can see, the torpedo magazine is on the main
deck while the gun magazine is located one deck above at the 01 level. The
gun magazine is centrally located on the ship centerline, while the
torpedo magazine is almost completely on the port side of the ship. The
shaded area shows where the overhead of the torpedo magazine and the deck
of the gun magazine are contiguous. However, except when torpedoes are
being moved to or from their normal storage position (as shown by torpedo
on craneway), the stored units are confined to the area shown. Hence, the
overlapping area is the small strip shown by the cross-hatching.

The NESIP Program had previously determined, by extensive testing and analyses
(not reported in this paper) that the maximum credible event for generating
fragments of sufficient energy to penetrate the magazine deck or bulkheads
is one 76mm round. Hence, the tests in which the 76mm magazine threat is discussed
have all been designed with the assumption that one 76mm bare ro, nd detonates
in the 76mm magazine at the closest possible distance from a Mk 46 acceptor
torpedo. The balance of the tests were designed to study the effect of
burning or detonating MK 103 warheads in torpedo magazine storage arrangements.

This paper describes and reports only the testing conducted as a part
of this program. It does not attempt to describe any of the analytical
studies conducted as un integral part of the program. The analytical studies
will be partially described by Porzel in another paper presented in this
seminar1 .
TESTS TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF THE THREAT FROM THE 76mm MAGAZINE

Several tests were made to determine what effect, if any, an exploding
76mm round in the gun magazine would have on the stored MK 46 torpedoes
in the torpedo magazine below. The acceptors, in each case, were either all-up
MK 46 torpedoes, MK 103 warheads or simulated MK 103 warheads. All warheads
were loaded with PBXN-103 explosive. The material used to represent the
deck of the gun magazine in every test, except one, was 1/4" thick 5456-H321
aluminum. The distance between the donor 76mm round and the acceptor was
maintained at 48". In two of the tests, the acceptors were unconfined. In
each of the others, the acceptor was severely confined.

1. Porzel, F. B., "Technology Base of the Navy Explosive Safety Improvement
Program", 19th DDESB Seminar, Los Angeles, CA, 12-14 Sep 1980.
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TESTS WITH UNCONFINED WARHEADS

Two tests were made with unconfined warheads (se Figure 2). In the
first test, the projectile of the 76mm round was placed directly over a
Mk 103 warhead. Since the projectile was nose initi ted, most of the
resulting fragment spray missed the acceptor. Therelwere several fragment
hits, but only one penetration occurred when a fairly large fragment struck
a glancing blow on the side of the warhead case. This hit resulted in a
momentary flash at that point. Otherwise the warheao was undisturbed. It
neither burned nor detonated.

This test result indicates that the probable hazard to the torpedo
magazine is small for purely geometric reasons: The donor must explode
not Just directly over the torpedo, but in some specific position such that
the side spray -- a relatively narrow zone -- happens to strike the acceptor
torpedo broadside. For typical sidespray dimensions and donor/acceptor
separations, a spread of approximately 3 feet is possible for a "dangerous
location". Even then, the acceptor torpedo must be broadside to the spray;
otherwise, the fragments will strike at a glancing incidence and be innocuous.

For the second test, the 76mm round was moved forward 6" to assure a
maximum fragment spray on the Mk 103 warhead. This resulted in fragment
penetration of the acceptor case. A small fire started on one side of the
acceptor and gradually spread to the entire warhead. The warhead was
consumed after about two minutes of vigorous burning. Note that the acceptor
burned to completion, without deflagration or detonation (Deflagration-to-
Detonation-Transition did not occur) even though the PBXN-103 was confined
in its case.

TESTS WITH CONFINED ACCEPTORS

Three types of tests with confined acceptors were made. These were:
(a) tests with simulated all-up torpedoes (real warheads and fuel tanks,
but simulated electronics), to determine if the Otto Fuel contributes to the
hazard) (b) a test with Mk 103 warheads only, (c) tests with inhibitors, to
determine the nature and arrangement of inhibitor material required to prevent
initiation of the warheads in the torpedo magazine.

TESTS WITH ALL-UP TORPEDOES

Two tests were'made with simulated all-up torpedoes (see Figure 3). For
each test the all-up Mk 46 torpedo (consisting of a 13-3/4" (lengtht) simulated
electroncs section, a 13 1/2" (length) warhead section and a 40" (length)
Otto Fuel filled fuel tank) was centrally placed on the bottom of a buried
4V x 4' x 12' steel tank. The top of the tank was covered with 1/4" thick
steel plate except for a 4' x 41 section over the acceptor target area, This
area was covered with 1/4" thick 5456-H321 aluminum. The donor was a bare
76 mm projectile. In the first test, the fragment spray from the projectile
was directed at the Hk 103 warhead, and in the second test, the projectile spray
was directed at the fuel tank. Thermocouples were used to monitor the air
temperature in the tank, and the temperature of the fuel tank. A pressure
gage was mounted in the side of the tank to monitor the quasi-static tank
pressure; two surface mounted pressure gages (one 10 and one 20' from the
center of the tank) were proytded to measure2 atr blast shoQuf getonat1on occur, (
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In the first test, the fragment spray from the donor projectile was
directed at the warhead. Two and one-half seconds after the initiation of the
donor projectile, the torpedo warhead ignited, It burned (no deflagration)
vigorously for about two minutes, and then subsided, About 2 1/4 minutes
after donor initiation, the Otto Fuel ignited and burned for another 3 3/4
minutes. A subsequent view of the test box revealed that the warhead section
was completely melted down, while the electronics section and fuel tanksection were essentially intact. However, the aft bulkhead of the fuel tank
had been pushed out (probably by the heated, expandtng Otto Fuel) allowing
the fuel to escape and cover the bottom of the test box, where it was eventually
ignited by the burning warhead. The temperature of burning Otto Fuel exceeded
5000 F but was certainly less than 12000 F., since the alum.inum. case melted
only in the region of the warhead itself. The recorded alrblast supports the
visual observation that neither the explosive in the warhead nor the Otto Fuel
detonated, nor violently defl~grated.

In the second test, the rragment spray from the donor projectile was
directed at the Otto Fuel tan.ý. About two seconds after the initiation of the
donor, there was a burst of flame from the test box. The flame disappeared,
then reappeared one second laler. The Otto Fuel burned vigorously for 4 3/4
minutes. At this time, the walrhead deflagrated and several pieces of burning
warhead and debris blew out of the hole. The total burning time was about
9 minutes. In spite of the deflagration of the warhead, there was no measureable
airblast - indication that the deflagration was quite mild. Unlike the first
test, nearly all of the aluminum parts (electronics section, warhear and fuel
tank) were melted down or consumed in the fire, indicating that the temperature
environment was severe over a much larger region.

TEST WITH TWO CONFINED MK103 WARHEADS

The purpose of this test was to determine the effect of confinement on
the rows of torpedoes in'the torpedo magazine from activation by fragments from
the 76 mm magazine above. The degree of confinement was deliberately severe to
exagerate the effect of confinement. Actually, because of the large volume of
the magazine, the stored torpedoes are essentially unconfined. The test setup
is shown in Figure 4. The two MK 103 acceptors were placed 12" apart (the
distance between rows of torpedoes in the magazine) on the bottom of a 4' by 4'
x 5' steel box. The donor 76 mm round was aligned to assure a maximum fragment
spray on one of the acceptors. The intent was to ignite one warhead with the
fragment spray and observe how the other warhead was affected by its burning
neighbor. However, it appeared that both acceptor warheads were ignited by
donor fragments. Acceptor ignition occurred seven milliseconds after donor
initiation, and the total burning time was less then half a second, which was
quite different from the relatively slow burn (approximately two minutes) of
the unconfined warhead. There was no detonation - rather a "soft" deflagration,
as indicated by the half second burning time and the almost complete lack of
debris ejected from the hole (five small pieces were recovered - all within 70'
of GZ). A range of seventy feet corresponds to an ejection velocity like
forty-five feet per second at a 450 loft angle; this is a hundred times too
small to represent a detonation. A fragment at seventy feet could result from
a higher initial velocity, if it were ejected nearly vertically, but this is
still far short of detonation.
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TESTS WITH INHIBITORS

An inhibitor is a device which either prevents the donor ruattton.from
causing a reaction in the acceptor munition, or reduces the magnitude of the
reaction to the point that it is an acceptable hazard, Two areas, in which
inhibitors might prove beneficial tn eliminating or reducing the potential
threat, were investigated. These were: (a) the threat imposed on the torpedo
magazine by the 76 mm magazine and, (b) the threat between torpedoes in the
torpedo magazine as the result of an accident in that magazine.

TESTS OF INHIBITOR DESIGNS TO REDUCE 76 mm MAGAZINE THREAT

Three different designs were tested. The arrangement for the first two
tests is shown in Figures 5 and 6. In these tests, steel inhibitor plates
1/2" and 1/4" thick were placed 6" below the simulated gun magazine deck. The
donor was a cased 76 mm round 4" above the deck and the acceptor was a con-
fined MK 103 warhead 48" below the deck plate. In the first test, the 1/2"
steel inhibitor plate was deformed downward about 6" in the area under the
76 mm donor. There were approximately 20 fragment strike; yielding indentations
ranging from 1/8" to 1/4". There were no penetrations - hence no fragment
marks on the warhead. In the second test, the 1/4" steel inhibitor plate was
deformed about 10" downward. There were approximately 15 near penetrations
and two penetrations (one 1 1/2" x 2" - 11" off center and one 1/2" x 1/2" -
2" off center). There were no visible marks on the acceptor warhead.

The setup for the third test is shown in Figure 7. In this test, a 1/4"
thick steel inhibitor plate was placed 6" above the simulated gun magazine
deck. The acceptor warhead was simulated by al/4" thick aluminum plate placed
42" below the deck plate. In this test, both the inhibitor plate and the deckplate were holed. While there were no penetrations of the 1/4" aluminum plate
simulating the torpedo warhead, there were many near penetrations and over 60
fragments were found on this plate after the shot. It would appear that, by
placing the inhibitor in this location, the number of fragments entering the
torpedo magazine space were greatly increased, presumably, by contribution
from the steel inhibitor platee.

TESTS OF INHIBITOR DESIGNS TO MINIMIZE THE INTERACTION-BETWEEN TORPEDOES IN
THE TORPEDO MAGAZINE

Some typical distances between warheads of stored torpedoes in the maga-
zine are shown in Figure 8: 3.25", 9.25", and 14.25" We know frov early
acceptance tests conducted by the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake ," that
uninhibited MK 103 Warheads will sympathetically detonate at separations as
great as 24". So, it would appear that, without successful inhibition, the
maximum credible event would be the entire magazine load.

The first three tests were designed to determine the effectiveness of
such a 1/4" steel inhibitor plate midway between warheads at each of the
separations shown in Figure 8. The overall test setup for these three tests

2. Porzel, F. B., "Design of Lightweight Shields Against Blast and Fragments",
Minutes of 17th DDESB Seminar, Denver, CO., 14-16 Sept 1976.

3. Unclassified Data from a Classified Source
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is shown in Figure 9 and the close-up of a typical 'warhead and inhibitor
a .* * arrangement in Figure 10. The donor and acceptor warheads were placed on

"a'l" lh'ick lteel-witness plate at the required separation with the inhibitor.
plate midway between;.a replicate inhibitor plate was placed 900 around the donor
and a Celotex pack pobltioned 25' away to sample fragmints from- this plate,
so that plate break-up could be studied.

Two flash panels were placed on the donor acceptor centerline 40 feet
from the inhibitor plate. These flash panels served two functions - (a) to
measure typical fragment velocities on both the donor and acceptor sides, and
(b) as an additional indicator of whether the acceptor detonated. If the
acceptor did not detonate, it would serve as a shield for fragments from the
donor - thus, a comparison of the donor and acceptor flash panels would provide
additional evidence of acceptor reaction. Airblast gages were also provided in
an attempt to provide back-up information as to whether one or two warheads
detonated.

The results of the three tests are shown in Table I. These results show
that an inhibitor of this type could prevent sympathetic detonation between
adjacent warheads in the horizontal and diagonal directions, but not in the
vertical stacking mode (3.25" separation).

TESTS WITH ALUMINUM INHIBITORS

On a visit to an FFG-7, it was noticed that the chocks used to hold and
restrain the torpedoes in storage, while made of aluminum, were fairly heavy.
They did not cover the entire warhead, but if they could be redesigned to
completely cover the warhead, and the torpedoes were stored nose to tail (as
suggested two years ago) - See Figure 11 - we would have a stowage arrangemeht
very much like the set-up for the next test. (See Figure 12). The overall test
arrangement was the same as used for the steel plate inhibitors.

The test results were essentially the same as tests 1 and 3 with the steel
inhibitors. The acceptor warhead did not detonate, (a) There was only one hole
in the witness plate, (b) there were many fragment holes in the donor flash
panel - none in the acceptor flash panel, (c) several large fragments from
acceptor found, (d) burning explosive thrown as far as 800 feet.

Having determined the effectiveness of the chocks in preventing sympathetic
detonation, we wanted to see how effective they would be in containing a burning
warhead. Two tests were made: (a) one with the warheads under conditions of
extreme confinement, (See Fig. 13), and (b) the warheads in the open (See Fig. 14).
In both tests, the donor warhead was ignited rather than detonated.

In the test using the confined configuration, both donor and acceptor were
consumed. The acceptor deflagrated (three distinct reactions occurred) approxi-
mately 50 seconds after donor initiation.

In the test conducted in the open, the donor burned completely and melted
a portion of its own simulated chock material, but did not affect the simulated
chock material of the acceptor nor the acceptor itself in anyway. A thermocouple
on the backside of the chock plate showed only a 500 temperature rise. A thermo-
couple inside the acceptor well showed no temperature rise whatever.
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CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of these tests, it is our conclusion that the Maximum Credible
Event (MCE) produced by an accident in the gun or torpedo magazine can be
reduced to one donor shell or torpedo (NOTE: By MCE, we do not mean no reaction
in the acceptor--simply no high order reactton, Fire or deflagration is
acceptable). This can be accompli'shed by the following means:

(a) Altering the stowage arrangement in the magazine, such that the
torpedoes are stowed alternately nose to tail,

(b) Extending the existing chock design to cover the entire warhead, and

(c) Providing proper protectfon in the critical areas of the torpedo
magazine (e.g., 1/2-inch of steel suspended 6-inches below the overhead,

In addition, the tests indicate that the probable hazard to the torpedo
magazine from an accident in the 76 mm magazine is small for purely geometric
reasons.

1
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ACCIDENTAL TORPEDO DETONATION IN SUBMARINE TENDER WORKSHOPS

Joseph G. Connor, Jr.
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Several tests have been conducted to assess the hazards from an accidental
torpedo detonation aboard a submarine tender or on the dock alongside. The
tests were designed to establish:

1. the likelihood of sympathetic detonation of nearby torpedoes
on the pier, in the workshop or in the magazine;

2. blast and fragment hazard ranges outside the ship.

At warhead separations of about 4 feet a 5/16" steel plate was sufficient
to prevent sympathetic detonation. A single unconfined warhead outside the
ship produces I psi side-on blast overpressure at a range of about 500 ft.
The density of case fragments prgduced by an unconfined warhead is less than
one hazardous fragment in 600 ftZ at ranges less than 500 feet from the war-
head. Based on these results, the hazard arc around a single unconfined
torpedo warhead should be 500 feet.
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INTRODUCTION

Torpedo servicing aboard submarine tenders is forbidden in most ports
because of the need for conducting unrelated activities near the ships, An
acceptable stand-off, specified by regulation, is based solely on Net Explosive
Weight (NEW) aboard the ship with no leeway provided to allow for the nature
or location of the operation being conducted.

A major objective bf the Navy Explosive Safety Improvement Program (NESIP)
is to determine acceptable hazard ranges for an explosion in the workshop aboard
a submarine tender. If, as anticipated, the ranges are less than those prescribed
by regulation, hazard arcs can'be reduced.

The overall purpose of NESIP is to establish the Maximum Credible Explosion
(MCE) and the acceptable hazard ranges pertinent to various munitions handling
situations. Acceptable hazards are defined as follows:

- Less than I psi blast overpressure;

- Less than one fragment per 600 ft2 of collection area with
kinetic energy exceeding 58 ft lb.

POTENTIAL TENDER ACCIDENTS

Accidental explosions aboard a submarine tender that will pose serious
external threats are assumed to occur either in the workshop or in the torpedo
magazine below the workshop. Potential sites are illustrated in Figure 1.
Prior tests in the NESIP series (Reference 1) indicate that the MCE for an
accident in either compartment can be limited to a single warh, I by shielding
and judicious placement of warheads. This report explores three aspects of the
tender accident scenario:

- Sympathetic detonation in the magazine due to an accidental

detonation in the workshop.

- Possible propellant contribution to accident severity.

- Fragment and blast hazard ranges from a single unconfined warhead.

A future test will define the fragment/blast hazards due to a single
warhead which detonates confined in the workshop compartment.

WORKSHOP/MAGAZINE ARRANGEMENT

The pertinent areas aboard a typical submarine tender are indicated by
heavy lines in Figure 2 and 3. The workshop extends from Frame 36 to Frame 45
on the third deck. The lateral boundaries are the port and starboard hull
plates, and the lower boundary is the magazine, about two-thirds of which is
below the water line. Five decks separate the workshop from the topmost weather
deck.

For a torpedo explosion in the workshop/magazine area, the five decks
above, the water below and the compartments and bulkheads fore and aft will
absorb or attenuate the blast and fragments projecteýd in those directions, The
lateral bulkheads and hull provide less resistance and could provide secondary

Reference 1 Porzel, F. B. "A Model and Methods for Cooltrol of Sympathetic
&etonation", 18th Explosive Safety Seminar, San Antonio, TX, Sep 1978.
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fragments as well as permit primary fragments and blast to leave the ship.
Thus, the primary hazard to surrounding real estate is found off each side
of the ship in a fan outward from the center of the workshop.

Two torpedoes can be serviced simultaneously, one on either side of the
workshop compartment. Each torpedo is placed a.out four feet from an inner
lateral bulkhead about 35 feet from the other torpedo. External hazards arise
if one of the torpedoes explodes during servicing. Sympathetic detonation of
the second weapon in the workshop will be prevented by placing each warhead
outside the fragment spray of the other. Blast overpressures at 35 feet is
not sufficient to cause initiation.

The presence of torpedoes in the magazine below the workshop also must be
considered. Those closest to the underside of the deck are shown in Figure 4.
If one of the weapons in the magazine detonates as a result of an accidental
explosion in the workshop, then the entire magazine load could become involved.

HAZARD TEST GOALS

The test program to date has emphasized studying the effects of the
accidental explusion of a single torpedo warhead in the workshop. Tests have
been designed to evaluate the possibility of sympathetic detonation of the
weapons in the magazine and to measure any fragments or blast ejected from theship.

The tests are described in groups with pertinent results outlined. Blast
and fragment measurements and accompanying predictions prepared for the two
simulated magazine tests are then described in some detail.

SYMPATHETIC DETONATION

These tests were conducted with pairs of obsolete torpedo warheads -- one
as donor, one as acceptor. For three of the shots the warheads were mounted
vertically with nothing between them; for skin-to-skin separations of 8', 16'
and 32', the acceptor detonated sympathetically.

Four other tests were fired, each with a steel plate midway between the
warheads, which were placed 40" apart. No sympathetic detonation occured. On
one shot the warheads were mounted horizontally, one above the other, with a
5/8" steel plate between them. Several large pieces of the plate were recovered
which were formed to the cylindrical shape of the acceptor. There were no
fragment marks on the concave side of the plate pieces. The convex sides of
the plate pieces showed evidence of many fragment strikes, but there were no
penetrations. About 100 lb of acceptor explosive were recovered around ground
zero following the shot (Reference 1).

For the remaining three sI'ots, the warheads were mounted vertically on
witness plates, with a 5/16" steel plate midway between donor and acceptor.
The set-up for these three tests Is shown in Figure 5. In the tender accident
scenario, the warheads would be somewhat more than 40" apart and there would
be at least a 5/16" deck plate midway between donor and acceptor. These tests
indicate that the explosion of a single warhead in the workshop will not cause
sympathetic detonation in the magazine.
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The tests also indicate that mass detonation in the magazine can be avoided
by providing sufficient separation and modest shielding between warheads.
Separatirn can be accomplished by downloading the magazine and reversing alter-
nate weapons head-to-tail. With separation increased sufficiently, judicious
location of shielding plates will. ensure that mass detonation will not occur
even if one warhead explodes.

2,ONFINED OTTO FUEL

Two shots were fired to determine the effect of projectile fragments on an
all-up torpedo (Reference 2). For each shot a torpedo was placed in a leak tight
steel box partially buried in the ground, as shown in Figure 6. A projectile on
a 4" aluminum deck 36" above the -top surface of the torpedo was statically det-
onated.On one test, the fragment spray intersected the torpedo fuel tank; on
the other test the fragment spray struck the torpedo warhead. In both cases fire
broke out in the steel-lined excavation, but no detonation occured.

SIMULATED MAGAZINES

Two tests involving torpedoes in a simulated workshop/,a:;azine have been
completed. These tests were designed primarily to establish the probability
of causing sympathetic detonation in the magazine stores when a wariead is
detonated in the workshop. A third test, soon to be conducted, will provide
information on ship structure fragmentation.

On each of the tests, a donor warhead was placed on an aluminum pipe rack
so that its lower surfaca was 21" above a 5/16" steel plate supported by I
beams simulati•.- the workshop deck supports aboard ship. 30" below the
simulated deck acceptor warheads were placed on cantilevered supports similar
to those in the ship's magazine. Steel sheets were placed on the ground sur-
face under the acceltors to provide a hard surfare similar to those found
aboard ship.

For the first test, four acceptor warheads were placed as shown in Figure
7 to simulate the four warheads in the magazine closest to the donor. They were
enclosed in an excavation approximately 24' by 30' by 12' deep to simulate the
confinement provided by the magazine.

For the second test the entire model was above ground level (see Figure 8).
Confinement for either of the warheads was considered unnecessary. A single live
acceptor warhead was placed below the deck. Below the acceptor a 5' length
of steel pipe with the same diameter as the warhead substituted for another
warhead in the magazine. In addition to the warheads, a fully loaded fuel tank
was placed behind the donor warhead, separated from it by an electronics con-
trol package. Aluminum flash panels placed at 30' and 70' from the donor in
the side-spray of its fragments provided a measure of initial case fragment
velocity.

Reference 2 Martin, G. H., "The Explosive Hazard Presented by the Torpedo
Magazine of a Guided Missile Frigate (FFG Series) During
Pierside Topping-off Operations", 19th Explosive Safety Seminar,
September 1980, Loý Angeles, CA
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Each test was instrumented with a string of airblast gages, high speed
cameras looking from various angles, ionization probes in the exploder wells
of the acceptors and a 2" thick, 3' square steel witness plate. Fragments
were collected from a recovery pad at ranges from 500' to 1000' at angles
between 7Fo and 1050 from the nose of the donor warhead. Large fragments were
mapped individually with a surveyors transit at closer ranges.

On neither shot did any sympathetic detonation occur. In both cases,
explosive from the acceptors was scattered and burned for about an hour after
"shot time. All witness plates were recovered; none showed evidence of deto-
nation. The film records did not show evidence of more than one detonation and
no pulses were received from the ionization pins in the acceptors.

Figures 9, 10, and li illustrate the second test. Figure 9 shows the
operation of loading the liquid propellant in the tank portion of the donor.
At the time the photograph was taken, the witness plate had not been mounted
on the acceptor. The first two of the six gage stations appear in thq lower
portion of the picture.

Figure 10 was taken from one of the high speed cameras aimed at the same
side of the model shown in the previous photo. Scale is indicated by the out-
line of the donor warhead and support stand on the photograph. Burning acceptor
explosive can be seen falling out of the explosion cloud 2.083 sec after the
dono" was detonated. Some of the explosive remained burning on the ground for
about an hour after shot time.

Figure 11 shows ground zero after the shot. The four corner supports
of the model remain in place but are bent inward; there is negligible cratering.
Two of the many clumps of burned explosive are indicated on the ground.

SHOCK OVERPRESSURES. Side-on overpresiure measurements and calculations
(both scaled to sea S.evel are shown in Figure 12m The line represents the
calculations (Reference 3) and the points represent average pencil gage measure-
ments at each range on the second test. The calculation was made for a surface
burst on a smooth horizontal surface which slopes down from the donor garhead

abort: mi.iway Ktween the third and fourth gage stations; the three gage
farthest from the do:,nor were mounted above a smooth, flat and slightly

dusty surface. One of the .wo ,gas at the closest in station failed; for all
other stations the values plotted j-e t4e average of two measurements. Compar-
ison of the data with the calculatior i.idi-ates that only one warhead detonated.

The one psi level occurs at about 500 ft, Indicating thdt, from the point
of view of blast hazard, an unconfined torpedo warhead preseits an -rcceptable
hazard beyond that range.

CASE FRAGMENTS. On the second shot the first fragment strike on the
flash panel at 70 ft from the donor was seen on a high speed film at about 7.7
ms after detonation. Thus, the average velocity of this fragment was nearly
9000 ft/sec. This is a minimum value for the initial velocity of case frag-
ments from the donor warhead.

Ref 3 Porzel, F. B. "Introduction to a Unified Theory of Explosions (UTE)",
NOLTR 72-209, 14 September 1972.
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To arrive at a particular range, the fragment initially projected
at a high angle from the horizontal will travel a greater path length
than the fragment initially projected at a low angle. A low angle frag-
ment will in general have a higher residual velocity than one of the same
mass initially projected at a higher angle. This difference in arrival
velocity at the target area occurs because drag forces act on the low
angle fragment over a shorter path length than on the high angle fragment.
Thus, for a given mass, the kinetic energy carried by the low angle
fragment will be greater than that carried by the high angle fragment,

Trajectory calculations were made for a range of fragment weights and
initial projection angles. Fragments were assumed to be aluminum cubes for
purposes of the calculation. A range of initial angles (high and low) can
be determined for trajectories which terminate within a specific increment of
range from the donor. Assuming a uniform angular distribution of case
fragments around the axis of the donor, the arngle spread for low and high
initial angles for a given ground range increment and fragment mass can be
found. The ratio of the low angle spread to the high angle spread is
assumed to be the ratio of hazardous to non-hazardous fragments of that
mass in a given radial zone.

Range vs angle calculations for a 10 gm fragment are displayed in
Figure 13. Initial velocity of the fragment was taken to be 9000 ft/sec.
The calculation of the hazardous/non-hazardous fraction is shown on the figure.

This method was used to determine the number of hazardous fragments among
those picked up from the recovery pad after the second shot. The total
number of fragments recovered in each of the 25 zones is shown in Figure 14;
98.5% weighed less than 25 grams, and only 2 of the 568 weigh ed more than
65 grams. The total number and the number of hazardous fragments per 600 ft2
in each zone are shown in Figure 15. The number of hazardous fragments in
each 100 ft. wide circumferential strip on the recovery pad is shown in
Figure 15. The number of hazardous fragments decreases with range, and
nowhere in the recovery area does the areal density approach unity.

Thus, case fragments from an unconfined warhead do not pose an unacceptable
hazard beyond 500 ft.

CONCLUSIONS

Each of the tests described in this report has provided information about
one or more of the explosion safety hazards associated with handling torpedoes
aboard a submarine tender in port. Based on the results in hand, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

Single Unconfined Warhead Outside the Ship

1. Propellant contribution

- torpedo propellant may burn vigorously, but will not
detonate in the tender accident scenar'..
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2. Blast and fragment hazards

- 1 psi side-on overpressure will be found at or inside
the 500 ft range.

- one hazardous fragment per 600 ft 2 of horizontal area
will be found well within the 500 ft range.

3. Hazard arc

- the preceding observations imply that for a single un-
confined warhead outside the ship, the hazard arc should
be 500 ft.

Sympathetic detonation

- Detonation of a single warhead in the workshop will not induce
subsequent detonations of:

- warheads in the magazine

- another, properly oriented, warhead in the workshop.

- Mass detonation in the magazine will not occur if the weapons
are spaced, oriented and shielded properly.

PLANS

An additional test is in preparation. For this test a warhead will be
detonated inside a 1/2 scale mock-up of the tender workshop. Airblast and ship
structure fragment ranges will be determined. Upon completion of this final
test, a formal report will assay the minimum hazard arc around a submarine
tender should a torpedo detonate accidentally within the workshop compartment.

The next situation to be addressed will be the syneroistic effects of
an accidental detonation aboard the tender on the weapons aboard submarines
nested against the tender. The obverse will also be studied: the effects of
an accidental explosion aboard one of the nested submarines on the tender load.
The requisite hazard arc around this ship unit complex, for either source, will
be determined.
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WORKSHOP

-WORKSHOP - THIRD DECK
SINGLE WARHEAD tMAGAZINE
DETONATION

-MAGAZINE - BELOW THIRD DECK,

- SINGLE WARHEAD

MASS DETONATION

Figure 1 Potential Accidents
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DETERMINE SHIELD THICKNESS REQUIRED AT
STAND-OFF TYPICAL OF SHIPBOARD WORKSHOP/MAGAZINE
CONFIGURATION:
RESULT: NO DETONATION IN THREE TESTS

-","jj'--- 5/16" STEEL

F I
400#

Figure 5 Sympathetic Detonation Test Setup

RESULT: FUEL BURNED; NO WARHEAD OR FUEL
DETONATION

3/8" STEEL 1/4" ALUMINUM 6" PROJECTILE

TORPEDO
4f

I K --- 12'

Figure 6 Confined Otto Fuel Test Setup
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PURPOSE: DETERMINE HOW MANY
ACCEPTORS DETONATE

CHECK OUT DIAGNOSTIC5/ 1ir" STEELEQ I M N
DECK PLATE EOUIPMENT

20"

S~RESULT: FIRE CONSUMED 4 ACCEPTOR
WARHEADS

', NO SYMPATHETIC DETONATIONS
(IN ACCEPTORS

OVERPRESSURE 10 PSi AT 120 FT

Figure 7 First Simulated Magazine Test

PURPOSE: COLLECT FRAGMENT AND BLAST
INFORMATION
DETERMINE WHETHER THE 01TO FUEL
REACTS OR THE ACCEPTOR WARHEAD
DETONATES

FUEL ELX WH
5/16"PLATE [I, II E

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 21"4 w

WITNESS PLATE

RESULT: FUEL SCATTERED; NO FIRE OR OTHER
REACTION

NO SYMPATHETIC DETONATION IN ACCEPTOR
SHOCK OVERPRESSURE I PSI AT R = 500 FT
1 HAZARDOUS FRAGMENT/600 FT2 INSIDE 500 FT

Figure 8 Second Simulated Magazine Test
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DETERMINATION OF SAFE HANDLING ARCS AROUND NUCLEAR ATTACK SUBMARINES

by

M. M. Swisdak, Jr.
Naval Surface Weapons Center

ABSTRACT

As part of the Navy Explosives Safety Improvement Program (NESIP), an
experimental and analytical program has been conducted to determine the
explosives safe handling arc around an attack class nuclear submarine during
pierside topping off operations. As part of the program, the Maximum Credible
Event was determined for the pierside scenario, and from this a Net Explosive
Weight of up to 17,200 pounds (TNT equivalent) was calculated, should an
explosive incident occur. The problem was studied with models of two sizes:
1/39.6-scale and 1/6-scale. The parameters studied included airblast,
fragmentation, underwater pressures, and the dynamics of model break-up and
motion. Comparisons are made between the two scale sizes (1/39.6 and 1/6),
and predictions and conclusions are made for the full-sized submarine.
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BACKGROUND

The work reported herein was conducted as part of the Navy Explosive
Safety Improvement Program (NESIP), whose goal can be stateU as Wthe devel-
opment of analysis and testing programs to obtain realistic data in regard
to explosive hazards which may be experienced in Navy ship berthing ports ...

The Quantity-Distance (Q-D) tables call for a hazard arc of 1250 feet when
up to 30,000 pounds of fragmenting munitions are being handled. Only operations
essential to this task are permitted within this arc. But at many ports, this
arc encompasses many types of normal base activities. The 1250 foot arc is
also applied to any quantity of fragmenting ordnance below 30,000 pounds, unless
a specific safe handling arc has been established for that ordnance item or
scenario.

What defines a safe handling arc? By DDESB definition:

(1) hazardous airblast is defined as an overpressure of 1 psi
or greater

(2) hazardous fragments are those having impact energies of 58
foot-pounds or greater

(3) hazardous fragment densities are those areal densities which
exceed 1 hazardous fragment per 600 square feet.

Thus, a safe handling arc defines the limits of an area containing neither
hazardous airblast nor hazardous fragment densities.

THE PROBLEM

Our problem is to determine the airblast and fragment hazards generated,
should an explosion occur in the torpedo compartment of an attack submarine,
during pierside topping-off operations. In addition, determine the underwater
shock hazards posed to nearby ships by such an explosion.

Tests and analyses have determined that the Net Explosive Weight (NEW)
for this scenario can be up to 17,200 pounds (TNT equivalent).

A closely-coupled analytic and experimental approach was followed, thus
providing a broader and more reliable fund of information than by either a
theoretical or experimental approach alone. The experiments were guided
strongly, but not completely, by the NESIP Technology B~se, as developed by
Porzel and reported elsewhere in the present symposium. Among the topics
considered in the analyses and which are implicit in the program were the
following:

Petes, J., "The Navy's Explosive Safety Improvement Program for Pier Side
Munitions Operations", Minutes of the Eighteenth Explosives Safety Seminar,
Department of Defense Explosive Safety Board, 12-14 September, 1978, Vol. II.

2Porzel, F. B., "Technology Base of the Navy Explosive Safety Improvement
Program", Minutes of the 19th Explosive Safety Seminar, Department of Defense,
Explosive Safety Board, 9-11 September 1980.
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(1) Initial Yield of Plastic Bonded Explosives versus conventional
explosives used in the testing,

(2) Pressure and Impulse loading on the hull
(3) Failure modes, including quantitative criteria for fragmen-

tation, hull rupture, and "break & tear" failure
(4) Role of interior equipment with regard to waste heat dissipation

and channelling of energy
(5) Areal fragment distributions from the catastrophic failure of

the hull, and
(6) Pressure-distance relationships near 1 psi.

In order to delineate between the experimental results and their interpre-
tation, the present paper will emphasize the experimental results in their own
right, with as little reference to the analysis as is necessary.

As the onset of the program, the question arose: "What is the failure
mode of the submarine?" Does it behave like a bomb case and fracture into many
small pieces, or does it behave like a pressure vessel and fracture into a small
number of large pieces To resolve this question and to verify and extend the
preliminary analyses, an experimental effort was begun. It was obvious immediately
that testing in full scale would be prohibitively expensive and highly impractical.
It was decided to study the problem "in miniature", using sub-scale models. A
scale size of 1/39.6 was finally arrived at for our basic model. In this size,
the model is small (10" diameter X 30" long) and the scaled explosive weight is
under 0.5 pounds. This small size facilitates testing both in bombproofs and in
free air.

One 1/6-scale model (5.5 feet in diameter X 17 feet long) was also available
from the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center. It was decided
to use this model to try to verify some of the scaling procedures developed in
the smaller scale.

THE TEST PROGRAM

The test program was divided into three phases (I, II, and III), with each
phase having a different emphasis. Phase I utilized the basic 1/39.6-scale
model; its purpose was to experimentally determine the types of failure modes
and to give a preliminary indication of airblast and fragment patterns. It also
studied the effects of model design (stiffened vs. unstiffened model) and charge
shape/charge location on the observed failure patterns.

Phase II utilized a 1/6-scale model, with both scaled decks and scaled internal
equipment included. The purpose of this test was to verify the previously ob-
served failure modes and to make comparisons between the results obtained for two
different scale sizes.

Phase III utilized the basic 1/39.6-scale model, with the addition of scaled
internal equipment. One of the Phase III tests modelled the entire submarine,
not Just the region in the vicinity of the torpedo compartment. The purpose of
the Phase III tests was threefold: (1) To show the effects of scaled internal
equipment on the airblast and fragmentation, (2) to duplicate the 1/6-scale results,
and (3) to show the effects of modelling the entire submarine. In addition to
these primary purposes, these tests would also be used to study model motion and
model interaction with the bottom, and to make predicitions for the full scale
submarine.
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Further details of the firing program for each Phase are presented in

Tables 1, 2, and 3.

THE MODELS

Before the models could be constructed, certain facts and assumptions
concerning the submarine and the expected phenomena had to be delineated:

(1) All internal bulkheads between the forward pressure hull and the
forward wall of the reactor compartment fail immediately upon
detonation. There are no water-tight compartments in this region--
only curtain walls which have no resistance to blast.

(2) Only the hull in the vicinity of the torpedo compartment need be
modelled accurately: the areas forward and aft of the compartment
only provide expansion volume for the explosion products and
quasi-static pressure. In the region of the torpedo compartment,
the hull thickness must be scaled accurately.

(3) Internal stiffeners need not be modelled identically, as long as
they provide the same strength to the hull. T-stiffeners are used
in the real submarine and in the 1/6-scale model. In the 1/39.6-
scale model, rectangular stiffeners were substituted. The
dimensions of the rectangular stiffeners were chosen such that the
wall/stiffener combination would fail at the same externally applied
pressure as in the full scale submarine.

(4) The model is essentially a "replica" model. Pressures and velocities
scale: i.e., the pressure or velocity observed in the model will be
the same as in the full scale submarine; however, distances and times
are scaled by the model scale factor. (This is the well-established
scaling law for blast. See, for example, Baker's book on modelling3 ).

Figure 1 is a sketch of the entire submarine, showing the sections being
modelled: included on this same sketch, but to a different scale, is a sketch
of our basic 1/39.6-scale model. The basic model is 10-inches in diameter and
30-inches long, with the test section made from HY-80 steel. This represents
the volume enclosed in the submarine from the bow to the forward wall of the
reactor compartment. The test section of the model represents the volume of the
submarine located between Frames 35 and 45, the region encompassing the torpedo
compartment. The wall of the test section was made from HY-80 steel, formed
into two hemi-cylinders 1/2-inch thick and welded together. The wall thickness
of the test section was then machined down to the proper thickness (approximately
0.040 inches). The internal stiffeners were machined into the wall during this
same fabrication process. The test section was then welded to the forward and
aft expansion sections (Note: all welds were examined by X-ray). The ends of
the models were closed with 1/4-inch steel plates, secured to the forward and
aft expansion sections with 32 5/16-inch bolts. A photograph of a Basic Model
is shown in Figure 2.

One of the Phase III tests tried to duplicate the Phase II test in which the
end closures failed. To accomplish this, every other bolt was removed from each

3 Baker, W. E., Westine, P. S., and Dodge, F. T., Similarity Methods in Engineering
Dynamics: Theory and Practice of Scale Modeling (Rochelle Park, NJ; Hayden Book
Company, Inc., 1973).
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end closure of a Basic Model. In addition, the remaining bolts were notchedr to weaken them.

The last shot of the Phase III tests was designed to model the shape of
the entire submarine. To accomplish this, sections were added fore. and aft to
the Basic Model. The additional forward section consisted of a wooden ogive
nose. The additional aft sections consisted of another metal cylindrical sec-
tion followed by a tapered wooden section. Figure 2 is a photograph of this
model, also. It should be compared with the sketch of the entire submarine
presented in Figure 1.

The Phase II (1/6-scale) model was a modification of a previously-tested
underwater explosion shock test model supplied by the David Taylor Naval Ship
Research and Development Center. The wall thickness in the forward expansion
section was 0.404 inches, and 0.251 inches in the remainder of the model. The
hull material for the entire model was HY-80 steel. Scaled T-stiffeners were
located in both the test section and the aft expansion section. Each end of the
model was closed with a 2-inch thick steel plate welded to flanges which were
in turn welded to the body of the model (Note: none of the welds on the Phase II
model were inspected by X-ray or any other means). Figure 3 is a photograph of
this model.

The interior of each model for all three phases of testing consisted of
four levels, separated by the three platforms (or decks) present in the sub-
marine. The thickness of the decks and the spacing between the levels corresponds
to the appropriate scaled dimensions in the real submarine. Figure 4 is a sketch
of a cross-section through the torpedo compartment (test section) of the

4.• submarine.

For the Phase II and III tests, an attempt was made to model or represent
the equipment found inside the submarine. For the Phase II tests, the equipment
consisted of boxes of electronic gear, motors, pressure tanks, etc. on Levels
1-3, and on Level 4 water tanks (filled with water) and lead-acid batteries.
Figure 5 is a photograph of all of the material in the Phase II model. On Phase III,
the equipment was represented with electronic components (relays, capacitors,
inductors, etc.), small and large nuts, pieces of Celotex, and ribbon wire on
Levels 1-3. The Level 4 equipment was represented by miniature water tanks
(filled with water) and small pieces of lead, representing the storage batteries.
The Celotex and ribbon wire represented material not included on the Phase II
model. Figure 6 is a photograph of all the material going into a Phase III model.

THE EXPLOSIVE CHARGES

A simple, centrally-initiated spherical charge was used on the first two
Phase I tests. Subsequent to that, a distributed charge was used for all
remaining tests.

For the Phase I and III tests, the charges were constructed from strips of
DETA-SHEET, a commercial sheet explosive, one-inch wide and 7.8-inches long.
Each charge consisted of two rows of explosive, separated by an air gap. The
size of the explosive strips, the spacing between the strips, the spacing be-
tween the bottom of the explosive and the decking on which it rests, and the
weight of explosive, were all scaled from the full scalesubmarine. On the Phase
III tests, aluminum blocks, representing chocks, handling mechanisms, hoists,
etc., were inserted at several locations between the rows of explosive to reduce
jetting. Figure 7 is a photograph showing both the components of a charge and a
completed charge. The nominal explosive weight for these tests was 0.3 pounds.
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The Phase II charges consisted of twenty aluminum-cased pentolite cylinders,
with a total explosive weight of 62 pounds, The charges were supported by an
aluminum test rig representing the chocks and hoists, The spacing between the
charges and the spacing between the charges and the deck were scaled to the pro-
per dimensions, The centermost charges were detonated simultaneously, with
DETA-SHEET explosive being used to insure the transfer of detonation to the
remaining charges. Figure 8 is a photograph of a completed Phase II charge.

For all the tests utilizing a distributed charge, the charge was located
on Level 3, near the center of the test section. Figure 9 shows a charge in
place for a Phase II test and Figure 10 shows a charge for a Phase III test.

TEST GEOMFTRY

In all but the first two of the Phase I tests, the model was floating or
supported in water at the proper freeboard (approximately 6 to 9 feet full
scale). On both the Phase II and III tests, the water beneath the bottom of the
model corresponded to twenty feet of water beneath the full scale submarine.

Figure 11 shows a typical test set up for a Phase I test. The test pit
consisted of a metal box 4-feet wide, 12-feet long, and 4-feet deep, buried so
that the top is flush with the ground.

Figure 12 shows the test set up for Phase II. Here,, a tes-t pit lO-feetwide, 20-feet long, and 8-feet deep was dug in the ground and lined with plastic.

As can be seen in this figure, the model practically fills the entire test pit.
An L-shaped extension was dug off the side of the test pit. In this region,
underwater pressure-time traces were recorded.

The test pit arrangement for the Phase III tests was further refined. A
metal box 10-feet wide, 30-feet long, and 2-feet deep was buried flush with the
surface. This box had windows along all four sides to facilitate underwater
motion picture photography. Eight inches of sand were placed in the bottom of
the box, covered with a reflective cloth, and the box filied with water. Figure
13 shows the test pit for a Phase III test. Note in this figure, the lights and
cameras for the underwater photography and one line of airblast transducers.

RESULTS--PHASE I

The early Phase I tests were to determine the failure mode; i.e., does it
break like a pressure vessel into a few large pieces or does it fragment like a
bomb case into many small pieces? The tests indicated that, indeed, the failure
was similar to pressure vessel failure--a relatively few large pieces. Failure
appears to occur typically by what we are now calling the "break & tear" mode--
suggested by analysis, in which a small hole is formed by some means, either
by fragment impact or by some local material failure, with a crack or tear
propagating outward from this point of failure. This is similar to the way a
paper bag fails. Figure 14 shows this failure mode.

The later Phase I tests included scaled decks, but no scaled internal equip-
ment. On all of these tests, the model broke into two main pieces, with the
break occurring at the location of the charge. On these tests, the model pieces/
debris/fragments were observed to have velocities between 30 and 75 feet per
second and pieces were found as far away as 150 feet. Figure 15 is a plot of
the debris pattern observed after one such shot.
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Airblast was also measured on one of these tests;itt was measured along
three. diections from the model, The results are plotted tpn fIgure 16; worth
noting i's the fact that 1 pst occurs at just beyond 9 feet (for thts scale),-
corresponding to 350 feet, full scale.

RESULTS.-PHASEII

The Phase II model did not behave totally as expected. It blew out near
the charge and began to tear, and, it also violently ruptured on top. Moreover,
both end closures failed and were blown off.

Debris and fragments venting out the hole in the top were observed to have
velocities of up to 1000 feet per second. Fragments and debris were collected
out to ranges of 510 feet. A debris map for this shot is shown in Figure 17.

The atrblast measured on this shot was higher than that observed on the
Phase I tests--with 1 psi occurring at a full scale range of approximately 600
feet.

Underwater pressures were also recorded on this shot. The pressure-time
waveforms are presented in Figure 18. As can be seen, the waves are non-classical,
exhibiting multiple peaks with relatively long durations. One measure of the
mechanical shock severity of near-miss underwater explosions of conventional charges
is Shock Factor. This technique assumes a classical underwater shockwave. The
concept has recently been extended to non-classical wave-forms by considering
an "Equivalent Shock Factor" which is based upon a combination of the underwater
shocklave pressure, impulse, and energy flux density. Equivalent Shock Factors
have been calculated for the waveforms in Figure 18; they range from 0.48 to
0.62 at full scale distances corresponding to 24 feet from the hull of the
submarine.

RESULTS--PHASE III

One of the major purposes of the Phase III tests was to show the effect of
scaled internai equipment on the observed airblast and fragmentation. Figure 19
is a plot of the airblast recorded on Test 1. As can be seen, by simply including
the scaled internal equipment, the observed airblast pressures are reduced by a
factor of at least 2.7. Fragment velocities between 40 and 70 feet per second
were observed for all fragments and debris. Figure 20 is a debris map obtained
after this shot.

On Phase III, Test 2, the end closures were designed to fail and did so.
The airblast was, indeed, higher than on Test 1, but still lower than that
observed on Phase II. Figure 21 is a plot showing the airblast comparison.
Fragment and debris velocities were of the same magnitude as observed on Test I--
40 to 70 feet per second. Figure 22 is a debris map obtained for this shot.

On Test 3, modelling the entire submarine., the airblast pressures were the
lowest recorded on any of the tests, The data are shown In Figure 23, The
reason that these pressures are sttil lower is the added "inertial confinement"
produced by the mass of the remainder of the submarine, Debris velocities were
again the same as observed on Tests 1 and 2. Figure 24 is a plot of the observed
debris,
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Model motion was observed both in the water and in the air for the Phase
III tests. On test 3, we observed the two pieces of the model to be moving
apart at a velocity of 60 feet per second. Figure 25 is a sketch of the early-
time model motion observed on all Phase III tests. This sketch is derived from
underwater high-speed photography taken by the Denver Research Institute.

DISCUSSION

We are now certain that the observed Phase II airblast and fragmentation
results are not typical of a submarine, but are attributable to artifacts of
the model construction. The end closures blew off--an occurrence not happeningon Phase I and III (except as planned). On the Phase II test, the end closures
were welded instead of being bolted, and the quality of the welds was probably
not good enough. The catastrophic failure and venting out the top of the model
can be largely attributed to the way the "crews quarters" were modelled on the
second platform. Instead of representing the low density bedding material with
something like cork or Celotex, air was substituted; i. e., the spaces were
left open. This density differencq led to a phenomena called "channelling",
first described by Porzel in 1958.4 In essence, the blast is drawn or channelled
into areas of lower density--providing a preferred path for the shockwave and
gasses. This path, aimed directly at the roof, caused the top to fail. When
it did, the escaping gasses accelerated debris and fragments to the observed
velocities of 1000 feet per second.

Test 2 of Phase III was supposed to duplicate the Phase II results.
Indeed, the end plates failed as planned. However, the top did not blow out.
This was because on this test, the crews quarters were more accurately modelled,
thus not establishing a preferred shockwave path. Since no venting out the top
occurred, the airblast was not as high as the Phase II levels. Moreover, the
high fragment velocities observed on the Phase II test were not seen on this test.

The Phase III tests were the most accurate models. On both these and the
Phase I tests, an "upper limit" fragment velocity of 75 feet per second was
observed. A velocity of 75 feet per second corresponds to a vacuum range of
under 200 feet. This agrees well with the observed Phase I and III fragment
ranges of up to 150 feet.

The Phase III tests and analyses indicate that we can account for the
1/6-scale behavior. If this is true, then full scale results, based on 1/39.6-
scale data, should also be valid. If anything, full scale results based on
1/39.6-scale data should be conservative for several reasons. Among these are:

(1) Less Equipment/Debris than for the real submarine. It was not
possible to cram our model as full of equipment as is on the
real submarine. It has been said that on a nuclear submarine,
there is not one cubic foot of space that is not devoted to or
assigned tu some function.

(2) Continuous charge versus discrete warheads. The fact that a con-
tinuous charge was used simulates mass detonation of all the warheads
in the full scale submarine. Recent analytic evidence raises

4 Porzel, F. B., "Some Hydrodynamic Problems in Reactor Containment," Second
United Nations International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,
Geneva, Switzerland, 1958.
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questions as to whether or not all of the warheads located
within the torpedo compartment will mass detonate.

(3) Model construction--poorer welds and fabrication techniques. It is
much more difficult to fabricate and machine models in sub-scale
than to work with the full-sized submarine. The stiffeners machined
into the 1/39.6-scale models had "sharp corners" inviting stress
concentrations, which lead to break & tear modes of failure. These
would not be present in the full scale submarine.

(4) Less time for dissipation--full scale is a better energy absorber.
Since time scales by the model scale factor, there is less time for
dissipation in the 1/39.6-scale; i. e., even more energy would be
absorbed by the equipment/debris on the full scale submarine.

CONCLUSIONS

The Phase III tests represent our most accurate modelling, and thus,
should be used to determine a safe handling arc for this type of submarine.

Based on all the airblast observed on the Phase III tests, and scaling
it up to full scale ranges, 1 psi occurs within 200 feet of the submarine.

Since we observe fragment/debris velocities of only 75 feet per second
(or less), this means no fragments having these velocities can go beyond a
range of 200 feet.

Thus an acceptable safe handling arc around nuclear attack submarines is
200 feet.

I4.
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PHASE I

PHASE III

FIGURE 2. BASIC MODEL AND PHASE 111-3 MODEL
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CHARGE COMPONENTS

COMPLETED CHARGE

FIGURE 7. PHASE I 8 III CHARGE
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FIGURE 15. 1/39.6-SCALE MODELF (HULL DECKING ft STIFFENERS)
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DLA SAFETY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Carla J. Doggett
Defense Contracts Administration Region

Los Angeles, California

Around 1971, the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Safety Certifi-
cation Program was established to assure personnel were well quali-
fied in explosives and industrial safety, to perform the important
and unique Specialized Safety functions.

At the start of the Certification Program, each safety engineer,
manager, and specialist who occupied a position within the Directorate
of Quality Assurance at the DLA HQ, DCASR, and District levels was re-
quired to be certified. The Certification Program also would require
newly hired safety engineers, managers, and specialists to become
certified before they could perform the technical functions of their
jobs. Military were exempt from the certification requirements.

Back then, the requirements for certification were very limited.
All one had to do was attend the DARCOM munitions safety course and
certification would soon follow. Since then the program has grown by H
leaps and bounds. Today's certification program is divided into two
areas: explosives safety and industrial safety. Certification in
both areas is the primary objective. Before certification is granted,
however, the person must qualify by meeting the experience and train-
ing requirements. There are three ways to qualify for each certifi-
cation area:

1. The qualifications for industrial safety certification are:

a. Completion of all prescribed or equivalent courses for

industrial safety certification (see matrix), and one year experience
in the field of industrial safety.

or

b. Completion of 50% of prescribed or equivalent courses for
industrial safety certification, and three years experience in the
field of industrial safety.

or

c. Completion of 50% of prescribed or equivalent courses for
industrial safety certification, and one year of satisfactory hands-on
experience at explosives and nonexplosives facilities accompanied by a
certified safety specialist/manager.
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2. The qualifications for explosives safety certification are:

a. Completion of all prescribed or equivalent courses for
explosives safety certification (see matrix), and one year exparience
in the field of explosives safety.

or

b. Completion of 502 of prescribed or equivalent courses for
explosives safety certification, and accompany a certified specialist/
manager on three consecutive safety surveys at each explosives facil-
ity for which the uncertified specialist/manager will be responsible.

Once the qualifications are met, which can take anywhere from
3 months to 2 years, certification is requested from DLA HQ. When
DLA HQ awards certification, a letter and card are provide as proof
of certification. Safety trainees are certified upon graduation from
the training program.

Certification, however, does not end with a letter and card.
Certification is required to be renewed on a continuing basis. To
remain current in explosives safety, explosives safety training must
be obLained every two years from any one of the following sources:
(1) an accredited course, (2) cross training at any Army ammunition
plant (AP), or (3) the DoD Explosives Safety Seminar. To remain cur- *

rent in industrial safety, attendance is required at one of the
industrial safety-type courses listed on the matrix, or its equivalent,
every three years.

The Certification Program is essential to the Specialized Safety
mission. Every safety specialist/manager/engineer must attain certifi-
cation in explosives and industrial safety to perform duties of the
Specialized Safety function. The program requires training and experi-
ence for both areas to be certified. Once certification is achieved,

kJi it must be kept current through training.
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DLA SAFETY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

CERTIFICATION COURSE REQUIREMENTS MATRIX

Induatrial Safety Explosives Safety

Applied Hazards & Human *Munitions Safety
Reliability Analysis DARCOM FSA

NAVSEA Safety School
*Basics of Explosives

*Electrical & Electronics Safety Hazard Control
NAVSEA Safety School NAVSEA Safety School

*Public Safety Law Applied Hazards & Human
NAVSEA Safety School Reliability Analysis

NAVSEA Safety School
*Occupational Safety

DARCOM FSA Cross Training at an AAP
*Safety Management *Electrical & Electronics

DARCOM VSA Safety
NAVSEA Safety School

*Fire Hazard Control
NAVSEA Safety School *Public Safety Law

NAVSEA Safety School
*Safety in Chemicals Operations
National Safety Council Occupational Safety

DARCOM FSA
Systems Safety Analysis
NAVSEA Safety School Safety Management

DARCOM FSA
Laser Safety
DARCOM FSA DDESB Seminar

Ionizing Radiation Safety
NAVSEA Safety School

Nonionizing Radiation Safety
NAVSEA Safety School

Laboratory Safety
National Safety Council

*Course or its equivalent is mandatory for certification area.
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PRE-AWARD SAFETY SURVEYS

PETER TUTTLE

The pre-award survey, when employed properly, is a tool to aid the
contracting officer in determining the responsibility of a prospective
contractor. "Responsibility" is an admittedly vague concept; however,
Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) Section 1, Part 9, enumerates specific
criteria to be used to define responsibility. Essentially, the contractor
must have the financial and physical resources necessary to deliver the
product within the specified delivery time. This seems self-evident, but
is the duty of the contracting officer to insure, according to Section 1-902
of the above mentioned DAR, the "...purchases shall be made from, and con-
tracts awarded to, responsible contractors only." Hence the pre-award
survey. The contracting officer requests a pre-award survey on DD Form 1524,
Pre-Award Survey of Offeror-General, to the applicable contract administra-
tion function. At this point, the Defense Lantract Administration Services
(DCAS) enters the picture. DCAS is frequently called upon to perform pre-
award surveys at prospective contractor facilities. When the request is
received at the DCAS office, it is evaluated by the pre-award monitor.
The pre-award monitor is an individual who is designated to administer the
survey from request to the final report.' The monitor's duties are addressed
in Appendix K of the DAR, Section K-2302. These duties can be condensed to
the non-specific phrase "riding herd." The monitor evaluates the request,
and notifies specific technical representatives as needed to perform thesurvey. Specialized Safety is one among many technical representatives.

Part 3 of Appendix K deals with the specific survey. The three steps
necessary for survey completion are spelled out briefly as follows:

1. Preliminary Analysis: This is the foundation that the pre-award
monitor must lay. It is simply a review of the request to establish the
basic information sought by the contracting officer.

2. Development and Evaluation of Information: This is the role of the
staff specialists. They evaluate the proposed contractor's plans and systems,
employing data obtained from diverse sources, including an on-site survey.

3. Preparation and Review of the Pre-Award Survey Report: Each tech-
nical specialist reports and recommends award or no award to the pre-award
monitor. The monitor then makes a final decision based upon all of their
reports. This decision is submitted with a summary to the review board.
The review board either approves or disapproves and the pre-award monitor
makes a report to the contracting officer.Il

Thus concludes the pre-awdrd process, on paper. Most people within the
government are all too familiar with this particular chain of events. The
question becomes: Where are the weak links in this chain? Particularly in
the field of explosives, it is imperative that there are none, yet problems
still arise. A close look at the process just described makes the short-
comings apparent. Appendix I is a sample Form 1524. Part III, Section 9
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is the block that is to be checked when a plant safety survey is desired.
The obvious question to ask is: Who checks that box? If the PCO
recognizes the product being procured as hazardous, there are no problems. )
However, many innocuous sounding procurements involve hazardous materials
or explosives. A good example is a cartridge activated oxygen mask produced
in the Philadelphia region. The actual amount of propellant used In the
cartridge is small, and the cartridge is a relatively minor component of
the overall syetem, yet the cartridges are loaded by the contractor on site.
This involves maintaining a storage facility and employing all of the
proper &afeguards mandated by DoD 4145.26M, The Contractors Safety Manual.
However, this manual was not referenced in the invitation for bids. (It
should be mentioned here that this manual is referenced by DAR 7-104.79,
Safety Precautions for Ammunition and Explosives, which is required in all
contracts involving explosives.)

So, a crack exists. This one, fortunately, was caught. Unfortunately,
it raises the spectre of a contractor doing work with explosives without
the DCAS Safety Specialist's knowledge. On contracts where explosive devices
are the primary item, the possibility of this happening is virtually nil.
As already demonstrated, however, when the use of explosives is incidental
to the end item, the possibility of a mistake is much greater. There is
one safeguard built into the system. The PCO is not the only person who
may check 4he plant safety box. The pre-award monitor, who is in a better
position to know the specific facility to be surveyed, may also ask for
Specialized Safety participation. This is typically done on a non-explosive
contract when there is some reason to doubt the safety program of the bidder.
As an aside, although non-explosive pre-awards are beyond the scope of this
seminar, it should be pointed out that there is a gaping hole in DCAS pre-
award surveys of non-explosive bidders. On explosive contracts, DoD 4145.26M
provides a specific set of criteria with which to judge a bidders program,
much as -a Quality Assurance pre-award survey looks at the quality program.
However, on non-explosive contracts, there are no specific criteria with
which to evaluate a safety program. OSHA Standards, ANSI, NFPA, and others
all give detailed safety standards, but are not except by somewhat tenuous
logic mandated by contract. Since an evaluation to these standards is
impractical at best, the industrial pre-award all too often turns into an
opportunity to note deficiencies, and then a rubber stamp approval.

That digression aside, the problem that the pre-award monitor has is
essentially the same one that the PCO faces; that neither is really in a
position to evaluate safety concerns. Another anecdote helps illustrate.
A contract waa proposed in which the bidder was to employ extremely
sophisticated analytical techniques to measure DDT in a water supply to as
low as 300 parts per trillion. The risks posed by such an operation are
far less than those posed by the general machining of any widget, yet the
plant safety box was checked. Clearly, the fact that DDT was involved
triggered a reaction in someone's mind, and the safety pre-award was
requested. The point of this story is that because DDT is assumed by non-
safety people to be hazardous, it requires a safety pre-award, while other
operations which in fact are much more hazardous than the one just described
are contracted with no safety pre-award not just daily, but hourly. This
dependence on non-informed people for safety decisions is the major fly in
the ointment of the pre-award program.
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It is easy to see this hole in the program. All DCAS Safety personnel
have probably run across it more than once. What is not so easy to see Is
a solution. This seems to be a case where the system is recognized as
being imperfect, but the only practical way of doing business. The sheer
volume of pre-award requests handled by DCAS makes it impossible for the
Safety Specialist to evaluate them all; in fact, a random (and admittedly
not very rigorous) sample revealed that Safety participated in only about
10% of the pre-awards that the Quality Assurance Directorate received.
(It should be noted that within DCAS, Specialized Safety is a division of
the Quality Assurance Directorate). A greater safety awareness by both the
PCO and the pre-award monitor would help, but they certainly don't have
the time to become Safety Specialists. Perhaps the best solution is to go
all the way back to the requesting activity. They certainly know the
product better than anyone else, and a Safety Specialist there, if con-
sulted, would be able to determine quite easily if safety was a major
consideration. Of course the procurement procedure for different activities
varies considerably; some, like Picatinny Arsenal from personal knowledge,
have excellent safety participation in procurement, while at other facilities,
the safety office serves an accident prevention function and is not integrated
into the procurement process. This is a problem for a Safety Management
Seminar, and is obviously far afield from a discussion of pre-award surveys,
but actually is the only real area where the types of problems encountered
in the pre-award system can be addressed.

This paper is intended to sound alarmist; please bear in mind that the
actual possibility of an explosives contractor slipping through the pre-
award net is quite small. However, as mentioned earlier, the potential does
exist, and the thought of a major accident at a plant that was somehow
overlooked is sobering enough to warrant the constant vigilance of everyone
within the procurement process. Such mistakes must simply not be allowed
to happen.
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PHILOSOPHY OF A HAZARDOUS
COMPONENT SAFETY DATA SHEET

By: Edmund Demberg, Safety
Office, US Army Armament
Research & Development Command

Those of us engaged in some facet of ammunition and
explosives are quite aware of the inherent hazards invol-
ved in the handling, shipping or storage of the product
we deal with. Although we depend on safety to remind us
of the dangers, we would not deem it possible that some-
one could get engaged in an explosive operation without
prior knowledge of the hazards presented. That, however,
is a major contention in establishing liability arising
from an induptrial accident on a hazardous item contract.
Hazardous item contracts are those requiring the research,
development, manufacturing, loading, testing and handling
of ammunition, explosives and other unique military related
dangerous materials.

The US Government, as part of its Joint Conventional
Ammunition Program, adapted an existing army program to
present safety data on hazardous item contracts. The reg-
ulations established a Hazardous Component Safety Data Sheet
(HCSDS) as a format for the presentation of the safety data.
A HCSDS would, be prepared for every hazardous item and every
hazardous material, component and sub-assembly that forms
a part of or is involved in the production/procurement of
the hazardous item. The purpose of the IICSDS is to provide
adequate information that would alert to the hazards involved
in the fulfillment of contract obligations. The FHCSDS' are
applicable when provided as part of the solicitation or
production/procurement package for or involving a hazardous
item.

The data presented represents an opinion as the information
that best alerts to the hazards associated with the item.
Any information provided, or lack thereof does not relieve
a contractor of responsibility for personnel, property
and the general public. The HCSDS flags the dangers that
we, as developers, are aware of. They do not replace applicable
safety standards, codes, regulations, etc., but rather,
clearly indicate that these documents must be consulted to
address the safety hazards presented by the production/
procurement package.
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The HCSDS covers all hazardous parts of a hazardous item.
Their true value in depicting the dangers in the handling,
shipping or storage of a hazardous item is when they arecombined into a complete safety data package. This packagehas a sheet for every raw material that is part of or used

in the proucrement/production package. HCSDS',are prepared
for explosives, propellants, pyrotechnics, and their ingre-
dients. The assemblies, and/or components, that these
materials are loaded into, are covered by additional safety
data sheets.

A final sheet is made for the end item (Cartridge, Mine,
Bomb, etc.). The hazards that will be encountered can only
be determined by a review of all the sheets that make up the
safety data package. The examination of the end item HCSDS
or any incomplete portion of the package could lead to mis-
understanding. A contractor's facilities might not be able
to accomodate some portion of the package. He might not have
the proper authorization/license to handle certain materials.
Soliciatations might have to be renegotiated. It is, there-
fore, essential that all hazardous materials, components and
assemblies be covered in the safety data package.

To accomplish the task of developing a complete safety data
package for a hazardous commodity the technical data package
(TDP) consisting of the drawings, specifications, procedures,
etc., that define the item and form a part of the contract/
solicitation is reviewed. All hazardous items (materials,
components, assemblies) are identified and annotated. A list
of the HCSDS', their identifying numbers and nomenclature and
the document referencing the item is generated. In addition,
a schematic is created for each item showing the relation of
all the parts and their HCSDS' to the item. These documents
are made a part of the procurement package to reveal and
insure the complete safety data package is included in a
procurement package.

A listing of HCSDS', maintained in a central repository, is
reviewed to see if HCSDS' are available to meet the require-
ments of a package. Applicable HCSDS' are reviewed for com-
pleteness and correctness. If necessary, the available sheets
are updated to reflect new and current information. If a
HCSDS is not available to cover some aspect of the package,
it is prepared. Safety data for the HCSDS is acquired by a
search of existing literature. Where data is not available,
a testing program is conducted to obtain it. The completed
HCSDS' are put into the central repository and disseminated in
applicable contracts. The HCSDS' are coordinated and standard-
ized with all pertinent elements within the Department of Defense.
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The data obtained and presented is a combination of
sensitivity, toxicity and classification information to
alert the contractor to the environment that could
activate a item and the result of such an accidental
activation. Energetic materials are rated/ordered and
compared to familiar materials. The ratings and com-
parisons provide a better understanding into the problems
and/or proccdures that may be encountered in handling
such materials.

A Hazardous Component Safety Data Sheet is provided with
a distinct number. Each of the military services is
provided with a block of numbers to assign to the HCSDS.
The HCSDS' are dated and given a relvision letter to
identify the latest sheets. When no letter appears it is
an initial release. Subsequent revisions are given letters
A, B, C, and so on. The date reflects the date the original
or revision was created.

Our title line contains the nomenclature o- the item and
is also.a means of identification. It is of the utmost
importance to understand the significance of this line in
order to properly utilize the sheets. The title line
spcifies the item whose hazards are characterized by a
particular sheet. It does not refer to the materials
contained or the final application the item is assembled
into. The nomenclature identifiesthe item, containing all
its parts, as it comes off an assembly line or out of a
blender. An example is a sheet pertaining to the Detonator,
Stab, M55. This Detonator contains primer mix, lead azides,
and RDX. The HCSDS, however, will deal only with the
ingredients when they are loaded into the MSS Detonator
and the Detonator is completely assembled (sealed). The
HCSDS for each of the encased energetic materials will cover
the hazard associated with the loose powders. These sheets)
however, will be part of the detonator package. In addition,
the M55 Detonator sheet will not pertain to the item when
loaded into a fuze. The HCSDS pertaining to the M55 as well
as those covering the ingredients would form a part of the
safety data package for the fuze. The HCSDS prepared for the
fuze would not be incorporated into the M55 Detonator package.

Once the item is properly identified, its sensitivity to
various stimuli are presented. The results of friction,
impact and electrostatic discharge tests are specified along
with compatible values of familiar materials. If the tests
cannot be conducted on the item because of its size, shape,
or configuration, a "N/A" (not applicable) is recorded. If
"Unknown" is specified for a test result, it signifies the
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test is applicable but has not been run and test data is
unavailable. In both cases, the sensitivity of the item
to the stimuli is not ruled out, it has not as yet been
determined. The HCSDS prepared at ARRADCOM will generally
contain the test results obtained on the apparatus,
available at the Command. Any apparatus, however, is
applicable that does not radically alter the ordering of the
materials and where comparison values can be obtained.
Friction sensitivity is conducted by exposing a sample
to the action of a steel or fiber shoe swinging as a pen-
dulum at the end of a long steel rod. The behavior of the
sample is described qualitatively to indicate its reaction
to this experience, i.e., the most energetic reaction is
explosion, on decreasing order of severity of reactions:
snaps, cracks, and unaffected.

The impact sensitivity is determined by subjecting a
sample to the action of a falling weight (usually 2 Kilo-
grams). The impact test value is the minimum height at
which at least one of the 10 trials results in explosion.
The sensitivity to initiation by electrostatic discharge
is a measure of the maximum spark energy, in joules, for
zero probability of initiation. It is determined by
discharging a charged condenser through a needle point
electrode through a sample and observing the reaction.

The hazard associated with the item is identified in the
subsequent section of the HCSDS. An adjective rating is
placed on the sheets to indicate the fire hazard, The
adjective is based on the ease of ignition, the difficulty
in extinguishing a fire and the propagation of the flame
as follows:

Severe: Very flammable and easily ignited. Extremely
difficult to extinguish, instantaneous propagation of flame
from ignition source (i.e., flammable gases, highly volatile
flammable liquids, ethyl ether).

High: Ignitable under normal temperature conditions or
rapid burning rate due to own oxygen supply or spontaneously
ignites, Requires immediate deluge to extinguish or prevent
propagation of flame (propellants, photoflash powders, white
phosphorous, acetone, gasoline).

Moderate: Requires heating before ignition can be obtained.
Burning rate or propagation of flame is observable and
controllable with standard fire fighting procedures (com-
bustible liquids, solid fuels, kerosene).
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Low: Difficult to ignite. Requires high temperatures and
long exposure. May not sustain burning without continued
heating. Material that readily reacts to produce highly
flammable mixtures. Slow propagation of flame. Small
flame producing items (oxidizers, squibs, rubber, sulfur,
linseed oil).

None: NonFlammable. Difficult to react to form flammable
mixtures.

This section also includes safety information pertinent to
the fire hazards of liquids and materials. Values are
presented for the flash point, flammability limits and auto-
ignition temperature. The hazardous decomposition products
and the type of hazard (fire, explosion, toxicity) they
present are specified.

The explosion hazard is indicated by an adjective rating
based on susceptability to initiation and severity of the
occurence as follows:

Severe: Capable in themselves of detonation or deflagration
in mass. Very sensitive to heat, shock, and electrostatic
discharge and require precautionary measures to avoid
accidental exposure to these stimuli during normal handling
operations. (Primary explosives, primer mixtures).,

High: Capable in themselves of detonation or deflagration.
Relatively insensitive to heat, shock, or electrostatic
discharge. Generally require strong initiating source or
heating under confinement to detonate in mass. Explosion
presents extreme hazard from blast and/or fragments. (Secon-
dary explosives, bombs, mines, grenades).

Moderate: Not capable in themselves of detonation. Can
readily react to form explosive mixtures. Explosion can
occur from rapid deflagration of mists or dusts. (Powerful
oxidizing material, magnesium powder, flammable gases, highly
volatile liquids).

Low: Not capable of detonation or deflagration. Becomes
unstable at elevated pressures and temperatures. Package
amount, or form prevents or contains release of any substan-
tial amount of energy. Can react to form hazardous mixtures.
(Oxidizers, most metallic powders, combustible materials,
explosive bellows, piston actuator).

None: Not capable of detonation, deflagration or reaction
to form explosive mixes. Stable even at elevate temper-
atures.
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Supporting information for the explosion hazard is furnished
as values for explosion temperature (5 sec) and dust. The
explosion temperature is a determination cf the temperature
that produces explosion, ignition or decomposition of a
sample in 5 seconds. The temperature and the reaction are
recorded. A 0.02 gram sample of explosive is loose loaded
into a hot bath (woods metal). The concentration of a
cloud of material that will sustain propagation of flame
is recorded for dusts.

The toxic hazard of a material is recorded as an adjective
rating to express the toxicity under normal conditions
of handling and exposure (and including mode of entry) as
follows:

Severe: Can cause death or serious injury with exposure of
relatively longer periods of time or intake of small amounts.
Requires protective clothing and procedures to avoid contact.
Prompt medical attention is required. Medical surveillance
may be a requirement.

Moderate: Can cause injury, incapacitation, or possible death
with sustained exposure or intake of substantial amounts,
concentrations, and durations of exposure have to be controlled.
Protective clothing and procedures are recommenced but may
not be required. Prompt removal or neutralization of
contacted area may may be required to prevent injury.

Low: Can cause only minor injury, irritation, or discomfort.
Removal from exposure generally alleviates condition. Clean-
liness, ventilation, and protective clothing may be employed
to limit or avoid exposure.

None: Presents no health hazard under ordinary conditions.

The following area of the HCSDS deals with the in-process
hazard classification. In-process classification is based
on the basic item as it exists and is shown on the title line.
The in-process hazard is defined as the hazard presented by
the item shown in the title while it is unpacked and being
handled, not the hazard associated with making the item.
Hazard classification while making the item is covered by
supporting HCSDS' for each specific ingredient, component,
composition/mixture, material, assembly, etc. The in-process
hazard classification may or may not be the same. The
packaging for an item may change the hazard classification.
The in-process hazard classification is to be identified
(except for liquid propellants) as follows:
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"Class 1.1 Mass Detonating
"Class 1.3 Mass Fire
Class 1.4 Moderate Fire, No Blast

The in-process hazard classification is to be identified
for liquid propellants as follows:

Group IV Mass Detonating
Group IT Strong Oxidizers, Serious Fires
Group I Least (Fire) Hazard

The special requirements section is a catch all for any
information necessary to identify the item and the hazards
that are not adequately presented in the other areas of the
HCSDS. This section includes such information as follows:

(a) Reference to document(s) that control and specify
item (i.e., drawing, specification) if not already specified
in title of sheet.

(b) Schematic/list of parts contained in specified item
with HCSDS and drawing/specification numbers.

(c) Any special precautions particular to the specified
item not appearing anywhere else in TDP or production/procure-
ment package or in applicable safety manual.

(d) Any additional data/information necessary to alert
to or clarify a specific hazard.

(e) Any synonyms that can be used to describe the
specified item (i.e., chemical name/formula, commercial
brand name, federal stock numbers) associated with the item
(i.e., T, M, MK).

(f) Approved packaging drawings numbers. If there are
no approved packaging drawings, indicate this fact and
indicate where packaging is covered (i.e., specification,
provisional packing number). If packaging is not officially
covered, the classifications for shipping/storage shall be
specified for intra-plant shipping/storage only to meet in-
process requirements.

The final information furnished is the storage and shipping
classifications. It is just about the only part of the HCSDS
that may be mandatory when included into a contract. The
storage values are based on the uno quantity-distance classes
and divisions and the compatibility groupings. The shipping
class and container markings are those authorized by Title
49 Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 100-199.
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To briefly summarize, the HCSDS' are incorporated into a
hazardous items contract to alert to the hazard involved
in the handling, shipping, and storage of hazardous
materials, components and assemblies. The HCSDS' are
applicable when the complete safety data package (a HCSDS
for every hazardous item) is incorporated into a contract.
Safety data presented allows for the ordering of energetic
materials and their comparison with familiar materials.
The complete safety data package should allow a contractor
to assess the hazards involved in a contract. Contractors
should utilize all applicable safety standards to provide
protection for their personnel and property from hazards
involved in contract.
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RANGE CLEARANCE TECHNOLOGY
A

By
James A. Petrousky

Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Facility,
Indian Head, Maryland 20640

The purpose of this paper is to present an update of current
technology being developed by NAVEODFAC as part of our joint service
mission and also outline both immediate and future needs involving range
clearance equipment and techniques.

Keenly aware of the major hurdles and effort required to establish
a viable technology base in which to cope with current and future range
clearance needs, NAVEODFAC as directed through higher commands has
established a Range Clearance Planning Group. This group has since
formulated I plan with the primary goals of establishing a functional
technology group and commence a broad based development/acquisition
effort to assemble equipment and technology necessary to provide support
for all range clearance operations within DOD. This approach, which
will be a continuing effort into the 1990's, sets down a cost effective
and systematic means to meet future requirements both on land and
underwater.

The process of clearing a range can be broken down into technology
elements and study areas which include:

a. Range survey/reconnaissance.
b. Risk assessment.
c. Clearance equipment/procedures.

1. Surface
2. Subsurface
3. UnderwaLtvr
4. Sub-bottom

d. Ordnance/debris demil/disposal.
e. Reclamation.

The range survey and reconnaissance aspects are the important input
to the planning of the operation and eventual outcome. Hopefully not
being redundant when discussing the multifaceted problems which appear
all encompassing, objectives of an effective survey are to estimate:

1. Terrain features (influences accessibility and equipment
use).

2. Vegetation/ground cover.
3. Soil composition.
4. Type contamination.
5. Profile of contamination.
6. Special environmental considerations.
7. Conditions effecting location equipment.
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Equipment needed for location, marking and plotting of subsurface
ordnance items should be intergrated into a complete system. The
fielded AN/PsS-l1 metal detector and the recently approved MK 22
Ordnance Locator are the only systems presently available. By
ensuring the best available location systems are available, the work
involved in range clearance can be optimized. The technology that must
be addressed for the capability include:

a. Both ferrous and non-ferrous detection.
b. Overcoming the "masking" effects of natural background

signatures or those attributed to "trash".
c. Detection of small items (fuze components, detonators,

etc.) at the specified clearance depths.
d. Ganging sensors to scrutinize larger areas.
e. Integrating a positioning/navigational and marking

sys tern.

Being able to assess the risk of any particular level of
contamination with regards to personnel and equipment is a tough one.
Essentially the ideal solution is the answer to the question, "How
dangerous is a variety of ordnance in an unknown condition?"
Depending upon the type equipment that is available for clearance
and other projected environmental constraints it will "? necessary
to develop procedures and logic assessments criteria on which an
operational plan is based.

With the data and analytical results from the survey/reconnais-
sance and risk assessment which will always contain a certain degree
of uncertainty, the clearance plan is formulated. The specialized
technology needed in order to support any subsurface clearance operation
is quite dependent upon the terrain, depth of clearance, hazards of
the UXO's and logistical and environmental constraints.

The specific projects which can relate directly to range clearance
in which NAVEODFAC is presently pursuing are:

a. Ferrous Ordnance Locator (MK 22).b. Area Point Search System (APSS).
c. Underwater Excavator.

d. Remore Control System in heavy equipment.
e. Subsurface Clearance Vehicle.
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The MK 22 Ordnance Locater is a hand held system which is based
upon a cesium-vapor magnetometer. It provides a significant
improvement over existing equipment in locating ordnance buried at
great depths. This equipment recently received approval for service
use and is being considered for use in a towed multiple sensor
arrangement for both surface and underwater use.

a,,

MK 22 Ordnance Locator
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The APSS is an underwater system which provides a means to
locate underwater ordnance. The system consists of:

a. Navigation and Data Handling Subsystems which is a line
of sight, RF device used to guide search sensors along programmed
lanes or to return to predetermined points in the search area.

b. Underwater towed sensors (side scan and magnetometer).
c. Diver held magnetometer type locator.

The underwater excavator is a system used to explore ordnance
items which are buried down to three feet in the bottom at water
depths over 100 feet. The equipment utilizes a unique combination
of jetting and suction action to remove bottom soil.

Prototype underwater Excavator
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Substantial effort has been expended on the development
of a surface/subsurface clearance vehicle (SSCV) and a radio remote
control system for heavy earth moving equipment.

The following discussion, which is also contained in the brief
film, provides a description of the equipment and evaluation results.

Results of numerous range clearance studies and operation
clearly focused in on a technology requirement that would support
the EOD community when confronted with subsurface range clearance
tasks. An approach which proved feasible is the SSCV which is a
mechanized system designed to excavate contaminated soil, and
separate ordnance debris from the soil. The primary advantages of
the concept include:

a. Eliminate existing labor intensive operations.
b. Effective in areas where ordnance detectors are not

feasible due to the high level of contamination (masking) or where
material magnetic environment is high (e.g., Kahoolawe Island).

c. Capable of clearing non-ferrous items (e.g., lead mini-
bombs, aluminum cased items, plastic munitions).

d. Eliminates human error in that once soil is processed,
further searching is not required.

e. Can be remotely operated insuring a high degree of personal
safety.

(1) The first generation prototype vehicle was tested at
the Pinecastle Electronic Warfare Range (PEWR), Astor, Florida, during
August and November 1976. The testing illustrated the approach to be
feasible under near ideal conditions. The vehicle was a modified
commerical system and proved not to be a viable basis for the EOD
scenario. Serious design deficiencies were encountered mainly in the
mechanical drive train and wheeled undercarriage. Details on the
prototype are available in NAVEODFAC Technical Report TR-184 dated
August 1977.

(2) The second generation prototype vehicle incorporating
a hydraulic power system was tested at Putnam Target Range during the
period of October 1977 through February 1978. Conditions at Putnam
were less than ideal. Heavy practice ordnance contamination and
varying soil conditions (sandy clay to heavy wet silt) existed.
Although structural design and hydraulic deficiencies were noted,
the vehicle proved to be effective in digging to a depth of six
inches, at a .9 kph (1/2 mph) forward speed, in loose silt to moist
sand.
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Sijrface/Subsurface Cleatrance Vehicle

The advanced development effort presently In the planning
stage will involve a third generation vehicle and will include
the following features and characteristics:

a. Dig to a predetermined soil depth at a suitable forward
speed (no greater than I mph). Digging depth is a function of soil
properties, degree os contamination and debris, power of primenvver,
etc.

b. Separate from the soil items greater than 39mm and up to
155mm in diameter and up to 1.5 meters in length.

c. Collect the separated items in a storage bin and windrow
the processed soil to the side.

d. Provide a cutting swath of approximately 3.5 meters (11.5 ft).
e. Process at an average rate of 1200 cubic yards of soil per

hour.
f. Capable of interfacing with remote control and video

monitoring equipment for use on ranges in which high explosive hazards
exist. The remote control and monitoring equipment will be designed,
tested and evaluated as a completely separate development project.

g. Provide limited capability to withstand detonation effects of
an explosive device containing 1/2 pound TNT after which most damage will
be repairable or components replaced without utilization of depot
facilities.

h. Will operate in the temperature range of 52 Deg. C (125 Deg. F)
at 5-20 percent RH, 35 Deg. C (95 Deg. F) at 74-99 percent RH and down
to 5 Deg. C (40 Deg. F).
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A radio remote control system for use on heavy equipment has been
designed and tested. With common radio transmitter/receiver components,
the prototype system is capable of installation on a TD-20 bulldozer
and an M113 Armored Personnel Carrier. Major characteristics include:

a. Line of sight up to 2500 feet.
b. Twenty-four available functions.
c. Six simultaneous functions capable of operating.
d. Man portable transmitter control.
e. Proportional controls.
f. Fail safe features.
g. Mechanical linkage adaptable to heavy vehicle functions.

Radio Remote Control System
Mounted on a TD-20 Bulldozer
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RANGE CLEARANCE HIGHLIGHTS

By
James A. Petrousky

Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Facility,
Indian Head, Maryland 20640

The purpose of this paper is to present an update of the involvement
of the Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Facility (NAVEODFAC) in
supporting joint service range clearance efforts. In interest of
completeness, a brief summary of the pertinent material presented during
the 18TH DoD Explosive Safety Seminar will be presented after which
key highlights of recent range clearance operations and studies Will
be discussed.

Range clearance is a many faceted problem relating to the removal
of Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) from land areas and water/ocean areas.
The driving force behind the requirements to decontaminate various
areas generally fall into one of the following categories:

1. Return of former battle areas to civilian use, e.g., The
Trust Territories and Civil War Combat zones.

2. Turnover of surplus military training and test areas
to civilian/nonDoD sectors.

3. Returning leased property to nonDoD owners.
4. Decontamination of government owrned land to enable

continuance of training/troop maneuver exercises and testing.
5. Revised land use criteri,. of formerly cleared areas for

greater utilization such as, subdivision development, highway
construction, or resource extraction.

A quick look at the amount of land areas presently under DoD
contract is worthwhile in order to visualize the overall scope.

(Acres) 'Acres)
AGENCY CONUS OVERSEAS

U. S. Army 2.8 million 10,000

U. S. Navy/Marine Corps 2.3 million 23,000

U. S. Air Force 7 million 6,000

When looking at the overall problem, the planning stage is
most critical and must be continually addressed. Significant
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parameters in the planning effoit include:
a. Cost per acre for inert ordnance and debris.
b. Coat per acre for explosive ordnance.
c. Cost per acre based on degree and type of contamination.
d. Cost par acre for varying clearance depths.
e. Cost per acre for varying topography/soil conditions.
f. Impact of climatic conditions.
g. 1've! of effectiveness acceptable.

When planning and estimating projected costs and most feasible
approaches, the basic decision process must eddress:

a. Is approach suitable in terms of results achieved?
b. Is approach feasible in terms of available equ.:pment,

manpower and time?
c. Is approach acceptable from the standpoint of concerned

military agency, civilian interests and policical/legal aspects?

Rather than rehashing in general terms rhe many planning,
logistical, political and legal, operational and environmental
concerns when faced with a range clearance requirement, it might be
best to take a look at recent studies and actual clearance operations.

The following projects have been selected for discussion as
representatives which best reflect the overall tasks facing DoD:

a. Kahoolawhe Tsland, Hawaii
b. Blossom Point, Charles County, Maryland
c. Switzerland Bomb Target, Florida
d. Castner Range, Fort Bliss, Texas
e. Putnam Bomb Target, Florida

1. Kahoolawe Island. Located ninety-four miles South-
west of ;Ionolulu, the island consists of over 28,000 acres. It
has been used -t -arcret cop),ex sir1ce 1941. This essentially
uninhabitable beer )eceiav.in2 an increasing degree of
attention and p.tessu.*'- to retain the lanJ for 71n-military use
primarily based upon the fact that it was once a 'eiiriious site for
ancient Hawaiians and contains numerous archeologiLA S sJtes. Several
bills sponsored by Senator Inouye were passed in the U. S. jenate
dealing with the decontamination of the island and surrounding watezs
from UXO's.

An extensive survey was conducted in 1976 to determine the
feasibility and related costs of clearing the island. AS expected,
the area was found to be heavily contaminated with explosive items and
cost estimates of clearance as a function of depth soared well over 100
million dollars.
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During December 1979 and January 1980, a major investigation
was conducted by the U. S. Navy in determining the feasibility and
cost of a "surface only" decontamination operation of the eastern
one third of the island. The end use of this section was to provide
a safe condition for civilians having access to the area with minimum
supervision.

The results of the study which utilized "seeded" test items along
with those items already on the island proved very interesting. (See
Table 1.) The major parameters which were analyzed from the on-site
investigation involved personnel and material resources required,
clearance rates and effectiveness of search procedures on varying type
"terrain. Test sites were selected in localities representative of the
island's major terrain categories which included those classified as
open and fair to poor in terms of trafficability.

Search effectiveness was measured by placing test items in a
test area and recording the number of tests items recovered by
searchers. Multiple sweeps were conducted to increase search
effectiveness and determine affect upon total ordnance recovery. The
results of multiple sweeps are outlined in Table 2.

The search technique employed trained EOD technicians walking
abreast on a search line visually locating and recovering ordnance like
items. Hazardous items were marked and destroyed at the end of each
day. The quantity and types of ordnance items recovered are summarized
in Table 3.

S~Search Team on Xahoolawe Island
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TABLE 2

EFFECT OF MULTIPLE SEARCHES UPON SEP FOR

SEARCH LINE TECHNIQUE USED ON KAHOOLAWE ISLAND

SEP SEP
For One For Two Percent
Search Searches Increase

Open Terrain

22 ft interval 82 85 3

12 ft interval 89 96 7

Rocky-Bushy Terrain

6 ft interval 72 80 8

3 ft interval 79 83 4

Grassy-Valley Terrain

3 ft interval 52 54 2
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TABLE 3

NUMBERS AND TYPES OF ORDNANCE ITEMS FOUND ON

KAHOOLAWE ISLAND DURING SURFACE CLEARANCE TESTING

DECEMBER 1979 - JANUARY 1980

OPEN ROCKY-BUSHY GRASSY-VALLEY
TERRAIN TERRAIN TERRAIN

NX 82 Bombs 2 0 0

5 inch Projectiles 49 0 0

5 inch Flare Canisters 21 0 5

2.75 inch Rocket War- 20 0 2
heads/motors

M• 76 Practice Bombs 5 0 0

40MM Projectiles 0 0 1

20MM Projectiles 2460 16 33

50 Caliber Projectiles 2404 17 109

7.62MM Ammunition
(full-up) 0 0 8

Miscellaneous Components
(fuzes, boosters,
igniters, etc.) 450 2 0

TOTAL -5419 35 160
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It was determined during testing operations that the search
line effectiveness could be increased or decreased by varying the
interval spacing between searchers. From the test data, theoretical
curves were developed to allow surface clearance planners to select
the interval size (and inferred number of personnel) with an
associated level of effectiveness per terrain type. The theoretical
curves and actual test data are illustrated in Table 4. It would be
feasible to utilize this type data in the planning of surface clearance
operations. By coming to some agreement as to what effectiveness
(percent of items recovered) is acceptable, the search interval,
number of personnel, and time required are estimated.

Additional testing must be conducted in the fair to poor
trafficability areas on Kahoolawe Island as well as other terrains
not investigated in an effort to define the total surface clearance
capabilities. Different surface clearance methods need to be developed
and tested to define the optimum for a given effectiveness and cost.
Further studies and follow-on hardware development projects that
proved to be needed in the following areas:

1. Location and detection equipment for surface
ordnance in areas of heavy vegetation or limited visibility.

2. Retrieval equipment to expedite recovery of ordnance items.
3. Special tools to assist searchers visually hunting for

ordnance in high density ground cover.
4. On-site data processing equipment for analysis of search

progress and contamination profiles.
5. Special navigation and positioning system to effectively

control clearance operations by accurately marking areas processed.
6. Study of anticipated effects from future errosion of soil and

resurfacinq of ordnance.

search Team in Heavy Vegetation on Kahoolawe Island
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2. Switzerland Bomb Target. The Switzerland Bomb Targer is a
unique case study in that the land area has long since been turned
over to a private enterprise but is receiving substantial attention.

The former Switzerland Bomb Target is comprised of 1782 acres
just south of Jacksonville, Florida in St. Johns County. Acquired
bg the U. S. Navy in 1940 as an auxilliary airfield, it was later
designated a practice bomb target. The title was conveyed within
a convenant obliging the purchaser to assume all risks for engineers
from the Navy's prior use as a bomb target and to indemnify the U. S.
Government for all claims which resulted.

The land is now subject to normal development pressures as the
locality grows, but any progress toward this end is being effectively
blocked by the recorded convenant. Realizing that practice ordnance
which contain marking devices such as the MK 4 Smoke Signal can and
has proven to be highly dangerous, should an inadvertent functioning
occur, the U. S. Navy is not ready to certify the area safe.

MK 4 smoke Signal Exposed in Practice Bomb
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Should it be decided that the covenant not be removed unless an
extensive subsurface clearance effort is undertaken, the land will
always be in a state of "unknown hazardous condition". The possibility
exists that the U. S. Navy will be held responsible for any injuries
even if the land is not used for residential purposes.

A possible alternative involves a quantitative test program in
which the primary goal will be to determine the actual magnitude of the
hazards currently existing on the land. This test program would be
structured to include the following:

1. Systematic excavation and recovery of a sufficient quality of
representative items in which to evaluate with respect to degree of
potential hazards.

2. The recovery operation will also serve as a basis as to provide
data on the level of contamination relative to the distance from the
center of the target bull's-eye.

3. Radiological examination of recovered items in order to
determine expended items from those which contain live components.

4. Simulate adverse conditions to determine probability of
actuation under impact and in high temperature environment. Essentially,
these conditions relate to an innocent party rough handling an item
or using a hammer and probe or possibly exposing an item to a camp fire
or trash fire.

The results of the test program will provide the following:
1. Percent of duds received. (A dud is defined as an ordnance

item which contains an explosive which did not function.)
2. Contamination profile of the target as a function of distance

from the target center including an outer limit in which the recovery
of additional items is highly unlikely.

3. Most importantly, the percent of items that contain live
components which are susceptible to impact or high temperature
conditions.

In summary, it is work noting that declaration and transfer
of excess ordnance impact property certainly does not eliminate
future attention on the part of DoD.

3. Blossom Point. The Blossom Point Test Facility located in
Charles County, Maryland is a case worth discussing. Leased by the
U. S. Army from the Corporation of Roman Catholic Clergymen of
Maryland (Jesuits) since 1942, the land had been extensively used as
a testing ground for projectiles, guns and rockets. The terms of the
lease specified that upon termination, the property is to be returned
in condition comparable to its 1942 state.
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The U. S. Army was faced with a serious problem. Namely, the
yearly lease fees for 1,600 acres was averaging over $150,000 and
projected lease figures of $325.00 per acre into the 1980s.

A study was conducted to determine the feasibility and
approximate costs of decontamination. The findings indicated clearance
costs into the millions and totally unacceptable ecological consequences.
The area located on a peninsula south of Washington, DC on the Potomac
River and Nanjemoy Creek contains sandy beaches, wildlife sanctuary, and
historic and archeological sites. Needless to say, a subsurface clearance
operation would raise havoc at every turn.

Zn early 1980, the U. S. Army purchased the 1,600 acres for
$2,784,000.00 ($1,740 acre) and thereby avoided the leise requirements
for decontamination. One need only speculate from other iituations
what may arise on this subject in the future as the adjacent lands
become more developed and government policy changes.

4. Castner Range. Castner Range, Fort Bliss, Texas is an example
of the forces of local interests at work because of the need of expanding
residential development.

Castner Range is located approximately two miles north of Fort Bliss
Military Reservation near the city of El Paso. Figure 1 presents the
general location of the range. The original Castner Range contained
approximately 3,473 acres and was acquired in 1926. A Deed of Cession
was obtained from the state of Texas on 19 October 1928. This acquisition
included the site of some firing lines and impact areas in the southern
sections of the range. An additional 4,800 acres; completing the present
Castner Range area were acquired by purchase in 1939. Throughout the
years, a wide variety of ordnance was fired into the impact areas; e.g.,
Stokes mortar shells, 8-inch coastal artillery shells, and many kinds
and calibers of field and air defense artillery. Castner Range was used
for live fire operations until 1966. In that year, the City of El Paso
acquired a right-of-way through Castner Range for the Transmountain
Highway and the North-South Freeway. In exchange, the firing sites
were replaced with a new complete facility in New Mexico (The G. Ralph
Meyer Range). Due to the low use and the existence of this alternate
range facility, Castner range has been declared excess by the U. S.
Army.

During 1974, a surface clearing operation was undertaken on
a 1,200 acre portion of Castner Range. This area was then turned
over to General Services Administration for disposal. Portions
of this area are currently being used for a community college. The
surface clearance of this area was accomplished in a 650 man-day effort.
Five items described as Unidentified Explosive Ordnance (UXO's)
were found.
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During December 1979, surface sweeps were conducted 200 meters
on either side of Transmountain Road and along a two mile section of
the North-South Freeway. Forty-nine (49) UXO's were removed. Approxi-
mately 90 man days were required to accomplish this clearance. The
sweep was accomplished in terrain which was highly treacherous in areas
and through areas which, according to the range fan maps, were
highly contaminated.

As the result of ever increasing pressure from the City of El Paso
and the admitted position that the land is no longer needed by the U. S.
Army, studies, discussions and plans are continually on going with the
primary goal of conducting sufficient decontamination as to allow the
Government to certify the land safe for various uses.

As requested by the Director of Facilities Engineering at Fort
Bliss, a three-man survey team was sent in January 1980 to Fort Bliss
to provide a quick assessment of the effort required to surface clear
Castner Range west of the North-South Freeway.

The area surveyed by the team included portions of all areas
which could reasonably be accessed with a 2-wheel drive vehicle. Other
portions of the range were visually searched during a helicopter
tour of the range.

During the survey, the team found evidence of munitions from
37MM to 3.5-inch rockets. No live or hazardous munitions were found.
No large ordnance was found although there was some evidence of
shrapnel from 105MM projectiles.

The area surveyed was reasonably flat. Vegetation included
short shrubs and cacti. The soil appeared to be shallow sand-gravel
with large amounts of stone. The area which the team could not readily
access was quite mountainous. Shear cliffs, hundreds of feet high, were
in evidence. Little or no vegetation was in evidence. The soil was
generally gravel with rock near the mountain peaks.

Although the area had been posted with "DANGER/NO TRESPASSING"
signs such warnings are largely ignored by the local populace. There
is abundant evidence of public access and use of the property such as
camping, target shooting, hunting, etc.

It is considered that a surface sweep is a viable approach based
upon the projected use of the land as a wilderness area.

Future liability and legal consideration of this approach is
beyond the scope of this paper. However, individuals in responsible
positions could be expected -o become involved in planning and
developing suitable equipment and procedures to effectively decontam-
inate land of this type should such a situation arise.
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5. Putman Bomb Target. The examples previously discussed involved
ranges pending decontamination which clearly illuctrate the scope of
the problem. An actual clearance operation which is well documented
should balance out the purpose of this paper. Approximately twenty
minutes of film will be shown on the Putnam Bomb Target operation.

Putnam Bomb Target, located in Putnam County thirty miles (48 KM)
south of Jacksonville, Florida, was acquired by the Navy under lease-
hold in 1941 for use as a practice range for aerial bombing.

The land owner, Union Camp Corporation of Savannah, Georgia,
notified the Navy in October 1976 that the current lease, due to
expire 30 June 1977, would not be renewed. Consequently, the range
was placed in an inactive status 27 May 1977. The lease stipulated
that the Government restore the land to "as good a condition" as that
existing on initial possession by the user agency. This stipulation
obligated the U. S. Navy, as the user agency, to remove all structures
and ordnance contamination which resulted from use of the land as a
practice bombing range.

In order to determine the extent of the clearance effort to be
expended at Putnam, a planning conference of representatives from all
commands concerned was held at NAS Jacksonville in June 1977. As a
result of this conference, a discussion with the Union Camp corporation,
EODGRU TWO, with support from NAS Jacksonville, was tasked with clearing
Putnam Target to a depth of 12 inches (30.5cm).

The Putnam clearance operation was conducted in two phases. Phase
1, surface clearance, was accomplished between 15 August and 29 August
1977 be EODGRU TWO personnel with support personnel augmentation and
heavy equipment from NAS Jacksonville. A total of 1584 man hours were
expended in the recoverv of 12,568 items of practice ordnance.

Typical Ordnance Recovered from Putnam Bomb Target
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Scrapers in Push-PullZ Configuration

IX
I.A
IA*

Recovery Ordnance During Good Weather
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"Phase ZI, the subsurface clearance, commenced on 26 September
1977 and was completed on 22 February 1978. The subsurface clearance
involved an expenditure of 32,810 man hours and 5,680 hours of heavy
equipment/vehicle usage. One hundred six thousand eight hundred
twenty six items of practice ordnance were recovered during subsurface
operations for a total of 119,394. All ordnance items and related debris
eere staged at Rodman Range, an active target complex thirty miles
south of Putnam, awaiting a determination on final disposition.

A summary of related costs is shown below:

Category Cost

Equipment Rental $187,283

Military Labor* 205o166

Travel Expenses 106,842

Nilivary equipment & services 95,474

Documentation 70,099

Site Demolition** 25,400

NAS Material** 9,700

EOD Material 12,927

Survey 1,400

Communications* * 600

$714,891

• Estimated cost.

• Estimated cost. No breakdown available.

These costs do not include final disposition of the items
stored at Rodman.

Many of the problem areas cited in the operation resulted from
the lack of standard guidelines and operational precedents to support
Putnam planning. Devleopment of the clearance precedures and
associated support requirements was also constrained by personnel and
equipment availability. Because the Putnam operation provides a
precedent for future planning, any area which was identified as either
a problem and/or lesson learned was noted.
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The most significant problem encountered during the clearance
was weather. Rain caused the operation to extend two months beyond the
scheduled finishing date. The rain in combination with freezing
weather in January and February reduced the range to a veritable
quagmire. The problems involved in operating heavy equipment under
these conditions caused frequent cancellations of all range operations.
Considering the adverse conditions and problems involved, the clearance
of Putnman Targer was a major accomplishment of which all involved
can be proud.

Effects of Rainfall
on Operations

Other significant problem areas or lessons learned can be summarized
as follows:

1. Range usage data was incomplete--it was not possible to
determine the extent of contamination or if live ordnance had been
dropped on the range.
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2. There is not proven or accepted Taethodology for estimating
contamination.

3. Provisions must be made for area drainage and removal of
vegetation/trees prior to the commencement of clearance.

4. The available heavy equipment wam employed to maximum
effectiveness within design capability. Lack of specialized equip-
ment required the expenditure of excessive man hours for processing
soil and collecting debris with the resultant increase in cost.

5. Current ordnance location equipment is not effective In
areas with moderate to heavy metallic contaminaiton.

6. Maintenance of heavy equipment and vehicles was also a major
problem in the early stages of the operation. Qualified maintenancel
repair personnel must be available on-site, properly equipped to
perform minor repairs.

7. Special provisions must be made for on-site secure storage of
spare parts, consumables and operational equipment.

8. Radio communications were not relaible. A landline
installation enhances Dafety of operations and serves to expedite
requests for support.

9. Range access proved to be a significant problem. The
need for an all-weather range access road cannot be overemphasized.
The road should be prepared prior to the movement of any equipment and
maintained in top condition. This will reduce travel time, vehicle
repairs and down time and subsequent costs.

The following conclusions were drawn from the operation:
1. The mission objective as stated in the clearance plan

"to detect, locate and collect all surface and subsurface ordnance
material possible to a depth of 12 inches, "was achieved to the
maximum degree possible with currently available equipment.

2. Certification of 100 percent clearance of all items to the
12 inch (30.5cm) depth cannot be granted for Putnam or any other
land range, using current techniques and equipment.

3. The cost of mass excavation techniques as employed at
Putnam to assure an acceptable degree of clearance is out of
proportion to the relative value of the land. The excessive costs
are directly attributable to the inordinate number of man hours and
heavy equipment hours involved in repetitive soil processing for lack
of a suitable alternative method.

4. The historical range data available for Putnam was inadequate
to support clearance planning. Previous studies have reached the
same conclusions for all Navy impact areas. The information required
to support a determination of the type, location and density of
range contamination should be continually updated in a central repository
for each active target area.

5. If the decontamination of land ranges (all ordnance impact
and/or test areas) is to be accomplished using military resources, then
appropriate action must be initiated now to develop the specialized
equipment and techniques required for efficient and effective clearance
operations.
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The following recommundations assume continuing military involve-
ment in range clearance--the extent of their Implementation should be
predicated on the degree of involvement and a determination of service
responsibilities. In considering these recommendations, it should
be noted that the problems which were encountered at Putnam in the
clearance of an inert range would be of a far greater magnitude in a
live impact area where safety becomes the overriding Issue.

Based on the results of the study it was recommended that:
1. A determination be made as to the responsibility of the

Services for clearing land impact areas; this determination should be
made in the form of a Joint Service Agreement and a single manager
designated for range clearanc.

2. A phased clearance program be implemented to provide for
controlled, incremental decontamination of range areas that may be
designated as excess to military requirements. The prototype Surface
Shallow-Subsurface Clearance Vehicle (SSCV) and other specialized
heavy equipment should be assigned to this program for extensive field
test and evaluation in live impact areas.

3. Two ROD Facility be designated as the lead laboratory for the
development of a Range Clearance System (land) with appropriate
support from the Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme and other
Service development activities as required. Funding for this program
should be in the form of a special appropriation to preclude the
reapportionment of funds from other ROD development programs.

4. A cumulative data base be maintained on all active range
complexes to include specific target/grid usage and daily ordnance
expenditures by type. Consideration should be given to the development
of a minicomputer based range data information system designed to collect,
collate, store and retrieve appropriate data in support of future
clearance projects.
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PORTABLE SELF-CONTAINED DELUGE EQUIPMENT
FOR PROPELLANT FIRE SUPPRESSION

Ingvar Rudin

The National Inspectorate of Explosives and Flammables

Solna, Sweden

ABSTRACT

Rubricated equipment has during the early seventies been designed
in Sweden for use in plant areas where assemblage of ammunition de-

mands limited quantities of propellant in open boxes.

Tests 'during the development of the extinguisher have shown, that a

water quantity of about 150 litres applied to the burning surface

sideways and in a gentle flow is sufficient to suppress an accidental
fire in propellant kept in an open box with a volume of about 100

litres within two or three seconds.

Experiments made with different sorts of propellent powders have
given reason to the supposition, that the equipment is capable of

cooling down and suppressing accidental fires in most propellants,

even such of very small dimensions as well as of pourous type.

INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that ordinary water deluge systems of common type
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cannot extinguish propellant fires, and interest exists for finding

ways to complete such installations with arrangements at the very

point where propellent powder for technical reasons has to be handled

openly.

The above aimed suppression method is the result of an aspiration

to design a separate equipment, portable and carrying its own supply
of water and entirely independent of fixed installations for water,

electricity, compressed air etc.

Accomplished test-series have shown that a box containing about 100
litres of propellent powder ignited from the top has been fully filled

with water within 3 seconds.

It-has also been noted that propellant fire can continue under the

water surface before refrigeration and extinguishing has been full-

filled.

FUNDAMENTEL DESIGN OF THE BASIC MODEL

The equipment consists of following parts

Water tank, holding 150 litres

Scuttle with a cirkular opening of 40 sq cm
Release mechanism

Water spreader

The water tank is located at the side of and about 10 cm above the box,

in this case holding maximally 100 litres.



The scuttle is kept in closed condition by a spindle, which is con-
nected to the release-mechanism placed in the upper part of the

water tank.

The release-mechanism is designed to drop the spindle by a coil-

spring brought into action at the very moment a connecting piece of

nitrated cotton cord between the spring and the propellant is de-

stroyed by the first flames of an accidental fire in the box.

As an alternative or as a complement the scuttle-spindle can be

dropped by an electrice impuls from a photo-cell assisted by a

suitable kind of 'xplosive train.

When the release-mechanism opens up and the water comes rushing down,
the scuttle and the spindle falls to the spreader-bottom without

disturbing the flew of the water.

The spreader consists of a curved perforated metal plate which

transforms the rushing water to a quick, but calm and smooth flood

covering the whole burning surface.

Noted test-results and estimated times

Photo-cell Nitrated cotton cord
Time from ignition to

open scuttle 0,1 - 0,2 sec 0,3 - 0,7 sec

Time from open scuttle

to the water stream hits
the propellant 0,2 - 0,45 sec 0,2 - 0,45 sec

Total 0,3 - 0,65 sec 0,5 - 1,15 sec
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

A. The basic model for this equipment comes from an idea of the former
Safety officer at FFV plant in Aker, engineer Sven Sandberg. In the

continued designing work, the head of the plant, chief engineer Rolf

Juhlin, has put resources and knowledge to Sandberg's disposal.

B. In case higher speed proves necessary in the release-mechanism it

is possible to change from photo-cell to UV-detector in the explo-

sive train. AB Bofors has to that purpose made development work,

which has proved successful.

C. Of great importance is, that practical tests are made under iden-

tical circumstances with equipment as well as with the propellent

powder in question, before the installation comes into use.

D. If several deluge equipments are used in the same area it is

essential, that all releasing-mechanisms will be kept synchro-

nized.

E. The presentation of the paper includes film sequences of about

6 minutes run.

FIGURES

1. Principle sketch

2. General view of experimental equipment

3. Release-mechanism from above

4. Water spreader
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Control of Fires in Munitions Areas Using Water Deluge Systems

Ultraviolet detection devices have come into wide use for the protection
of facilities involved in handling munitions materials. Because of their
fast response to the prestuce of flame, they are well suited for applica-
iions where fire develops rapidly and presents a major hasard unless it
is immnediately contained.

Over the years, Det-Tronics has systematically addressed the problems
associated'with high speed automatic fire protection systems, and we have
reported the progress in this field during each of the DDES Seminars held
during the laut'decade. Today we will present a film series showing
tests on an advanced water deluge system currently in use by the company
Bofors Xn Sweden, and which is ultimately to be installed for protection
of about 400 buildings in Karlskoga. In addition, we will describe a
recent innovation in UV detection systems, which we believe represents a
significant advance in the field of fire protection. Identified by the
term "Remote Surveillance", this new concept can be utilized in munitions
applications as well as offshore oil platforms, pipelines and other hazardous
industrial processes, to reduce and perhaps ultimately eliminate spurious
system response due to radiation coming from outside the controlled fire
zone. This includes interference signals from electric arc welding, flare
stacjcs and prolonged lightning flashes.

To aid in an understanding of the Bofors film sequence, it will be useful
to examine the main components employed in the tests. Slide 1 illustrates
the detection system in block diagram form. Note that it consists of an (
enclosed radiation detector, a power supply and signal processing electronic
package, an output switching means, and an optical feedback mechanism.

AUTOMATIC DETECTOR TEST SYSTEM

OPTICAL
&uRFAc|S

FIR98ALL

Slide 1
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The detector will respond to ultraviolet radiation emitted from flame, and
flame is a common characteristic of munitions fires. However, the radiation
must reach the sensor before response can be achieved, and contamination
of the optical surfaces of the detector enclosure could interfere with normatl
operation. This problem is largely overcome by thu Det-Tronics Automatic'
Optical Integrity design, which was described during the DDES Seminar in
1976. The concept utilizes an optical feedback loop, controlled by an
ultraviolet signal through the quartz window of the detector enclosure. The
physical arrangement is shown on slide 2. Note that the UV sensor and
UV source are mounted inside the same enclosure, but are optically isolated
•rom each other. The only path of transmission for a UV signal from the
source to the detector is out through the window. where it is reflected
from the exterior ring mirror and back into the enclosure through the center
portion of the window.

Slide 2

The output circuits from the UV detection system must be connected to
equipment capable of the desired response to a fire signal. In petroleum
applications, such as offshore platforms, an immediate alarm is generally
desired, followed by release of fire suppressant and/or the bypass
or shut-down of machinery. With fires involving munitions materials,
however, the fire develops more rapidly, and no time delay can be utilized
before release of the fire suppressant. Because of its high heat capacity
and inherent penetrating characteristics, water is the primary agent used
for suppression, and the time it takes to release the water from its con-
tainer is an important element in total system response time. The Bofors
tests employed a unique sprinkler head that minimizes total water delivery
time, and the design of this device.is illustrated on slide 3. Note
that the water valve is held in place by a quartzoid bulb filled with a
high expansion fluid that will shatter the bulb at a predetermined temper-
ature.

This is identical to a variety of commercially available heads, and affords
a temperature-responsive back-up to the automatic release device. This
automatic release is achieved by an electrical signal from the UV detection
system, which ignites a small explosive device attached to the bulb support
frame. In the Bofors design, a special arrangement insures that the bulb
will be shattered, and appropriate measures for patent protection have been
taken by Bofors. You will note during the film sequence that the time from
actuation until water begins to flow from the sprinkler head is less than
one millisecond.
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Slide 3

A cloaed-loop fire protection system utilizing the various components described
above is illustrated on slide 4. In addition to the detectors and extinguishing
equipment, the major elements of such a system include (a) the hazard to be
protected, (b) the proper positioning of the detectors for an unrestricted
view of the hazard, (c) the proper positioning of nozzles so that the hazard
will be completely covered upon release of the extinguishing agent, (d) a
means of conducting the agent to the nozzle, or of storing it for immediate
release, (e) an uninterruptible electric supply for powering the detectors
and explosive actuators, and (f) a definition of the controlled fire zone.

CONDUIT ON CONTAINIR
AC I [FOR IUXTINGUISHMI A61T n

POWER CONTROL
UN IT

r~~~~ Flu-- 
- - -

RADIATION ORTIECTORS =I

I I
I! I

, II

p Slide 4
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A careful definition of the protected area has an importance that must
not be overlooked. First of all, it identifies exactly what will fall
within the range of the extinguishing agent, and what will not. It follows
that the area or volume beyond which the suppressant control extends is of
no concern to the equipment in the controlled fire area. Furthermore,

S* radiation signals arriving from thene remote locations aro of absolutely no
value in terms of the performance of the fire protection system, and could
have a detrimental effect on its performance. In keeping with the truth
inherent in these observations, Det-Tronice has developed a "Remote
Surveillance" system, as already mentioned, and are currently making applica-
tions on gasoline transport loading racks, offshore oil platforms, and
aircraft hangars. The concept is applicable anywhere that radiation signals
from outside the controlled fire area may interfere with the performance of
the fire protection system within the controlled fire area. Slide 5
illustrates the concept in terms of hardware. Note that remote surveillance
detectors have been added to the previously defined installation, and that
these devices are positioned in such a manner that they can receive radiation
arriving from outside the controlled fire area, but are unable to respond to
radiation from within the controlled fire area. The output of these remote
surveillance detectors is then fed into a microprocessor, which is part of
the signal processing electronics, and this signal is then subtracted from
the signal being generated by the remote source in the detectors performing
the fire protection function. If a fire would occur within the fire zone,
those detectors would have a greater output than the remote suveillance
detectors, and a fire signal would be entered, completely independent of
remote radiation. The concept is shown diagrammatically on slide 6.

FORg#.OO -XIQIHN - IN--
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Slide 6

•t Several points of information are needed before vs view the Before film
sequence. First of all, there were three different materials used in the
test series, two of which were types of Black Powder, and the third a

nitrocellulose powder. The material identified as NOA97 has a burn rateot 1 200 millimeters ( 98 inches) per second; the mater ial NO106 has au
rate of 2500 millimeters (98 inches) per second; the material NC1066 has a

burn rate of only 13 millimeters (0.5 inches) per second. Some of the tests
were performed with mixtures of these three powders. The physical arrangement
of the test site is such that the detectors are positioned 10 feet from the
center of the bench, the water nozzles are 3 feet from the powder under test,
and the water flow per nozzle is 20 gallons/minute at 75 PSI. The sprinkler
valve actuator requires 300 milliamperes, and the opening time of the valve
is less than 1 millisecond. You will note that mannequins have been placed
in typical work positions at the test bench, and their hands have been
covered with gauze so that the danger of burns to personnel could be
evaluated. An indication of the fast response of the system lies in the
fact that the gauze covered hands of the mannequins showed no signs of
burns during the test series.

We wish to thank the Bofors company for the use of their film, and we also
wish to express our appreciation to the organizers of this 19th Explosives
Safety Seminar for the opportunity to present this material and to describe
the advances in detection and extinguishing technology that have occurred
since the 1978 session.
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CUTTER FIRES

George F. Becker
Naval Ordnance Station
Indian Head, Maryland

BACKGROUND:

For several years NO$ has been cutting Terrier Casting Powder on small
arms powder cutters manufactured by McKiernan Terry Corp. During this time
period a number of fires occurred. This paper is a review of some of the
things tried to eliminate cutter fires and the measure of success.

DISCUSSION:

At NO$ three (3) different formulations of Terrier casting powder
(ABL 705, 917 & 1362) are manufactured. These powders when cut contain
approximately 33% ether and ethyl alcohol in a ratio of 2/3 ether to 1/3
alcohol. The powder strands are .050" diameter and are cut to .050" length.
Figures 1-6 show the cutter in operation and the various component parts
such as powder receiving can, conductive velostat plastic skirt, powder
chute, sprinkler head and alcohol misticcator. In Figure 6, the cutter
safety shield is shown partially removed. These shields were installed
after a cutter fire, with vapor explosion inside, broke the cutter door
and threw fragments across the bay. Although this incident was with high
energy powder - shields were installed on all cutters. As the powder is
being cut, an alcohol mist is sprayed onto the rotating cutter blades just
before the blade approaches the cutter block. The alcohol cools and
lubricates the cutter blades.

In Table I is listed the cutter fire frequency, location and powder type
from 1969 to present. It should be noted that all cutter fires but one
have occurred while processing ABL 917 and ABL 1362 casting powders. The
explanation for this is as follows:

a. ABL 917 if discharged from mixer in a soft condition "gum-up" the
cutter block and blades. This build-up of propellant on the blades or
block then becomes subjected to excess friction and ignites.

b. The coarse aluminum used in ABL 1362 plays havoc with the cutter blocks
and blades. The wear on blades is greater and elongation of the cutter block
holes is more evident. This means blade adjustments, blade changes, cutter
block filing have to be done more freqmently and operators and machinist
have to be more alert to these potential problems.

c. Badly worn cutter blades and cutter blocks can be causes of cutter
fires. Adjustments become more difficult.

d. Crevices in cutter block doors can "hide" casting powder granules.
When the door is closed, these granules sometimes fall between the door
and support stud or blade cover; this causes the cutter to be out of
adjustment.
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A summary of Table I is listed below:

POWDER TYPE NO OF CUTTER FIRES

ABL 1362 20
ABL 917 14
ABL 705 1

Cutter Location Bldg. 706 Bldg. 706 Bldg. 707 Bldg. 707
No. 1 No. 2 No. 1 No. 2

No. of Fires 11 8 5 9

Table I also shows that afteT the 1 August 1972 cutter fire in Bldg. 706
No. 2, there were only four (4) cutter fires in eight (8) years. This we
believe is due to some changes and improvements made after this fire.

It is a known fact that any fire needs a source of ignition, a fuel to
burn and oxygen to support combustion. In the past cutter fire investi-
gation effort concentrated on the elimination of the source of ignition.
Several avenues were investigated to not only eliminate the ignition
source but also to lower the ether concentration in and around the cutter
receiving can. This could prevent propagation perhaps, even if there
were some ignition of individual powder granules.

The following changes were made after the 1 August 1972, cutter fire:

a. Screen wire vents were installed in the powder chutes to dissipate(
ether fumes. What effect this has made cannot be measured.

b. Installed three (3) ground wires in powder chute so they dangle in
the powder stream. What effect this has made cannot be measured.

c. In one cutter, the conductive plastic skirt was replaced with 325
mesh copper wire cloth. This did not work very well because the wire
cloth was to stiff and did not hang into the powder can prnperlN. It
was replaced with conductive plastic.

d. Two (2) cutters were equipped with air ionizers using 3M Co.
polonium 210 as source of alpha particles. The air ionizers were used
for approximately six (6) months. Their use was stopped since the
operators complained that the noise interferred with sound of the cutter
operation, which is used to determine how the cutter functions. The
use of ionized air is believed to be helpful in eliminating static.

e. The air flow into the exhaust louvers was measured in the cutter
rooms in Bldgs. 706 and 707. It was found that the air flow varied
considerably (see Table II). On further investigation it was found[ that the exhaust blowers had a clogged screen that restricted the air
flow. After cleaning the screen and making adjustments in the air
intake louvers, the air flow was increased by factor of 2 to 4 times.
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TABLE II

AIR FLOW AIR FLOW
CUTTER AIR VELOCITY AIR VELOCITY BEFORE AFTER

BLDG. BAY BEFORE CHANGES AFTER CHANGES CHANGES CHANGES

706 #1 8 ft/sec 14 ft/sec 450 cu 798 cu
ft/min ft/,min

706 #2 4.7 ft/sec 17 ft/sec 264 cu 957 cu
ft/min ft/min

707 #8, 8f fV/sec 16 ft/sec 350 cu 900 cu
f t/min ft/min

"707 #12 % ft/sac 21 ft/sec 282 Cu 1180 Cu
ft/min ft,/min

f. The location of the cutter machine, exhaust louver and outside doors
varied considerably (see Figure 7). Cqnsequently there is considerable,
variation in the ventilation in the four (4) cutter rooms at different
timeu of the year depending on whether one or two outside doors are open.

There are other factors that will have some effect on ventilation and
static. These are as follows:

Outside temperature
Wind veiocity
Relative humidity
Whether heater blower is on
In the summer a 24" pedestal fan is used
Length of duct from blower to air intake
Number of bends in ventilation duct

g. Electrostatic potential at thLe cutters has been measured from tinme
to time. Measurements have been made at the discharge chute, in the free
space between the conductive plastic skirt and the aluminum powder
receiving can and just above the bottom of the can where the powder first
begins to accumulate. At the discharge chute opening, potentials of 200
to 450 volts have been measured. These potentials are sometimes main-
tained for the duration of cutting although in many tests potentials
decrease rapidly to 100-200 volts indicating discharge paths have been
established.

In the free space within and beneath the skirt, measured potentials
quickly peaked about 200 volts and decreased in a few seconds to about
50 volts. Near the bottom of the pwder collection can, potentials peak
at aoubt 50 volts and decrease in a few seconds to very low values (0-10
volts), as a layer of cut powder accumulates. This decrease with distance
umaybe partly attributable to dispersion of the powder causing less
impingement on the voltmeter probe screen as well as discharging.
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Attempts to detect a potential on the surface of freshly cut powder
immediately after completion of cutting generally have shown insignificant
accumulation. The fires that have occurred, frequently are in the vapor C
space above the collected powder with little evidence of burned powder

found in subsequent investigation. It is thought that electrostatic
discharge thru the flammable vapor space is responsible for some of the
fires.

SUMM4ARY

a. Since 1 August 1972 (8 years ago) there has been only four (4)
cutter fires. These fires were in 706 #1 and 707 #1 cutter bays, which
have the greatest distance from powder recei.ving can to exhaust louver,
and have two (2) doors, which when open would channel the air away from
the powder can. Therefore, it is believed the increase in exhaust air
flow and the shorter distance between the cutter roceiving cans exhaust
louver helped in reducing the number of cutter fires.

b. It is concluded that the exhaust system for both buildings should
be redesigned and separate blower installed for each bay with the exhaust
intake close to the powder can.
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TABLE I

FREQUENCY OF CUTTER FIRES

STIME PRODUCT CUTTER LOCATION

3-3-69 - 1830 ABL-1362 706 #2.3-969 0340 ABL-1362 707 #24 6-17-69 0930 AB'L-1362 706 026-22-69 2245 ABL-917 707 #26-23-69 0700 ABL-917 706 #16-24-69 1445 ABL-917 706 #17-14-09 1745 ABL-1362 707 #17-15-69 1815 ABL-1362 706'#17-28-69 2130 ABL-1362 706 #2
"10-1-69 0620 ABL-917 7064111-21-69 1645 ABL-1362 1035 #312-3-69 2230 ABL-1362 1035 #38-18-70 1330 ABL-917 707 #28-19-70 1300 ABL-917 707 #19-18-70 1430 ABL-917 707 #210-9-70 1630 ABL-917 707 #110-13-70 1730 ABL-917 707 #111-5-70 040 ABL-1362 706 #112-23-70 1745 ABL-1362 706 #112-28-70 1655 ABL-1362 706 #13-9-71 0725 ABL-705 706 #24-5-71 0541 ABL-1362 707 #24-15-71 0825 ABL-1362 707 #24-25-71 0924 ABL-1362 707 #24-27-71 2115 ABL-1362 706 #15-8-71 0158 ABL-1362 707 #2]2-15-71 01.40 ABL-1362 706 #112-19-72 2134 ARL-917 706 #26-1-72 1252 ABL-917 706 #26-15-72 0520 AITL-917 706 #28-1-72 1610 ABL-9J7 706 #29-16-74 2130 ABL-1362 707 #19-18-76 2227 ABL-917 707 #13-9-79 1447 ABL-1362 706 #18-30-79 0818 ABL-]362 706 #1
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MASON & HANGER-SILAS MASON CO., INC.

IOWA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
MIDDLETOWN, IOWA

MULTI-TOOLED IOWA DETONATOR LOADER

PRESENTED BY: JOE E. SHANNAN, SAFETY MANAGER
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MULTI-TOOLED IOWA DETONATOR LOADER
t(

Soviet Bloc troops, tanks and artillery greatly outnumber those of
the United States and its Allies.

We have countered this threat through increased fire power via the
family of improved conventional munitions. With these munitions every-
thing from instant mine fields to the saturation of advancing armor areavailable to our defending Army.

Requirements for detonators have risen astronomically with the
advent of the family of improved conventional munitions.

The Jones Loader was the original automated detonator loading
machine, utilizing a rotary design with an indexing dial. It is still in use
today.

The Iowa Detonator Loader, which was designed and developed by
Mason & Hanger-Silas Mason Co., Inc., in 1969, has become the stan-

4; dard of the industry, with over 60 in use throughout the nation and in
several foreign countries by government plants and private industry.

The Iowa Loader is similar to the Jones Loader in that it also uses
a rotary design and an indexing dial, but there is an important difference:
The Iowa Loader uses a reciprocating center shaft, or column, to supply
the necessary force for the consolidation and crimping operations. By
using this reciprocating center column, balancing problems are elimi-
nated and maintenance accessibility greatly improved.

Another significant advantage of the Iowa Loader is its flexibility.
The Iowa Loader utilizes a modular concept whereby each tooling station
mounts in a 15" pie shape on the chassis. Also, each pie shape on the
upper and lower tool mounting plates is drilled and tapped identically so
that any tooling module can be mounted at any of the Z4 station positions.
This modular concept allows easy adaptation to the various detonators.

In an attempt to save facilities and equipment procurement funds,
the Project Manager's Office for Production Base Modernization and
Expansion conceived and funded a project for the development of a
multiple-tooled Iowa Loader. The objective of this project was to de-
sign and fabricate a machine that could produce two, three or more
detonators per machine stroke and thereby increase the production cap-
acity of the existing facilities, and equipment.

(
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A study was made to show the potential cost reductions associated
with the Multi-Tooled Iowa Loader. This study adjusted for the expected
decreased availability due to increased complexity and the projected in-
creased equipment and tooling costs. It also adjusted for several factors
peculiar to detonator production such as tooling replacement due to in-
process detonations.

Design layouts were prepared for various toohng configurations
capable of accommodating from two to five tooling sets.

Also, preliminary station concepts for consolidation, powder
metering, and automatic traying were prepared. Quad tooling was se-
lected.

The prototype multi-tooled loader was tooled to produce the M55
Detonator, which is by far the highest quantity production item in the
Army's arsenal. The M55 is a three-increment, stab-type detonator
measuring . 146" in diameter x . 140", tall.

The production of the M55 involves individually metering, consol-
idating,, and monitoring the consolidated height of three explosive powders
-NOL 130, Lead Azide, and RDX. Also, a .003" thick aluminum closure
disc is blanked and placed on top of the RDX. The detonator, is then
crimped and sealed with lacquer. The loading machine performs all of
the above operations with the exception of lacquering.

At Station One, the M55 detonator cups are automatically placed

in the dial tooling. A vibratory parts feeder delivers the cups open end
up into four separate tracks.

This vibratory track unit guides the moving cups into a vacuum-
assisted holding device. Four punches connected to the machine center
column push the cups out of tle holding device into the sleeve of the wait-
ing station tooling in the indexing dial. Before placing the first powder
charge in the cup, a powder guide or funnel is placed on top of the cup.

At Station Two, an air-operated powder guide transfer mechanism
moves out to the four powder guides setting on rest pins on the indexing
dial. The powder guides are picked up, moved into position over the
dial tooling and set down on top of the cups. Sensors monitor mechanism
position to assure correct sequence with the machine cycle.

A safety tested operational shield, located at Stations Four and
Five, houses the powder scooping mechanism which will place the first
powder charge, NOL 130, in the cup. Inside the shield this double
scooper mechanism deposits powder into four cups located beneath the
shield.
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The scooper mechanism is driven from the machine's cam shaft
to provide positive synchronization and a smooth motion. At Station
Seven, a pressure ram consolidates the first powder charge. This ram\(
is identical to four others on the machine which are used to either con-
solidate powder or crimp closed the completed detonator.

The mechanical operation is obtained through a toggle linkage
connected to the machine reciprocating center column.. The actual con-
solidating force it controlled hydraulically. The NOL 130 is consoli-
dated to approximately 85, 000 psi.

During the dwell portion of the center column cycle, with the con-
solidation punches at the bottom of their stroke, a height measurement
is electronically recorded and displayed on the control panel. Should the
powder heights deviate from a predetermined range, a reject light will
be illuminated on the control panel and the computer memory system
will retain this reject information. When the finished detonators are re-
moved from the machine, this information will be used to automatically
separate the rejected and acceptable product.

A load cell registers the force applied by each punch. This is
converted to a pressure equivalent and displayed. There is one readout
for each consolidation station for height and pressure but the reading for
any position may be obtained by turning the selector switch to the posi-
tion desired.

The average reading of the last ten detonators produced at any one
position may be displayed by pushing the average button. The number
displayed is in tenths of thousands of an inch; that is, the average height
of the last ten finished detonators at this position is - . 9 thousandths.

At Station Nine, the second powder charge, lead azide, is dis-
pensed. An operator places a cup of powder in the powder handler and
remotely fills the dispenser hopper. Inside the operational shield a
specially designed air-operated, ball-type dispensing unit provides a
quantity of powder into each of the four detonator cups. The timing se-
quence is controlled by the machine's programmable limit switch which
provides a machine-timing interface to the process controller for many
of the machine's operations.

The quantity of powder dispensed into any of the four detonator
cups is controlled by the adjusting rods mounted beneath the door. Con-
solidation of the lead azide charge occurs next at Station 11.

The dial indicators are used to assist in setup and as a mechani-
cal verification of the electronic powder height monitoring system. Mon-
itoring and display of powder height and pressure occurs as mentioned.

* -1786
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At the following station a small aspirating device, similar to
other units on the machine, vacuums loose powder from the dial tooling
and powder guide rest pins. Since the third powder charge, RDX, will
be in a pellet form there is no longer a need for a powder guide. The
mechanism returns the powder guides to their original position. It in
similar to the unit used earlier at Station Two.

Once the powder guides have been placed in position on the rest
*pins, proximity sensors check for presence of each powder guide. A

malfunction of the mechanism will cause an emergency stop with an
appropriate indication at the control panel.

Station 14 is an air operated pellet feeder which places the third
and last powder charge in the detonator cup. This station normally
operates with eight tubes, loading pellets from every other one. When
these four tubes are empty, the tube rack shifts to allow the slide fingers
to load from the full tubes. Empty tubes can be removed and replaced at
a later, more convenient time.

Four punches connected to the machine's center column push the
pellet out of the slide fingers and into the detonator cup. Proximity sen-
sors check the mechanism position to assure correct sequence with re-
spect to machine operation. Should there be a malfunction, machine
shutdown and proper indication at the control panel would occur.

The pellet charge is consolidated at Station 15. As with other
consolidating stations, a check and display of powder height and pressure
is made. Another cleaning operation occurs at Station 16. A foil disc is
now placed on top of the consolidated RDX.

Four strips of foil are fed through individual blanking dies. The
discs are then punched out and placed in the detonator. All motion is
mechanical, derived from the center column action.

The reciprocating center column is the heart of the Iowa Loader
and most of the stations derive their motion from it. It is cam-con-
trolled and air cylinder assisted. For the multi-tooled loader, this cam
was redesigned to achieve greatly reduced consolidation punch velocity
as it enters the powder guide and compresses the explosive. This re-
sulted in increased and more consistent firing output levels than previ-
ously experienced on the single-tooled matchine.

At Station 19, a pressure ram identical to the other rams, but
without height or pressure monitoring instruments, forms the top edge
of the cup to a 450 angle. To complete the crimp forming operation, a
pressure ram at Station 21 presses the top of the cup flat to form a seal
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with the foil disc. The finished height of the detonator in electronically
measured and displayed. The completed detonator is now ready to be
removed from the machine.

When the dial index stops, a mechanical push rod pushes the
detonators out of the station sleeve and into rubber chucks in the bottom
of an aluminum transfer block. As the chuck block moves toward the
transport tray, reject detonators are ejected into a chute leading to the
reject barricade.

Accepted detonators are placed in the transport trays. A five-
position cam, ratcheted after each loader index, provides an accurate
stop which positions the transfer block over each row in the transport
tray. Completion of five rows necessitates indexing the tray forward
to start a new five-row fill sequence.

A completed tray contains 40 detonators with two rows left blank.
The completed trays are then conveyed to an inspector. The detonators
are manually inspected for various dimensional and visual defects. They
are then manually transferred to the non-propagating pack.

* As mentioned, the consolidating and crimping forces are con-
trolled hydraulically. They are monitored and controlled from the con-
sole. Any of the individual pressures may be easily and quickly adjust- (
ed from here.

The electronic control system for the multi-tooled loader is two-
fold. It is designed to be both a Supervisor System and a Data Acquisi-
tion System. The supervisory functions include the normal machine
start and stop operations as well as fault detection during machine opera-
tion. The analog devices used on the consolidation stations provide
numerical data to the process controlled so a decision can be made con-
cerning the quality of each detonator as it is produced.

In addition to controlling and monitoring many of the machine's
stations, the microprocessor constantly monitors all utility levels - air
pressure, hydraulic pressure, vacuum level, purge pressure and elec-
trical power - and if any deviate from their normal range the machine
stops and the reason is indicated.

Thumb-wheel switches on the console allow the foreman or opera-
tor to communicate with the microprocessor. By dialing the appropriate
number, which is listed on a reference sheet, operational data can be
obtained. These thumb-wheel switches are also input devices. If, for
example, the RDX consolidation reject parameters require changing from
+ or -3 thousandths to +2 -4 thousandths, it is done easily.
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At projected peacetime rates, the Multi-Tooled Iowa Loader will
produce detonators at a 3316 savings compared with existing eq-uipment.
Much more importantly, the development of this machine has resulted
in a significant increase in capacity per square foot of factory space.
This could result in a reduction of new building costs of up to $20 million.

The strength of Mason Hi Hanger designed Iowa Detonator Loader
is its flexibility to produce the wide variety of detonators required in
relatively small quantities during peacetime, while maintaining reason-
able efficiency at mobilization rates.

The, multi-tooled design capitalizes on the versatility and prodven
technology of existing machines while providing significantly reduced
operating and capital outlays.
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• ~~PROGRESS REPORT ON EXPLOSIVES MACHINING STUDY • i

I. INTRODUCTION

The machining of explosives is required to prodyce and/or demilitarize
the majority of Navy ordnance. To reduce risks, OP 51 provides the con-

A straints regulating machining operations. Of prime importance are those con-
cerning the machining variables, i.e., cutting speed, depth of cut, and tool
feed rate. The cutting speed limit is considered too conservative by some;
however, a fairly recent explosion while core sampling a cast plastic-bonded
explosive has raised the caution flag. Considerable machining experience has
been compiled on explosives with low melting point ingredients, such as TNT
and wax, that impede achieving excessive temperatures in those explosives.
Today's plastic-bonded explosives are designed for high temperature use, and
therefore do not contain those "built-in safety valves".

This study, sponsored by the Logistics Safety Office of thc Naval Sea

Systems Command, is to quantify, if possible, the hazardous effects of the!i machining variables.

Initiation of an explosive is a thermal phenonema where input energy,
regardless of its form (impact, shock, etc.), is converted to heat, increasing
internal energy until an activation level is reached - an exothermic chemical
reaction occurs providing heat for additional reactions to otcur, continuing
the cycle, until a "runaway" condition exists.

Therefore, if the effect of a machining variable is to raise explosive
temperature, then it has increased the possibility for initiation to occur.
Consequently, it was decided that an investigation of the heat producing
effects of the machining variables, as manifested by explosive temperature
increases, would provide the most beneficial insight as to their hazard-
producing potentials.

Normally, maximum temperature occurs in the relatively small mass of the
explosive chip due to rupture along its shear plane and subsequent sliding
across the cutter face. Since it is difficult to measure temperature at that
point without disturbing normal chip flow, plus the desirability for inter-
changeable cutter use, a thermocouple-instrumented spacer that supports the
cutter insert (Figure 1) was used as an indirect measure of chip temperature.

Even though thermocouple temperature is a function of several variables,
i.e., chip temperature, area of the chip-cutter interface, and heat conduction
path through the cutter, it should serve as a relative measure of heat pro-
duced in the chips of various materials being machined.

1NAVSEA OP 5, Ammunition and Explosives Ashore (Safety Regulations for
Handling, Storing, Production, Renovation and Shipping)
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II, PROCEDURE

A lathe turning operation with a single pointed cutter, no coolant, and
easy chip removal was selected as the optimum for isolating the cutting
variables' effects. Two types of tungsten carbide cutter inserts were used to
demonstrate the effects of positive and negative back rake cutters, while pro-
viding uniformity in cutter shape and surface characteristics. A thermocouple
installed in the cutter seating spacer of the tool holder assured consistency
in monitoring the same discreet area of the underside of the clamped-in cutter
(Figure 1).

The initial effort was to evaluate the effects of cutting speed, depth
of cut, tool feed rate and cutter configuration on the thermocouple tem-
perature for various inert materials. Ranges of the machining variables were
selected to suit the eventual explosive study, and were:

4i 50 - 300 surface feet per minute cutting speed (CS).

.005 - .096 inch depth of cut (Dp).

.002 - .020 inch per revolution feed (Fd).

Preliminary trials of the test setup on inert materials disclosed two
very'fortuitous aspects of the thermocouple location; first, it was very sen-
sitive to changes in the machining variables, and secondly, for any set of
machining conditions a substantially constant or stabilized temperature would
be maintained. The temperature rise, At (stabilized minus ambient), provided
the measurable effect of the machining variables,

A statistical method, the two-level factorial design, provided the means
for determining the effect of cutting speed, depth of cut, and feed rate for
each cutter configuration in the minimum number of experiments. Analysis of
those results led to a procedure for developing a mathematical relationship
between the variables and At for each of the materials studied.

The inert study provided a convenient means of verifying procedures and
establishing a reference base of data for materials of widely differing phys-
ical properties.

To date, machining experiments have been completed for five explosives -

TNT, HBX-l, PBXN-3, PBXN-104, and PBXN-105. Equations, relating thermocouple
temperature to the machining variables for each type cutter, have been
derived. All of the relationships are presented in Table I.

To better illustrate the comparative effects of those equations, the
maximum explosive machining limits permitted by OP 5, i.e., 210 surface feet
per minute cutting speed, 0.188 inch depth of cut, 0.035 inch per revolution
feed, were used to calculate At's for each material. These are shown in
Table II.
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The temperature equations established for the metals are intended to
provide a general basis for comparison of materials. The machinability of
metals can be drastically affected by composition, heat treatment, work
hardening, etc., and is a very complex subject, not to be explored here.

Although the temperature of the explosive chip is the primary concern,
comparison of the thermocouple temperatures achieved by machining various
materials at the same conditions should provide a measure of the relative
heat-generating, and therefore hazard-potential, characteristics.

Lacking a means of directly measuring the chip-cutter interface
temperature, a method for roughly estimating it was developed. By using 93
degrees Celsius (C) and 316C temperature-Indicating crayons, and deducing
that interface contact area is related inversely to chip temperature, the
following equations were derived:

(1) For metals, tc - At
2 Op + .01

(2) For non-metals, tc - 1.75 At + 22
1.75 Dp + 1

"Insertion of the standard machining conditions and calculated At's
of Table 11 in Eqs. (1) and (2) permitted the calculation of estimated chip
temperatures also listed in Table II.

An example of the method for determining experimental machining con-
ditions and subsequent derivation of the At equations are shown in Table III
and Figure 2. The ranges of each variable, xl, x2, and x3, were 100 to 300
surface feet per minute cutting speed, 0.016 to 0.048 inch depth of cut, and
0.005 to 0.020 inch per revolution feed, respectively. The plus or minus
signs for those variables in the matrix determine whether the high or low
limit value of the range will be used for each experiment. At's, provided by
the temperature traces, are recorded in Table III.

The effect of each variable and their interaction is found by taking the
arithmetic sum for each column (assigning the plus or minus value to each test
number At). Dividing each columnar total by the number of test runs, eight
in this instance, provides a measure of the effect of each variable and their
interactions (only positive values have significance). Assuming the total
effect of the variables accounts for the range of At values produced, propor-
tionate values of that range are calculated for each. These values are then
divided by the range of their respective variables to get a per unit of
measure change. Inserting these values in
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(3) At a x CS + b x Dp + c x Fd + d x CS x Op . +. ÷ K

and solving for each test condition provides the means for determining the
constant, K.

III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The thermocouple-instrumented spacer in the tool holder has proven to be
a very satisfactory means of monitoring the heat produced in the cutter-chip
Interface, since it is surprisingly sensitive to machining conditions, does
not interfere with chip travel, and facilitates the replacement of cutter
inserts.

The temperature rise equations for the various materials are easily
verified due to the small number of trials required by the two-level factorial
designed experimental method.

The At values, at standard conditions, shown in Table II, appear
representative of the expected relative energies required to machine those
materials, thus lending credence to this method of evaluating them. There are
substantial differences in the heat-production characteristics of the explo-
sives while being machined at the same cutting speed, depth of cut and feed
rate. This is shown by the range of thermocouple At's, from a low of 100C
for TNT, to three times that for PBXN-104. Estimated chip temperatures would
be approximately 30*C and 63C, respectively.

The relative effects of each of the variables, and their interplay, on
At remained fairly constant throughout the gamut of materials investigated.
Depth of cut exerted the strongest effect, followed by cutting speed and feed
rate, with their ratios of magnitude being roughly 2.2:1.9:1.0, respectively.

The "worst case" explosive, PBXN-104, results in a At of 320C when
machined with a positive rake cutter at the OP 5 machining limits, as shown in
Table 1I. If the depth of cut were increased from 0.188 inch to 0.25 inch,
At would increase to 410C, and calculated chip temperature to 65°C.

It must be remembered, however, that although useful for assessing
the relative hazards of machitting various materials, a At of the implanted
thermocouple may be attributable to a high temperature explosive chip making
very little surface contact with the cutter, or a lower temperature chip with
considerable surface contact. Explosive chip temperature should be the basis
for assessing specific hazardous machining conditions. Determining chip tem-
perature through analysis of a very complex heat transfer situation would be
very difficult, so empirical solutions from a few "known" conditions were
developed. Hopefully, it may be refined and verified by future experiments.

IV. OBSERVATIONS

This study, to date, has achieved the following:
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• The machining variables' effects have been related to explosive
temperature, an optimum indicator of its chemical stability or
hazard potential.

0 The simplicity of the instrumentation and the proficiency of the
statistically designed test method have enabled the accumulation of
a considerable amount of meaningful data with relative ease in a
short period of time.

a Expression of the variables' temperature effects in equation form has
negated the need for describing them in cumbersome, less effective,
alternate methods such as families of graphs, etc.

0 Comparison of the At's achieved by various explosives under the same
machining conditions provides a measure of the relative hazard poten-
tials of those materials.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The explosive machining limits must allow for other than ideal con-
ditions. Instances where foreign materials, broken tools, and inadvertent
cutting of warhead hardware have occurred in the past without incident while
machining the older, "safer" explosives; they can be expected to recur.
Whether the, new plastic-bonded explosives will survive that type abuse has
not been established as yet due to the relatively small quantities of cased
PBX's machined to date.

This study provides evidence that an appreciably more hostile
environment is produced while machining PBXN-104 as compared to TNT. The
At equations provide a means for calculating increased machining variables'
limits for TNT to raise it to a comparable risk level. The relative insen-
sitivity to initiation of TNT would further support such a move, if desired.

Lack of experience at the increased hazard level, plus the confusion
resulting from tailored machining limits, would make such a move inadvisable
at this time.

The mechanics of explosive initiation is not an exact science.
Avoiding accidental initiations requires good judgement based upon
experience, sensitivity testing, and a knowledge of the hazard potential of
the environment to which explosives will be exposed. Many additional explo-
sive compositions are planned for study in an attempt to better define the
environmental hazards they will be subjected to while being machined.
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FIGURE 2. LATHE TURNING EXPERIMENT - TEMPERATURE TRACES FOR HBX-1
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TABLE 1. EQUAT16i COEFFICIENTS

Material a b c d e f g KI ii . i ii irake,

Inert:
Pos 0.20 1625 4310 2 ... 40,000 ... -23

Airdi Steel Nag 0.48 1420 6520 ... 4 34,800 ... -35

Pos 0.13 1415 3635 2 4 . -18
1020 Steel Nag 0.20 1855 5120 2 ... ... .. -20

POs 0.08 1175 2450 ... ... *so... ...
Beryllum Copper Nag 0.08 2170 3500 ... ... 36,800 ... -2

Pos 0.08 540 2727 0.3 ... 14,200 ... -15
6061 Aluminum Neg 0.11 616 3913 ... ... 12,858 ... -16

Pos 0.06 250 300 ... ... 5,780 22
Velostat Neg 0.04 220 520 0.1 e.. 2,200 ... -3

Pos 0.07 390 670 0.2 0.7 ... ... -8
PVC Neg 0.06 34 825 . 1.2 b* 23 -6

PBXN-104 Pos 0406 310 580 0.1 0.4 .. , .,. -8
Simulant Neg 0.03 425 630 0.1 ... 1,000 ... -20

Pos 0.03 95 440 0.1 ... 975 ... -3
Teflon Neg 0.02 75 525 0.1 ... 1,750 ... -2

Pos 0.01 40 20 0.03 ... * . 99.. .
Filler E Neg 0.01 56 30 0.02 ... ... .... .

Explosive:
Pos 0.02 125 194 0.05 ... 0.. -4

PBXN-104 Neg 0.02 129 258 0.04 ... 430 ... -7

Pos 0.02 102 74 .,, 0.1 0.. .0. -1
PBXN-3 Neg 0.02 146 62 0.05 ... ... ... -2

Pos 0.01 88 106 ... ... ... ... -2
HBX-l Neg 0.01 63 63 0.06 ... s . -2

Pos 0.02 41 95 ... ... -2
PBXN-105 Neg 0.02 69 134 0.09 ... ...*00 -3

Pos 0.01 36 60 0.03 . .. ... -2
TNT Neg 0.01 36 60 0.03 ... .. .... -2

" a x Cs + b x Op + c x Fd + d x CSx Dp + e x CS x Fd +

f x Dp x Fd + g x CS x Dp x Fd + K
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TABLE 1I. COMPARATIVE At AND CHIP TEMPERATURE FOR MATERIALS

MACHINED AT OP 5 MAXIMUM LIMITS*

ros rate eg rake'
Material chip At Chp0

0(C) (c (c)(
Inert:

Airdi Steel 818 1718 819 1721

1020 Steel 507 1065 629 1321

Berylium Copper 323 679 787 1653

6061 Aluminum 304 639 344 723

Velostat 139 200 83 126

PVC 117 171 82 125

P8XN-104 Slmulant 90 135 99 147

Teflon, 47 78 50 82

Filler E 12 32 15 36

Explosive:

PBXN-104 32 59 35 63

PBXN-3 25 49 34 61

HBX-l 20 43 17 39

PBXN-105 13 34 22 46

TNT 10 30 10 30

AtChip temperature, for metals, tc 2 Dp + .01

Chip temperature, for non-metals, tc - 1.75 At + 22
1.75 Dp +1I

*OP 5 maximum limits:

210 surface feet per minute
0.188 inch depth of cut
0.035 inch per revolution feed
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